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ABSTRACT 
Film-making is a fundamentally creative process. Film studies 
tends to tie the concept of creativity to the romantic idea of 
the autonomous creative subject or film author. Creativity is 
rendered a subjective and transcendent construct evoked by terms 
such as inspiration, imagination, talent and genius. Sociology 
has demonstrated forcefully that individuals cannot transcend 
their social context and consequently that creative activity 
always occurs in relation to a social and material context. 
We can begin to develop an understanding of film-making as a 
materially-based creative process by examining the context in 
which it occurs. Creativity is dependent on context as it 
determines the space within which creative activity takes place 
by providing the necessary resources, posing problems, suggesting 
solutions and imposing constraints. Film-making is therefore 
structured activity and should be seen in relation to such 
structures. 
Current British cinema provides an interesting substantive area 
for study. The British film industry is small and the structures 
of that industry are amenable to examination. Creativity can be 
looked at in relation to the particular structures of the British 
film industry but also in relation to wider concerns such as 
aesthetic tradition and film technology. Each context: the 
industrial, the aesthetic and the technological, contributes 
significantly to the structuring of the creative process. 
The production process itself is also interesting in that it is 
essentially collaborative with various experts making particular 
contributions at different stages of the process. However, the 
director maintains a position of overall primacy by virtue of 
being the creative co-ordinator supplying the necessary direction 
to the process. 
Throughout, issues are raised and points are illustrated by the 
use of numerous quotations drawn from interviews conducted with. 
around thirty leading members of the British film industry. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This study represents a synthesis of two separate objects of 
interest, one substantive, 'the other theoretical. on one hand 
this thesis is an investigation into the structures of the 
British Film Industry in the mid to late nineteen eighties and an 
analysis of the productive process that lies at the heart of that 
industry: the financing, production, distribution and marketing 
of feature films. This aspect of the study is a direct 
consequence of work I had done previously whilst an undergraduate 
in the Department of Sociology at Edinburgh University. Basically 
this was a brief consideration of the question of the -British 
film 'renaissance' of the early eighties which, followed 'in the 
wake of the Oscar successes of CHARIOTS OF FIRE and GANDHI in 
successive years. 'This work served to sketch in the, terrain and 
to raise several interesting questions as to the functioning of 
the British film industry which it was unable to tackle. This 
present study is in part an attempt to explore these questions, 
to get under the surface and make some sense of the underlying 
processes and practices. 
On the other hand my research is also bound up with a theoretical 
interest in the concept of 'creativity', the hidden dynamic 
behind all human and cultural process. The study afforded me the 
opportunity to- examine theories of creativity with regard to a 
variety of philosophical, psychological and social, contexts, with 
the intention of developing an explanation of the creative 
dynamic at the heart of such an institutionalised process as, film 
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production. I was concerned to develop a notion of creativity 
which demystif ied the concept to some extent and grounded it in 
every day practical activity rather than treating it. as an 
idealist subjective category invoked by terms such as 
inspiration, imagination and genius. 
These two interests are brought together by treating'film-making 
as an essentially creative process, but one which is grounded in, 
and determined by, the institutionalised structures of an 
industry which provides the all important resources necessary for 
creative activity while at the same time imposing constraints. 
This reflects the attempt to integrate human subjects and 
objective conditions as essentially' inter-related elements of an 
explanation of creativity'as a materially-based practical 
activity, in oPposi, tion to understandings'which identify 
creativity exclusively with subjective properties and individual 
capacities. 
Creative processes also involve aspects of both innovation and 
repetition. -Innovation represents the sharp end of human and 
cultural development involving genuine'novelty. This-can lead to 
initial rejection and it may take some tim'e before such 
innovations, be they in art, philosophy, science or whatevert are 
absorbed to the cultural mainstream, transforming that 'Mainstream 
in the process. The substantive object of this study - British 
cinema in the nineteen eighties - can be regarded as creative 
more in the repetitive than the innovatory sense. Film-making is 
by and large a commercial undertaking and as such has a vested 
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interest in finding and retaining an audience. Genuine innovation 
confronts an audience with something it does not yet possess the 
capacity to easily digest therebg creating unease, confusion and 
sometimes resentment. Such confrontation is not in the interests 
of a commercial industry which cannot risk alienating its 
audience. Therefore commercial cinema is structured in -terms of 
recognisable forms and narrative conventions and current British 
cinema is no exception. There is a institutionalised 'space' for 
some formal innovation within the subsidised sector in British 
cinema but in the political and cultural climate of the 1980's 
even ostensibly non-commercial cinema has had to find a 
substantial enough audience to justify its existence and cost. 
However, while the overall form may. not be innovatory, the 
British film industry is in the business of producing novel 
cinematic fictions retaining an element of innovation within the 
process, albeit easily assimilated innovation. 
My basic approach to the study is to connect the creative process 
to a variety of contexts, inter-related but separated for 
analytic purposes, which serve to structure that process. These 
contexts help focus the creative energies of film-makers by 
providing material resavrciL-5, imposing material constraints, 
raising practical problems and suggesting possible solutions to 
these problems. Creativity is fundamentally rooted in such 
contexts. Without a material context creativity does not exist. 
Consequently the creative process I am attempting to explain in 
this study is much less mysterious than the concept of 'divine 
inspiration' implied in idealist accounts, in that it is seen in 
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terms of a series - of practical tasks with clearly defined 
parameters and possible choices. 
The first -two chapters of the study serve to introduce- the 
concept of creativity: in a general sense in chapter one with an 
attempt to draw upon certain 'insights from the work of Raymond 
Williams and Theodor Adorno to build a understanding of 
creativity as a practical activity, and in chapter two with 
regard to the treatment of the concept in film theory and 
criticism. The theoretical question of realism and cinema, and 
the implications this has for a consideration of film-making as 
an essentially creative process, is also considered. This in turn 
leads into chapter three -a discussion of the roleýof technology 
in the Process which touches upon various theoretical questions 
such as the relationship between technology and-aesthetics in a 
historical framework as well as introducing substantive issues 
such as the utilization of technology in current British cinema. 
The future of video, as opposed to film, -technology is also 
considered. 
Chapters four to seven comprise an in-depth consideration of the 
industrial structures of the British film industry. Chapter four 
is a brief historical review of the economics of -f ilm-making - in 
Britain with an emphasis on the relationship between the British 
industry and its American counterpart, while chapters five and 
six deal with the financing, distribution and marketing of 
feature ý films in the, current context and the implications, these 
structures have for the creative process. Emphasis here is, placed 
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on a small group of financing and production companies who 
effectively form the backbone of the industry including Channel 
4, British ýScreen, Handmade, Zenith, Palace, Working Title and 
the BFI, Production Board. Chapter seven considers the question of 
industrial relations In British film-making by examining- the 
history and current practices of the major film industry Trades 
Union: -the A. C. T. T. ý7-- 
Chapter eight consists of an examination of the aesthetic-context 
of British cinema which is less tangible in. material - terms but 
which plays as much a part in the structuring process as 
technology or economics in that it provides a cultural tradition 
with specific forms and genres which provide an inevitable 
ref erence point f or all f ilm-makers. The concentration is placed' 
on current generic patterns in British cinema and ýbroader 
aesthetic tendencies which -relate the cinema to other cultural 
forms such as literature, theatre and television, effectively 
locating it within a broader cultural context. 
Chapters nine and ten comprise an exploration of the production 
process which attempts to go beyond ' auteurist I conceptions by 
arguing that film production is an essentially collaborative 
undertaking involving a range of specialist-skills. Chapter nine 
assesses the working, relationships between the major creative 
collaborators: directors, screenwriters, producers, designers, 
cinematographers, actors, and editors. Finally, chapter ten 
reaffirms the primacy of the director within the collaborative 
process, serving to, retain, some notion of individuality and 
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overall direction., 
The substantive part of the study draws heavily on interview 
material extracted from conversations I had with several 
individuals currently active in the British film industry 
including directors, producers, commissioning editors at the 
various companies noted above, cinematographers, designers and 
editors. These interviews were conducted in the period from July 
1987 to November 1988. This study is concerned with production 
rather than consumption and consequently the understandings and 
experiences of the individuals involved is of major importance 
and interest as well as providing major insights as to how the 
industry functions on a day to day basis. 
Finally, as this work deals with a contemporary subject it is 
vulnerable to change, particularly in an industry where fortunes 
can change overnight. For example in the early part of this 
decade Goldcrest was the flagship of the British film industry. 
They Subsequently found themselves in financial trouble and were 
forced to withdraw from feature film financing. In terms of my 
own study, companies and individuals I have identified as 
important may withdraw from the game. For example Zenith 
Productions - one of the four companies I examine in some depth 
in chapter five - at the moment (summer 1989) appear to be 
committing themselves more to television production than feature 
films. Yet when I wrote that particular chapter they were one of 
the major equity financiers of British films. Equally some of the 
individuals I interviewed may no longer hold the posts they are 
1 
accredited with in the text. This is a major problem with such an 
up to the minute piece of research but I have attempted where 
possible to update the information in the various chapters with 
the final amendments being made in September 1989. 
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PART ONE: THEORETICAL OBSERVATIONS 
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CHAPTER ONE 
CREATIVITY: THE THEORETICAL CONTEXT 
Towards a Theoretical Definition of Creativity 
Any academic study which explicitly defines 'creativity' as one 
of its primary concepts sets itself the initial problem of 
defining what. the concept actually means in the context of the 
project in hand. Creativity is a somewhat ambiguous idea, 
understood and utilized in different ways. by different people be 
they psychologists, sociologists, philosophers, critics or the 
ordinary person in the street. To avoid the very real risk of 
confusion, the writer has a duty to clarify his or her position 
in relation to the appropriation and,, use of the, concept within 
the given context. This is good academic practice but when one is 
dealing, with such an ambiguous concept as 'creativity' such a 
consideration takes on added importance. The purpose. of this 
chapter therefore is to define 'creativity' in relation to how 
the concept will-be utilized in this study: 
, 
as e'ssentially. a 
process which is constituted in relation to and structured by 
certain_ material constraints, in this case, the institutional and 
aesthetic structures of the British cinema. The construction of 
such a working definition necessarily entails an examination of 
the concept creativity' -in some depth, incorporating a brief 
review of certain theoretical explanations of-the concept with a 
particular emphases on those writings which I have found useful 
in attempting to, build my own theoretical understandings of this 
very elusive thing called 'creativity,. I shall subsequently go 
On, in chapter two, to examine the ways in which notions of 
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creativity have been used in film theory and criticism. Taken 
together, these two separate but related discussions will f orm 
the basic theoretical introduction to the substantive body of 
this study. 
The idea of creativity is bound up with notions of change, 
development and process and is therefore a central, though often 
Una(ýknowl edged, component of social scientific explanations. 
Social change occurs through the actions of individuals 
regardless of whether the theorist in question holds 'creative 
activity, to be structurally compelled or the product of human 
volition. In this way all theorists - be they proponents of 
structure or action - embrace the idea of creativity, although 
the latter group may claim that by virtue of their 
acknowledgement of the human ability to act spontaneously; to 
freely form ends and choose between means, they have a more 
appropriate understanding of creativity as something 
characterised by elements of freedom and indeterminacy. However, 
as I shall attempt to demonstrate in due course, such a position 
does not necessarily tackle the problem more adequately than 
structural or deterministic theories. There are problems with 
both types of approach but if anything I am more inclined towards 
structural theories in their stressing of external factors such 
as social conditions and material resources, as opposed to the 
idea of creativity as an innate human capacity. However, as I 
shall attempt to show, variants of the latter perspective tend to 
hold more sway, particularly in terms of popular conceptions of 
creativity, but also in academic circles. This position can be 
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generally referred to as the Romantic Ideal and its roots stretch 
back to classical philosophy. 
The Romantic Ideal 
In his second major publication THE LONG REVOLUTION, Raymond 
Williams begins his elaboration of cultural theory with an 
interesting discussion of the development of ideas of creativity 
or the 'creative mind' as he puts it. (1) At the onset he refers 
to the Renaissance as the period when explicit ideas of human 
creativity first emerged. However, he suggests that there are 
important links between Renaissance thought and the earlier 
tradition of Plato and Aristotle. Williams concentrates his 
discussion around the idea of artistic endeavour: the most 
Popular locus of discussions of creativity although the idea can 
and does extent to all forms of ý human activity. It 
is important 
however to be explicit when a distinction is being made between 
creativity on a general level as the dynamic of social change, 
and in a specific sense such as the creation of particular art 
objects. The Greeks saw art- in essentially mimetic terms: art 
being an imitation of external reality rather than the 'creation' 
of new objects, adding to reality as such. This is interesting in 
itself because it forms the basis of several subsequent 
understandings of artistic activity, including the vulgar Marxist 
notion of cultural production as a reflection of aspects of the 
Capitalist mode of production, and also many common sense notions 
of art which tend to evaluate art works in terms of their 
correspondence to physical reality and seem to have problems 
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comprehending abstract or more conceptual art. The issue of 
realism and its relation to ideas of creativity is also very 
important with respect to film and I shall also explore this 
question in the second part of this theoretical discussion. 
While both Plato and Aristotle essentially looked at artistic 
activity in relation to reality, they display in their writings 
different conceptions of creativity, as Rothenberg and Houseman 
point out. (2) Plato saw creativity as essentially divine 
inspiration, the intervention of the gods. This forms the origin 
of the more elitist - in the sense that only exceptional 
individuals possess creative capacities - formulations of the 
romantic ideal. In any case, the Platonic conception locates the 
origin of creativity in an essentially 'supernatural' domain. 
Aristotle on the other hand tended to see artistic creativity in 
terms of a productive activity following natural laws. The 
influence this idea has on deterministic explanations is obvious 
but it is also important in its relation to conceptions of 
creativity as a human 'essence', through the stressing of the 
idea of natural laws. Aristotle's ideas can also be seen as 
representing the more democratic pole of the romantic ideal. 
Williamc.., '. does not consider these aspects of Plato and 
Aristotle's writing and their implications for the development of 
ideas, PreferjjAq instead to concentrate on the mimesis/creativity 
distinction. However to be fair, he does stress the continuities 
in the development of ideas, beginning with Plato and Aristotle 
and continuing down through the centuries, rather, than 'presenting 
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them as 'breaks' or 'ruptures'. But within the melting pot of 
Renaissance thought Williams does identify the emergence of a 
novel conceptZon of artistic endeavour which shifts the stress 
away from the relation betweerLart and reality and towards the 
idea of art as essentially creative. This doctrine, Williams 
argues, represented a movement in thought which asserted 'the 
human right to break out of the order of nature and to exercise 
creative will. It constituted human beings as autonomous self- 
determining entities. MH Abrams identifies two diverse currents 
within the early nineteenth century romantic aesthetic which he 
describes in terms of metaphors of 'the mirror' and 'the lamp'. 
The former conceptualises the mind in terms of 'a reflector of 
external objects' and clearly dates back to the ideas of Plato 
and Aristotle, while the latter sees the mind as 'a radiant 
projector which-makes a contribution to the objects it 
perceives': typifying the prevailing romantic conceptions of the 
mind and the autonomous subject, constituting the first, shift 
towards notions of individual genius- and the creative 
imagination. (3) This movement in thought has, as Williams points 
out profoundly religious connotations in that art was the 
creation of humankind in the same way that nature was the 
creation of God. In other words the creative principle was 
regarded in terms of: 
loan energy of the soul which is an approach to God. "(4) 
This shift in perception from art , as i., mitation to art as 
creation was aý gradual process constrained- by theological 
I influence which had to relax sufficiently to allow comparisons to 
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be made between the work of human beings and that of God which 
would escape charges of blasphemy. 
The creative impulse was originally restricted to certain 
'exceptional' individuals, particularly poets (shades of the 
Platonic influence). However, this slowly developed into a more 
democratic idea of creativity which regarded the 'creative 
imagination' to be a general human faculty. But even this 
essentially organic idea of creativity, with its stress on 
spontaneity, inspiration and imagination, retained a certain 
elitism in that while every human being was seen to be endowed 
with creative capacities, these were most highly developed in the 
case of the poet or artist. This idea still persists in the 
popular usage of terms like 'genius', 'talent' and 'gifted' to 
explain outstanding artistic achievements. 
Concurrent with the divine conception of creativity within 
romantic thought is the idea of the romantic agony. This is 
consistent with the romantic ideal in that the artist is seen as 
an autonomous creative subject. However, the idea of the romantic 
agony involves a shift in emphasis in that the creative act is 
seen in terms of the artist struggling with his or her demons in 
the act of creation. The divine conception of creativity does not 
invoke such notions of pain and-struggle. Creativity is therefore 
seen as a traumatic or painful experience and this has influenced 
popular notions of artistic creativity as intrinsically linked to 
pain, suffering and madness. Raymond Williams for one acknowled. ý* 
the-idea of pain as intrinsic to the creative process-. He talks 
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about 'the excitement and pain of the effort' being 'followed by 
the delight and rest of completion' in his description of the 
dynamics of the creative act. (5) 
Warren Steinkraus is another commentator on creativity who 
explores the idea of pain as an essential component of the 
creative process -a fact that is, he argues, often repressed in 
the works themselves. (6) There seem to be particular painful 
experiences which are unique to artistic creativity. One example 
is the pain of making a selection from the available material: 
choosing between possible solutions to a given problem. The 
richer the context of one's mind, the more difficult it is to 
decide between the available alternatives. Steinkraus goes on to 
Identify other kinds of pain suffered by the artist as a 
implicated in, or as a consequence of, the creative process. 
There is the pain of personal exposure; of having one's innermost 
thoughts and feelings made public through the work of art., The 
fear of, and ability to endure, public rebuffs are important 
considerations in this context. Finally there is the pain, of 
Svfpressed emotion. This is the torment generated by the need to 
create, - in -a sense the need to perceive a need; to formulate an 
intention or to identify a problem. Thus Steinkraus identifies 
pain as integral to all parts of the creative process: - the 
setting'up of the problem, the solution and the subsequent 
exposure of the solution. 
The problem with the romantic ideal is that in enshrining 
creative ability as a naturally given attribute, an exercise of 
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will on the part of autonomous 'free' subjects, it disguises its 
own specific and historical nature by making its central concept 
transcendent. (This postulates creativity as an aspect of mind or 
'spirit' and consequently aligns the romantic ideal with idealist 
philosophy such as that associated with Kant and Hegel. ) The 
unmasking of the romantic ideal as a historically generated 
discourse rather than a transcendent truth was accomplished by 
writers in the Marxist tradition who attacked it as a bourgeois 
construction. The German Critical theorist Theodor Adorno, whose 
ideas will be discussed in some depth later on, attacks the 
conception of the creative genius as diverting attention from 
society and its repressive mechanisms. The idea of the 'creative 
subject' is seen by Adorno as in harmony with 'vulgar bourgeois 
consciousness' for two reasons: 
"One, it glorifies pure creation by human beings without regard 
to purpose and thus feeds into the Bourgeois work ethic; and two, 
it relieves the viewer of the task of understanding the artistic 
object before him,,, giving him, instead a surrogate - the 
personality of the artist, or worse, trashy biographies of 
him. "(7) 
- i. e. art objects being perceived in terms of the mind of their 
'creator' rather than material objects in their own right. Not 
only are the social relations of- production (and therefore 
questions of domination and social inequality) masked but the 
ability to criticise and reveal the nature of social reality - 
which Adorno believed Modernist art could -show if properly 
apprehended - is also denied by way of the dominance'of the 
romantic ideal. 
Various commentators, including both Adorno and Williams, have 
pointed'out that certain assumptions which can be traced directly 
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the romantic conception under discussion have significantly 
influenced psychoanalytic positions on the question of 
creativity. , Lionel Trilling 'for example argues that 
psychoanalysis can be seen in terms of one of the culminations of 
the nineteenth century romantic movement in literature. (8) He 
identifies a shif t in that movement away from what he terms a 
Hobbesian conception of an effective utilitarian ego towards the 
idea of the anarchic and self indulg ent id. We begin to find 
conceptions of the mind as a divisible thing and also a profound 
interest in dreams. This, Trilling argues, is an indication of 
the intellectual context within which Freud developed his 
theories of the unconscious. 
Freud introduced the idea of fantasy as an intrinsic component of 
creative thinking -a replacement of the Platonic divinity with 
the unconscious in that psychoanalysts tend to regard works of 
art as essentially projections of the unconscious mind or 'day 
dreams'. (The most self-conscious example being the w. orks by the 
surrealists who produced their various paintings and writings in 
accordance with Freudian principles. ) Fantasy, in the Freudian 
model is seen in terms of the emergence of repressed instincts - 
the product of a neurotic or psychotic mind - and it is this 
which compelsý, the artist to produce his or her works. This is a 
common thesis in that proponents point to the various examples of 
creative 'geniuses' who suffered from madness from Mozart to Van 
Gogh. 
Trilling argues that in regarding the artist as a neurotic Freud 
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was merely adopting a popular belief of his age - an expression 
of industrial rationalisation and bourgeois philistinism. (9) one 
only has to compare this notion of the artist with the earlier 
idea of the 'mad scientist' which had no place in a world 
dominated by technology where scientific knowledge was valued 
above all other doctrines. 
In relating the creative powers of the artist to neurosis Freud 
is effectively providing what amounts to a medicalised expression 
of the romantic agony. The key concept in his discussions of 
psychoanalysis and artistic creativity is sublimation. In a major 
essay on Leonardo da Vinci, written in 1910, Freud argues that 
the sublimation of sexual instincts leads to a re-channelling of 
libidinal energy into one's professional activity. He argues that 
Leonardo represents a classic case of sublimation in that he had, 
at one and the same time, an over-powerful instinct- for research 
coupled with a rather atrophied sexual life. As Freud writes: 
"The core of his nature, and the secret of it would appear to be 
that after his curiosity had been activated in infancy in the 
service of sexual interests he succeeded in, sublimating the 
greater part of his libido into an urge for research. "(10) 
Freud argues that the sublimation of libido in the case of 
Leonardo had two distinct stages: the first led to an early very 
productive artistic period, while the second marked a shift away 
from intense productivity towards investig ation and deliberation 
which, in turn, led him away from art and towards science. 
Regardless of any objections which could be made to Freud's 
notions of creativity and sublimation on a theoretical level, 
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there seem to be several examples (which immediately spring to 
mind) of highly creative individuals whose sex lives were 
anything but atrophied - if reputation has any correspondence to 
truth. Rodin, Gaugin, Picasso are just three examples plucked out 
of the air. Given the general 'bohemian' existences of many 
artists it is not surprising that they often had frequent and 
uninhibited sexual encounters. 
Adorno notes what he sees as an essential similarity between the 
writings of Freud and the idealist philosophy of Kant. Like 
idealism, the problem with psychoanalytic accounts, for Adorno, 
is that they reduce art to: 
it ... an absolutely subjective system of signs denoting drive 
states of the subject. "(11) 
Adorno criticises both Kant and Freud for conceptualising art as 
existing only in relation to the individual who produced or 
contemplated a particular work. The objective role of social 
conditions and the process of production itself are practically 
ignored. In otherwords creativity in idealist philosophy and 
psychoanalysis alike is resigned to the realm of the subject and 
that realm only. 
However, Freud's legacy was subsequently carried over into 
various streams of thought including the critical theory of the 
Frankfurt School. In his seminal book 'One Dimensional Man' , 
a damning critique of modern 'mass' society, Herbert Marcuse 
employs a concept of 'repressive desublimation' in order to 
explain how apparent advances in personal liberties and 
prosperity in modern society actually involves a negation of 
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opposition and consequentlya reinforcement of domination. Marcuse 
and other Critical Theorists such as Adorno are highly concerned 
about the ways the 'culture industry' has appropriated and 
effectively neutralised the oppositional culture represented by 
artistic modernism. This Process, Marcuse argues, involves a 
sweeping desublimation. As he writes: 
"Artistic alienation is sublimation. It creates the images of 
conditions which are irreconcilable with the established Reality 
Principle but which, as cultural images, became tolerable, even 
edifying and useful. Now this, imagery is invalidated. Its 
incorporation into the kitchen, the office, the shop; its 
commercial release for business and fun is, in a sense, 
desublimation - replacing mediated by immediate gratification. 
But it is desublimation practiSed from a 'position of strength' 
on the part of society, which can afford to grant more than 
before because its interests have become the inner-most drives of 
its citizens, and because the joys which it promote social 
cohesion and contentment. "(12) 
The . oppositional culture so incorporated by contemporary mass 
culture is, the culture which the Frankfurt School argued 
'represented, the last preserve of-humanyearning for, that 'other' 
society beyond the present one I- ie. the possibility of an 
emancipated society. Mass culture on the other hand served a new 
political function in that it reconciled the mass audience to the 
status quo by way of creating, and subsequently appearing to 
satisfy, false wants and needs. Artistic endeavour no longer 
involved- a struggle for truth which transcended the smoke screen 
of, ideological representation but rather became part, and parcel 
of the dominant ideology. It is in this, way, ýwithin Marcuse's 
Marxian/Freudian framework that sublimation is transformed into 
repressive desublimation. 
The idea-of society being detrimental to creativity-is echoed in 
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a range statements'from various commentators, writing from very 
different perspectives to Herbert Marcuse, such as Rollo May(13), 
Robert Ginsberg(14) and Carl Rogers(15) who all call for greater 
social and cultural open. P_55y, or freedom, so as to promote the 
kind of environment best suited to the fostering of creative 
' The idea of freedom as an essential environment for potential. 
the fostering of creativity is bound up with the romantic 
conception of the creative subject who, as I have pointed out, 
had broken free from the constraints' of nature and exercised his 
own creative capacities. 
I find that such explanations have little to offer in terms of MY 
own study which is essentially interested in the relationship 
between a particular kind of creativity, or more precisely 
creative. process: i. e. film-making, and the. specific 
institutional and aesthetic structures which are external to the 
creative individuals involved but which do so much to structure 
and shape the creative process in hand by providing the all 
important 'context' in which creative activity takes place. Such 
a context is not necessarily negative as writers like May, 
Ginsberg and Rogers would maintain as it can provide 
opportunities and materials, pose certain questions, and inspire 
innovation. In addition, external factors are more tangible and 
amenable to explanation than subjective essences and their 
analysis, I am convinced, can provide the foundations of attempts 
construct more adequate understandings of the very elulsive and 
mysterious concept we call creativity. To begin to construct 
theoretical explanations from concepts which are by definition 
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elusive seems to be self -def eating. This is why I am convinced 
that the problem can 
- 
be more productively tackled by beginiijr,, ý 
with the material and social context. 
As a preliminary step in this direction I shall now turn to a 
consideration of theories of creativity which do not treat it as 
an organic or natural essence but rather which are concerned with 
locating the the creative process within objective social 
conditions. The most interesting place to start this enquiry is 
within the Marxist tradition in social thought. 
Bringing the Social Back In: A Consideration of Raymond 
Williams and Theodor Adorno on Creativity 
Alongside the development of the romantic ideal which, as we have 
seen, fed into psychoanalytic traditions and still largely 
inf orms Popular conceptions of crpativity, there are potentially 
more Productive approaches which can be identified. Ironically, 
but not altogether surprisingly, these productive developments 
have their origin in idealist philb sophy, in particular the 
writings of Hegel. The idea of creativity was central to the 
Hegelian concept of the dialectic which involved a progressive 
development to what Hegel calls 'absolute spirit'. His philosophy 
had a profound influence on the young Karl Marx. Marx was 
f avourably inclined towards Hegel's dialectical method but, and 
this is crucial, the thrust of his own work was to reverse the 
Hegelian concept of dialectic in the attempt to strain towards a 
materialist rather than an idealist conception of history. Marx's 
'historical materialism' achieved an inversion of German idealist 
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philosophy in that rather than moving f rom the abstract to the 
concrete, from mind to matter, it moved from the concrete to the 
abstract. Lif e is no longer determined by consciousness as Hegel 
argued but rather consciousness is determined by lif e. Thus for 
Marx, creativity is no longer an independent concept, a movement 
of spirit or 'geist', but rather it becomes rooted in practical 
conditions and circumstances. As Marx explains in 'The German 
Ideology': 
"The social structure and the state are continually evolving out 
of the lif e-process of definite individuals, not as they appear 
in their own or other people Is imagination, but as they really 
are, ie. as they operate, produce materially and hence as they 
work under definite material limits, presuppositions, and 
conditions independent of their will. "(16) 
In this way Marx regarded creativity, in the general sense, as an 
essential human attribute (avoiding the elitism of Plato and 
the pathology of Freud) but also an attribute which is activated 
in response to external material and historical conditions and 
which in turn provides the necessary dynamic for the development 
and transformation of these conditions. Marx's ideas have had a 
profound influence on subsequent generations of writers who have 
attempted to make sense of creativity on both a general level and 
with regard to artistic creativity in particular. Raymond Williams 
and Theodor Adorno are two of these writers who, despite their 
common influence, pursue very different types of explanationý 
What unites them is a desire to generate essentially Marxist 
understandings of contemporary cultural process which are opposed 
to the 'vulgar marxist' conception of art and culture in general 
as mere aspects of a superstructure which is effectively 
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determined by the economic base. This, as Iý have noted above, 
represents a throwback to the Greek notion of art as imitation or 
reflection. 
Williams' . approach to creativity is to essentially democratise 
it, to locate it in the activity of every human mind by relating 
it to perception. Every individual learns how to perceive the 
world, to create it in a sense. Such learning must be in relation 
to existing cultural rules so in this way Williams is attempting 
to relate his idea of a subjective process, to external referents. 
He goes on to develop his notion of perception: human beings 
learn to perceive a thing by describing it. Description involves 
interpretation in relation to general social rules which 
determine whether a description is novel or consistent with 
current understandings. Description and interpretation are, in 
turn, functions of communication. Williams argues that we learn 
to perceive something by describing it to others by conveying a 
Particular experience. The arts, for Williams, are examples of 
intense forms of communication and it is the shared communication 
which represents the, social basis of artistic creativity. As 
he explains: 
"The artist shares with other men what is usually called I the 
creative imagination': that is to say, the capacity to find and 
organize new descriptions of experience. other men share-with the 
artist the capacity to transmit these descriptions which are only in the full sense descriptions when they are in a communicable form. The special nature of the artists work is his use of a learned skill in a particular kind of transmission of experience. His command of this skill is his art... But the purpose ofthe 
skill is similar to the purpose of all general human skills. of 
communication: the transmission of valued experience. "(17) 
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This argument has important implications for the nature of 
artistic creativity in that art relies on a working communication 
being reached between artist and audience in order to succeed. 
Communication is an activity in which both artist and 
spectator/reader/listener actively participate. the artist 
encodes an experience within the formal properties of his or her 
work and this experience or message is decoded (read) by the 
members of the audience. If this transmission breaks down then 
the art work has failed in Williams' book. He writes: 
"To succeed in art is to convey an experience to others in such a 
form that the experience is actively recreated ... all else is failure ... The failure of art is the failure of 
communication. "(18) 
This implies that successful communication 'depends' on the 
organisation of audiences as well as artists 'and this must be 
done in relation to certain criteria of competence which, for 
social and structural rather than organic reasons, is not 
uniformly distributed amongst all members of society. Most modern 
art can, following Williams' argument, ' therefore be' seen as 
elitist because the members of society competent in the'skills of 
reading or 'actively recreating' the experiences conveyed in the 
literary works of Kafka or Beckett, the 'paintings of Klee 'and 
Mondrian, the music of Schoenberg or 'Cage, or the modernist 
cinema of Antonioni, Bertolucci or Godard, are' the minority who 
have been educated in such competence. Those who do not possess 
this skill will more likely than not regard such works in 
generally negative terms ranging from bewilderment and boredom to 
outrage and hostility. In this context the art has failed because 
communication has failed yet it is douStful that'even Williams 
would deny the importance and stature of the above mentioned 
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individuals. In his attempts to democratise the idea of artistic 
creativity Williams tends to neglect the structural inequalities 
which are so crucial to the patterning of artistic production and 
reception in society, or as the Critical Theorists would see it, 
he fails to perceive the truth content of modern art which is 
located precisely in its refusal to be the midwife of 
communication and, by implication, the inherently repressive 
nature of mass communication in contemporary society. 
The idea of communication is useful because it is related to the 
issue of intentionality and of art as message or statement. By 
virtue of their formal properties some arts convey intention and 
message in a less ambiguous way than others - for example 
narrative cinema compared to abstract art - but, contrary to what 
some Critical Theorists might argue, I believe that all art 
contain some moment of intentionality and message, from the 
blatant propaganda of agit prop to the communication of ambiguous 
or abstract 'feelings' in conceptual and non figurative art. But 
all art forms are subject to interpretation, to a greater or 
lesser extent. This is in turn dependent on a variety of factors 
including the social and historical context of the production of 
the work vis-a-vis that of the reception of the work and the 
intentionality of the artist who may. wish to make unequivocal 
statements or explore ambiguity and ambivalence in his or her 
work. In any case a certain importance or objective status is 
bestowed upon the work which is independent of its creator - 
despite the artist's intentions the object produced is somewhat 
more than mere 'message'. 
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The unproblematic way in which Williams relates artistic 
creativity to communication is radically challenged by a 
consideration of the ideas of Theodor Adorno. The major 
difference between the two can be illustrated by way of a 
consideration of how each conceptualises the dynamics of the 
creative process as it is realised in' artistic production. 
Williams describes this process in the following manner: 
"It is neither subject working on object, nor object on subject: 
it is, rather, a dynamic interaction, which is in f act a whole 
and continuous process. The man makes the shape and the shape 
makes the man, but these are merely alternative descriptions of 
one process. well known by artists and in f act central to man 
himself. "(19) 
The subject/object relationship at the heart of the creative 
dynamic is seen as a more or less harmonious one by Williams. The 
way he relates the specific instance of artistic creativity to 
the general principles of creative activity can be directly 
related to the ideas of Marx. 
Adorno is rather less humanistic than Williams, a reflection of 
his rather pessimistic conception of the human subject. (20) He 
regards the subject/object relationship in terms of a 'precarious 
balance , rather than an 'identity of the two' as Williams does - 
Adorno tends to stress the importance of the object over the 
subject in that a subject is simultaneously always an object 
while an object need not also be a subject. He develops in some 
detail his notion of 'precarious balance'; of the dialectical 
relationship between subject and object in the process of' 
artistic creation. The following passage dealing with the 
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specifics of this relationship is worth quoting in full: 
"On its private side, the subjective process of creation is 
irrelevant. It is the objective side of the process that 
constitutes the precondition f or the realisation of its Internal 
logic of development. Subjectivity comes into its own not as 
communication or message but as labour. The work of art aims at 
the balance between subject and object without any assurance that 
it will succeed. This too is an aspect of the illusory quality of 
art. The individual artist functions as an executor of that 
balance. in the productive process he faces a task that has been 
posed f or him, rather than one he poses. f or himself . In every block of marble and in every keyboard, a sculpture or a musical 
composition respectively, seems to be waiting to be set free. 
Artistic tasks tend to contain their objective solutions, not of 
course in any mathematically precise sense, not like univocal 
solutions to equations. The artist's absolute act is of mint'tscule 
importance. He mediates between the problem he confronts as given 
and the solution as it potentially inheres in his material.. If a 
tool can be called an extension of the human hand, then the 
artist is an extension of a tool that is engaged in making 
possible the transition from potentiality to actuality. "(21) 
The implications of this statement fundamentally separates Adorno 
from Williams. The idea of art as communication is flatly 
rejected by the f ormer. Adorno argues that the alleged creative 
freedom of the artist is illusory in that art works express 
objective social tendencies unintended by their creators. The so- 
called spontaneity of subjective creativity can only realise 
itself through objectification, which means working with 
materials already filtered through the existing social matrix. 
Intentionality is fundamentally non-identical to content for 
Adorno. Intentionality may fail to actualise itself in the 
structure of the work. As Adorno puts it: 
"Objective forces beyond the control of mere intention determine 
whether a creative dynamic is set free in the work. "(22) 
At another point Adorno writes: 
I 
"Design is not an -absolute constant... for it is almost-always 
subject to change in the process of realisation and implementation. Indeed itis almost a mark of objectification for a work to have departed from its overall conception under the 
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pressure of its immanent logic. "(23) 
In spite of any question of intentionality the subject is seen by 
Adorno as 'under the sway' of his or her work in the course of 
artistic creation, the process being determined externally (vis- 
a-vis the subject) rather than internally, in a romantic sense, 
or in terms of a harmonious interaction between the external and 
the internal as Williams tends to see it. In order to explain 
this process Adorno utilizes the concept of limmanencel. He 
argues that immanent analysis involves the use of categories 
intrinsic to the object in question rather than through notions 
imposed from without. In this way any moment or truth value 
within the object will be perceived undistorted by external 
social categories, preserving the germ of optimism and possible 
emancipation in the f ace of large scale incorporation and 
repression. 
It is interesting to note that Adorno's ideas, at least those 
regarding the 'objectification' of the creative process are 
shared by several writers who have tackled the question of 
creativity including Larry Briskman(24), Monroe Beardsley(25) and 
the aesthetician FE Sparshott(26). What such a conception does, 
in effect, is to endow formal properties with a certain degree of 
autonomy distinct from their appropriation by any subject. The 
resulting work itself, rather than the creative process, becomes 
the privileged object in such accounts. This has both positive 
and negative consequences. on the positive side, the objective 
social forces which so decisively contribute to the creation of 
art objects can be directly addressed and are no longer concealed 
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by the idea of an autonomous subject-creator. On the negative 
side, by ignoring the process of creation altogether, be it 
subjectively or objectively informed, in favour of the art work 
(Adorno avoids doing this but some of the other writers mentioned 
do not), it can give rise to a new unbridled subjectivity - the 
reign of the the critic who is free to interpret the art object 
as he or she pleases, being exempted from any consideration of 
the, context of the object's production. Thus the old regime of 
subjective autonomy is replaced by another: the creator by the 
critic. This is a trap that post-structuralistýwritings often end 
up in as I shall demonstrate later. 
What can be drawn from this consideration , of the ý ideas of 
Williams and Adarno ? Firstly, I think that the question of 
intentionality is an important one. There is a certain degree of 
intentionality in all artistic endeavour, but whether this is 
realised or not is another matter. However, I feel that Williams 
tends to overstress his idea of 'communication', as, it is 
important to consider the objective f orces at work in artistic 
production and reception. On the other hand Adorno tends to 
obliterate intentionality altogether. By doing, he renders 
artistic activity problematic since purpose becomes obscured and 
we are forced to ask the question why anyone should wish to be an 
artist in the first place in such circumstances ? The necessity 
to create must embrace intentionality to-some degree: -the 
perceived need to find a solution to a problem or to make a 
statement that needs to be made. Marx understood this yet it 
seems to be neglected in the writings of Adorno who, along with 
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his Frankfurt School colle ave5 is handicapped by his excessively 
pessimistic conception of society. and his rather elitist notions 
of the incorporation of modernist culture into mass culture. 
A critique of the over-emphasis on the object in philosophy and 
aesthetics is forwarded in separate writings by Joseph Margolis 
and Michael Mitias. Margolis argues that artworks cannot be 
fathomed independently of the complex processes linking the 
particular properties of -art objects - genre, features, 
representational, expressive, symbolic and related properties - 
and the artists craft. He writes: 
"There is no manageable sense in which theorising about. the 
properties of art works can be sepprated from theorising about 
the conceptual orientation of the artist responsible. To judge a 
work to be creative is, effectively to judge the artist to have 
worked in a creative way. "(27) 
Mitias reinforces the argument that the understanding of art 
objects requires a conception, of their process of creation. The 
term 'work of art' infers the idea of production in the sense 
that the object is a work, something which has been produced. In 
this way, Mitias argues, the artistic identity of the work is 
something made or achieved. Therefore, he argues: 
"If the artistic aspect of a work is intentional, . ie. purposefully structured reality, if artistic creativity is, in 
other words, a necessary condition for an object being a work of 
art, it should follow that an understanding of creative activity 
or the conditions underwhich art works are produced is essential 
to our understanding of the concept of art and what it is to be 
an art work. "(28) 
In otherwords, an artwork's context of origin is an Important 
consideration in subsequent'interpretations and understandings of 
that work. 
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However, as Margolis points out, there is no reason to suppose 
that the explanation of the creative features of interpreted 
artefacts must be - or even can be - identical with what were the 
operative concepts with which an artist first produced that 
artdfact. While the context of production is important, it cannot 
be recreated in its entirety by subsequent generations because 
interpretation, like production, is constrained and structured by 
social factors and processes. To recreate a particular, context 
would require the interpreter to transcend his or her own social 
context which is impossible. But the recreation of context does 
not simply render a particular object a prisoner of that context. 
Certain artefacts may seem 'dated' and have little resonance in 
the current context. Others on the other hand may have more 
impact. Fo r various reasons these can be said to have transcended 
their context or at least carried their context with them in such 
a way that they retain a, certain vitality and contemporary 
resonance and cannot simply be pigeonholed as a 'dead, object, 
consigned to its 'correct' place in history. 
Certain difficulties begin to appear in both Williams' and 
Adorno's arguments when we consider the problem of innovation 
versus repetition within the idea of creativity. 
-The 
concept 
creativity embraces both categories. An object which can be said 
to have been generated by way of a creative process or act may, 
on the one hand, represent a tangible innovation: an expansion in 
human resources, formal properties or knowledge, and involving a 
mor-ent of non-recognition, while on the other hand, the object 
may be a novel combination of identifiable techniques, 
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observations, ideas already in existence. The latter is the only 
type of creative activity to be found in the writings of the 
post-structuralist proponents of intertextuality - the currently 
fashionable school of thought in the field of cultural studies. 
As Roland Barthes would have it, the 'text' represents: 
"**. a multi-dimensional space in which a variety of writings, 
none of them original, blend and clash. "(29) 
Thus recognition, on, the audiences part, is not ultimately a 
problem in such accounts as innovation consists in a different 
mixture of existing elements. 
In dif f erent ways both Williams and Adorno would seem to , come 
close to endorsing this view of creativity. In Williams' case the 
stress placed on communication would seem to work against genuine 
innovation which would seriously run the risk of a breakdown in 
communication. While Williams Msknowl edges that art can and does 
serve on the frontiers. of knowledge, particularly in disrupted 
and rapidly changing societies, it also serves at the very centre 
of society the artist being regarded as 'the voice ýof the 
community' and this is what he wishes to emphasise. This serves 
to downplay genuine innovation and change. The majority of 
artistic activity in Williams' model is therefore only creative 
in the restrictive sense, involving elements of recognition. 
While this may be an accurate reflection of actual conditions (it 
is certainly the case with regard to my own substantive study of 
current British cinema) it does ý not provide a suf f iciently f ull 
theoretical explanation of - creativity which at some point must 
involve, as I have said, a moment of non-recognition both, on the 
part of the audience and the artist for genuine innovation to 
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have occurrQLL. 
Williams does not share Adorno's passion for modernism as the 
only progressive art, since modernism by definition renders 
communication problematic. His approach to Modernism is to 
effectively contextualise it - to relate it to a specific set of 
social developments and conditions. In addition, and this is an 
important point, Williams points out that while Modernism can be 
seen in terms of a distinctive movement it is also characterised 
by: 
II.. an internal diversity of methods and emphases: a restless and 
often directly competitive sequence of innovations and 
experiments, always more immediately recognised by what -they are 
breaking from than by what, in any simple way, they are breaking 
towards. Even the range of basic cultural positions, within 
Modernism, stretches from an eager embrace of Modernity, either 
in its new technical and mechanical forms or in the, equally 
significant attachments to ideas of social and political 
revolution, to conscious options for past or exotic cultures as 
sources or at least as fragments against the modern world. "(30) 
This is a rather different understanding of Modernism than 
Adorno's sense of uniformly, at least by implication, 
oppositional culture. 
However, Williams does attempt to accommodate some understanding 
of change, suggesting that experience is subject to change and 
this in turn affects received meanings and communicative 
resources. The relation between the novel and the familiar is 
seen by Williams in terms of the gap between personal meanings or 
experience and common meaning or experience. When the gap is 
small then novelty has a good chance of resolving' itself into 
communication: new descriptions will become a new general way of 
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seeing. If the gap is large then communication may be unrealised. 
These processes lie at the heart of social organization. As 
Williams writes: 
"the process of communication is ... the process of community, the 
sharing of common meanings and thence common activities and 
purposes; the offering, reception and comparison of new meanings, 
leading to the tensions and achievements of growth and 
change. "(31) 
The treatment of the issue of change in Williams' account is 
problematic in that while we are told that change occurs, in the 
form of individual experience which is absorbed (or not) to 
common experience, we are never told why it occurs. in other 
words there is no attempt to develop a structural explanation of 
problem solving or the attempt to satisfy a perceived nee&which 
has arisen due to some structural or material transformation, in 
the way Marx suggested. So although Williams makes several 
interesting and useful points his argument is rather weak in 
terms of offering an explanation of the substance of the creative 
process itself over and above his idea of subject working on 
object/object working on subject discussed above. His is very 
much a how rather than a why explanation. 
Adorno on the other hand, does concentrate on the dynamics of the 
process but is argument too has its difficulties. As I have 
pointed out, Adorno'utilizes a concept of 'immanence' , as a key 
element of his explanation of (socially critical) creativity. He 
builds what is essentially a problem-solving conceptioný of the 
creative process with both the problems and the solutions-located 
as external to the subject. This renders the artistic task as one 
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of finding the solution rather than creatively solving the 
problem in hand. By locating both problems and solutions in 
objective conditions, Adorno is, in a sense, arguing that the 
concepts which make the future are concepts belonging to the 
present, not to the future. A certain inevitability that 
solutions will be found is implied in Adorno's thesis and this 
would appear to preclude any genuine novelty. While this would 
seem to imply some connection between Adorno's position and the 
post structuralist notion of intertextuality: in terms of an 
apparent common strain towards the idea that 'nothing is new', we 
must be careful not to equate the two because Adorno, despite the 
problems generated by his dialectical approach, genuinely 
believes in novelty - 'the shock of the new' (to borrow Robert 
Hughes' term) being one of the strengths of modernist art. This 
is very different to the post-structuralist notions of 
intertextuality and the endless play of meaning. 
In addition, proponents of intertextuality argue that the work or 
text has nothing to do with the intentions of the author but 
rather, connections are established by the play of language 
alone. This privileging of language implies an assertion of the 
autonomy of discourse from any natural or social context and a 
deconstruction of the subjective principle. However, -this in turn 
undermines structures because floating signifiers by definition 
escape the constraints implied by the concept of social 
structure. Post Structuralism, Perry Anderson argues, generates 
what can be described as 'a radical subjectivity without a 
subject 
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"The lesson is that structure and subject have .... always been interdependent as categories. A wholesale attack on the latter 
was bound to subvert the former in due course as well. The 
terminus of the operation could only be a finally unbridled 
subjectivity. Adorno had foreseen this development, often 
remarking that any theory which sought completely to deny the 
illusory power of the subject would tend to reinstateýthat 
illusion even more than one which overestimated the power of the 
subject. 11 (32) 
Like all radical subjectivisms the indeterminacy which post 
structuralism generates tends to undercut the coherence of 
explanations, giving issues of explanation, and prediction over to 
descriptions of the particular which are necessarily post hoc 
(33). 
Towards a more adequate, conceptualisation, of the creative. process 
What conclusions can we draw f rom the above discussion ?I have 
attempted to show that any productive theory of the creative 
process must consider objective social factors: to look to the 
identifiable and the material rather than the- transcendent and 
the elusive. However such approaches tend to generate their own 
problems, in particular the tensions created between 
intentionality and the objective structuring of the creative 
process, and between issues of innovation versus, repetition 
raP*tLt-i-= - genuine novelty or simply a variation on a theme. 
In the attempt to suggest a more productive approach to the 
problem, it is useful to return to the questions raised by 
Williams' and Adorno's arguments. The former's concentration on 
questions of intentionality and communication is important as 
intentionality does generate the initial impetusý for much 
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creative activity. But this intentionality 'is worked over during 
creative activity and is transformed to a greater or lesser 
degree. This transformation can be explained in terms of Adorno's 
conception of the objective nature of the creative process. 
However, this does not render the creative subject fa redundant 
concept. In Adorno's account the subjective task seemed to amount 
to the search for objective solutions which were contained within 
artistic tasks. I suggested that this generated certain problems, 
in particular the implication, deriving from his use of the 
concept immanence as the dynamic of creativity, that problems 
would be 'inevitably solved as artistic tasks contained their 
objective solutions. This implies that 'any artist would 
eventually uncover the solution. Butý surely individual 'artists 
would solve artistic problems in different ways and no two 
subjects would come up with exactly the same solution, even in 
situations where the same general structural constraints apply. 
In spite of the social structures and processes which 
fundamentally shape people's livas the principle of individuality 
persists - personal experiences and consequently biographies are 
never identical. In this way a certain level of idiosyncratic 
individuality is applied to every creative task. The subject as 
conceived in romantic thought may have required a decentering to 
account for the operation of social structures and processes but 
the subjective principle cannot be neglected altogether. 
If the subjective task were seen not as a search for an objective 
solution potentially adhering in the work but rather, as a 
creative solution to a particular objectively posed problem then 
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perhaps progress could be made. This makes creativity dependent 
on human effort in line with social constraints and material 
conditions which goes beyond Adorno's notion of work by 
preserving a notion of individuality: every individual subject 
bringing something unique to the artistic task in hand. However, 
what is useful about such an approach (and Adorno can be said to 
have achieved this to a certain extent) is that by relating the 
concept 'creativity' to the idea of effort -a practical 
endeavour - it can be demystified to a certain extent. Sparshott 
argues that what all artists and poets have in common is their 
sustained habit of attention: a steady application to their 
particular art. The subjective principle is therefore 
reconstructed in terms of - individual ef fort and resilience. Such 
problem solving is truly creative because by preserving the 
individuality of the subject it involves an aspect of novelty in 
the solution which cannot be accounted for in terms of a wholly 
objective and deterministic process. This is not the inevitable 
outcome of a teleological system but the actual substance of a 
human process which is materially structured and constrained at 
every stage. 
The reconstruction of* the role of the subject in the creative 
process is important in drawing together the useful aspects of 
the work of Williams and Adorno and avoiding the major pitfalls 
of each: the over-emphasis on communication in the case of 
Williams, the neglect of individuality and intention by Adorno. 
Creation. and reception are both constrained by social struct ures 
which themselves are subject to change in line with context. On 
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the other hand, intentionality cannot be rejected out of hand. 
Creative solutions embody an element of intentionality which 
cannot be suppressed, regardless of objective processes. 
I shall now turn to the consideration of concepts of creativity 
in terms of their application in film theory and criticism in the 
attempt to identify problems similar to those encountered in the 
above discussion. I shall subsequently consider what the elements 
of a productive approach to the question of creativity, as it 
pertains to the f ilm-making process, might be, in line with the 
conclusions I have already reached. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
CREATIVITY AND CINEMA 
The Question of AuthorshiR 
The dominant approach to the issue of creativity adopted in most 
writings in film theory and criticism is one which tends to, treat 
creativity as virtually synonymous with the idea of authorship'. 
Here film is conceptualised in terms of a conscious 
communication; a statement directly attributable to the film- 
maker concerned. The general thrust in film studies with regard 
to the question of authorship/creativity can be seen in terms of 
a gravitation away from the notion of the film-maker as author, 
standing behind the film (or text) as a source, towards the idea 
of cinema as a process of reading or spectating in which the 
film-maker becomes merely one element. The original conce ption of 
conscious creativity being gradually shed along the way - firstly 
in terms of a shif t towards the notion of authorship as an 
unconscious structure, and subsequently, in terms' of a general 
valorisation of the spectator at the expense, of the f ilm- 
maker/author. 
These shifts reflect the desire to ground film studies in a 
social scientific framework, and to locate film-makers (and 
subsequently audiences) within objective social structures and 
processes. While applauding such intentions, the result has been 
one which has increasingly marginalised the issue of creativity 
almost to the point'of non-recognition. Yet film-making, like all 
spheres of human endeavout, is an on-going process in which 
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creativity plays an integral part: whether it is in terms of the 
creation of a novel cinematic fiction, or at the level of formal 
initiation - an expansion of filmic language or modes of 
communication, finding new ways to utilise the, medium. of film. In 
addition, the general thrust of theoretical development has 
tended to displace any critical debate further and further from 
the object in question - cinema, as it enters into the abstract 
realms of semiotics and psychoanalysis. As a result some -of the 
articles which appear in theoretical journals such as SCREEN have 
contained little in the way of reference to actual, film-making 
practices, preferring instead to concentrate on issues of 
linguistics, ideology, Lacanian psychoanalysis and", general 
theories of representation. 
This chapter shall document the developments in film studies 
alluded to above, in the attempt to show how the issue of 
creativity has become effectively negated, (with the accompanying 
shift away from the object in question)- , and the implications 
this neg=tion has for current explanations, particularly those 
which are heavily influtncAby the writings of various French 
Istructuralists' and 'post-structuralistsl: intellectualsýsuch as 
Jaques Lacan, Louis Althusser, Michel Foucault-, Roland Barthes, 
Jaques Derrida and Christian Metz. I shall conclude by attempting 
to draw out what I consider to be the productive strands of the 
debate - in particular the desire to place the study of film 'and 
film-making within a social context - while avoiding the 
Pitfalls: namely. the abandonment of the creative -principle and 
the theoretical move into greater realms of abstraction. 
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Theories of Authorship 
The first systematic commitment to the f ilm-maker as author is 
generally attributable to the writers associated with the French 
journal CAHIERS DU CINEMA during the fifties. While the spiritual 
guru of the CAHIERS group was the theorist Andre Bazin, the major 
voices, with reference to the development of 'La. Politique Des 
Auteurs', belonged to people like FranSois Truffaut, Eric Rohmer, 
Jean Luc Godard, Claude Chabrol and Jaques Rivette, who were 
subsequently to put theory into practice. by becom ih. 9 the :f ilm- 
makers of the highly innovative and influential 'Nouvelle Vague' 
in the late f if ties and sixties. As Edward Buscome points out, 
the (loosely) collective CAHIERS position was never proposed in 
terms of a coherent theory as such: 
"The Politique, as the choice of term indicates,, was polemical in 
intent and was meant to def ine an attitude to the cinema and a 
course of action. " (1)(My emphases) 
The promotion of auteurism in terms of the I auteur theory I was 
the responsibility of Andrew Sarris as shall be discussed below. 
CAHIERS' achievement in inaugurating the 'politiquel was to shift 
the locus of the authorial signature in cinema from the writer to 
the director. However, not all directors qualified as auteurs. An 
important distinction was drawn between the true lauteurl -a 
film artist who works on material in such a way as to transform 
it into their oivýn personal vision, and a 'metteur en scene I-a 
craftsman, no matter how skilled, who can only adapt the concepts 
of others. This distinction presupposes a writer/director 
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distinction, but then again the chief focus of interest for the 
CAHIERS group was the American cinema, dominated by a studio 
context in which directors were hired to tackle particular 
scripts, rather than the 'art cinema' of Renoir, Cocteau, Dreyer 
or Bergman, which gave an ostensibly freer rein to personal 
vision and control. 
In lauding Hollywood film-makers like Hitchcock, Welles, Hawks 
and Ford, the CAHIERS critics were committin3 themselves to the 
general idea that all cinema, even the most blatantly routinized 
and commercial, contained aI space', amenable to individual self 
expression. Such a conception has its roots in eighteenth and 
nineteenth century romantic thought which, as -1, have shown, 
tended to stress natural genius I, 'creative imagination! - and 
'emotional spontaneity' as the unique preserve of the artist or 
poet, a figure often isolated from, or in conflict with-, the rest 
of society. (2) It is to this mast that the concept of creativity 
has found itself nailed in film theory and criticism., 
The ideas of CAHIERS DU CINEMA were subsequently developed by 
Andrew Sarris in America, and the writers associated with the 
British publication MOVIE - including Robin Wood, Ian Cameron, 
David Thompson and Victor Perkins. The criteria and interests of 
the Movie group were broadly similar to that of Cahiers, as was 
their commitment to auteurism as a critical tool rather than a 
coherent theory. Sarris, on the other hand, emphasised the most 
theoretical application of auteurism, - making some of the grandest 
and most outlandish claims for it in the process. He saw the 
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'auteur theory' as being grounded in three basic premises: 
" ... the technical competence of the director as a criterion of 
value ... the distinguishable personality as a criterion of 
value ... (and the concern with) interior meaning: extrapolated from the tension between a directors personality and his 
material. "(3) 
The central weakness of this scheme, according to Edward 
Buscombe, is that of the simultaneous use of the auteur theory as 
a method of classification and as a criterion of value (the 
second premise). This leaves no room for films which are 
distinctive as the work of a particular film-maker and bad at the 
same time. I would, for example, argue that the work of the 
British director Terence Fisher for Hammer Films between 1951 and 
1973 displays (particularly from THE CURSE OF FRANKENSTEIN, made 
in 1956, onwards) a coherent world view and a consistent use of 
'mise en scene'. Yet I would also argue that Fisher's world is 
trite and reactionary and his style turgid and stagy. -Daiilpirie 
for one would disagree with me in this instance (4) but my 
objection to Sarris holds. The use of individuality as a test of 
cultural value was something Bazin warned against as it amounted 
to pushing auteurism beyond its applicability. Sarris seems to 
have ignored such advice to his peril. 
Sarris' major flaw however, lies in his conception of the subject 
of the auteur theory: the film artist. He uses the term 'talent' 
unreservedly and without clarification. He also questions what he 
identifies as Bazin's 'historical determinism', replacing it with 
what can only be described as the most naive form of vulgar 
idealism imaginable. He writes: 
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"I suspect somewhat greater reciprocity between an artist and his 
zeitgeist that Bazin would allow. He mentions, more than once, 
and in other contexts, Capitalism's influence on the cinema. 
Without denying this influence, I still find it impossible to 
attribute X directors and Y films to any particular system or 
culture. Why should the Italian cinema be superior to the German 
cinema after one war when the reverse was true after the previous 
one ? 11(5)* 
This argument is absurd. The ascendancies of German Expressionist 
cinema and Italian Neo-Realism in their respective, places at 
their respective times are fundamentally related to cultural 
conditions and social processes: the artistic and social climate 
of Weimar Germany and the dominance of a leftist aesthetic in 
Italy after the Second World War which could never be replicated 
in'occupied West Germany. Clearly Sarris' rantings are untenable 
in terms of any theoretical framework forwarded as a serious 
guideline for the study of cinema. His notoriety tends to tarnish 
all' other auteurist writings, yet both the CAHIERS 'and MOVIE 
groups were aware of 'the limitations of' auteurism and its 
usefulness as primarily a critical, rather than a theoretical, 
device. 
The sixties witnessed a desire to ground the study of cinema 
(including auteur analysis) within a more social-scientific 
framework. One of the pioneers of a more scientific approach was 
Christian Metz who attempted to apply the principles of 
structural linguistics to film in order to construct a semiology 
of the cinema; to demonstrate that it operated like a language. 
This can be seen in part as an attempt to transcend the essential 
subjectivity of analytical devices such as the auteur theory and 
to make objective statements regarding the medium of film. 
However, the application of structuralýýnguistics to cinema study 
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also led to the development of 'auteur-structuralism', a 
combination of the auteur principle: the f ilm-maker as centre, 
with the ideas of the French anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss, 
in particular his writings on myth and meaning. Auteur- 
structuralism was developed by the writers associated with the 
British publication SCREEN in the sixties: Geoffrey Nowell-Smith, 
Peter Wollen, Jim Kitses, Alen Lovell and Ben Brewster, and was 
founded on the belief that the defining characteristics of an 
author's work are not always those most readily apparent - ie. in 
terms of a conscious communication. This is where structural 
analysis, courtesy of Levi-Strauss and his interest in the 
structural relations of myth (which could only be revealed by the 
structuralist method) rather than their ostensible content, (6). 
comes into play. Auteur-structuralism can therefore be regarded 
as an attempt to transcend the problems generated by the romantic 
conception of auteurism. Nowell-Smith, the first to give a 
statement of the position, writes: 
"The purpose of criticism becomes therefore to uncover behind the 
superficial contrasts of subject and treatment a structural 
hardcore of basic and often recondite motifs. The pattern formed 
by these motifs, which may be stylistic or thematic, is what 
gives an author's work its particular structure, both defining it 
internally and distinguishing one body of work from another. "(7) 
The most formidable, and best known, exponent of auteur 
structuralism is Peter Wollen, whose book SIGNS AND MEANING IN 
THE CINEMA is a standard text for most students of film. He gives 
a demonstration of the applicability of structural analysis with 
regard to the works of Howard Hawks and John Ford. (8) In each 
case extrapolating either a hard core of motifs, with regard to 
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Hawks, or in the case of Ford, a series of shifting antimonies, 
the major being that of the wilderness/garden. Wollen argues that 
Ford's work is structurally more 'rich' than Hawk's by virtue of 
the greater structural depth constituted by the series of 
shifting relations revealed by structural analysis, as opposed to 
the more straightforward set of common motifs identified in the 
films of Hawks. This, for Wollen, makes Ford the greater artist. 
It is important to note that Wollan's original (1967) position 
regards the structuring principle as that of the author: hence 
the reference to Ford as an 'artist'. Although he does recognise 
the 'noise' of camera style and acting, Wol len re-affirms the 
'mind (conscious or unconscious) of the auteur'(9) as the source 
of coherence and unity within auteur-structuralist analysis. 
Wollen subsequently shifted his position by way of his rethought 
conclusion to SIGNS AND MEANING, added to the main text in 1972. 
This shif t, which Brian Henderson points out was not explicitly 
acknowledged by Wollen (10) , was from the notion of the f ilm- 
maker as a structuring presence, to the idea of the film-maker as 
merely one structure (or code) among many. Wollen writes: 
"The film is not a communication but an artefact which is 
structured in a certain way. Auteur analysis does not consist of 
retracing a film to its origins, to its creative source. It 
consists of tracing a structure (not a message) within the work 
which can then post factum be assigned to an individual, the 
director, on empirical grounds. "(11) 
In this statement Wollen is moving towards a position similar to 
that of Adorno in the sense that the art work is now seen in 
primarily objective terms with the attendant ý relegation 'of the 
subject in the process. As the issue of conscious communication 
finds, itself being pushed out of the picture, so-isýcreativity as 
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a meaningful category abandoned with no attempt made to f ind a 
more adequate conception of the process of initiation and 
development to replace it. The problem is that creativity is seen 
as arising f rom a romantic conception. of the mind of the artist 
and the idea of conscious communication, which in the 
structuralist model has, as we have seen, fallen from grace. 
The f ailure to propose an alternative to romantic conceptions- of 
initiation and change renders auteur-structuralism a rather' 
static perspective: a charge anticipated and conceded to by 
Nowell-Smith very early on. (12) He concluded that the approach 
was prone to reductionism in that it neglected the possibility-of 
structures being variable and non-constant - ie. the work-of 
film-makers developing and changing over time. Indded, 'Nowell- 
Smith could not find a simple and comprehensive structure in his 
study of Visconti precisely because of the film-makers. constant 
development. This problem is rooted in the privileging, 'in 
structuralist method since Levi-Strauss, of the synchronic over 
the diachronic which renders the method blind to developmental 
Processes. A related problem, suggested by Nowell-Smith and 
expanded'by Caughie (13), is that auteur-structuralism massively 
privileges thematics to the detriment of style and mise-en scene 
which, after all, 'are a demonstration of a particular film- 
maker's individual utilization of the medium. Such inadequacies 
are, Caughie suggests, a result of the approach's obsession with 
the search for and discovery of hidden patterns and meanings. 
Auteur-structuralism is also charged with taking the f ilm as a 
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given object and regarding, without reservation, the relationship 
between the object and viewing subject as unproblematic. In this 
sense auteur-structuralism is not all that different from 
auteurism, merely more systematic. No quastions are asked with 
respect to the relationship between film-maker and social 
structures or between the film and its audience. Even Wollen in 
his revised position, which does attempt to locate the film-maker 
in a social context, still retains the notion of the film-maker 
as a relatively unproblematic subject 'producing' a distinctive 
structure. 
A third major criticism levelled at auteur-structuralism is that 
none of the writers associated with the position directly 
question the applicability of the ideas of Levi-Strauss to film, 
let alone the adequacy of Levi-Strauss' position itself. Brian 
Henderson attacks Wollen for avoiding crucial questions: whether 
films are like myths, whether modes of myth study are applicable 
to f ilm study, and whether the auteur theory is compatible with 
Levi-Straussian structuralism. Henderson suggests that Wollen's 
inability to dispense with the subject the structures 
attributed as 'Hawks', 'Ford' or 'Hitchcock' means that his 
claims cannot be grounded in Levi-Strauss who deliberately and 
systematically omits any theory of the subject: 
"... the ultimate goal of the human sciences is not to constitute 
man but to dissolve him. " proclaimed Levi-Strauss in his 
conclusion to THE SAVAGE MIND published in 1962. Structuralism 
was founded on the belief in human 'universals', synchronic 
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structures which underpinned the myriad of human practices and 
. 01 cultural forms. in his study of myth, Levi-Strauss himself was 
attempting to show that myths were universal expressions of the 
human mind. 
Most of these criticisms, in particular the second and third, 
originate from a post-structuralist perspective: the desire to 
develop theories pertaining to the relationship between the 
spectator and the film or 'text' and the decentering of the 
subject (particularly the authorial subject) being central 
projects of post-structuralist film theory. While it can be 
argued that auteur-structuralism is a flawed perspective it seems 
to me that, rather than building on the insights provided by 
auteur-s tructural ism: the revelation and analysis of structures 
which go beyond the notion of conscious communication (in a 
complementary rather than an oppositional sense) the Post 
structuralist response was essentially to initiate a shif t away 
from the traditional objects of film study and into the 
necessarily abstracted realms of post-structurallitiguistic theory 
and psychoanalysis. This in turn involved a concentration on the 
text and the spectator to the detriment of considerations of the 
film-maker and the process of production. 
The structuralist technique had proved itself to be a useful tool 
of analysis in terms of uncovering thematics and consistencies In 
the work of film-makers, or in the study of a particular genre as 
Will Wright has shown with reference to the Hollywood 
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Western. (14) .A positive. development would have been the attempt 
to relate internal structures within the work to external social 
structures in order to resist charges that f ilms were taken as 
given objects or closed systems-, while at the same time allowing 
for a greater consideration of issues of individual style and 
mise-en-scene. I shall r'eturn to this extremely important 
question in due course but f irst of all I shall briefly examine 
the direction taken by theoretical debate in the light of post- 
structuralism. 
PpLg_t-Structur! Llism and Film Theory 
As I have pointed out, Auteur-structuralism represented a self - 
conscious attempt to ground film 
ýtudy 
within a social scientific 
framework, guided by the belief that the cinema was a serious 
topic for academic study. However, as auteur-structuralism became 
increasingly aware of its own theoretical inadequacies it was 
forced to modify itself. If Wollen's gravitation towards 
unconscious processes can be seen as a weakening of the original 
structural premise the author is now only one code among many 
then the next logical step would seem to involve the 
fragmentation or deconstruction of the original structures. This 
is precisely what happened. 
The shift in film studies mirrored developments within the 
structuralist position in general. The apparent inability of 
structuralism to explain change, coupled, with, the intellectual 
reaction to the failure and aftermath of the 'wave of civil 
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unrest which occurrel in France and' elsewhere in 1968, led to a 
radical shift in ideas towards post-structuralism. Post- 
structuralism, in an attempt to identify new sources of 
opposition to domination in society, given the loss of f aith in 
the Marxist dialectic in the aftermath of 1968, turned its 
concerns towards 'a celebration of difference', - a radical 
indeterminacy in place of the rigid determinacy initially 
proposed by structuralism. Some structuralists, like Barthes and 
Foucault, moved with the general flow. Some, such as Lacan, 
remained influential while contributing nothing new, and new 
figures appeared an the scene: Jacques Derrida and Jean FranSois 
Lyotard to name two. Significantly Levi-Strauss remahned 
committed to the approach he had effectively'initiated. Christian 
Metz also changed- his position moving from his', earlier interests 
in building a semiology of the cinema to the more post- 
structuralist concerns of 'the Imaginary Signifierl and the 
psychoanalysis of the viewer. What is of interest to this present 
discussion is the way in which the post-structuralist influence 
came to dominate film theory and criticism. Both CAHIERS and 
SCREEN adopted the premises of post-structuralism; following the 
lead given by literary journals such as TEL QUEL. (With regard to 
SCREEN its relationship to French post structuralism reflected 
that of MOVIE to French auteurism as espoused in the pages of 
CAHIERS DU CINEMA a decade previously. ) Just what did post- 
structuralism offer that was apparently so compelling ? 
Basically the intervention of post-structuralist thought in the 
domain of film studies'manifested itself in terms of a shift in 
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focus from a concentration on the primacy of the author - as a 
conscious communicator, an unconscious structure or whatever - to 
a consideration of f ilm as a textual process. This entailed a 
fundamental problematizing of the notion of authorship itself as 
it had been conventionally accepted, and a corresponding 
concentration on the position of the spectator with regard to the 
textual process. The momt controversial of these new formulations 
is Roland Barthes' essay 'The Death of the Author', written 
specifically with literature in mind but having profound 
implications for cinema also. This essay is essentially an 
attempt to privilege the reader at the expense of the author 
which in some ways is mirrored by Metz's attempts to privilege 
the spectator in his later work. A text, f or Barthes, is not a 
line of words releasing a single meaning: the message of the 
author, but a multi-dimensional space in which a variety of 
writings, none of them original, blend and clash. Barthes writes: 
"... the text is a tissue of quotations drawn from innumerable 
centres of culture.... the writer can only imitate a gesture that 
is anterior, never original. "(15) 
in spite of the attempt to locate textual production in some kind 
of social context Barthes ' position is ultimately a hopelessly 
static and conservative one, representing no real advance in 
light of the critique of auteur-structuralism's tendency towards 
stasis. 
Nevertheless, this perspective is given a specific relation to 
film by Brian Henderson in his critique of cine-structuralism, 
which he concludes by suggesting elements of what he. believes to 
be a more appropriate and fruitful line of enquiry. This is the 
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principle of lintertextualityl, which is basically the idea that 
no text is discrete, isolated, unique or self originating: ie. a 
contextualising of the text, its production and reception. The 
text is no longer regarded as an object but as a process, a 
production, a collation of mechanisms for the production of 
meaning, determined by material conditions. As Henderson puts it: 
"Every text is a combination of other texts and discourses which 
it 'knots' in a certain way and from a certain ideological 
position. "(16) 
While this represents a genuine attempt to problematise the 
object and contextualise the processes at hand, the stress is 
always placed on categories such as discourse, the text and its 
relation to other texts rather than external social determinants 
such as politics and economics. This is a reflection the primacy 
of the linguistic model which dominates post structuralism in 
general and which ultimately isolates the text from the social 
world and social processes. 
As I have indicated, closely related to the question of 
intertextuality is the understanding of film as discourse. 
Discourse theory is primarily associated with Michel Foucault and 
contends that the social world is essentially chaotic and 
meaningless and the necessary order is imposed upon this chaos by 
discourse which is a collection of related statementso Discourse, 
for Foucault, is bound up with the notion of power and human 
subjects are constituted in the operation of power. (17) Foucault 
I 
consequently regards 'the author' as a function of discourse. 
This argument is taken and applied to f ilm by Stephen Heath who 
argues that: 
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"The author is constituted only in language and a language is by 
definition social, beyond any particular individuality. "(18) 
Heath goes on to argue that the failure to understand this basic 
principle means that in auteur theory the author is constituted 
at the expense of language and the order of discourse with the 
result that the author is regarded as a function of unity, a 
conception which avoids any articulation of the film text in 
relation to ideology. Heath, following Althusser, invokes the 
concept of bourgeois ideology as a cultural universal which masks 
the true nature of social relationships. The concept of the 
author as utilized in auteur theory is therefore a bourgeois 
(and 
therefore necessarily false) understanding of the autonomous 
subject. The problem for Heath and others is how to construct a 
theory of the subject which avoids contamination from bourgeois 
ideology. 
Heath argues that a theory of the subject represents an attempt 
to transcend the inadequacies of traditional notions of 
authorship by grasping the essential constructions of the subject 
in' ideology: a recognition of the heterogenzitý of structures, 
codes and languages at work in film and their implications for 
the 'authorial subject'. Such a strategy, according to Heath, 
would solve the dilemma, experienced by some theorists, of 
regarding the author in terms of a conscious creator and/or 
unconscious catalyst. The textual process which makes a theory of 
the subject necessary, is precisely the space of the breakdown of 
oppositions between conscious and unconscious, inside and 
outside, dependent and independent. In otherwords the concept of 
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the active process replaces any notion of fixed identities or 
given objects. However this renders the task of making meaningful 
statements regarding objects such as 'the film', 'the film-maker' 
or even 'the spectator' extremely difficult, if not impossible. 
I would wish to argue that in spite of the rhetoric, Heath is 
unable to dispense with the figure of the author as easily as he 
would wish. In an attempt to demonstrate the textual system at 
work in the Hollywood film, Heath chooses to analyse in great 
length Orson Welles' TOUCH OF EVIL. (Jg) In spite of his claim 
that the author 'Orson Welles' is only of interest in the sense 
of being 'an effect of the text' I would argue that many of the 
codes which Heath articulates as components of the textualýsystem 
Of TOUCH OF EVIL: camera movement, lighting, dialogue, music, 
action, characters etc. are demonstrations of the (more or less) 
intentional creativity of Welles and his collaborators on the 
film. The narrative information these 'codes' or 'cinematic 
devices' convey to the audience represents a demonstration of a 
film-maker who understands the conventions of film production and 
(more importantly) reception. Such conventions are locatable 
within social and aesthetic structures. 
Heath's analysis attempts to disperse Welles as author across the 
system of the f ilm: 'Welles I being merely one code among others 
(shades of Peter Wollen's reconstructed approach to authorship). 
But his choice of film to demonstrate his ideas is rather 
unsuitable. There are many Hollywood f ilms in which it could be 
argued that the director brings little to bear in the sense of 
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imposing cohesion on the text. TOUCH OF EVIL is a very different 
kettle of fish. Orson Welles dominates the film from start to 
finish, both stylistically and physically: in terms of his 
presence in the fiction as police chief Hank Quinlan. - The 
'textual system' of TOUCH OF EVIL is not a closed one, but a 
great deal of the external reference points which inform--it share 
a common denominator: Orson Welles, the man and his work. 
Geoffrey Nowell-Smith, arguing against the notion that in the 
textual process an author can return as a fiction (ie. one code 
amongst many), suggests that, with specific reference to John 
Ford,: 
"... the 'fiction' of the author enables us to locate an 'author 
of the fiction' who is by no means dispersed but who in 'his' 
notional coherence provides the means for us to grasp the text in the moment of its production before us. "(20), 
Nowell-Smith is sensitive to the different ways a film-maker like 
Ford (or Welles, or Hitchcock) can inscribe himself in the text 
which goes beyond the notion of an author as sub-code. ý He argues 
that either we must say that there are several'authorial subcodes 
- of expression, content etc - or we must see the author as 
criss-crossing the text and marking it at. various levels, in 
which case it would be better to talk of the author, rather than 
the text, as system. Again this would only apply to certain film- 
makers whose presence, both internal and external, in relation to 
the f ilm is strong enough to inscribe itself in the text and so 
provide the coherence enabling the audience to grasp the text-in 
a certain way and recognise it as, in Nowell-Smith's term 
'authored discourse'. 
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A final criticism of Heath's approach to TOUCH OF EVIL is 
articulated by Pam Cook. (21) She argues that Heath demonstrates a 
tendency to concentrate only on f ormal strategies at the expense 
of extra textual references to history, politics or economics 
which may in fact play some part in these textual strategies. In 
this way the textual system remains uncontextualised. This is a 
fundamental weakness of many 'textualist' writings where the text 
is seen as the be all and end all and any references to an extra 
textual reality are <%mitted. In this way the text becomes a 
given' in the way that auteur-structuralists were criticised for 
treating film. 
Returning brief ly to the question of the development of a more 
sophisticated theory of the subject in relation to film. Geoffrey 
Nowell-Smith shows, via Jaques' Lacan's utilization of the 
linguistic principles of de Saussure, how an understanding of the 
subject constituted in language (Heath's point) requires a 
division of the the concept of 'parole' (speech) into eOnonciation 
(enunciation) and 'enonce (statement) with the former being the 
act or utterance while the latter refers to what is uttered. (22) 
Now, as Christian Metz points out (23), film is discourse but it 
presents itself as 'history' which effaces all marks of 
enunciation, which is an active process, 'open' in the sense of 
it embodying constant shifts in meaning and appropriation by an 
audience, and disguises itself as a story: a given or 'closed, 
entity. Nowell-Smith in turn argues that discourse is always 
marked by the presence of a subject of the enunciation. This is 
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where the author re-emerges - as a shifting position or a 'trace' 
within the complex process of enunciation. 
Nowell-Smith explains that Lacanian psychoanalysis (which is 
constantly alluded to in post structuralist writings) is 
concerned particularly with the lintersubjectivity of the 
construction of meaning'. In the absence of a subject of 
enunciation in the context of film (disguised by film presenting 
itself as history) it is, he argues, hard to see what position is 
Possible for a viewer given that the Ispectating subject' 
requires 'the relation to an other' in order to situate itself. 
Consequently, the film must somehow provide this 'other'. 
Sometimes the 'other' takes the shape of the 'author of the 
fiction': a distinctive film-maker like Hitchcock, Welles, 
Bergman or Antonioni. This requires an awareness or prior 
knowledge of the characteristics of a particular author's marks 
or traces on the part of the spectator. In the absence of such an 
awareness (and sometimes in conjunction with it) the 'other' is 
provided in terms of positional identifications with characters 
or the camera. These positional identifications will shift 
constantly throughout the film. This in turn raises questions of 
voyeurism and exhibitionism which psychoanalytic analyses of 
cinema relish. However, these are beyond the scope of this 
discussion and we must return to the central issue of the the 
question of creativity in the light of the theoretical 
developments touched upon above. 
The orthodox conception of creativity has, as we have seen, been 
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forcefully rejected by commentators in the post structuralist 
camp. While recognising the need to regard f ilm-makers (and 
audiences) as subjects constituted by social processes and 
constrained by structures, I would wish to argue that the 
outright rejection of creativity represents a fundamental flaw in 
post structuralist theory. The creative principle must be 
relocated within the process as an integral component, giving 
substance to the idea of cinema as an essentially creative 
undertaking. 
While agreeing that film-making could be conceptualised in terms 
of the social context in which it is produced and ýonsumed, and 
that much commercial production is highly derivative by 
definition, produced in strict accordance with, rather limited 
genre conventions, heavily reliant on source material, this, does 
not exclude genuine originality which goes beyond the notion of 
intertextuality. Clearly initiation is, always in relation to 
current resources and social structures but the outcome always 
represents an expansion in resources. The film-makers of the 
French 'New Wave' may have 'mixed writings' in the sense of 
utilizing the codes of Hollywood cinema, but they did so in a way 
which produced a new king of self-reflexive film-making; new ways 
of using the camera, constructing narrative and engaging the 
audience. Similarly, Eisenstein was partly derivative in his 
borrowings from the revolutionary ideas of Marx and Lenin and the 
editing techniques of DW Griffith, but his resolution - the 
dialectical montage characterising films like THE BATTLES'HIP 
POTEMKIN could not be described ab anything else but original and 
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innovative: constituting a major. expansion in the language of 
film, to say nothing of its political and intellectual potential. 
Furthermore, the radical indeterminacy suggested by the concept 
of lintertextuality' cannot account for the structured (and 
explicable) development of film-making practices from the 
0 
invention of cinema to the present day. This is a problem which 
affects post structuralism in general with its tendency towards 
classification and description of the particular rather than 
genuine explanation. (24) 
The development and utilization of the theory of the enunciating 
subject in film theory reintroduces in an unacknowledged fashion, 
as I shall qttempt to show, the idea of the f ilm-maker as a 
creative manipulator of an audience's response to his or her 
film. While Metz and Nowell-Smith simply introduce the ideas of 
enonciation and enonce in relation to f ilm as history/dis course, 
the application of their ideas to particular f ilms has produced 
interesting results. Sandy Flitterman, in an article concerned 
primarily with the problematic 'look' of the male director vis-a- 
vis the f ilmic image of woman, concentrates on Hitchcock sf ilm 
MARNIE by way of reference to Raymond Bellour's essay 'Hitchcock 
the Enunciatorl. (25) Flitterman argues that a film-maker 
appropriates and then designates the 'look' in a specific way and 
it is this which: 
Ischaracterises a particular directors system of enunciation, the 
way the look is organised to create the filmic discourse. "(26) 
Bellour's article is used as an illustration of how the director 
uses his-privileged position to represent-his own desire throughý 
the image he constructs and, in Hitchcock's case, by delegating 
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the, look to his fictitioussubjects: male characters in the film. 
A- second - example is provided by Nick Browne's analysis of the 
structures and strategies which give form - 
to the action of -the 
fiction and at the same time determine the locus of'the spectator 
in his -or her reading of the text. (27) Browne takes as his 
example John Ford's film STAGECOACH and attempts to show the 
spectator's relation to the fiction and the characters within it 
is subject to a constant shifting. Each camera set up, Browne 
argues, is a marker of the enunciation. Some set ups implicate 
the spectator in the action by closely identifying --him or her 
with a character in the fiction, while other set ups involve a 
more detached identification with the (essentially, voyeuristic) 
camera. 
What is common-to both Flitterman and Browne is the unacknowlea. ýJ- 
idea of the manipulation of the audience's gaze Such 
manipulation is directly attributable to the f ilm-maker - but in 
concentrating on the psychological and political implications 
generated by a close consideration of the look or the gaze, 
Browne and Flitterman ignore the implications with regard to 
issues of creativity and inten'tionality which their analyses also 
uncover. The fact is that in both case studies indicated above 
MARNIE and STAGECOACH - the viewer becomes involved in a complex 
process of manipulation and identification. This is a 
fundamentally creative process, attributable to a particular film- 
maker, an indication of that f ilm-makers ability to control or 
direct an audiences emotional (and sometimes intellectual) 
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response by means of a constant Positioning and repositioning of 
the very look or gaze - the essence of the process of enunciation 
as explored by writers such as Flitterman and Browne. It is 
interesting that a theoretical line of enquiry which began with 
such a radical de-centering of the author should end up 
reaffirming the idea of a conscious originator standing behind 
the text. 
In this respect, cinematic creativity can be said to have a 
central core which is represented by the conscious utilization Of 
materials in order to produce a desired response (which can range 
from the definite audience responses to a thriller by Hitchcock 
to the more open-ended ambiguc))us response generated in relation 
to a film by Resnais or Antonioni). This is consistent with 
Buscome's attack on Wollen's notion of the film-maker as a post 
factum structure. Buscome writes: 
"It is possible to reveal structures in Hitchcock's work which 
are by no means unconscious, such as the use of certain camera 
angles to involve and implicate the audience in the action. "(28) 
This is' exactly the 'creative manipulation' referxA to 
critically, but unacknowledged in such terms, by Flitterman and 
other writers such as Laura Mulvey (29) when they examine the 
objectification of women in Hitchcock's films and its relation to 
the pleasures of the male gaze. 
Hitchcock understood' very early on in' his long career the 
manipulative potential of'cinema (as an article written by him in 
the thirties demonstrates (30)). He subsequently developed and 
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explored the potentials of the medium, reaching his own creative 
peak in the fifties and early sixties with such masterpieces of 
audience manipulation as REAR WINDOW, VERTIGO and - PSYCHO. The 
essence of Hitchcock's cinematic creativity lay in his 
understanding of the functioning of the traditional melodramatic 
codes of Hollywood story telling and the audiences response to 
these codes: in particular the narrative conventions of 
identification,, recognition and reassurance. This understanding 
enabled Hitchcock to subtly subvert these codes through his use 
of plot development, camera angles and positions, editing 
techniques, music and other cinematic devices, (3 1) enabling him 
to generate a feeling of compelling unease on the part of his 
audience which earned him the popular title of 'master of 
suspense'. 
other f ilm-makers have made their own contributions to cinematic 
creativity in different ways. The various 'modernist' film-makers 
from Eisenstein, Lang and Murnau to post war figures such as 
Antonioni, Bergman, Bertolucci and the French 'New Wave' 
directors developed their art in terms of a rejection of the 
melodramatic codes and conventions of Hollywood cinema. In 
different ways-these film-makers explored the-potentials of 
cinema in a self reflexive, often revolutionary manner, 
broadening the scope of cinematic language in the process. (32) 
Innovative film-makers also emerged within the melodramatic 
tradition, either working against it like Hitchcock and Welles, 
or with it: Ford and Hawks in America, Powell, Reed and Lean in 
Britain, but in every case enriching it, developing it, expanding 
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its scope. 
Thus creativity must be a central concept in any adequate 
analysis of the cinematic process. Furthermore the notion of the 
individual must also be retained despite the fundamentally social 
nature of that process. In this respect the recent contribution 
of Paul Coates to the auteur debate is useful. (33) While 
acknowledging the insights of the structuralist critique of the 
film author, Coates argues that any revised theory must insist on 
the presence of individuality. He writes: 
"The various structuralisms maintain that individuality has been 
shattered. Shattered individuals, however, still remain 
individuals: a bullet has pierced the single pain and rayed it 
with splinters, but a frame - society - holds it in place, 
retaining it as a building block in its structure. Considered from without, the splintered pain ramains a unit (within an 
overall structure). "(34) 
All human subjects are constrained by social structures and such 
constraints are reflected in their endeavours. However, 
individual biographies remain unique, if consistent with the 
whole, and as such, individuals in their relation to the 
cinematic process cannot be rejected as fundamental categories in 
any analysis. 
Coates insists on the utilization of the concept of individuality 
in film study as to deny individuality would be to deprive 
criticism of its object - the individual film - and institute an 
unchallenged reign of theory which would subsume all works into a 
collective identity of cinematic language. Arguably post 
structuralism is guilty of such a charge particularly in relation 
to its utilization of concepts like bourgeois ideology. Coates 
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goes on to develop a theoretical understanding of individuality 
in the context of film study which builds on the auteur 
structuralist perspective by allowing room for a consideration of 
style but which also alludes to a creative process. He suggests 
that an individual film-maker imposes his or her 'mark' on a film 
in terms of what he refers to as 'obsession, mannerism or style', 
which imposes a pseudo unity or coherence. However, and this is 
crucial, against this individuality there is opposing material, 
what Coates ref ers to as 'a f ire to test the concepts of the 
director'. This opposing material includes the key collaborators 
on the film, the script, the source material (if any) etc: in 
other words the material context* of the production. Coates 
argues: 
"If either the directorial strength or the frictional opposition is absent, the film is without its individuality. "(35) 
Coates I argument demonstrates a real -sense of a productive 
engagement between film-maker and context: posing questions, 
limiting Possibilities, suggesting solutions. In doing so he 
integrates the subject and the objective process as 
interdependent categories within his conception of authorship. 
This is exactly the kind of integration I suggested in the 
previous chapter by drawing on the writings of Williams and 
Adorno. These are essential elements of a materially based 
understanding of the creative process in hand. 
Coates' arguments also raises the very pertinent question of 
whether creativity in film-making should be regarded as an 
individual or a collective endeavour. It is interesting to 
consider that while we talk about films by Hitchcock, Welles, 
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Godard or whoever, these f ilm-makers rely heavily on the skills 
and contributions of key collaborators. It is also worth 
considering that several I auteurs I have consistently worked with 
the same creative personnel: Hitchcock, Bertolucci, Antonioni, 
Bergman and Michael Powell to name but a handful. The question 
that must be asked therefore is can cinematic creativity be 
justifialbl_j assigned to a sole individual or should the process be 
seen more in terms of a collective endeavour ? This issue shall be 
tackled in some depth in chapter nine. 
I shall also expand Coates' conception of 'Opposing material' to 
consider a variety of contexts which combine to shape theý 
creative process in hand, suggesting possibilities, providing 
resources and imposing constraints on the film-maker. Before 
turning to an examination of such contexts with regard to current 
British cinema I shall briefly consider one or two other 
pertinent theoretical questions beginnirt5with the rather 
problematic issue of realism and the medium of cinema and what 
implications this has for an understanding of film-making as a 
creative process. 
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Creativity and Realism 
One of the key theoretical debates in academic - film study 
revolves around the question of realism and its relation to the 
medium of film. At the centre of the debate, lies the assertion by 
some of the unique mimetic relationship cinema has to reality by 
r tue of the central principles of photographic reproduction. In 
an-early essay entitled 'The Ontology of the Photographic Image', 
Andre Bazin appraises photography in terms of 'a process of 
mechanical reproduction from which man is excluded'. (I) Cinema 
is, if we follow this'argument,. essentially a transparent medium, 
a, window opening out onto the world. In this way f ilm enjoys a 
special affinity with the classical conception of art as mimesis 
which dates back to Aristotle. 
Within the context of the present discussion the question, which 
springs to mind is that if film can be seen as essentially a 
process of mechanical reproduction, does this not preclude any 
claims it may have to being a creative art form in the manner of 
other, more abstract or conceptual art f orms ? Rudolph Arnheim, 
an early proponent of anti-realist f ilm-making, argues that if 
cinema were simply the mechanical reproduction of reality then it 
could not also be, an art form. (2) Consequently, Arnheim urges 
f ilm-makers not simply to copy but Ito originate, to interpret 
and to mould; to exploit the possibilities of the medium in a 
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creative manner in order to keep alive the possibility of f ilm 
I 
art. 
Much of the early debate on the question of f ilm realism tended 
to be carried out on a rather idealist philosophical level 
involving statements pertaining to the 1 true I essence of f ilm, 
and consequently film practice: what kinds of films should be 
made and which aesthetic principles should be followed in the 
process. Such 'manifestoes' were written in the face of a 
heterogeneity of f ilmic practices f rom documentary to f antasy, a 
range dating back to the diverse experiments of the French 
.0% piona-ers from Lumie%re to Melies. In an attempt to develop 
understandings of what was actually going an in cinema, rather 
than constructing idealistic frameworks, subsequent contributors 
to the realism debate began to attempt to crea te 'a synthesis of 
both realist and anti-real. ist insights; to preserve the 
'scientific fact' of photography and consequently the cinema's 
privileged Position vis-a-vis its representations of the real 
world, while creating space for the idea that film-making was 
indeed a creative art form. 
It is interesting to consider that Bazin (who along with 
Siegfried Kracauer is regarded as the major champion of cinematic 
realism) should simultaneously attempt to hold to his belief in 
realism while considering f ilm to be an art f orm. In one of his 
later essays he goes so far as to claim that f ilm could be 
regarded as art in the sense that there was a need for film- 
makars to enlist artifice in order to create the illusion of 
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transparency which generated a creative tension crucial to the 
work of art. True mimesis would result only in a flat and 
unheightened naturalism. (3) Such a statement goes some way to 
justifying Bazin's enthusiasm for fictional realism as opposed to 
more direct forms of film-making such as documentary which would 
seem to be the most transparent form of film-making if 
transparent is an adequate description in the first place. 
Bazin's notions of realism have inf luenced f ilm-makers such as 
Eric Rohmer, who was a member of the CAHIERS DU CINEMA group 
presided over by Bazin. Subsequently his approach to film-making 
betrays this moral and intellectual orientation with the use of 
heavily naturalised locations, characters, actions and dialogue 
and rather minimalist plot lines concerning the every day 
problems and moral dilemmas of every day people. In other words, 
Rohmer is attempting to hold a mirror up to nature, to reflect 
the, usually metropolitan, lower middle class, world he observes 
around him. 
One contemporary British film-maker who shares this view of film 
as an essentially mimetic form is Bill Douglas, writer/director 
of the autobiographical triX, o3ý : MY CHILDHOOD, MY AIN FOLK, MY 
WAY HOME and COMRADES, the story of the Tolpuddle Martyrs. 
Douglas explains his philosophy in the following manner: 
"I'm very admiring of what the camera can do. The camera can 
reveal a great deal without words. It can reveal the inner soul 
of people. If you rush through words and rush images you don't 
get into the heart of human beings. In life I remember there were 
moments when I sat looking at people when they were in repose, 
and there was a beauty about them, and a stillness. And when I 
came round to look through a camera perhaps one was looking for 
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that moment I saw in life. "(4)" -1 
This is the reason Douglas has tended to concentrate on working 
class subjects, placed in environments of great poverty and 
hardship, because, for"Douglas, through the poverty and the 
misery the nobility of the 'human spirit, survives and can be 
detected by-the camera. 
Returning to the theoretical 'debate, another interesting -attempt 
to resolve the real ism/creativity contradiction is provided by 
tha American avant-garde film-maker Maya Deren. (5) Deren believes 
strongly in the transparent nature of the photographic medium 
while at the same time being concerned to identify ways in which 
f ilm can be seen as a creative art f orm. significant creative 
activity can occur at the 'pre-photographic' stage Deren 
describes cinematography in terms of a 'controlled accident': the 
maintenance of a delicate balance between what is there 
spontaneously and what is deliberately introduced into a scene. 
As she puts it: 
"Only in photography by the delicate manipulation of what I 
call controlled accident - can natural phenomena be incorporated 
into our own creativity, to yield an image where the reality of a 
tree confers its truth upon the events we cause to transpire 
beneath it. "(6) 
Creativity refers in this context to actors and action and 
production design although Deren does not mention these 
specifically. What is problematic is that she does not consider 
environments which escape her categorisation as 'what is there 
spontaneously' or 'natural phenomena' such as studio sets. 
While touching brief ly on the capacity of photography to alter 
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reality by means of slow, fast and reverse motion and telescopic 
projection, Deren explicit13 warns against overt manipulation of 
the image as this destroys the reality which remains 'the 
building block for the creative use of the medium Filmic 
creativity f or Deren lies not in the image itself as an end but 
in the as semblage of such images the editing or lpoýt 
photographic' stage. As she puts it: 
"All invention and creation consists primarily of a new 
relationship between known parts. "(7) 
This renders Deren's argument-very similar to that of Sergei 
Eisenstein the Soviet f ilm-maker and theorist. Eisenstein saw 
individual shots as photographs of reality which were building 
blocks or 'cells' in a larger structure whose creative, principle 
was that' of montage. It was precisely this reliance on montage 
which led to Eisenstein being criticised by Bazin as an ! image 
director' dependent on unambiguous - meaning, as opposed to the 
more favoured, 'reality directors' ýwho preserved the -essential 
ambiguity of the real world by their use of, deep focus 
cinematography and the long-, take. (8)-- 
Deren's essay 'is interesting in the sense that it identifies a 
cr eative input at the pre and post photographic stages of the 
film-making process. I should like to extend this consideration 
of 'creative input to the actual photographic stage itself. 
Despite the basic mechanical nature of the, photographic 
reproduction process, the technology of cinematography offers 
film-makers a great deal of scope for intervention; toýcreatively 
manipulate the image in order to create,, a desired-effect. In her 
calls against image manipulation Deren ends up falling -into the 
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trap of other idealist commentators defining some notion of the 
#correct' way to proceed although some of the image manipulation 
I am about to describe hardly constitutes a destruction of 
reality. 
The initial choice of framing and camera angle are the first 
examples of image manipulation. These do more than simply render 
an image in the camera viewf inder. They can- generate particular 
emotional or intellectual responses on the part of the spectator 
depending on whether a subject dominates the frame or is 
dominated by other elements in the frame, whether the subject is 
in close-up. or- long shot, whether the shot is a low angle, high 
angle, slightly skewed or positioned at eye level. All of these 
techniques 'impart different meanings in line with codes of 
representation - e. g. tightly framed, low angle shots, of a figure 
imply dominance while high angled shots of a figure dominated by 
the surrounding landscape imply a certain vulnerability. The 
shifting of camera positions as we have seen also implicates the 
spectator in the narrative in terms of the process of enunciation 
discussed above. 
We then turn to the question of the choice of lenses, lighting, 
filters and film-stock. These all imply some manipulation of the 
image be it in t%-;. rms of the focal plane (either deep or shallow), 
the lighting of a scene (hard or soft, low key or high key, 
natural or artificial), the colour of that light and the 
characteristics of the negative in terms of colour or black & 
white, light sensitivity, grain and contrast. Each of these 
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possibilities can be utilised to convey certain information and 
guide an audiences response: shallow focus concentrates the 
audience's attention on particular objects or characters, hard 
low key lighting is more mysterious than soft high key lighting. 
Then there is the whole realm of trick photography and optical 
effects which involves making the audience see and believe 
certain events which have not actually taken place such as the 
destruction of a city or a man's ability to fly or transform 
himself into a wild animal. Finally there is the issue of film 
being an aural as well as a visual medium, which opens up a whole 
new area for creative manipulation. Film sound tracks bring 
together a variety of natural and artificial sounds including 
dialogue, ambient sound and music which can be used to underscore 
the images or, in some cases, to generate emotions which run 
counter to those created by the visual information; to'introduce 
a vague sense of unease into a scene. 
in conclusion then, it can be argued that creative intervention 
is implied at every stage of the film-making process, and that 
intervention relates directly to questions of how the final 
product "will be 'read' by its audience. By acknowledging this 
process of active manipulation we can begin to question the idea 
of as a simple recorder of objective reality. Reality is 
always refracted through some subjective intervention which 
involves applying selectivity to the object world, to look at 
objects in particular ways, conveying different emphases and 
meanings. 
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This in turn leads to a questioning of our concept of objective 
physical reality itself as our understanding of the world around 
us is largely shaped by representations both visual and written. 
However, such an insight need not necessarily- lead us down the 
post structuralist path to absolute indeterminism or relativity; 
the freeing of the signifier from extra-discursive referents. 
Perhaps the duality of subject and object as distinct categories 
should be questioned. objectivity may be subjective as 
relativist3 would argue but surely subjectivity must be 
objective - in terms of the existence of shared meanings and 
structured social existence - to a significant extent for 
communication to possible and for meanings to be shared 7 If this 
were not the case then film-makers would be unable to operate in 
the manner I have attempted to describe. Rather than being able 
to creatively manipulate or direct an audiences reaction and 
emotional and intellectual involvement with a film they would be 
participants in a game of blind chance with the odds stacked 
against any kind of communication. 
This discussion also raises the question of the importance of 
technology within the creative process under examination. The 
creative choices described above are all in relation to 
technical possibility. Technology represents, the 'tools of 
. 
the 
trade I which enable f ilm-makers to creatively intervene at each 
stage of the process. Consequently, the whole question of 
technology as a resource deserves to be examined in depth, going 
far beyond a simple consideration of the utilization of 
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technology with regard to the substantive context - current 
British cinema - to embrace wider theoretical concerns such as 
the relationship between technological and aesthetic development. 
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THE QUESTION OF CINEMA TECHNOLOGY ,I 
If film-making can be seen in terms of a creative process 
structured and constrained by the availability of particular 
material resources, it follows that in order to attempt any 
explanation of that process we must consider, in some detail, 
these elements which set the parameters, effectively constituting 
the 'space', within which creative activity can occur. There are 
two major examples of a tangible material resource necessary for 
film-making: finance and technology. Films cost money, often 
quite substantial amounts of money to develop and produce. In 
addition, of all the arts, film is the most dependent on 
technology, or more precisely a whole range of technologies: 
mechanical, optical, chemical and electronic, for its existence 
and development. 
At the level of cinema as an institution, both resources are 
equally important and much, has been written about the economics 
and technology of -f 
ilm-making since its birth at the end of the 
nineteenth century. However in the case of any particular project 
the question of finance will generally tend to overshadow that of 
technology given the notorious difficulties associated with 
raising money for film production in the current climate 
characterising British cinema. In addition, the size of the 
production budget effectively determines what uses film-makers 
can make of available technology. Does the budget make provision 
for the -hire of sophisticated remote-control camera systems or 
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special effects ? Even the type of film stock used will depend on 
the money available. The hire of equipment and processing 
facilities is very expensive and when budgets are limited, as 
they frequently are in Britain, certain economies may be 
necessary. It is not surprising that the most spectacular uses of 
cinema technology in Britain tend to be limited to American 
productions made in British studios or the odd ambitious big- 
budget project like Terry Gilliam's BRAZIL which will usually 
have North American backing. A two million pound British film 
Will usually be modest in its utilization of technology with the 
odd crane shot or minor special effect. 
The question of the financial structure, and by extension the 
resources made available to film-makers, of the British film 
industry will be tackled in depth in sub*sequent chapters. MY 
primary interest here is the the issue of film technology on both 
a theoretical and a substantive level. Technology represents the 
'tools of 
'the 
trade' and therefore is a crucial consideration in 
any examination of film-making as a creative process. The first 
part of this chapter will examine theoretical approaches to the 
question of film technology: in particular the process of 
technological innovation and its possible determinants. I shall 
then look at the relationship between technology and aesthetics 
and how existing technology can be utilised in innovative ways, 
with particular regard to British cinema history -a national 
cinema not normally noted for its innovative uses of film 
technology. Finally the issue of film technology in relation to 
current production will be explored: the resources available and 
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expanding applications of video technology with once again the 
British context being brought to the fore. 
k qxplanation Rf The Critique of Technological determinism jaý pr 
chance)_ 
The historical process of technological invention and innovation 
-- and its relationship to issues of f ilm practice and aesthetics 
has generated the greatest theoretical interest in recent years. 
Some writings dealing with the question of technological 
innovation and development are very much in the tradition of the 
fromantic ideal' which I have discussed with particular reference 
to theories of creativity. Film historians Robert Allen and 
Douglas Gomery refer to such approaches as 'The Great Man Theory' 
where technological development is explained in terms of 
individual genius and inventiveness. Allen and Gomery note that 
several examples. exist ranging from the 'rather simplistic hero 
worship of Grau' to the 'painstaking descriptions of the 
invention of early cinematic apparatus in Gordon Hendrick's 
work'-(1) This approach can be criticised in much the same way as 
exponents of the romantic theory of human creativity. 
Allen and Gomery also, along with several other recent 
Cowftentators on film technology, set up a critique of 
technological determinism. This basically is the idea that 
technology is a self-generating autonomous process which, in 
turn, determines the nature of film practice and aesthetic 
preference. Raymond Williams arc-rues that technological 
determinism represents the orthodox view ý of technological 
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development, not only with regard to a specific practice or 
institution such as Cinema or Television, but in the general 
context of technology and social change. Williams describes the 
position in the following way: 
New technologies are discovered by an essentially internal 
process of research and development which then sets the 
conditions for social change and progress. (2) 
If we substitute the phrase 'aesthetic development' for 'social 
change and progress' we have a statement of the technological 
determinist view of the relationship between technology and 
Cinema. 
Allen and Gomery give examples of writings which bear a 
technological determinist stamp, including the work of Raymond 
Fielding, an historian of film technology. Fielding argues that 
any aesthetic innovation on the part of individual film-makers is 
already established by the technological parameters available to 
them. In addition, as Allen and Gomery point out, there are some 
writers who combine elements of the 'great man' and 
'technological determinist' theories. Lewis Jacobs does this in 
his major study 'The Rise of the American Film' by identifying 
two distinct tylýes of significant individual: the inventors who 
contributed to the technological advancement of cinema, and those 
film-makers who saw the possibilities inherent in technological 
change and came closest to fulfilling the promise in that 
potential. In other words, 'the technological advancement itself 
determines the nature of that artistic fulfillment'. Once the 
promise of a particular technical device has been fulfilled, 
history awaits the emergence of another 'great man' to push film 
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technology one step higher on the evolutionary ladder. 
Williams goes on to identify a distinct but similar general 
perspective of technological development and society which, like 
I 
technological determinism, also regards technology as essentially 
self generating. In this case however, the significance of 
technology lies in its uses which are held to be symptomatic of 
wider society and processes of social change. Technology no 
longer determines social change but rather is absorbed to the 
process of change in a more marginal way. Williams is critical of 
both technological determinism and this alternative perspective 
which he calls p±MRtoMatic technology because both positions 
abstract technology from society. By giving it a self-generating 
status they effectively state its autonomy as a* process. As a 
result, Williams argues. most histories of technology are written 
from these assumptions. This argument is supported by other 
writers such as Stephen Heath, who makes use 
'of 
Williams, ' 
categories in order to demonstrate that most historical 
considerations of technology and technological development regard 
their object in terms of: 
"an evident reality of functioning progress (invention, 
modification, improvement and so on) analysable in terms and with 
the factual guarantee of scientific development. "(3) 
Consequently technology becomes isolated as a 'self-generating 
instance'. 
Williams extends his critique of technological determinism in a 
later article, published in 1983, concerned primarily with the 
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question of film history. (4) He argues that any historical 
consideration of issues of technology should make a firm 
distinction between the concepts I technology I and I technical 
invention I. The latter. concept is described by Williams in, terms 
of 'a specific device, developed from practical experience or 
scientific knowledge and their interaction'. Bui this does not 
adequately explain the significance of technology with respect to 
a specific institution such as cinema, as Williams goes on to 
indicate with reference to the former concept. Technical 
inventions are brought together by a process of 'exclusion, 
selection and improvement' into a 'systematic technology This 
implies the operation of factors other than technology. 
Furthermore, Williams stresses that a history of cinema cannot 
simply be reduced to a history of technical inventions or even 
technologies. Even in the earliest years of cinema the basic 
technology was being usixed in radically different ways and for 
different purposes, within the same cultural context. On one hand 
the LumiZeire brothers were developing a highly realist approach to 
film, while on the other hand George Iýeli'e'*s experimented with the 
possibilities of using film to create illusion and fantasy. 
Returning to Allen and Gomery, they, while conceding a kernel of 
truth in the determinist argument: ie. the notion of definite 
material limits set by technological resources at any; given time, 
argue that technological determinism cannot explain why 
technology should be brought together in any 'systematic' way in 
the production of narrative fiction film, nor can it shed any 
light on why a particular f orm of commercial cinema or mode of 
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storytelling should arise in both America and Europe in such a 
dramatic way as it did in the early part of the twentieth century. 
The whole question of the relationship between cinema technology 
and cinema practice is opened up further if we consider the 
arguments of film historian Barry Salt. Salt sums up his position 
with regard to that relationship in the following manner: 
"Now that some interest has arisen in the history of the 
influence of film technology on the form of films there has been 
an unfortunate tendency to exaggerate its importance, whereas in 
truth it appears that , as far as the more 
interesting aspects of 
movies are concerned, technology acts more as a loose pressure on 
what is done rather than a rigid constraint. "(5) 
Salt tends to see technology as responding to the, determination 
of aesthetic demands, rather than, vice versa. For examplei he 
identifies the stylistic trend towards longer shot lengths in 
19401s, Hollywood cinema which generated the requirement for 
increased camera manoeLsvrability. This led to the introduction of 
the Houston crab dolly in 1946 and the Selznick crab dolly in 
1948. The introduction of these specific pieces of equipment, 
Salt argues, represents "a clear cut case of film technology 
meeting purely aesthetic demands. "(6) This argument is 
problematic in that the demands Salt identifies as 'aesthetic' 
could also be seen as 'commercial' ýin the sense that Hollywood 
tended to compete, both internally and in the international 
market, on a basis of technical quality and inventions such as 
the crab dolly further ideas of on screen quality by-making the 
camera more mobile but, in keeping with the dominant Hollywood 
aesthetic, not more obtrusive. In this sense the economic can 1ýe 
seen as determining the aesthetic. In addition the'idea of 
technology responding to aesthetic demands, if taken as a general 
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statement of the relationship between technology and film 
aesthetics, gives rise to a new f orm of idealism with the motor 
of change located in the imagination of the film artist. If 
technological determinism is guilty of abstracting technology 
from its social context then aesthetic determination is equally 
guilty with respect to abstracting either aesthetics or the mind 
of the artist. 
Salt does not fall into the trap of aesthetic determination 
however, his pragmatic and highly empirical approach to research 
prevents this. In fact he also identifies instances'where novei 
technological developments apparently' have little or no direct 
relationship to aesthetic demand. (This is a major card which 
Allen and Gomery play against technological determinism. ) Perhaps 
the classic case in point 'is that 'of the lightweight hand- 
holdable camera. The first portable Arriflex camera was 
introduced in Germany in 1937 but it was hardly used in f iction 
f ilm-making until well af ter the 'second world war although its 
weight, portability and quick-change magazines made it an ideal 
combat camera. It also boasted a reflex viewfinder which enabled 
operators to, in effect, see through the lense and this 
represented a major breakthrough in camera optics. The Arrif lex 
became part of the Allies' booty after the war had been won 
(along with other significant pieces of technology such as the 
magnetic tape recorder which was subsequently to revolutionise 
the sound recording process, and the first single-strip colour 
process developed by Agfa which led to the development of Eastman 
colour in America. This in turn super-seded three strip 
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technicolour as the dominant system in Hollywood production) and 
was soon available in Hollywood. However its application was 
extremely limited, due in part -to the American preference for 
synchronised sound. one early example of its use cited by Salt 
was the subjective sequences of Delmer Daves 1947 film DARK 
PASSAGE with Humphrey Bogart. - In general Hollywood continued to 
use bulky Mitchell studio cameras which were much more in line 
with institutional practices at the time. 
A similar situation existed in France (and indeed in Britain) - 
The Eclair Cameflex had been introduced in France in 1948. This 
was a, lightweight camera which, Salt suggests, was-an improvement 
on the Arriflex in that its viewfinder design made for steadier 
hand holding., Once again the immediate, effects of this piece of 
technology on. film practice was virtually zero. The aesthetic 
possibilities inherent. in such equipment remained largely 
unexplored in France for over a decade until the rise of the 
'Nouvelle Vague': in particular. the, experiments of directors like 
Jean Luc Godard and FranSois, Truffaut and cinematographer Raoul 
Coutard. 
We can therefore conclude that the existence of a particular 
technology does not necessarily guarantee its take up. This 
understanding works against both-technological and aesthetic 
determination respectively. Other factors af f ect the, initial 
technical innovation and the pattern of, its, take up and 
utilization in film-making practice. The economics of a 
an institutionalised studio systcm, in the case of Hollywood, can 
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have an enormous affect on technological development and 
utiLization. Gomery and Allen develop an economic explanation of 
technological change in the context of Hollywood cinema with new 
technologies being developed in the drive for higher profits in a 
highly competitive market situation, with both internal 
competition between studios and external competition between 
cinema and other leisure pursuits such as radio and (later) 
television. They utilize a model of invention-innovation- 
diffusion to examine the introduction of sound technology, its 
initial association with Warner Brothers, one of the minor 
studios at the time, and its eventual adoption by, all the 
studios. (7) A relatively stable economic environment also creates 
the conditions whereby the time and money required for technical 
innovation can be made available. It, is not surprising that the 
majority of the major technical breakthroughs occurx-e&in America 
(sound, three-strip technicolour ýetc. ) and Germany during the 
domination of that industry by UFA, the only European studio 
which came close to matching the Hollywood majors in the pre. war 
period. Economic factors, as well as providing the necessary 
impetus for -innovation, can also delay the take-up of a 
particular new technology. Returning to the issue of sound 
technology, it is interesting to consider that although magnetic 
tape was available in Hollywood after the war and this 
represented a major advance in terms of sound technology, opening 
up the possibility of multi-track recordings, stereophonic sound 
and later Dolby the daployment of new sound systems was delayed 
for economic reasons: in particular the cost of converting 
theatres. (8) 
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The issue of technological advance in one area leading to 
retrenchment or retreat in another area is also interesting. The 
classic example in this context is that of the introduction of 
sound recording which had certain well documented knock-on 
effects, often with negative implications. The carbon lamps which 
were standard Hollywood lighting at the time were too noisy and 
had to be replaced by tungsten incandes cent lights which produced 
much lower levels of illumination (they were also at the red end 
of the spectrum so the old orthochromatic film stock, which was 
blind to red, had to be replaced by panchromatic stock)' *and to 
compensate, cinematographers had to open up their lense apertures 
to very wide settings which reduced depth of field creating'the 
'soft look' which was the*dominant visual aesthetic in Hollywood 
during the thirties'. In this way a technical ý breakthrough in one 
area can have significant repercussions, in other areas. This is 
something Peter Wollen is interested in: - "the way in'which 
innovations in one area may help to produce conservatism or even 
'retreat' in another... "(9) Rick Altman gives other examples of 
sound technology effecting image technology: the introduction of 
sound forced film-makers indoors because the early microphones 
picked up wind and other unwanted sounds. This led to research on 
back projection techniques to simula'te exteriors in the 
studio. (10) 
The influence of-non-cinema factors, particularly, on the 
generation of technological innovations, is another interesting 
consideration. Raymond Williams argues that the''necessary 
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conditions for technological development to occur include 
resource investment and official sanction. It is no surprise 
therefore that numerous technological developments have occurrC. A 
in the contexts of indus trial production or military 
technology. (11) As Gomery and Allen point out, some of the 
initial technical inventions which facilitated the birth of 
cinema occurXel in an existing commercial context. (12) They also 
point out that: 
"the invention and innovation of certain pieces of technology 
-'Re-cessary f or what was to become 'cinema verite' film-making 
resulted from certain military needs during and immediately 
following World War 11". (13) 
Peter Wollen gives several examples of technological innovations 
originally generated in a military context -which were 
subsequently adapted for--, cinema. These include Panchromatic film 
stock, originally developed for reconnaissa-nczfog- photography, 
and projection. systems such as Cinerama: derived from aeriiFýI 
gunnery simulation, -, and Cinemascope: from tank gun sighting 
periscopes - (14) Clearly the issue, of the - take-up of spin-off 
possibilities - technology being, adapted for use in contexts 
outside that of its original development - is an interesting and 
important one. 
So what preliminary conclusions can we draw with. regard to the 
relationship between cinema and technology in an on-going 
developmental context ? In the attempt to avoid a technological 
determinist position the general tendency in recent theoretical 
work has been to stress heterogeneity of factors determining 
developments in cinema technology. Peter Wollen, for example, 
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stresses "the heterogeneity of the economic and cultural 
determinants of change". (15) Steve Neale writes: 
"... just as the economic, psychological and aesthetic factors 
involved in the cinema cannot be reduced to the technology 
fundamental to them, so technology and its development cannot be 
simply reduced to the status of an effect produced by the 
economic, psychological or aesthetic f actors or processes. The 
history and current state of the cinema rather involve an uneven 
and of ten complex interweaving of all these elements each 
conditioning but not fully determining, or explaining, the 
others. "(16) 
Stephen Heath talks about a cinema history in terms of 
"determinants which are not simple but multiple - interacting, in 
which the ideological is there from the start - without the latter emphasis reducing the technological to the ideological or 
making it uniquely the term of an ideological determination. "(17) 
Neale and Heath are strongly influenced by the ideas of French 
film theorists like Christian Metz and (with particular regard to 
issues of technology) Jean Louis Comolli. comolli, - himself 
strongly influenced by the structuralist Marxism of Louis 
Althusser, and the leading figure in the CAHIERS DU CINEMA group 
since the late sixties, stresses the importance of economics and 
ideology in relating to issues of cinema technology. He makes the 
following 'i'htroductory point in his seminal article 'Machines of 
the Visible': 
"... the historical variation of cinematic techniques, their 
appearance-disappearance, their phases of convergence, their 
periods of dominance and decline, seem to me to depend'not on a 
rational-linear order of technological perfectibility nor an 
autonomous instance of scientific 'progress' but much rather on 
the offsettings, adjustments, arrangements carried out by a 
social configuration in order to represent itself, that is -at 
once to grasp itself, identify itself, and itself produce itself in its representation. "(18) 
In this way cinema, for Comolli, is not only socially determined 
but also helps society define itself through representation and 
identification. 
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Comolli, like Williams, makes a distinction between technical 
inventions and their being brought together in a- systematic way 
to form what he calls the 'cinema machine': an economically and 
(particularly) ideologically determined configuration. The 
machine, Comolli stresses, is always social before it is 
technical. The immediate social context for the birth of cinema 
was generated in the late nineteenth century -a period 
characterised by an obsession with 'the visible' and 
representation. Hence cinema was constructed as- a social machine 
in very particular ways. 
The ideology of realism is also important according to Comolli, 
in terms of explaining patterns of innovation and development in 
cinema technology and technique: the initial predominance-of deep 
focus, the Introduction of sound and colour, ', these are all 
explicable' in terms the cinema as 'an aj_ tion towards the 
dominant codes of photographic realism. - This' may appear to have 
similarities with Andre Bazin's notions''of an evolutionary 
process towards what he calls 'the myth of total cinema', but 
whereas Bazin had an idealistic belief'in the 'truth' of reality, 
Comolli sees it in terms of an illusion created by an ideological 
process concerned with the suppression of difference and the 
desire-for identity. Comolli's post-structuralist leanings begin 
to appear in this argument. 
While theorists like Comolli have been correct in attempting to 
locate such issues in relation to social structures and to 
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criticise idealist notions of the natural evolution of 
technology, - there is a tendency to subsume all analysis under 
a bludgeoning conception of "ideology (or more specif ically 
bourgeois ideology) : an all embracing category which, as Gomery 
and Allen argue, is "used to I sweep'all western civilisation into 
one concept'. (19) Such an abstracted category cannot provide the 
basis for a sufficient explanation of a phenomenon as tangible 
and materially constituted as technology. It is ironic that a 
materialist' analysis should end up relying so heavily on highly 
abstracý categories and concepts'. The problem essentially lies 
with an adherence to Marxism which has to attempt to accom=44kZ 
explanations of social changes which seem to contradict Marx's 
own predictions. 
Perhaps a more productive point of dep'arture would involve a 
consideration of the basic mechanism of innovation and change as 
it applies to technology. The development of new technology 
occurs, as we have seen , in a variety of contexts. However what 
is consistent to all is a notion of necessity: innovations 
occurj-jrý3in relation to specific problems of a practical nature, 
be they in the field of commercial entertainment or military 
technology. The solutions to specific problems constitute 
themselves in terms of technical innovations and inventive 
applications of such innovations in terms of cinema practice: 
innovations at the level of technology and technique 
respectively. There is also the issue of novel applications of 
existing technology, the best examples being those of spin-offs 
from military and industrial technology. Existing technology, in 
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its broadest sense, also helps to constitute the, context within 
which innovation occurs: representing resources upon which 
iadividuals can draw,. presenting a series of possibilities. ýHence 
the applications of broad technologies such as -electronic 
technology or chemical technology to, particular problems 
generated within the specific context of film-making., 
It quickly becomes apparent that the process which 1 am 
attempting to define and make some sense of is similar to that 
which lies at the heart of my conception of artistic creativity: 
that the material context essentially, determines the nature of 
problems and provides particular resources and particular 
constraints within which solutions may or may not be ý generated. 
Creativity in the field of technology is therefore similar to 
that in, film-making itself, structured by constraints, and 
Possibilities. Such a conception of technological innovation 
provides a much more productive starting point to any attempt to 
theorize technological development in relation -to f ilm-practice 
as it provides a consistent base-line regardless of specific 
context. Furthermore it avoids. the slide into seemingly limitless 
heterogeneity and indeterminism which characterises the current 
orthodox theoretical approach to the problem. 
The Uses of Technolo . 
We have already touched upon questions of the generation of 
aesthetic possibilities facilitated by technological development 
and whether such possibilities are subject to delayed take-up. 
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The relationship between technology and the exploration of 
aesthetic possibility is 'an -extremely interesting issue and -is 
worth examining in, greater detail. As I have'already'stated, the 
limits of current, technological possibility-circumscribes the 
area within, which creativity can occur. While most' film-makers 
adhere to orthodox practices 'in terms of technological 
possibility, some particularly innovative- and ambitious 
individuals' will attempt,, to set', themselves technical 'problems 
which can only' be -solved in terms of novel applications of 
existing technologies. This may 'involve the discovery of new 
poszibilities inherent in the technology or deliberate mis-use of 
technology. It is important at this stage to make a distinction 
between, -'technology' and. 'techniques'. The former facilitates and 
underpins the later which constitutes the creative domain, of the 
film-maker. It is at the level of techniques that, film-makers can 
be described as innovators. 
A classic example of such an innovatory, approach to f ilm-making 
is' described by Robert Carringer with regard to the, remarkable 
creative collaboration by' director Orson Welles and 
cinematographer Gregg Toland on the production of CITIZEN KANE. 
Carringer writes: ' 
"Welles not only encouraged Toland to 'experiment- and tinker, he 
positively insisted on it... Those involved say there was a kind 
of- running, game between the two with Welles , coming up with one 
farfetched idea after another and challenging Toland to produce 
it and Toland delivering and "then challenging Welles to aský for 
something he could not produce. Some of the devices Toland came 
up with he had already used in other films but others were new or 
used in significantly new ways in CITIZEN KANE. "(20) 
To examine the 'work of - innovators like Welles 'and Toland is not 
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to. perpetrate a romanticised notion of artistic genius as the 
major determinant or resurrect the ' great man I theory - in -a new 
guise. It is - explicable within the paradoxical', context of a 
studio environment which on one hand generated a -profound 
conservatism but -also, 
by virtue of the economic -strength and 
security of - the studios at the, time, -could provide f ilm-makers 
with , the 'space' - and resources required f or innovation to take 
place. Welles-, and Toland were able to use these advantages to, -the 
full. However Welles was never afforded the same freedoms by 
Hollywood again, being too much of a maverick for the studios to 
cope with. 
I 
Toland's technical achievements on CITIZEN KANE and other 
productj. ons were f acilitated by certain technological 
developments which are well documented by Carringer. My own 
interests in this section are to attempt to identify any 
interesting and innovative uses of technology in Britishýcinema. 
First of all I must state that such examples are few and f ar 
between particularly when compared with American cinema. However 
thereare some instances worth mentioning. 
Like Hollywood, British production was dominated by the studio 
context until the late fifties. This implied certain standardised 
working practices but also occasionally provided the resources 
for innovative uses of technical facilities. The studio based 
technicolour productions of Michael Powell and Emeric Pressburger 
made for the Rank, Organisation in, the late forties and including 
A MATTER OF 'LIFE AND DEATH, BLACK NARCISSUS and THE RED SHOES 
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stand out as perhaps the zenith of that kind of f ilm-making in 
this country with their elaborate sets, vivid colour schemes and 
optical trickery (particularly in the - case of BLACK NARCISSUS 
with its effective and convincing use of glass shots disguising 
the fact that the Himalayan locations were actually a lot at 
Pinewood studios) . At the same time one -of the best examples of 
'noirl lighting on location was produced by the British cinema: 
namely Carol Reed's THE THIRD MAN photographed by Robert Krasker. 
As in America and France, the British studios and their practices 
effectively blocked the take up of certain technological 
possibilities. John Ellis comments on the f act that at Ealing 
studios, experimentation with lightweight cameras 
11 
was non 
existent despite their being ideal for location shooting and 
complemented 'realist' notions of cinema - something Ealing 
tended to identify with, on economic and ideological grounds. (21) 
The studio had invested heavily in plant and machinery (including 
bulky studio cameras) during the thirties and forties and such 
investment had to be justified in terms of maximum utilisation. 
In addition, while film-makers at Ealing did shoot exteriors on 
location they tended to do so in a solid static camera 'style 
which complimented their studio aesthetic. 
Experimentation with lightweight cameras such as the Arriflex and 
Cameflex occur: rqAmainly in a Post-studio environment. as the old 
structures began to break up and film-makers became more and more 
interested in location filming. The British cinematographer 
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Walter Lassally, who worked closely with the f ilm-makers of the 
'Free Cinema' documentary movement and their subsequent 
'graduation' to feature films, used Arriflex cameras on 
productions like A TASTE OF HONEY and TOM JONES both directed by 
Tony Richardson in the early sixties. The former film is 
important in that it was the f irst British feature to be shot 
entirely on location: the size, weight and portability of the 
Arrif lex enabled Lassally to shoot in real locations including 
cramped interiors. (22) Richardson was particularly pleased with 
the Production process of A TASTE OF HONEY in terms of the 
freedom the. shooting style afforded him. 
Lassally 
. also used three dif f erent kinds of :f ilm stock on , 
the 
film including the high speed Ilford HPS (400 ASA) stock which, 
as he explains, was previously considered suitable only for 
newsreels and documentaries. This enabled LassallY to shoot at 
very low levels of light including one close up shot in a cave 
lit by one solitary candle - fifteen years before Stanley 
Kubrick's celebrated use of candlelight in BARRY LYNDON. Godard's 
A BOUT DE SOUFFLE was also shot on Ilford HPS. 
Richardson and Lassally teamed up again on TOM JONES which was to 
be shot on colour but in a style similar to A TASTE, OF HONEY. 
Despite being a period piece it was decided that the film could 
be shot in a thoroughly modern fashion on location using Arriflex 
cameras, often hand held to create a 'new wave' sense of 
excitement and movement. The hunt sequence in particular provides 
ample evidence of the success of the technique on af ilm which 
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remains one of the major achievements of the' British cinema, 
evoking the true nature of the 'swinging sixties' more 
effectively than any of the contemporary dramas which were to 
follow. 
There are numerous other examples of individual f ilm-makers 
working in a variety of contexts using existing technology in 
interesting ways: Michelangelo Antonioni has experimented with 
colour on both film and video production, Bernardo Bertolucci and 
his cinematographer Vittorio Storaro with low key lighting and a 
highly mobile camera using the latest remote and floating camera 
systems and Robert Altman has experimented_ with multi-layered 
sound tracks. But the examples listed above are the most 
interesting I could find with specific regard, to,. British cinema. 
The Uses of Cinema Technology in Current British Production 
As I noted earlier the question of technology as a resource is 
closely linked to financial resources and tt most British 
productions, being low *budget, were highly constrained in terms 
of what technological devices and processes were available at 
that level of production. However, even in the case of such 
modestly budgeted production, film-makers are presented with a 
set of basic choices with regard to technology. These include 
choice of camera, film stock, sound equipment and editing 
machines. With regard to cameras, one of the great standards in 
the industry is the Panavision Panaflex. The Panavision system'is 
built around the Mitchell movement: a dual pin register system 
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which holds film stock very steady when it is exposed., An 
alternative to the Panaflex is provided, by the Arriflex 35 BL 
camera. As cinematographer Michael Coulter (Director of 
Photography on NO SURRENDER, HEAVENLY PURSUITS, THE GOOD FATHER, 
HOUSEKEEPING, THE DRESSMAKER and DIAMOND SKULLS) explains, the 
Arriflex system is smaller, more flexible and incorporates a 
different system of registration to the Panaflex: 
for me its the difference between a BMW and a Renault 4: the 
BMW is solid and very comfortable but the Renault 4 is a bit more 
adaptable, you can put down the back seat, shove ladders on the 
roof and things like that. " (23) 
In addition to camera systems cinematographers are also closely 
involved with Laboratory technology, particularly the developing 
and printing processes. Roger Deakins, the lighting cameraman on 
a host of recent British f ilms including ANOTHER TIME, ANOTHER 
PLACE, NINETEEN EIGHTY FOUR, THE INNOCENT, DEFENCE OF THE REALM, 
SID & NANCY, PERSONAL SERVICES, SHADEY, WHITE MISCHIEF, -THE 
KITCHEN TOTO, STORMY MONDAY and PASCALI'S ISLAND, explains that 
on the production of NINETEEN EIGHTY FOUR a colour desaturation 
process was used to produce the desired ' look ' of the f ilm. As 
Deakins explains: 
"Kays came up with this system a couple of weeks bef ore we 
started shooting wher, zbý they leave the developed silver on the 
print and this acts as a black & white layer so you get 50% 
colour. So we got the idea of semi black & white but we had- to 
make it more brown and this was done mainly in the printing and a 
bit- with filters on the camera. Also the colours of the sets, in 
some instances - because the colour was drained by this process 
some of the sets were really ýbrightly coloured so that in the 
final process they would still look as colourful as, they normally 
would but other things would look semi black &, white. "(24),, 
The same- de-saturation process was- used -on Terence -Davis' film 
DISTANT VOICES STILL LIVES although while on NINETEEN EIGHTY FOUR 
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the final result, tended towards blue tones, this time the tonal 
emphasis was towards browns. In each case-the technology 
contributed signif icantly' to the visual impact and atmosphere of 
the, f ilm. 
In terms of editing equipment the - basic choice -is between the 
upright Moviola, originally developed in Hollywood, and flat-bed 
editing -tables such , as the Steenbeck which- was first introduced 
in Germany - during the, 19301 s but did not become popular in 
America until the late sixties. While the flat-bed is argued to 
be more versatile and easier to use many, established editors 
prefer the Moviola. Tom Priestley (an editor -active in - the 
British Industry for over thirty years), favours the Moviola 
because it runs at the same speed (35 f. p. s. ) all the 'time both 
backwards and forwards: 
99 * .. because it Is running at . the same speed -you are actually learning the rhythms of the shot ... On the table 
like the 
Steenbeck, it has variable speeds and often as not you 90 fast 
through the bits you dorit want to look at so the rhythm gets 
lost. I think there's a tendency in Steenbeck editing for there 
to be more emphasis on the point of cutting and less on the 
overall rhythm.. "(25) 
in terms of technology being constituted as a resource upon which 
film-makers can draw, depending on the demands of the script and 
the budgetary resources available, it is interesting to consider 
that t1101 as a resource it is subject to constant development and 
expansion. Cameras and camera systems are becom:: *L-n3 increasingly 
mol"Ale and versatile (e. g. 'floating' camera systems such as 
'Steadicam' and 'Panaglidel, the remote controlled camera-systems 
mentioned- ý above, snorkel lenses and fibre-optic photography and 
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an increasingly versatile range of dollies and crane arms), film 
stocks are becomiýn5, faster without dramatic quality reduction in 
the image, sound recording and reproduction technology is 
improving in the wake ý of ý- ' Dolby systems, electronic video 
systems are becom. ir, ý3 more - available and in terms of image 
quality high-band video is'fast approaching 35mm. film. without t he 
problems of colour fading over time and-dramatic-quality 
reduction from master print to release prints, as I shall explain 
in some depth in the next section of this chapter. Such 
innovations and improvements are gradually absorbed to mainstream 
practices; becoming commercially available f or hire from the 
major e=pment suppliers and laboratories which serve the various 
film industries around the world. Film-makers are therefore 
constrained by the limits of currently available technology. This 
may seem an obvious or even facile point but it is an important 
consideration in the sense that the limits of current technology 
and technological possibility effectively constitute the 
parameters within which creative film-making can take place. 
New Technology in the Video Age 
Desp.. te major advances in certain aspects of cinema technology, 
particularly in areas such as mobile camera systems and special 
effects, the basic apparatus remains largely unchanged. Cameras 
may be lighter, lenses and film-stocks faster, but the 
technological process is still dependent on the same basic 
principles as that which was brought together as a systematic 
technology during the first third of this century. 
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Perhaps the most exciting developments which have occurxelin the 
general area of motion picture technology over the last two or 
three decades have been those in the field of electronic, as 
opposed to optical, systems of recording and playback: in popular 
terms 'the video revolution'. One must agree with Roy Armes' 
assertion that a full and adequate understanding of video: 
"... demands that it be seen within the whole spectrum of 
nineteenth and twentieth century audio, visual and- audio-visual 
media including radio and photography, the gramophone and the 
tape recorder. "(26) 
I shall not examine this spectrum in the very thorough manner 
Armes does,, although I shall tough upon some aspects of the 
relationship video technology has to other media. What, -is 
important is that video should be seen neither as an isolated 
technology distinct from other media, nor as a stage, in some 
audio-visual evolutionary process running from cinema-television- 
video. The relationships between the three-are-much more complex, - 
indeed the roots of video technology are very closely connected 
to major developments in other media. 
The initial context f or the birth of video was generated by the 
development of magnetic sound tape in Germany, during the 
thirties. As I have - noted elsewhere, magnetic tape, which was 
invented by Fritz Pf leumer and manuf actured by BASF, was part of 
the spoils of war appropriated by-the Allies and quickly 
introduced into the United States. The f irst video, tape was 
developed in America in the 1950's, with Ampex -demonstrating the 
first broadcast standard video recorder in 1956-;, These early 
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gy must be seen very'in relation to developments in video technoloc 
the new broadcast medium of television which at the time, if-not 
in its infancy, was still very much in its early childhood. As 
Stuart Marshall explains, the development of video technology was 
largely supported by the broadcasting industry because it - was 
complementary to the needs of that industry. Videotape technology 
would enable the broadcast industry to cut costs, to dispense 
with rigid schedules, to enable studio productions (which had 
previously been broadcast 'live') to be repeated without being 
recreated, and to build up an international market in studio 
productions as programmes on tape could be sold to foreign 
broadcasters. Marshall writes: 
"The drive behind the research was therefore towards both increased efficiency in production and resources and the creation 
of more marketable products. "(27) 
The development of video technology therefore should not be seen 
in some technologically deterministic way: it did not occur in 
some autonomous sphere, but rather was developed at the time and 
in the manner it was because of wider social and economic 
factors. Marshall is always at pains to place his analysis in a 
context which stresses technological process as related to 
perceived needs on the part of those in society who have the 
power to sanction and encouracýe- development and investment. This 
is very much the case with video technology. 
The next major development in video occurxe, (Lin 1965 with the 
introduction of the Sony Portapak system. (After the initial 
North American impetus the location of most of the major 
breakthroughs in video technology shif ted to Japan. ) This was a 
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black and white portable reel to reel video system using half 
inch tape. Broadcast systems at the time required two inch video 
tape and the cameras were very large and cumbersome. 
Consequently, the Portapak system effectively liberated video 
technology from being the sole preserve of the broadcaster in a 
similar way that the development of lightweight 16mm film cameras 
liberated film-makers from institutionalised studio-based film- 
making. However, the quality of the Portapak system came nowhere 
to meeting the broadcast format because it featured an inferior 
'helical' scanning system as opposed to the 'quad' system of 
standard broadcast video. But the significance of the Portapak 
lies in its breaking of the broadcasters monopoly over video 
technology, which in turn zat the agenda for further research and 
development. 
Sony again broke new ground in 1970 with the introduction of the 
three quarter inch U-matic format which for a while represented 
the standard industrial (non-broadcast) format. However, since 
then the rapid pace of development in electronic systems have 
effectively brought industrial video up to broadcast standard: in 
particular the introduction of high-band U-matic and Sony's 
Betacam system, introduced in 1982, which has proved very popular 
in the field of documentary and news reporting. In an article on 
new video technology published in the February 1987 edition of 
TELEVISUAL magazine, Barry Fox remarked that 30,000 Betacam units 
had been sold since the system was introduced. Betacam is not 
only high quality it is also extremely portable, being based on 
the domestic betamax system and utilizing half inch tape. The 
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domestic sphere was initially served by the Philips system 
introduced in 1972. However, this was quickly eclipsed by both 
Betamax and VHS with the latter ,, cc: ming to dominate, 
- in Britain 
at least, in the wake of the domestic video boom in the early 
eighties. 
The importance of video to film-makers lies in its accessibility. 
Roy Armes sees video as part of a wider development which has 
occurirelin the post-war period which he describes in terms of: 
"... a democratization of the media akin to that' allowed by 
celluloid in the 1890's with individual control, access, and even 
creative production available. "(28) 
While film-production, at least in the American context, remains, 
for Armes, dominated by multi million dollar production, 
television created a demand fo Ir developments in 16mm film 
technology (for drama and documentary since, until recently,, 
video cameras were too bulky and inflexible for location work 
other than outside broadcasts of sporting and ceremonial 
occasions), which in turn led to a massive upsurge in independent 
film-making. Similarly, the development of sound tape created the 
conditions for the birth of low cost independent record 
companies. Video, Armes argues, represents: 
"... a key continuation of this democratizing tradition, as a 
system which allows personal recording and creative production as 
well as the consumption of pre-recorded, pre-packaged 
material. "(29) 
While it is, true to say that video has , made 
'f ilm-making I more 
accessible in that it is basically a low-cost recording medium, 
it is still structured in terms of, a cost-related hierarchy which 
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effectively separates domestic video users from professionals in 
both the industrial and broadcast spheres. As Armes points out, 
costs rise enormously at the post production stage (vital to all 
video outside the basic domestic 'snapshot' sphere) due to the 
expense of post production hardware such as editing facilities, 
computer graphics etc. The range and quality of post production 
facilities, particularly in the light of recent advances in 
digital post production, has made video very attractive to the 
professional film-maker and although costs are high they are not 
as high as similar post-production processes for film. 
While video remains almost exclusively a television medium as far 
as film-makers are concerned, a few experiments have been carried 
out by directors whose domain is very much the cinema. One of the 
f irst films shot on video with the intention of giving it some 
sort of theatrical release was Mich. elangelo' Antonioni's THE 
OBERWALD MYSTERY, made in 1980. Since directing THE RED DESSERT 
in 1964, Antonioiýihad been interested in manipulating colours - 
to make 'a violent attack on reality' as he puts it. (30) In this 
film Antonioni physically painted the landscape. By the time of 
THE OBERWALD MYSTERY technology could enable him to be rather 
more sophisticated. Video facilitated colour correction at the 
post-production stage with the opening sequence being shot in a 
wood at night and subsequently 'corrected' to the colours of 
sunset. The ability to experiment with colour after principal 
photography had been completad also attracted British 
experimental film-makers Peter Wollen and Laura Mulvey to video. 
They shot THE BAD SISTER in the medium in 1982 for Channel 4 but 
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unlike Antonioni's film it was never shown in the cinema. 
(Incident4115, the post-production work on THE BAD SISTER was done 
by 'The Moving Picture Company who currently provide among the 
most up-to-date post production facilities in the UK. ) 
Next to Antonioni the other f ilm-maker of international renown 
who has experimented with the possibilities of video is Francis 
Coppola. In his studio based production ONE rROM THE HEART, 
Coppola utilized a process called 'pre-visualisation' which 
involved recording the action, music and dialogue on video before 
actual photography (on celluloid) began. This process allows the 
director to make and see the completed work prior to shooting 
enabling the major creative decisions to be made without exposing 
thousands of feet of film. Many American film-makers tend to 
'cover' a scene excessively leaving the creative decisions to the 
editing stage -a technique involving substantial waste. The aim 
of 'pre-visualisation' was therefore to cut production costs. As 
Lynda Myles explains in an article on the making of ONE FROM THE 
HEART, (31) it was estimated that the process led to savings of 
$2 million on the production. However, the decision to shoot the 
film on studio sets costing between $4 and $5 million effectively 
negated this economy and put an end to Coppola's experiments. 
The f irst British f eature length drama, made on video f or both 
cinema and television is OUT OF ORDER, directed in 1988 by Jonnie 
Turpie for the Birmingham Film and Video Workshop on a budget of 
. E380,000 (around a quarter of the cost of a typical low budget 
production shot on film) provided by Channel 4 and the BFI 
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Production Board. The film was shot using a Betacam CCD chip 
camera which was ideally suited to the film-makers needs. As 
Julian Petley explains: 
"Such cameras are more robust, use less power and have greater 
light sensitivity, than conventional video cameras, and are also 
free from magnetic and electrical interference. "(32) 
The only problem encountered was that the system produced an 
image not considered fully up to broadcast standards by the IBA. 
However, special dispensation was sought and given enabling OUT 
OFORDER to be made. It is inevitable that more productions along 
these lines will be produced. 
Experiments with video in the production of feature films have up 
to now been f ew and f ar between. I should make it clear that in 
spite of the generally positive tone of my discussion of video it 
remains very much a medium of the future. In terms of the 
production process itself, video incorporates a single camera 
system similar to film but with the added f acility of instant 
playback and remote monitors. However, video monitors and 
playback f acilities are now being used by f ilm-makers shooting 
film in order to help certain decisions to be made: what takes to 
print etc. At the moment video is markedly inferior to f ilm in 
terms of light sensitivity' and image definition. As 
cinematographer Michael Coulter, who has worked in both media 
explains: 
"With video you need more light. There' s not the latitude, you 
can't let the shadows go the way you do in film. It also tends to 
be very flat... It's hard to get contrast into it because the 
minute you raise the the contrast level from highlight to shadow 
the shadow fil2. =. in so much that the video signal needs you to 
pump more light into the shadow... I've tried various things suc 
*h as hard rim light to try and pull it, apart because it's such a flat image. "(33) 
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These problems tend to make cinematographers rather 
unenthusiastic about using video. Roger Deakins, for example, 
states that: 
"Until video gives you the possibilities at the moment you have 
on film: the flexibility and the sharpness and the quality, until 
it does that I don't really want to know. "(34) 
Another problem with video technology as f ar as f ilm-makers are 
concerned is the process for transferring video to 16 or 35mm 
film for projection purposes in cinemas. It is significant that 
Antonioni with respect to THE OBERWALD MYSTERY and Jonnie Turpie 
with OUT OF ORDER both argued that the least satisfactory aspect 
of making af eature on video was the tapýe to f ilm transf erence 
technology. However, as Julian Petley notes in his article on 
Turpie's film, new technology is being developed in America which 
will enable video to be transferred to 35mm film by means of a 
laser system with significantly better results than previous 
transference technology. on a domestic television screen video 
and film can be practically indistinguishable as the BBC 
television series BOYS FROM THE BLACKSTUFF, written by Alan 
Bleasedale and directed by Philip Saville, demonstrates. One 
episode of the five was shot on film, the others on, video with 
little dif f erence in terms of image quality. (35) As Roy Armes 
notes: 
"Video cannot rival film in respect of. the. powerful impact unique 
to the projected big screen theatrical film presentation, but it 
can match it perfectly if the outlet is television broadcasting 
and the domestic receiver. "(36) 
This is the state of affairs as the eighties draw to a close but, 
given the rate of advance in video technology, it is only a 
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matter of time bef ore electronic technology gains the ascendancy 
in the image as well as sound, as Peter Wollen predicted more 
than a decade ago in his article on Cinema and Technology. (37) 
As I have already pointed out, it is the benefits afforded by 
video at the post production stage which are the most attractive 
to the film-maker, although even here opinions are divided. Armes 
argues that video editing is less flexible than f ilm in that it 
involves transferring shots to a new master tape, with subsequent 
editing decisions requiring the construction f rom scratch of a 
new master. Film does not present this problem as it is 
physically cut and spliced together and can be rearranged without 
replicating entire sequences. However even editors who prefer 
working in f ilm argue that video has its benefits. Tony Lawson 
for one prefers the hands-on, tactile nature of film editing but 
he suggests that: 
"What is good about video is that it's f ast. -- particularly 
if 
there's a lot of footage. It's much easier to handle that kind of 
thing on video than in physical terms ... You can also try out opticals instantly which you can't do on film. "(38) 
Despite his reservations about editing in video, Armes does 
concecýe that in terms of the entire post production process, the 
video director has much more personal control than the f ilm 
director. Every aspect of the process takes place in the 
directors pres, er,, c. Q-, unlike the lab situation in f ilm which is 
noted for its 'opacity' by Peter Wollen for one. 
Perhaps the ý'most interesting and innovative production which 
has made'use of video technology as a post production facility is 
Derek Jarman's THE LAST OF ENGLAND. What makes this film all the 
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more remarkable is that the images were generated on Super 8 film 
- until recently considered to be an amateur format. Jarman , began 
his experiments in Super 8 during the long protracted process of 
raising finance for his biographical study of'the Itali'anpainter 
Caravaggio. His early works in Super 8 were tiansf erred to Ur 
matic video f or editing purposes bef ore being blown up to 16 or 
35mm release prints. These included THE ANGELIC CONVERSATION and 
IMAGINING OCTOBER and cost a fraction of what a normal 16 or 35mm 
film would cost. They were also much looser in narrative terms, 
being more akin to poetry than prose as Jarman himself puts it'. 
Technological advance combined with more'generous funding enabled 
Jarman and producer James Mackay to embark upon more ambitious 
and visually inventive projects. The promo films they made for 
the rock ban 'The Smiths' - entitled THE'QUEEN IS DEAD, ' featured 
a range of optical effects including the superimposition of'black 
and white and colour images - and in effect was a dry run'for the 
first full length feature to be shot in'Super 8 in this country: 
THE LAST OF ENGLAND, with its impressive combination of -the 
poetic aesthetics of the Super 8 medium combined with 
sophisticated video post production techniques. 
The promos made by Jarman for 'The Smiths' created a vogue f or 
Super 8 pop promos' with 'some f il'm-maker's going so far as to 
denigrate other formats to a achieve the 'grainy 'look' associated 
with Super 8. But this is to necessarily take a rather limited 
view of a format which is far more flexible and capable of 
producing a rich, heavily saturated colour image. So while others 
were copying the' visual style of THE QUEEN IS DEAD and other 
A 
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Jarman promos - grainy black, & white image, shaky hand-held 
camera, rapid cutting, Jarman and his collaborators were aiming 
for a higher quality image approaching that of, 35mm., This 
development is demonstrated in the back-projection footage shot 
for 'The Pet Shop Boys' 1989 tour. The 40 minute film which 
accompanies eight of the groups numbers was generated primarily 
on Super 8 and after, video post-production, including, very 
convincing blue screen superimpositions, blown up to a 70mm print 
for projection. Even more impressive is the footage for Jarman's 
next f eature BORROWED TIME which is af ollow up to THE LAST OF 
ENGLAND and which is being constructed in the same rather 
freewheeling fashion with no formal script. 
James Mackay, -the producer of-all of Jarman's, work in Super, 8, is 
particularly enthusiastic about the benefits of video and its 
future potential. In addition, to the post production 
Possibilities opened up by video technology, he, also cites the 
possibilities of electronic technology overcoming the problem of 
colour fading which still affects film negatives- the only 
solution at present being the manufacture of, preservation masters 
which, as Mackay explains, is a phenomenally expensive process. 
He makes, his case for an alternative: 
"Video ý does not f ade. Digital video can be copied onto punched 
tape if necessary. It can always be reconstructed. As a process F electronics is always in a state of progression as we have seen. 
So all those films will go orange while mine wont. The prints you 
see the first time round are the same you will see in the cinema. 
Each new transfer from tape to film will be better than the last. 
I can only see advantages. "(39) 
The future looks very exciting indeed as far as the extension of 
video technologies, and the possibilities this will create for 
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f ilm-makers, is concerned. Hopefully, accessibility too will be 
extended, allowing more people who are interested in film and 
video making but who are devoid of production f inance to atquire 
some 'hands-on' experience using high ýuality'equipmeni. 
What is interesting is that there are sources of finance who 
appear willing to back film-makers experimenting with' new 
technology. Channel 4 and the'BF1 Production Board being the most 
notable examples. Alan Fountain, the Commissioning Editor, 
Independent Film and Video, at Channel 4, welcomes the uses of 
new technology: 
"One of the things we've always been interested in is trying to 
work with people who don' ,t want to work in a purely conventional 
way with the image, who want to think more in terms of what IId 
call the cinema-aesthetics of film-making: people who want to 
experiment with different technologies and to try to push the 
limits of technology forward. I'm all in favour of that. "(40) 
As we have seen, Channel 4 have been involved in several of the 
innovative works mentioned"in this^ chapter: 'THE BAD SISTER, OUT 
OF ORDER, THE LAST OF ENGLAND and the forthcomilicj BORROWED TIME 
- "I think what Derek (Jarman) does is extraordinary. I feel very 
supportive of it. " (Alan Fountain) The Channel have also screened 
Super 8 and video work by f ilm-makers from all over the world. 
This is exactly the kind of interest and encouragement that film- 
makers with ideas and the inclination to experiment with the new 
technology would appear to need. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
THE FINANCING & PRODUCTION OF BRITISH FILNS: HISTORICAL 
BACKGROUND 
"... all facts and personages of great importance in world history 
occur, as it were, twice ... the first time as tragedy, the second 
as farce. "(Karl Marx, THE EIGHTEENTH BRUMAIRE OF LOUIS 
BONAPARTE). 
Whatever positive statements I shall make in this section of my 
study regarding the vibrancy and commercial astuteness of certain 
production companies, sales agents and distributors currently 
active in British cinema, one over-riding fact must not be 
overlooked: namely that the financial structure of British film- 
making is inherently unstable and the amount of production 
finance made available to film-makers in this country in any one 
year is Pitifully meagre given the popularity of film in general. 
Aý Steve Woolley of Palace puts it, compared to the American Film 
Industry Britain has no industry as such: 
"... it's like comparing the space programme with people in the Hebridies knitting scarves... We are crofters over here. We have 
the technology and we have the brain but we don't have the 
money. "(1) 
Part of the problem lies in the f act that more people go to the 
cinema in North America, in Britain the population prefers to 
watch f ilms on television or video cassette. But they do watch 
them; there is a tangible demand f or f ilm in this country. 
However, the resources generated from this popularity are not fed 
back into the domestic production industry to the extent they 
might be. Neither Video nor TV companies at present pay af air 
price for the films they commercially exploit. 
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Given the general lack of resources, life for film-makers and 
companies alike is a constant struggle f or survival. One major 
f inancial slip-up could spell disaster for even what is seen as 
an establi: shed and successful film company - Goldcrest being a 
classic example as I shall explain later. This is the major 
economic reality which characterises film production in Britain 
today. 
Before launching myself into a major 'examination of the 
structures of finance, production, distribution and marketing 
which shape' the f ilm-making process in Britain I want to f ill in 
some background detail in the attempt to show why things have 
turned out the way they have and why the Brit3. sh film industry is 
so^small and unstable: i. e. why British film-making is frequently 
described as being in an almost permanent state of crisis'by 
commentators. In order' to proVide this background I shall 
concentrate on two distinct but hisý a rically interlocking 
issues: the relationship between the British and American f ilm 
industries and the question of st'ate support f or f ilm-making in 
this country. 
The British f jim industry has never been able to come to terms 
with the existence of its American counterpart. Hollywood' has 
dominated the British market (indeed the world market) since the 
days of Silent f ilm due to its size, commercial strength, the 
quality of its product and the Pu6liýity and glamour generated by 
its star Sys , tem. In a strictly economic sense Hollywood had an 
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advantage in that the American market was large -enough to enable 
films to recoup their costs at home, enabling their producers to 
sell them abroad at very favourable rates, undercutting their 
competitors in foreign markets. American product also tended to 
be far superior in terms of quality. 
Britain on the other hand was slow of 'the mark 'in terms of 
developing a film industry and despite the fact that by the end 
of the first world war demand for film was high, investment 
in the UK tended to be directed towards exhibition rather than 
production. As Michael Channan observes: 
"profits were to be made from showing American'films, which, 'as a 
result of the enforced curtailment of production in Europe during 
the war, were now a long way in the lead on British screens. "(2) 
In addition, the Americans had'also become actively involved 'in 
diýtributing product' in Britain: Vitagraph (subsequently 'Warners) 
had registered a'British company in 1912, with Fox, in 1916, and 
Famous Lasky Film Service (Paramount), in 1919, following suit. 
Direct us involvement in the British film industry served to 
exacerbate' the inequalities originally created' by the Americans' 
structural advantages. The Hollywood subsidiaries in Britain 
employed'tactics such as 'block' and 'blind' booking --the former 
forcing an exhibitor to accept a package of films in order to 
obtain the desired major features, while the latter was a similar 
practice but involving product' which was still 'in the'process of 
being made. Either way such tactics meant' that British screens 
were booked up months in'advance; making it difficult for'British 
producers toacquire a 'window' for their films in what-was after 
all their own home market. As"a result many' were forced out of 
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business. By 1926 only 4% of all' the f ilms shown in British 
cinemas were home produced while the american share stood at 
92%. (3) 
It was in response-to this dire state of affairs'that"the British 
Government f inally bowed to pressure and became involved in the 
film- industry in'a financial (as opposed, to- a restrictive or 
censorial) sense with the -implementation in 1927 of 'minimum 
quotas for British films - initially set at 7.5% for renters and 
5% f or exhibitors with both figures planned to rise to 20% by 
1938. This act amounted to a, mild f orm of protectionism in a 
period when f ree trade wai the norm in commercial enterprise - 
film-making being'officially'designated as such an undertaking by 
virtue -ýof the decision 'to bestow the responsibi . lity for 
administering the quota to, the Board of Trade. A' significant 
precedent had been set. 
The 1927 Act which established-, the quota, had' two' major 
consequences: the emergence of the 'quota quickie' - cheap, 'low 
quality films produced, to satisfy the quota, which was unfoiýzseen, 
and another which- was implicit in the drafting of the Act and 
highly desirable in the eyes of the Board of Trade - the beginailNý 
of a form of vertical integration along the lines of the 
Hollywood studio system with production, distribution 'and 
exhibition brought together in large film-making combines. Simon 
Hartog argues that an implicit pact was made between the Board of 
Trade and the Federation of British Industries-(FBI, -a forerunner' 
of the -CBI) , that 'in return for the implementation of the quota 
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the FBI would encourage the creation of at least one major 
British combine. (4) The emergence of such an organisation was 
regarded as the only way British films could pbssibly compete 
with Hollywood both at home and abroad: i. e. 'play them at their 
own game'. Arguably this ethos has guided British production ever 
since, giving rise as we shall see to cycles of expansion - 
assaUlt on the American market - ultimate failure - heavy losses 
and retrenchment/bankruptcy. A context of recurring financial 
crises, infuriatingly similar in character yet seemingly 
insufficient to force would-be British moguls to exercise caution 
or consider alternative strategies. 
The mid thirties witnessed the first -premeditated assault on, the 
American market by British film companies. This followed the 
unexpected international success of Alexander Korda's THE PRIVATE 
LIFE OF HENRY VIII in 1933, a film which cost. E94,000 and earned 
over E500,000. (5) Korda's film was backed by United, Artists, an 
important factor because this gave him access to American 
distribution. He subsequently attempted to emulate this success 
with a series of big budget historical epics, as did the Gaumont 
British Picture Corporation which along with the Associated 
British Picture' Corporation had emerged as a major vertically 
integrated British film company. GB had an American connection 
through Fox who had a major stake in the company. The outcome for 
both Korda and Gaumont-British was disastrr.. ous: distribution 
proved to be a problem and even the prestige British productions 
tended to lag behind American product in terms of quality and as 
a result both suffered heavy losses and a subsequent weakening. of 
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their position within the British industry. This , ikadvertently 
created the conditions for the rise to power of perhaps the most 
famous British film mogul: J. Arthur Rank. 
Throughout the thirties Rank had been steadily building up his 
film empire and by 1941 the 'Rank Organisation was established as 
the most powerful vertically integrated film combine in Britain, 
owning two of the three major circuits: Gaumont British and. the 
Odeon cinemas, controlling an assortment of 'established 
production companies including GB and Gainsborough and General 
Film Distributors (GFD) , the biggest distribution company in 
Britain. Rank also had a stake in two major studios: Pinewood, 
which he had helped to build in 1935, and Denham, which he 
Uquired- from Korda. ' In addition, Rank had a close link with 
several key independent producers 'including Hichael Powell & 
Emeric Pressburger, David Lean's company Cineguild, Frank Launder 
Sidney Gilliat, Filipo del Guidir-els Two Cities Films'and 
I 
Michael Balcon's Ealing studios. At its height, the Rank 
Organisation was as large and powerful as any of the American 
majors. By virtue of his 'substantial stake in British exhibition, 
Rank was in a position to bargain with the Americans, f orcing 
them into giving him access to their home market. ' So began the 
second British attempt to conquer the American market but one , 
like Korda and Gaumont British before him, doomed to failure 
although this time the'reasons were rather more complex. * 
Rank had rather more sub'stantial US connections than his 
predecessors - he had inherited the Fox 'connection f rom Gaumont 
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British, he had a link with United Artists via Alexander Korda, 
and a substantial interest in Universal through the General Film 
Finance Corporation which he established along with other leading 
industrialists in 1936. In was Universal which was to become 
Rank's main distribution outlet in North America. The second 
largest British film combine Associated British had also a"-quired 
a major us connection with Warners buying a 25% stake in the 
company. These Anglo-American connections, plus the fact that 
the three major circuits in Britain were controlled by two 
companies (the establishment of the duopolistic situation which 
remains today) , began to cause concern at home in 'that 
independent British producers had to maintain a favourable 
relationship with at least one of the 'big two' in order to 
ensure their films would be exhibited. In'addition, the fact that 
both Rank and Associated British, by virtue-of their US 
connections, had a standing commitment to show Hollywood product 
on their circuits suggested that such interests might be 
Protected at the expense of the British independents. Such 
concerns resulted in the drafting of the Palache Report in 1944 
entitled 'Tendencies to Monopoly in the Cinematograph Industry', 
which was to provide the basis for a vigorous campaign in favour 
of state intervention in the film industry.. However, when the 
report was F ublished the Board of Trade declined to act on its 
recommendations. Rank continued with his plans to take the 
American market by storm when suddenly a major crisis occur=A. 
In 1947 the Labour chancellor Hugh Dalton imposed a 75% ad 
valorem duty on imports, including films, and the Americans 
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immediately responded by, placing an embargo on Hollywood f ilms 
exported to Britain. The Government's decision 'damaged Rank's 
reputation because; as Robert Murphy points-out (6), the 
Americans tended to think that Rank's position was synonymous 
with the British Government, whereas in reality the Labour 
administration were hostile towards staunch Tories like "J. 
Arthur Rank. The US backlash materialised in terms of a-fall-off 
at the American box office for British films. At home production 
was increased to-fill the gap created by the embargo 'but the 
rather embatiassedBritish Government quickly reached an agreement 
with the Americans over the repatriation of dollars 'earned in 
Britain resulting in the removal of the duty 'and 'the lifting of 
the embargo. This let in a flood of American'films including the 
pick of the previous year's releases. This rush of unexpected 
competition caused many British ýproductions to flop, ý-; creating' a 
major crisis which, Dickinson &, Street argue, nearly killed the 
British production industry, because in spite of significant 
increases in production standards in the home industry, American 
films were still more popular with British audiences. In any case 
Rank's films began to fail commercially both at home and, 
Particularly so, in the American market. On top of this he lost 
money on ventures such as children's -films, full length cartoons 
and experiments in cinema technology (the 'independent frame' 
process). The net result was a' major retrenchment for the Rank 
Organisation, a cut back in production and a 'rationalisation 
plan. The bubble had burst and the British film industry was to 
feel the effects for years to come. 
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Not surprisingly. - other producers suffered badly in the wake of 
the Dalton duty. Korda, who had attempted a comeback after buyin'; O 
British Lion in 1946, once again found himself in severe 
financial difficulties. However, in the wake of the Palache (and 
subsequently the Plant)- report, there was substantial pressure on 
the Government to do something to help the Industry. The most 
direct'response was the setting up.,, of the National Film Finance 
Corporation (NFFC) in April 1949., The NFFC. was, masterminded by 
Harold Wilson who was president of the Board of Trade at the 
time. It was established as, a kind of film bank, rather than a 
direct form of subsidy, with-an initial revolving fund of E5 
million, which was increased to E6 million the following year. 
Its brief was to supplement rather than replace private capital 
and it tended to spread it's resources rather thinly over a wide 
range by providing the 'end money' - the last 30% normally not 
covered by distribution guarantees of a film's budget., 
It is important to stress- that the NFFC was not intended as a 
major Government initiative to alter the structure of film 
financing in Britain. Film was still regarded as primarily a 
commercial undertaking, unlike broadcasting and the Arts in 
general which had both benefitr-cL, from public assistance in the 
the form of the British Broadcasting Corporation funded by the 
license fee and the Arts Council, respectively. Neither model was 
seen appropriate for the film industry however. While the NFFC 
did help to fund more than 750 films in 35 years including such 
notable productions as THE THIRD MAN, SATURDAY NIGHT-AND SUNDAY 
MORNING, THE SERVANT, GREGORY'S GIRL and COMRADES, it did end up 
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losing a lot of money. This is not surprising as the'NFFC's stake 
in f ilms tended to be high risk and the last to be recouped. E3 
million was initially lent to Alexander Korda who promptly lost 
the lot but this was mainly due to f actors beyond his control 
such as the major decline of the cinema audience in the fifties. 
In addition to the NFFC, the pobt. war Labour Government f urther 
attempted to help the f ilm industry by means of the introduction 
of the Eady Levy which was devised by Wilson and Sir Wilfred Eady 
and based on existing schemes in France and Italy. Julian Petley 
describes the levy in terms of: 
"A voluntaryaxrangement... whereb9o in return f or a reduction in 
Entertainments Duty, exhibitors agreed to pay a levy on the price 
of each cinema ticket: this levy was paid into a fund which was 
subsequently shared out among producers of British films in 
proportion to their box office earnings. "(7) 
The scheme was made statutory in 1957 but unlike those in Italy 
and France, the levy was not used to encourage certain kinds of 
production, instead it tended to attract more American companies 
to set up production units in Britain in order to qualify for 
Eady money. 
The decline of the cinema audience in the fifties enabled the 
I 
major exhibitors to consolidate their domination as independent 
cinemas began to close. The gap created in production by the 
retrenchment of Rank and the second demise of Korda could only be 
f illed by companies strong enough to survive the decline in the 
cinema's popularity. The only companies which fitted the bill 
were the American majors. over a period of twenty years from the 
ear y fifties onwards, the American share of British distribution 
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increased f rom 10% to 60% while US f inancing of British f ilms 
increased substantially, reaching a peak in the late sixties when 
between 80% and 90% of all British productions were backed by 
American studios. In a financial sense at least the British film 
industry had become what it had f ought to avoid. As Dickinson 
Street put it: 
"after 1961 it became increasingly difficult to define any part 
of the industry as British rather than Anglo-American. There was 
too much working against the British independent companies: the 
monopolistic structure of the industry, the lack of alternative 
sources of finance, the weakness of the NFFC, and the willingness 
of producers to accept American backing. "(8) 
Important films were made during this period but ultimately it 
was the Hollywood executives and their ambassadors who pulled the 
strings and when the Americans, withdrew on a major scale in the 
early seventies British film production collapsed'. The -US 
withdrawalwas prompted by several factors including the fact that 
the majors had overspent and overstocked with films made in 
Britain at a time 'when US audiences were turning towards more 
modest American films like THE GRADUATE, BONNIE & CLYDE and EASY 
RIDER. 
-In 
any case the American withdrawalleft the British bereft 
of a major part of its production finance. 
The financial crisis of the early seventies led to a strong call 
for an increase in state aid to the film industry (including some 
demands for nationalisation) . These fell on the deaf ears of a 
new Conservative administration which had demonstrated its, lack 
of interest in aiding film-making by allocating the NFFC only El 
million of the E5 million which had been promised by the previous 
Labour Government which had been ousted in 1970. The latter half 
of the decade saw the parties switch office again and Harold 
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Wilson appointed the Terry committee to look at the problems 
faced by the film industry. The major proposal which came out of 
this period was the idea to set up a British Film Authority 
which, like so many other recommendations made by committees in 
the past, did not materialise into anything concrete. 
Surprisingly enough, -this period witnessed yet another foolhardy 
attempt on the part of certain British production companies to 
take the American market by storm. The chief protagonists this 
time were Lew Grade's Associated Communications Corporation 
(ACC), an offshoot of his massive interests in commercial 
television, and EMI, which had began life in the music industry 
and since diversified, buying the Associated British Picture 
Corporation in 1969, and which was chaired by Grade's brother 
Bernard Delfont. In 1976 EMI acquired the British Lion Company and 
with it Barry Spikings and Michael Deeley - two particularly 
ambitious film producers. At British Lion they had produced 
Nicolas Roeg's film THE MAN WHO FELL TO EARTH, which was made 
entirely in America. This gave them the idea to make American 
films for American audiences, and with the financial muscle of 
the EMI corporation behind them this is what they attempted to 
do. - 
After a seemingly bright start with THE DEER HUNTER Deeley lef t 
the company and Spikings embarked on a series of expensive flops 
including THE JAZZ SINGER, CANT STOP THE MUSIC and HONKY TONK 
FREEWAY which 'alone lost 125 million. Spikings I policy, which 
involved rejecting British script ideas as well as concentrating 
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on American ones, was a total disaster and it was lef t to the 
giant Thorn company to take over EMI in order to keep it afloat. 
Lew Grade's venture was somewhat similar. He was determined to 
conquer America on a massive scale and become the biggest film 
producer in the world but unfortunately his knowledge and 
expertise did not match his ambition regardless ofýhow successful 
he hadýbeen in television. Grade was essentially a salesman and 
his ýtechnique was to pre-sell films around the world, using the 
advances or guarantees to make the film. For this strategy -- to 
work -his reputation had to remain untarnished. Grade embarked 
upon a series of big budget films in the late seventies and into 
the eighties, using well known actors and choosing what ýappeared 
, 
to be 'safe' subject matter: best selling novels and remakes of 
old classics. The result however was generally bland, and 
unpopular with audiences and Grade began to lose, money. His last 
spectacular loss-maker was also his biggest: RAISE THE TITANIC, 
which cost $35 million and failed spectacularly at -the box 
office. Grade wasýforcedýto close down, AFD, ý the American 
distribution company he had. set ýup with his brother, in 1978 and 
he was subsequently replaced as. head of ACC after a fierce board 
room -, battle. II- 
At the time of . Grade and EMI ' s, collapse, the British political 
situation had changed again with a- new, Conservative 
administration swept to power on a monetarist free-market 
philosophy mandate. in 1981 it was announced that the NFFC should 
be funded-by-Eady, linking its future to a levy which had greatly 
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diminished in significance in line with the general' audi'ence 
decline in Britain. Calls' were made by the Association of 
Independent Producers, the ACTT and other industry bodies to 
supplement Eady with a levy on blank video cassettes and charging 
television companies subst'antially more for the right to 
broadcast films. These calls were rejected and in 1985 the 
Government- annoiA=cLthat it was' abolishing the levy and the NFFC 
with it, replacing the later with theý'British Screen Finance 
Corporation plus a commitment to fund 'the National"Film 
Development Fund and the National Film School'ý- which had both 
been supported by Eady, 
One move by the Conservative Government which did help to 
stimulate production, albe it f or a' short period only, was- the 
introduction of Capital Allowances in 1979. (9) This effectively 
meant I that for ses films could be tax and depreciation purpo 
treated in the same way as plant and machinery. The asset 
resulting from expenditure - the master print of the film was 
considered 'plant' and could therefore qualify for 100% Capital 
Allowance, enabling financiers to write off their entire 
investment in a film in the first year. This in turn opened up 
the way, for the operation of leaseback 
'deals 
structured around a 
seller the production company, a lessee a distribution 
company and a lessor - the investor. The role of the lessee was 
to guarantee the lessor a return on its investment over a fixed 
number. of years, effectively taking on the risk. This system is a 
reflection of the traditional method of financing films in this 
country with a film being pre-sold to a major distributor 
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(usually North American) who will guarantee a major part of the 
budget, enabling the rest to be raised from commercial or, in the 
case of the NFFC when it was in existence, subsidised sources. 
I 
Unfortunately the Government decided to phase out Capital 
Allowances between 1984 and 86. While they were undoubtedly an 
encouragement to potential investors to put money into film- 
making and contributed in part to the 'revival' in British 
production in the early eighties, it is difficult to assess how 
much of a negative reaction their phasing out caused. Some 
producers who aAknowl edged the incentive provided by CapitaI 
Allowances were not too distraught at the removal of this 
enticement. As Al Clark of Virgin Vision put it in 1985: 
"What was good about Capital Allowances was that it encouraged 
companies or provided extra incentives for companies, that had 
previously nothing to do with films, to give it a shot... What it 
created was a least a potential for a much wider range of 
investment in films ... There's no question 
that Capital 
Allowances were at least a factor in encouraging us because they 
are of great value to any company with a large tax bill. But once 
you've-been bitten you tend to stay with it, which is what we've 
done and will continue to do whether there are Capital Allowances 
or, as is the case, not. 11(10) 
Despite Clark's assertions it is interesting to note that there 
have been relative few newcomers to the production scene since 
Capital Allowances were phased out, compared to the early 
eighties which saw the emergence of the likes of Virgin and 
Palace. However it, is difficult at this stage to make any 
definite statements either way but the removal of any incentive 
in an industry as starved of resources as British film production 
is bound to have negative consequences. 
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In their major study of State intervention in the British f ilm. 
industry Margaret Dickinson and Sarah Street draw the following 
conclusions: 
"The withdrawal of state support will leave 'the industry exposed 
to market f orces almost as much as it was sixty years ago. This 
will not make for a fundamental change in direction. Finance and 
profit have always been the main factors in determining what 
films are made and shown in Britain. * The,, system of state aid was 
not designed to replace or to compete with commercial finance and 
it f ailed to reverse the long standing trends towards monopoly 
and American control. Nevertheless, it represented a commitment 
to the maintenance of a production base in Britain, and this 
implied a need to modify some of the consequences of these 
trends. Aid has done this. It has influenced the opportunities 
open to film-makers and the product offered to the audience. Even 
the modest funds available to the NFFC and the BFI Production 
Board have enabled a few films to be made which would probably 
never have been scripted if the initiative had been left entirely 
with the dominant media groups. The change of policy will 
therefore almost certainly lead to a decline in, all film activity, 
not promoted by major commercial interests. It will also mean 
that in the. future there will be nothing to prevent these 
commercial interests from choosing to supply their captive market 
entirely with imports. Against these odds British film production 
may finally lose its protracted but tenacious struggle for 
survival. "(11) 
41 
This rather grim prophecy has not been out by events in 
. 
ýýOrne 
the years following the 1985. film act. British Screen has 
contributed to a wider range of product than the NFFC ever did, 
including more experimental work, despite its more overtly 
commercial brief. Interesting work contiv)UtSto be financed by the 
BFI Production Board and Channel 4. Despite the rhetoric the 
Government still contributes to film-production through British 
Screen and the BFI and it continues to support the National Film 
School, albeit, in each case this aid -is in partnership with 
private, interests. 
Significant state support would be most welcome but, 'given the 
current Political, and economic climate it is better to accept the 
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realities and direct one's energies into exploring ways of making 
'free enterprise' work in favour of innovative film-making. 
This requires the industry to be exVemely astute in preserving 
existing markets and developing new ones. The bulk of British 
production contintleS to be substantially 'financed by way of North 
American presales and distribution guarantees but this need not 
always involve the degree or order of compromise implied in 
Dickinson and Street's conclusion. It is significant that 
quintessentially 'British"- films such as A ROOM WITH'A VIEW have 
found an audience in'the States in recent years. Having said 
this, it is still important that British producers do learn from 
the mistakes of the past and do not attempt to beat the Americans 
at a game which they effectively invented and have controlled 
ever since. In addition, there is the problem of over-reliance on 
American finance. The slump in production suffered by the British 
Industry in the summer of 1989 was the direct result of a drop 
in American investment with even succes5ful British producers 
finding it difficult to secure North American funding. 
On the other hand there would appear to be increasing 
opportunities for the development of strong ties between British 
producers and their European counterparts. The need to develop 
such links in the face of the Anglo-American problems outlined 
above was recently underlined by Simon Relph, the head of British 
Screen Finance, in an article in SCREEN INTERNATIONAL (12). There 
have been several recent British productions which have European 
backing including all of Peter Greenaway's films from A ZED & TWO 
NOUGHTS onwards, Derek Jarman's THE LAST OF ENGLAND, Ken 
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McMullen's ZINA, David Hare's PARIS BY NIGHT, Terence Davies' 
DISTANT VOICES STILL LIVES and Andi Engel's MELANCHOLIA. In 
addition, Channel 4 have invested in a range of European co- 
productions including foreign language films. European co- 
productions tend to be more formally innovative given the 
substantial interest in f ilm as art in countries 'such as West 
Germany, Italy, Holland and France. This is certainly true of the 
'British' projects which have attracted European investment. The 
prospect of 1992 may provide even greater opportunities for 
British film-makers working within a European, rather than a 
Trans-Atlantic context, encouraging the development of a greater 
variety of projects and aesthetic approaches to cinema. " 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
BRITISH FEATURE FILM PRODUCTION: THE U. K. MINI MAJORS. 
If there is one point on which most 'independent' film-makers in 
this country tend to agree unanimously, it is that raising the 
money to make a film is the most difficult stage of the entire 
process. This seems to hold true regardless of topic, scale or 
size of budget. If film-making can be seen as a process 
structured by constraints then top of the list of constraints 
must be finance, or more precisely the lack of it. It is also 
interesting in this context to consider the description 
'independent' as it is applied to f ilm-making activities in this 
country. The term tends to be used rather vaguely and ambiguously 
in the literature dealing with British cinema. on one hand it is 
applied to small-scale non-commercial film-making carried out in 
the context of regional workshops. More frequently the term is 
used to describe the work of those producers and directors who do 
not have access to a regular source of finance; who are not under 
contract to a major studio. This effectively extends the 
description 'independent' to cover practically all indigenous 
film-making in this country. As one film journalist recently 
commented: 
"The only independence British f ilm-makers have regularly 
enjoyed is independence of a regular source of funds. "(1) 
Several reasons have been suggested for the continuation of this 
rather depressing state of affairs: the high risks involved in 
film financing coupled with the weakness of the home exhibition 
market, the refusal of successive governments to take cinema as 
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an institution seriously; to recognise its cultural significance 
and support it with public money, the parasitic relationship 
between cinema and the small screen media: television and video, 
which have traditionally relied on, f ilm-makers to supply them 
with popular product while refusing to recognise that importaýce 
by paying competitive rates f or that product hence the recent 
calls on the -government by the Association of Independent 
Producers (A. I. P. ) to introduce a levy on blank video tapes on 
one hand and force the television companies to pay rates for 
feature films which reflect their value and popularityýwithin the 
Sthedules. These are all important issues and are worth examining 
closely. However the major concern of this chapter -is the 
identification and examination of the handful of relatively 
stable-sources of film-finance which exist for independent film 
makers in this country. This will involve a consideration of the 
constitution and- working practices of the companies involved, 
what kinds of, film project they are interested in and-why, and a 
comparison between these relatively successful companies and 
others which have encountered severe financial problems in recent 
years, in the attempt to identify why some companies have failed 
while others have been more successful in their operations. This 
will hopefully enable me to make some tentative statements 
regarding the structuring of constraints affecting independent 
f ilm-makers in terms of the kinds of projects which- receive 
funding, what conditions are attached to funding agreements and 
what bearing these processes have on cinematic creativity in 
general. 
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One preliminary point which should be made when considering the 
question of film production in Britain is that the annual feature 
film output of this country is very small. In 1988 56 feature 
films were made, instigated or financed in Britain. Not all of 
these will formally be recognised as British films however 
because American producers still favour UK studios such as 
Pinewood and Elstree as a production base. Of the 56 features 
produced in 1988,14 were fully funded by American sources. 
Examples of such features include INDIANA JONES AND THE LAST 
CRUSADE and BATMAN. In any case the f igure of 56 f ilms produced 
is 
. 
actually the largest number for ten years although it is not 
spectacular in that the average for the past five years has been 
around 51 features a year., (2). So the industry weare dealing with 
is a relatively small one. 
.I1 11 
In May 1987, SCREEN INTERNATIONAL, the major trade paper of the 
British Film Industry, ran a series of articles on film finance. 
The current situation in the UK was covered by Simon Perry, a 
leading independent producer responsible for such films as 
ANOTHER TIME, ANOTHER PLACE, LOOSE CONNECTIONS, NINETEEN EIGHTY 
FOUR, NANOU, HOTEL DU PARADIS and WHITE MISCHIEF. Perry writes: 
"The main issue for independent producers in 1987 is the lack of 
companies interested in financing independent feature film 
production in the UK. '. (3) 
This was in spite of the hard work done by producers in recent 
years: the nurturing and development of projects, the close 
creativo involvement at every stage in the process. It was this 
kind of effort which, in Perry's opinion, ensured the critical 
and commercial success of films like CHARIOTS OF FIRE, COMPANY OF 
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WOLVES and MY BEAUTIFUL LAUNDRETTE among others. As he writes: 
"Independent producers are the cornerstone of the new industry, 
yet many of them, with good projects, cannot raise finance. "(4) 
In the 1982 A. I. P. handbook thirty companies were listed asýworth 
approaching for potential finance, The- current situation is 
rather less favourable, as Perry points out, with only-a handful 
of realistic possibilities. At the top of Perry's meagre list are 
British Screen, Channel 4, and Zenith. A further company which 
Perry declines to mention but which should, be considered on a,,, par 
with the others is Handmade Films. Together these- companies 
comprised the financial backbone of indigenous-British cinema in 
1987, and by and large continue to do so with, the addition of a 
handf ul of ITV companies making , -tentative f orays - into the world 
of feature films. Their collective importance, particularly in 
the light of the recent decline of Goldcrest, and less 
significantly Virgin Vision, cannot be overestimated. 
The Fundinc Process 
Basically there are two types of film finance: the presale to a 
distributor and/or broadcaster and the equity investment. Films 
can be wholly financed by either method or, and this is the most 
common procedure, by a combination of both. A presale takes the 
form, -of either a cash advance against specified distribution 
rights in the finished film or a distribution guarantee which can 
be discounted by a bank which provides funds, in the f orm of a 
loan, to the film-maker. A broadcaster participates in a similar 
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fashion: either advancing cash against broadcasting rights or 
providing-a licensing agreement for broadcasting rights'which can 
be discounted. The equity investor on the'other hand is entitled 
to recover-their investment plus interest, 'and'to-participate, in 
the-net profits of the film, 'usually in direct proportion to the 
scale of'the original investment. The four companies listed above 
represent practically the' only "realistic sources of 'equity 
finance available to independent film-makers in'this country. 
In' RAISING PRODUCTION FINANCE, an information' pack aimed at 
independent producers and published by the A. I. P. in 1986, the 
following'examples of what are described as "typical co-financing 
structures for a. 'low budget British film"-'are set out: (5) (The 
average low budget British production, costs in the region of E1-2 
million. -) 
(1) Equity investor A: 30% 
Equity Investor B: 20% 
Presale to'UK TV: 15% 
Presale to all foreign(excl. US, France and Germany): 35% 
100% 
Here the equity investors A and B recoup from-revenues accrued in the USA, France and Germany (all media) and UK theatrical and 
video. 
(2) Equity investment and right to sell foreign: 50% 
Presale US rights: 30% 
-Presale to UK TV: 20%' 
100% 
In this case the equity investor recoups investment from all foreign rights, excluding US distribution revenue. 
(3) Presale all UK rights: 20% 
Presale all US rights: 50% 
Equity investor: 30% 
100% 
Here the equity investor recoups from all foreign sales, 
excluding US & UK-texritories. 
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Several issues are raised by the above examples. The importance 
of the North American market, even in the -case of low budget 
British features, is obvious. Medium and,, high budget films rely 
even more on this source of finance: for example Terry Gilliam's 
BRAZIL, budgeted at E9 million, was - financed via presales to 
Universal and Twentieth Century Fox for the North American and 
the rest of the world distribution rights respectively. 
Similarly,, John Boorman's production HOPE AND GLORY was backed by 
Columbia and Nelson Entertainment to the tune of $7 million. 
The importance of the presale to UK television is also indicated 
with 15% of example A's budget and 20% of example B's 
attributable to this source. Basically UK TV means Channel 4 in 
these examples. The channel pays in the region of E250,000 f or 
the broadcasting rights to a British feature: a significant and 
often vital contribution to a low budget production (although it 
could be argued that the price is still very cheap in that 1.5 - 
2 hours of quality drama would cost much more than E250,000 to 
produce). Not only does this represent an acknowledgement on the 
part of British television of the value of feature films in terms 
of ratings figures, it also marks the entrance of television into 
.1 
the field of feature film production: paying up front before the 
film is made, rather than after the event. - 
The overall importance of the presale vis a vis equity finance is 
worth considering in depth. Basically this is a reflection of the 
lack of equity f inance in this country on one hand and the size 
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(and therefore importance) of respective markets on the other. 
Although in example (1) above, the equity investors will be 
entitled to recoup from North American revenues, the general 
preference in the'industry is to presell projects to'an American 
distributor for a si2eable % of the total budget. This reduces the 
risk factor for potential equity investors and makes such 
investments easier to secure. This is a reflection again of the 
size and importance in revenue terms of the US market. As 
Margaret Mathieson the Director of Productions at Zenith 
explains: 
"In theory you could raise 100% of the money in the UK and earn 
70% of it back from outside the UK... but in practice you are 
more likely to raise it in the market where the money is more 
likely to be earned back... In an ideal world we would like to 
raise 60% of a budget on a US distribution deal and put up, the 
balance of 40% ourselves for the rest of the world. "(6) 
Ancillietry markets video and television - are also very 
important in terms of securing rights and once again the 
significance of the American market looms large. As Al Clark of 
Virgin Vision, a distribution and, until recently, production 
company, explains, video and television rights are so. important 
now that in North America a theatrical release is virtually 
considered to be an ancill(-Býry market: 
"it exists to create enough attention for a film for its video 
release to be profitable if the theatrical release is not, in its 
self... Generally when an American Independent company does its 
calculations it calculates at best break-even on theatrical with 
all profits coming from video and television. "(7) 
Gareth Jones, the Head of Business Affairs at Handmade Films, 
explains the importance of the ancillazies with respect to the 
European markets: 
".. At used to be that video was sold separately from video and 
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television rights. Now companies are wanting all of it and the 
way this has moved is quite unusual in that video companies, for 
instance in Scandinavia and Germany, have actually grown to the 
extent that they've actually moved into theatrical 
distribution... What they want out of it is video and TV sales, 
but they will put it out in a decent theatrical exhibition 
because that showcases the movie for the secondary, but, very 
lucrative, rights. "(8) 
However, the video boom has not benefitP-cL the British production 
sector as much as some would have hoped. Simon Relph of British 
Screen for example argues that the problem with video deals is 
that they were originally set up along the lines of book 
publishing with the producer earning a royalty (20-25%) on 
wholesale, prices. At the time no one could predict how well the 
video companies would fare. 
' 
But, as Relph points out, video 
distributors retail income in 1987 was more than E200 millio n: 
"If only 10% of that had found its way back into UK production 
that would have been incredibly significant. "(9) 
Relph is Particularly annoyed that he has to keep running to the 
Government for handouts when there is enoughrevenue being earned 
in the various, media which depend on film product to support-a 
healthy production programme in this country. 
Basically the presale/equity split-signifies-the ownership of the 
film,, or at least the rights relating to where and how it can be 
sold to the public and the, ý right to recoup * from these sales. 
However ownership 'also implies control, not, only at the level of 
distribution and marketing but, also at the production and, even 
pre-production stage. Distribution companiesi: and equity investors 
will only back, projects they consider to be viable propositions. 
This involves notions of commercial viability as every 
distributor, 'and every equity investor (with the possible 
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exception of the B. F. I. Production Board) must be commercially 
oriented to survive in what is -a highly competi-tive market 
situation. And it is probably fair 'to argue that the larger the 
company, the more conservative its investment decisions tend to 
be. Part of the reason f or this is that f ilm-making is a high 
risk business and the larger the budgets involved the greater the 
risk. Consequently risk tends to be minimised by companies 
'playing safe' with subject matter; by using tried and tested 
formulas, employing 'name' directors and stars. In other words, 
American distributors will only pre-buy rights to British f ilms 
if they are reasonably confident that these films will make money 
in the American market. This strategy encourages 'repetition of 
successi-tx1formulas and works against experimentation and 
innovation. Formulas can vary from the medium' to large budget 
'prestige, film like THE KILLING FIELDS, GANDHI and A PASSAGE TO 
INDIA, ' Popular with American audiences in the f irst half of the 
decade, to the recent vogue for the smaller scale, more parochial 
(but still able to attract an international audience) production 
like MY BEAUTIFUL LAUDRETTE A ýLETTER TO BREHZNEV and A ROOM WITH 
A VIEW. Due to the success of these f ilms in the North American 
market, 'Channel 4 have been able to secure major distribution 
deals f or f ilms like WISH YOU WERE HERE,, A MONTH IN THE COUNTRY 
and RITA SUE & BOB TOO, all modest in scale and very British in 
content. In 'the 1988 Screen International survey of British 
production referred to above, of the 56 films produced in Britain 
that year 31 were in the low budget category (up to E2 million), 
17 were medium budget-(E2-5 million) and 8 were classified as big 
budget (over E5 million). 
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But such a situation may change in the near future. There may be 
a series of low budget failures and the money might dry up as a 
consequence. Sarah Radclyffe of Working Title, the company 
responsible for MY BEAUTIFUL LAUNDRETTE, PERSONAL SERVICES, SAMMY 
& ROSIE GET LAID, WISH* YOU WERE HERE, A WORLD APART and other 
notable films, puts it this way: 
"I think the thing we've got to be caref ul of is that all the 
Films on Four are getting a theatrical release ... There is a definite danger of a lot of projects going out which are only 
right for television... If you have a year when all the films, or 
50% of the f ilms, you presell to America turn out to be things 
which should have been made for television, the following year 
when companies like ourselves go back to America to try and 
presell, we are going to get that much less... We are in distinct 
danger of what happened to the Australian Film Industry. 
Australian films were really 'in' in the States five or six years 
ago, they did really well. Then they had a couple of years 
producing films which weren't up to standard, not many came 
through as really working and the price of Australian films just 
plummeted. We've got to be careful that doesn't happen here. "(10) 
In a sense, the heart of the problem is the geographical and 
cultural divide which separates financial source from production 
context. This leaves independent f ilm makers in this country at 
the mercy of the whims and short term decision making of American 
executives who have the power to decide whether or not British 
f ilms are worth investing in that year (as indeed seems to have 
been the case in 1988 with 10 UK/US co-productions as opposed to 
20 in 1987) or, even when investments have been made, to pull the 
plug at any moment. An example of the kind of situation that can 
arise is the Mike Radf ord/Simon Perry production WHITE MISCHIEF. 
This production was in danger of folding when Canadian 
distributors and cinema owners Cineplex 'Odeon pulled out along 
with half of the film's $7 million budget. It was fortunate that 
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Columbia and Nelson Entertainment were on hand to bail the 
production out. Columbia also rescued Bill Forsyth's film 
HOUSEKEEPING which Cannon had abandoned after the proposed star 
Dianne Keaton decided at the last minute she didn't want to do 
the film. Cannon were only interested in the production as a 
vehicle for Keaton, not as the latest project of one of Britain's 
most original and successfulfilm-makers. 
The implications of these observations serve to place a heavy 
burden of responsibility on British source's of finance, in 
particu lar equity investors, who are in a position closer to the 
independent 'f ilm-maker than the American distributor and may be 
prepared to trust the judgement of producers and take risks on 
inexperienced film-makers with innovative' ideas. British equity 
financiers 'share a common cultural context with the film-makers 
they are, in a sense, employing and this may encourage' them to 
make rather bolder investment decisions than their American 
counterparts. However it must be remembered that the four equity 
participants mentioned all operate within a commercial context 
(even Channel 4, which is not in the same direct relation to box 
office receipts as the others but which m ust continue to satisfy 
its shareholders by maintaining reasonable ratings figures) and 
none can afford to take reckless decisions by abandoning 
commercial considerations altogether. 
Although the' above comments relate to the orthodox and highly 
predominant methods of financing films in this country there are 
occasional exceptions to the rule, circumstances where the 
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cultural importance of the project over-rides its commercial 
potential. In such rare circumstances financial packages may be 
cobbled together f rom a multitude of sources, including private 
individuals with a desire to see the particular project realised. 
one example from the past ten years is Ron Peck and Paul Hallam's 
film NIGHTHAWKS, a chronicle of the London gay scene in the late 
seventies. The project began under the auspices of Four Corners 
Films, a London based workshop and af ter f ailure to secure 
finance from the BFI and the NFFC the producers advertised for 
private sponsorship. A wide range of individuals assisted the 
project including film-makers such as John Schlesinger, Don Boyd, 
Lindsay Anderson and Tony Garnett plus some wealthy members of 
the rock industry. These investments amounted to around half of 
the f inal E60,000 budget, enabling the rest of the money to be 
raised from more conventional sources including the German 
television,, company ZDF. Such af unding process is probably less 
likely to occur today in that Channel 4 and/or the BFI Production 
Board, which now has a greater commitment to narrative f eature 
films, most likely would have been interested in the project. 
Before taking a closer look at the major companies currently 
involved in the funding of feature films in Britain, it is worth 
considering briefly the issues of development finance and the 
process of budgeting a production. The former is the money which 
gets any project off the ground in the first place and includes 
expenses such as commissioning a writer to produce a screenplay, 
securing an option on a book or a play and legal fees incurrvA at 
this stage. As Shelly Bancroft and Sally Davies explain in the 
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A. I. P. information pack on the subject: only a tiny proportion of 
screenplays that are developed each year are actually produced as 
films, therefore development finance is regarded as a 
particularly high risk investment and is consequently the hardest 
money to raise. (11) However the government's Business Expansion 
Scheme, which enables investors to claim tax relief on 
investments up to E40,000, has been utilised by, most notably, 
United British Artists to raise $1 million for the development-of 
film and theatre projects. 
The four major- British, equity investors are also important 
sources of development finance. Zenith (who have "a substantial 
development fund" according to Margaret Mathie-son), Channel 4 and 
Handmade all provide in-house development - although Gareth Jones 
of Handmade stresses that the company didn't formally put money 
into developing projects until quite recently. British Screen on 
the other hand is linked to the, National Film Development Fund 
(N. F. D. F. ) which has annual resources of E500,000 a year, 
provided by the government. To qualify for an NFDF loan - maximum 
f. 24,000 -a project must satisfy, the conditions of eligibility 
set out in the 1985 Films Act. For a film to qualify as British: 
1) It should be made by a British producer and - 
2) If a studio is used it should be in the UK or Commonwealth or 
the Republic of Ireland, and - 
3) A substantial proportion (75% approx. ) of total labour costs 
should be paid to British persons employed on the film. ý 
Even if these requirements are, satisfied the film will not 
qualify if 20% of the total playing time is shot outside the UK 
unless 
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a)All the preparaýorýwork was carried out in the UK, and - 
b) The normal lab processing incidental to the making of the film 
was carried out in the UK, and 
c) At least 50% in terms of the value of the technical equipment 
used was provided from sources in the UK. (12) 
other sources of development finance in the British industry 
include the BFI Production Board, which has resources to develop 
and produce two or three full length f eatures a year on a non- 
commercial basis, TV off shoots Granada International and Euston 
Films (wholly owned by Thames Television) , who have recently 
moved into feature film making, and established production 
companies like Palace Productions who have developed projects 
like Neil Jordan's MONA LISA wh , ich was produced bY Palace with 
I finance from Handmade Films. Steve Woolley - of Palace explains his 
company's position: 
"Palace doesn't have resources to put up their own money to fund 
films. We are not a company, that has millions , of pounds 
tucked 
away somewhere that we can invest in movies. We are primarily a 
distribution company that grew from being initially a,, video 
company. Due to a string of successful theatrical releases and 
video releases we built up a good cash flow and were able t, 0 
develop films a little bit ... Palace don't have a development 
fund 
as such. We have money from the bank which we use- across the 
board -acquisitions, development. We are an amorphous kind of 
company... so what we do if we want to develop something we find 
it from our own resources and sometimes that means going into 
partnership with somebody... But if we really believe in it we'll 
develop it ourselves. "(13) 
Working Title are another production house (as opposed to major 
financier) who have their own development fund and, as Graham 
Bradstreet of WT explains, their own credit line negotiated with 
a Dutch Merchant bank. (14) This gives the company at least some 
security, enabling them to maintain a suitable flow of projects. 
They are also determined to keep costs down whenever possible, as 
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Sarah Radclyffe explains: 
"We don't waste money on development. In America development is 
such a big industry, there are so many people employed to'develop 
films whose salaries have to come out of somewhere - they usually 
get tacked onto budgets... "(15) 
Development, as has already been pointed out, doesn't 
automatically lead to production but the in-house development 
policies carried out at Zenith, Channel 4 and Handmade does 
produce much higher take-up rates than the NFDF funded projects 
for example which according to recent figures have at present a 
take-up rate of 1 in 8 projects going into production. (This 
itself represents -an improvement from 1 in 17 in 1980). (16) For 
example David Rose, the Chief Commissioning Editor for Fiction at 
Channel 4, and his. assistant Karin Bamborough 'receive A0 scripts 
and treatments a week. Approximately', 20 of these are selected for 
development each year and all of these would be expected to go 
into production with producers s'eeking co-finance from other 
sources if necessary. Zenith and Handmade operate under similar 
conditions: expecting to take' most of', if not all, of the 
projects they have developed into production. In such cases the 
decision to 'go with a film' is taken one stage earlier than in 
situations where the company is approached by a production'outfit 
like Palace or Working Title with a developed project and a final 
draft screenplay. 
I 
In-1989 a new potential source of development finance for British 
f ilm-makers appeared in the shape of the European Script Fund. 
The Fund, presided over by Secretary 'General Renee Goddard, has 
f. 1.3m to spend in its first year. Applicants must be nationals of 
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EEC member states and the maximum which can be granted to any 
individual writer or director/writer team is approximately 
f-24,500. 
The issue of realistic budgeting is understood by all the major 
players in the finance game. The size of any film's budget should 
be directly related to its estimated market value (i. e. estimated 
sales revenue) As Alan Stanbrook points out in an article on 
budgeting published in the 1986 MIFED edition of STILLS magazine, 
it is suicidal to do the opposite, that is, make a film for 
whatever it costs and then try , to sell it to as many people as 
possible. This is something which all the major companies 
mentioned so far realise and are careful to put into practice at 
all times. Basically what it boils down to is knowing the appeal 
of a particular project; what its market value would appear to do 
and attempting to make it at a budgetary level which reflects its 
worth, within an overall strategy which attempts to keep costs 
down as much as possible. As Sarah Radclyffe claims: 
"Our above the lines: what goes to director, producer, writer and 
stars - are always kept to the absolute minimum... very much in 
ratio to what everyone else is getting. "(17) 
Patrick Cassavetti, the producer of BRAZIL, MONA LISA and PARIS 
BY NIGHT, points out that the third of these films, written and 
directed by David Hare, was initially judged to be budgeted at a 
level which was more than the f ilm was worth in market terms so 
consequently the project was adjusted accordingly. 
As Stanbrook points out, film budgets fall into three parts: 
1) Above the line items: fixed costs such as the director, 
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producer and leading players fees. 
2) Below the line items: variable costs such as studio, labour, 
transport, hotels etc. 
3) Indirect costs: the financial and legal fees incurred. 
In America the above the line costs normally amount to 50% of the 
total budget while the comparative figure for a British 
production is 15-20%. A final important item is the involvement 
of a 'completion guarantor* in the project. The completion 
guarantor is effectively an insurance policy: guaranteeing, for a 
premium, the funds to complete a film should the production go 
over budget. Some financiers will only commit themselves to a 
project once a completion guarantee has been secured. 
The importance then of the key'decision makers at British Screen, 
Channel 4, Zenith and Handmade, in 'terms of which projects are 
developed and produced and which are not, is very considerable. 
Between them they largely determine what the British cinema 
comprises of from one year to the next. This state of affairs can 
be seen in terms of a set of constraints affecting the creativity 
of writers, directors and producers. Such constrains are located 
not only at the level of deciding to fund one project rather than 
another but also at the level of creativity during and even 
before production begins. Once a financial commitment is made, a 
complex process of consultation and the monitoring of production 
in creative and financial terms is set in motion. In this way the 
company involved has direct access to the decision making process 
at every stage, subtly affecting the final outcome. Over and 
above these direct and tangible forms of intervention the 
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prevailing relationships which characterise British f ilm-making 
also serve to affect the creativity of 'those engaged in the 
generation of new ideas prior to the raising of production 
finance. Film-makers and script-writers-may internalize notions 
of what a viable idea f or a film may be by constructing these 
notions, in line with existing funding practices as carried out, by 
these companies at present under discussion. This process may not 
be fully, conscious but it serves to preserve a continuity in 
terms of subject matter and style, and is, I would wish to, arguef- 
a- fundamental element of the structuring of creativity in the 
film-making process. 
m 
This is very close 'to, Raymond William's discussion of the 
organization of market processes in the ''field of cultural 
production and in particular, the shift from -producer originated 
work to market originated work. Williams writas: 
"In sophisticated market planning, a certain - type of work can be 
selected at so early a stage, on the basis of af ew examples or 
of some calculated or projected demand, that production, from 
that stage, no longer originates with the primary producer but is 
commissioned from him... On the other hand, the contrast between 
market originated and producer originated cannot be made 
absolute, once market conditions have been generalized. For 
producers often internalize known or possible market 
relationships, and this is a very complex process indeed, ranging 
from obvious production for the market which is still the work 
the producer 'always wanted to do', through all the possible 
compromises between the market demand and the producers 
intention, to those cases in which the practical determinations 
of the market are acknowledged but the original work is still 
Substantially, done. " (18) 
This comes- very close to a description of the processes involved 
in' British cinema. All of the companies I have mentioned, with 
the exception of British Screen, often initiate ideas by 
commissioning a screenplay from a writer. Also, film-makers will 
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not normally approach a particular company with a particular idea 
if that 'idea is radically different to the kind of project the 
company have, by virtue of their track record, already shown 
themselves to be interested in. This is not to suggest that these 
companies impose rigid 'house-styles' upon film-makers they fund 
in the way certain Hollywood studios tended to do - e. g. Warner 
Brothers in the 1930's. However there are lines of similarity 
whichican be traced through different companies'outputs. 
Furthermore, in -an age of increased co-financing it is perhaps 
more appropriate to talk about an overall British film-making 
style. ' While the questions of aesthetics this suggestion raises 
will not be tackled in this chapter, I- shall attempt 'to 'identify 
the different ways financiers- like Channel 4, Britishý Screen; 
Zenith, Handmade, the BFI Production Board and one or two 
production 'houses like Palace and Working Title impinge -upon 'the 
creative process by looking At the working practices of each and 
the rationale behind their investment decisions. 
Channel 4 
Undoubtedly the major player in the game of financing indigenous 
British production in the eighties has been Channel 4. In the 
first six years since commissioning operations began, the channel 
contributed to over 120 films. In 1987 David Rose had a budget of 
E9.5 million to invest in film production -a figure representing 
between 6 and 7% of the channel Is total programme money. This 
high priority strategy, as has already been suggested, amounts to 
an acknowledgement by a British television company that f eature 
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films are a highly 'significant and popular form of programming 
and should, be-paid for accordingly". 
David 'Rose-, in his capacity 'as, Chief Commissioning Editor for 
Fiction, is able to make three different types of investment in 
f eature f ilms which will enjoy at - least some f orm of 'theatrical 
release. (The channel has also produced films specifically for 
television like Stephen Frears' WALTER and most of the FIRST LOVE 
series produced for Channel 4 by David Puttnam's Enigma company. ) 
Firstly Channel 4-can finance a film fully. Examples include MY 
BEAUTIFUL LAUNDRETTE, THE GOOD FATHER -and PING PONG. This gives 
the company sole rights and 'the option-of distributing the film 
through Film Four International, their sales arm. However, as 
film making becomes'more expensive and financial deals', more 
complex, this type of total involvement in a cinema film has 
become more and more inZrequent. 
In the second instance, Channel 4 have co-produced feature films 
with other companies. For example Zenith approached David Rose 
with David Leland's project WISH YOU WERE HERE. The script had 
been developed by Zenith and the production budgeted around El 
million. Rose proposed that Channel 4 supply 75% of the budget 
with Zenith cQming up with the other 25%. However the 75% 
included the British television license which, as has already 
been pointed out, amounts to around E250,000. This meant that 
Channel 4's equity stake in WISH YOU WERE HERE was E500,000 to 
Zenith's E250,000, a ratio of 2: 1 rather than 3: 1. In terms of 
recoupment this is very favourable to Zenith who only provided 
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one quarter of the budget. In this way Channel 4 is able to use 
its special position within the industry to the benefit of its 
partners. This type. of involvement is also perhaps the most 
common given the current state of British production. it is, also 
significant that Channel 4 has been involved in almost all of 
British Screen's projects since that company began operationd in 
1986. 
A third option at the channel's disposal is the provision of a 
television license only, plus perhaps a little extra money when 
the rest of the budget is An place. - This may amount to only a 
small % of the budget but given the general lack,, of resources, 
such., small investments can be. a vitally important link in the 
financial chain. A recent example of such a -limited involvement 
is SAMMY & ROSIE GET LAID,, written by Hanif Kureishi and directed 
by Stephen Frears., Purchasing the television rights to a film 
basically means that Channel 4-will screen the film perhaps three 
times over a 7-10 year period. The first screening should ideally 
be at the point when the film appears to be running out of steam 
at the box office. But, as Rose points out, this has to be 
negotiated in practice. Then there is the Cinematograph 
Exhibitors Association (C. E. A. ) to confront and they operate a 
policy of barring films from being, broadcasted for three years. 
However, Channel 4 negotiated a deal with the C. E. A. allowing any 
film costing less than E1.25 million to be exempted from the 
statutory three year holdback. This shift in policy has obviously 
been an important factor in attracting more television companies 
to become involved in film production. At present the average 
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hold back for features which escape the C. E. A. 's statutory 
requirements is betww-an 12-18 months. The situation was opened up 
even further in September 1988 when it was announced that films 
costing under E4 million could now be televised at anytime after 
their theatrical release and that this figure would rise with 
inflation or E300,000 a year, whichever was lower. This move is 
highly beneficial to Channel 4 and other television companies who 
have become more and more involved in putting' money 'up front' 
for film production. 
As far as the selection of projects goes, David Rose claims that 
he is interested particularly in original screenplays because he 
feels audiences will recognise originality and, respond to it. 
"I tend to resist adaptations of novels, but then again there are 
exceptions.. I think a recent exception would be A MONTH IN THE COUNTRY which was written by K. L. Carr and is a very slight-novel 
which is one of the reasons it worked... It was adapted by Simon Gray and Pat O'Connor, has made a very, distinguished film... But 
my feeling is that with with almost any adaptation the writer 
starts with a burden really. It was written as aa novel and if it's a good novel then it's 'not a screenplay. "(19) 
This is an important point given the strong literary bias and the 
frequency of adaptation in British cinema throughout its history. 
Rose is also interested in originality in a wider sense: 
"If you pick up a script and you immediately f eel you have been 
there before; that it's derivative, then I would rather find 
something else. "(20) 
The ability of the script to engage the reader is a further key 
consideration: 
"I want a script where I'm compelled to turn the page and it holds me. That first reading is absolutely crucial. if it doesn't 
engage me, I'm thinking, however brilliantly it's cast or directed or whate"ver, there's something wrong here. "(21) 
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This attitude may go some way towards accounting for why so many 
Channel 4 films have a literary f eel, regardless if they ýre 
adaptations or not. If the written word on, the page is so 
important to Rose this does , seem to concede ground to those 
critics who claim that Film on Four projects are merely glorified 
televisioý dramas. TV drama has traditionally relied on strong 
scripts rather than stunning visual technique and as Rose's 
background, is in television drama his preferences are not 
altogether surprising. 
Once-a financial commitment has been made, Rose and his colleaquzs 
keep very close tabs on the production. The companyý has approval 
of all the key appointments: director, - line producer,. lighting 
cameraman, editor, designer, composer and leading - players. ý in 
addition, the accountant working on the film -has 
to be approved 
and while Rose and Karin Bamborough monitor the creative aspects 
of the production: viewing the rushes, particularly the first few 
days work, visiting the shoot once or twice, cost accountant 
Therese Pickard keeps an eye on the daily cost returns. Any 
alterations to the schedule have to be approved by Pickard as the 
schedule represents a meticulously prepared breakdown of the 
production budget and any changes are bound to alter costs. 
Once shooting is completed Rose views the rough cuts and the fine 
cut and makes comments and observations which he would expect the 
film-maker to listen to and discuss with him. Although the 
channel do not have the right to determine the f inal cut - that 
is the director's privilege - it does have approval of the final 
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sound mix, something Rose considers to be 'absolutely. crucial I. 
Finally the prints are graded to both Rose and the f ilm-maker Is 
satisfaction and a low contrast print is delivered to Channel 4 
for future broadcasting. The input and influence of Rose and his 
team is very substantial at each and every stage of the process. 
Although the company is protected from the harsh realities of 
commercial film-making - they invest in films to provide the 
channel with high quality drama programming, not to make money - 
their trading performance has improved markedly since they began 
in 1982. Although at present only a handful of Channel 4 backed 
films are into profit, the status of Film Four International is 
growing in the international market place. As Rose Comments: 
"Five years ago at Cannes no one knew who Film Four International 
were. Now we have a high profile and therefore people are more 
attracted to Bill Stephens (F. F. I. 's sales manager for overseas 
sales outside America) when he's promoting our films ... There 
is 
hardly a territory left which is not covered. "(22) 
As Georgina Henry points out in an article on Film Four 
International published in PRODUCER magazine, in the year to 
March 1987, the sales department at Channel 4, which was about to 
be merged with the&cquisitions deptartment under the head of 
Colin Leventhal, earned E5 million in sales revenue. When one 
considers that E4 million was spent that year on a--quiring the 
television broadcasting rights for Film on Four and David Rose's 
annual budget currently standing at around E9 million, then the 
channel's film budgi. -t- has been effectively balanced for the first 
time. (23) The bulk of the E5 million sales figure was made up of 
the deals struck with distributors for the rights to WISH YOU 
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WERE HERE, A MONTH IN THE COUNTRY and RITA SUE & BOB TOO. 
Business has been particularly good in North America where F. F. I. 
are very ably represented by Joy Pereths. 
What all of this amounts to is a realisation of the. f act that as 
things presently stand, Channel 4 is the major bulwark of the low 
budget British f ilm industry, having a stake in roughly half of 
all the feature f ilms produced in Britain in any one year. The 
company have taken on a responsibility f or ensuring the on-going 
health 
'of 
independent f ilm-making in this country. Rose is very 
I 
much aware of thý-- company's position in this context: 
"I think it would be irresponsible of our board, who have been 
extremely Supportative of putting quite large sums of money into 
Film on Fo ur, were to, perhaps in the next couple 'of years, 
think that drama should be doing something different... So in a 
way I think we have brought upon ourselves a responsibility. But 
we didn't set out to". (24) 
Nevertheless that responsibility is considerable by virtue of the 
amount of money they have been prepared to invest in film-making 
activities. On top of David Rose's budget the channel have an 
annual subvention to the B. F. I. Production Board of E500,000. In 
return they automatically get the UK TV license on all B. F. I. 
product. Channel 4 are also a major shareholder of British 
Screen, providing the consortium with E300,000 a year. The 
company also play a major role in the financing of independent 
British f eature f ilms through a. depaj. tment other than David 
Rose's. This is the 'Independent Film & Video' department which 
is run by commissioning editor Alan Fountain, assisted by Rod 
Stoneman and Caroline Spry. Fountains brief covers three main 
areas: the 'Eleventh Hour' slot which is a window for both 
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British and f oreign experimental and non-commercial product, the 
access documentary slot 'People to People' and also the Channel's 
commitment to the franchised film and video workshops around the 
country. In 1988 Channel 4 planned to invest E1.5 -2 million in 
14 workshops. (25) Fountain describes his particular role within 
the Channel in the following way: 
"In some ways my job initially was def ined as much around a 
production sector as it was around a, particular area of, 
television. What that came down to ... was crystallised around 
certain slots. one was the 'Eleventh, Hour' , which had, and still has, a brief for complementing to some extent, what isn't on the 
rest of channel 4 or even on the rest of British Television.... 
in terms of experimental work, in terms of work from outside the 
UK, both documentary and fiction, political documentaries which 
don't necessarily observe the conventional codes of balance and 
so f orth... So it's a very eclectic spot really. What, we have 
taken for it is often defined by the fact that we think it's 
worth doing, but no-one else will take it for whatever 
reason. "(26) 
The 'Eleventh Hour' budget in 1988 stood at around E2-2.5 million 
and this went towards the odd commissioned piece of work, 
purchasing of completed programmes and presales enabling 
features, shorts and documentaries to get made in the first 
place. Fountain stresses that the amount he is able to put up as 
a presale is less than that offered by David Rose's department at 
between E10 to E50,000 per project. 
Fountain is able to finance feature films through the 'Eleventh 
Hour' budget and the franchised workshops. As he explains: 
"Some of the workshops have developed to do fiction and more and more of them want to. What we've tended to do there is to 
allocate them their basic money, which is normally, on a sort of rolling contract, or a fixed contract over three to five years. Sometimes, where they are doing a more expensive production... whether its 'Frontroom' or 'Amber' or 'Black Audio' or whoever. What we've tended to do is boostýtheir budget up against a 
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particular production which is normally fiction... We've also 
contributed to, or directly commissioned, other fictions from 
outside the workshops. Examples are ZINA, GHOST DANCE, EMPIRE 
STATE, BUSINESS AS USUAL -a number like that. Not as much as 
we'd really like to, but a number of that sort. "(27) 
Other notable features in which Fountain's department have been 
involved, include workshop productions like ACCEPTABLE LEVELS, 
THE LOVE CHILD and OUT OF ORDER, and independent features such as 
ASCEND, 6NCY- (Edward Bennett) BURNING AN ILLUSION (Melenik 
Shabazz) , THE TERENCE DAVIS TRII-OGY, THE GOLD DIGGERS (Sally 
Potter) and THE LAST OF ENGLAND (Derek Jarman). 
In terms of the differences between Fountain and David Rose's 
department, apart from the obvious difference in the size of each 
department's annual budget, Fountain comments: 
"Generally, I would say that we tend to be looking f or projects 
which aren't straightforwardly conventional in formal terms - 
which are more risky aesthetically and relate to different sorts 
of traditions. We tend to support some f ilm-makers who probably 
work in a much more European tradition .... whereas David has taken a bit of a distance f rom that sort of tradition. I think 
the other factor that comes in is that we've taken risks on 
people who haven't necessarily shown they can do it already. - David has obviously done a bit of that, but his brief is to... 
he's the sort of flagship of fiction on Channel 4 and that. means 
guaranteeing an audience, So David's tended to go with people who 
are known more, they've had more experience and are tending -to work in, generally speaking, a more conventional area. So I think 
those are the sorts of demarcations ... Generally there's a budget difference - EMPIRE STATE was as expensive as a lot of the 
projects David's doing but it's one of these one's which started 
out as being much lower budget and then as the thing was talked 
about and developed the budget went, up and up. "(28) 
Ron Peck 'sf ilm is unique in that it was eventually backed by 
money from both Fountain's and Rose's department: the latter. 
responding to a plea from the Channel's head at the time Jeremy 
Isaacs who was keen for the f ilm to be made. Fountain is also 
interested in film-makers who utilize new technology or existing 
technology in innovative ways. Productions like Derek Jarman's 
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THE LAST OF ENGLAND, shot on Super 8, and OUT OF ORDER, the first 
British feature intended for the cinema shot on video, testify to 
this. 
As f ar as the production process is concerned, Fountain and his 
assistants will, if the channel is developing a particular 
project, work closely with the f ilm-maker at this stage of the 
process. During production someone will pay a visit to the shoot, 
or be on hand if any problems arise. Rushes and assemblies are 
viewed whenever possible but the overall supervisory role is less 
intense than with David Rose's department for example. As 
Fountain explains: 
"It depends on different projects; how it's going,. what, the film- 
makers want... For instance on ZINA I saw a lot of versions 
before it was completed. On some of the other productions I've 
only seen a couple of rough cuts... But the idea is to follow it 
along as closely as we can. "(29) 
Fountain has co-operated productively with other financing bodies 
like the BF1 production board, British Screen and occasionally, a 
foreign investor such as ZDF - the German television company who 
invested in ZINA and THE LAST OF ENGLAND. However, Fountain is 
cautious about the possibility of more frequent European co- 
production as' he argues that by and large most European companies 
don't want to get involved in work which they see as primarily 
'British'. Film-makers like Derek Jarman and Ken McMullen are 
exceptions to the rule. In terms of features having a theatrical 
release before being screened, Fountain argues that while all the 
film-makers he has worked with are keen to have their work 
screened theatrically, even on a bad night the number of people 
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who see something on television is so much more than -even a good 
cinema run. As he puts it: 
"What I would be quite keen to do in this sort of area in the 
future, is seeing if we can work something better around some of 
the hold offs where we say: 'why don't you have a year to get it 
into a cinema and do some video work and then we'll have it V 
But whether that will be possible I don't know. "(30) 
Fountain is afraid that if such ideas don't work then he will be 
forced to commission projects for the small screen only which, he 
is obviously not keen to do. 
David Rose Is department has also experienced problems regarding 
the theatrical exposure of certain films, particularly in the 
early days when some Channel 4 films performed particularly badly 
at the box of f ice and others did not even make it to the cinema 
screens at all. One of these f ilms was Charlie Gormley's LIVING 
APART TOGETHER. As Gormley expLlains: 
"Basically, what happened was that they (the Channel) were really 
short of product and the deal was struck. I was 'shooting super 
16... and we'd agreed to make a theatrical product - it would get 
some kind of window and then it would go. But they had to close 
down the window because they ran out of road; they just had to 
stick the movies on television. "(31) 
In these ways then, Channel 4 make their, very considerable 
contribution to a whole range of low budget film-making in this 
country, from the (often) highly conventional drama of 'Film on 
Four', to the more experimental and off the wall production 
featured on the 'Eleventh Hour' slot. For many film-makers the 
Channel has been a godsend, enabling them to realise projects 
they probably would not have done otherwise. Ron Peck for 
example, explains that his f irst f ilm NIGHTHAWKS was made prior 
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to the advent of Channel 4 and its very small budget of E60,000 
was provided by- donations from a variety of private individuals 
plus a top up from the West German television channel ZDF. His 
second feature, ' EMPIRE STATE could have ended up going the same 
way- (although Peck admits it is doubtful if one could go through 
such an experience twice) had it not been for Channel 4's 
interest in the project. 
Other film-makers have encountered certain problems in their 
dealings with the Channel. Charlie Gormley f or example, was told 
privately that his f ollow up to LIVING APART TOGETHER, HEAVENLY 
PURSUITS almost ended up like its predecessor and missed a 
theatrical run. Gormley describes his relationship with the 
Channel in the following way: 
"it is a slightly uncomfortable partnership but it's the only 
partnership available to you unless you can hack it with an 
American major and that's murder. "(32) 
Derek Jarman is another film-maker who feels that however well 
intentioned the people at Channel 4, the-fact that they are now 
the dominant source of finance for 'independent' film-makers has 
created problems for himself and others. As he explains: 
"Channel 4 came in with an idea that they were going to create a 
low budget cinema as part of their project and the problem with 
this is that the people who were actually in charge of it had no 
knowledge of cinema whatsoever - not the low budget British 
cinema in any case. They had knowledge of, presumably, European 
art cinema but they weren't prepared to see film-makers like 
myself in any way comparable to anything that might be done in 
Germany: Fassbinder or Herzog or anyone like that. At the same 
time they had a problem on their hands because they arrived at 
the moment Margaret Thatcher was about to launch herself into her 
second term and the world that they came from was under attack, 
or at least their liberal sixties views .... Channel 4 never funded the independent British film-makers who were around at the time they started, with the exception of Barney Platts-Mills who 
made a film in Gaelic. In my case they turned down CARAVAGGIO and I suddenly found myself in a new world which before, in the 
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seventies, it was the, wild west so you went where you went. But 
now if you went to anyone they would say 'well we'd love to make 
a film with Channel 4' . Now this was great as long as Channel 
4 
wanted you. Channel 4 would say 'well we did want you because we 
bought your three films'. I just want to put something quite down 
the line here. Channel 4 bought my three films: THE TEMPEST for 
E12,000, JUBILEE and SEBASTIANE for eight grand each. So this is_, 
very cheap one and a half hours of television ... They also 
discovered that they couldn't perhaps show them because '-good 
heavens ! help ! we have to establish ourselves and be seen to be 
fairly good before we show all this problematic stuff by film- 
makers like Derek' . So it wasn't as if they didn't 
like me, it 
was just I was a problem so, they buried me for five years. "(33) 
Jarman's films were eventually shown on the Channel once the 
initial hysterical outcry from-the tabloid press and certain 
sections of the Conservative party which greeted Channel 4's 
plans to screen, them, along with Ron Peck's NIGHTHAWKS, had died 
down. 
However, Channel 4's broadly successful operations in the area of 
fiction have helped to encourage other, television, companies to 
become involved in the financing of feature films,, albeit rather 
tentatively as yet. Examples include Euston, an offshoot of 
Thames television who began making the odd cinema film in the 
seventies (usually spin-offs of popular television series 
produced by the company like THE SWEENEY), but became more 
substantially involved in films like A MONTH IN THE COUNTRY# 
BELLMAN AND TRUE, THE-COURIER, CONSUMING,. PASSIONS aný: DEALERS, 
Granada International, who have put money into THE MAGIC TOYSHOP, 
THE FRUIT, MACHINE, TREE OF HANDS, JOYRIDERS, and STRAPLESS, TVS 
who have backed THE INNOCENT, THE SIMON' WIESENTHAL STORY and THE 
ENDLESS GAME, London Weekend. who have a stake in Working Title's 
THE TALL GUY and A HANDFUL OF DUST, STV and Thames have recently 
invested in KILLING DAD and DANNY THE CHAMPION OF THE WORLD 
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respectively and Anglia and HTV have announced plans for 
development and production investment. 
In addition to the ITV companies, the BBC have recently become 
involved in independent film production, partly as a result of 
Government pressure on the BBC to commission a certain amount of 
independent product. The new head of drama at the BBC is producer 
Mark Shivas who has made both television drama and features. 
Lynda Myles (co-producer of DEFENCE OF THE REALM) was appointed 
Commissioning Editor, Independent Drama Productions. The 
corporation has invested in several features including WHITE 
MISCHIEF, LOSER TAKES ALL, WAR REQUIEM, POISON CANDY and BLACK 
EYES. 
I 
These developments demonstrate a long overdue acceptance, on the 
part of the television companies, of the popularity of film on TV 
and an acknowledge ment of the price that must be paid to maintain 
a steady flow of new and interesting film drama on our screens. 
In addition the securing of rights in a particular film, with the 
possibility of recoupment, is an added financial incentive for 
the television companies to become involved in the funding 
process. The one danger: that of compromise in line with what is 
deemed suitable for television compared to cinema does not worry 
film-makers like James Mackay who produced Derek Jarman's THE 
LAST OF ENGLAND, part funded by Channel 4. As Mackay explains: 
"There is no reason that money from television should offer more 
of a comP-, omise than money from merchant banks... I would have 
thought probably less of a compromise if anything. I don't think 
you can say a film like EMPIRE STATE is a hugely compromised 
film, slightly compromised perhaps. CARAVAGGIO is not a hugely 
compromised film. It's very difficult to get away from any kind 
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of compromise. I think we were lucky on THE 
i 
LAST OF ENGLAND 
simply because we made it before they gave us the money... I 
think there is always compromise when someone else is giving you 
the money but it seems to me the important thing is these f ilms 
are being made even if they do have an element of compromise. I 
don't think those films would have been funded a few years 
ago. "(34) 
However the threat of political censorship has -raised 
its ugly 
head more than once in the last f ew years and this is something 
which worries the more progressive elements in British 
television. Further problems were created by the changes to the 
ITV levy system (a supertax on the ITV companies which amounts to 
a form of monopoly rent) in 1989 by the Government which resulted 
in the ITV companies having to pay more to, the treasury. This 
development led to Euston Films suspending their investment . 
in 
feature films although in general reactions to the changes have. 
been mixed with most ITV film arms sticking to their original 
plans. It is difficult to predict future developments in this 
area given the present moves to radically change the shape of the 
broadcasting industry by means of deregulation. At tI. La moment 
Channel 4 is safe until 1992, but what will happen after that is 
impossible to determine. 
British Screen 
If Channel 4 can be regarded as the brightest star in the sky 
then following closely behind are the British Screen Finance 
Consortium (British Screen), under the control of Chief Executive 
Simon Relph. Relph is an experienced Independent producer who 
understands the intricacies of the film-making process very well 
indeed. His production credits include THE RETURN OF THE SOLDIER, 
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PRIVATES ON PARADE, SECRET PLACES, THE PLOUGHMAN'S LUNCH, 
WETHERBY and COMRADES. 
In spite of the initial pessimism which surrounded the setting up 
of British Screen as a replacement f or the National Film Finance 
Corporation the achievements of the. new ýjrganization have, to 
date, been very encouraging. Basically the consortium is a semi- 
privatised concern (the NFFC had been publicly funded): its 
income being made up of an annual government grant of E1.5 
million a year, E300,000 from Channel 4, E300,000 from Cannon and 
E250,000 from Rank. The government and Channel 4 are committed 
for the first five years of the consortium's life while Cannon 
and Rank are entitled to withdraw after three years if they wish 
to do so. On top of this funding, British Screen also receives 
any income still being generated by past NFFC investments. This 
was originally estimated to be in the region of E500,000 but so 
far the assets have been worth closer to E1.2 million. 
In its first year of operations, commencing January 1986, British 
Screen committed nearly E3.7 million to seven features. This 
involvement comprised equity investments in six f ilms: PERSONAL 
SA"ARVICES, BELLY OF AN ARCHITECT, HIGH SEASON, EMPIRE STATE, RITA 
SUE & BOB TOO and THE KITCHEN TOTO, and the provision of a 
distribution guarantee to complete the financing of a seventh: 
PRICK UP YOUR EARS. (35) In the second year the company were in a 
position to invest E5.6 million in thirteen films. (36) As Guy 
Phelps explains in his perceptive article on the progress of 
Simon Relph and British Screen, published in SIGHT & SOUND, 
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Relph's position at British Screen was different in some very 
important ways'to that of Mamoun Hassan at the NFFC. First of all 
Relph assumes total responsibility f or investment decisions, he 
is bound only to confer with his chairman if any single 
investment exceeds E500,000. Hassan on the other hand could only 
advise the NFFC's board which was made up of members with strong 
personalities and often major differences of opinion. This on 
occasion led to 
. 
bitter disagreement and in-f ighting. Relph can 
avoid such problems. As Phelps puts it: I 
"Decisions as a result can be made quickly and f irmly according 
to consistent and identifiable criteria. "(37) 
More importantly, British Screen have a much more appropriate 
policy on the terms of their investments and right to recoup than 
the NFFC ever had. On -one hand Relph's investment decisions are 
subject to producers having the bulk of their budget already in 
place. The NFFC often found themselves being the first to commit 
funds to a project and in many cases the rest of the budget was 
never found and consequently the films affected did not get made. 
As Phelps points out, the Corporation found itself in the 
position of asking the government for more money while having E5 
million in the bank - all committed to projects which had not yet 
found their balance. 
In terms of recoupment, British Screen insist on recouping their 
investment at least pari passu with other equity investors. The 
NFFC on the other hand traditionally supplied producers with 'end 
money', that is, they were the last in the queue to receive 
11 ii 
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payment, making their investment the most risky. Relph is 
determined to run British Screen along more broadly commercial 
lines than the NFFC. All investments are made with the likelihood 
of recoupment firmly in mind. As the company puts it in its guide 
to producers considering approaching the consortium for finance: 
"There must be a considered relationship between the cost of a 
film and its income potential. Unfortunately this means with most 
films that they must have commercial appeal outside this 
country. "(38) 
Relph has also explored other ways of maximising returns and 
minimising the time they take to reach British Screen. Along with 
Zenith and Palace he has set up 'The Sales Company' headed by 
Carole Myer formerly of Film Four International, to reduce the 
costs of recovering investments in the markets they are entitled 
to exploit. Instead of the usual 15-20%, British Screen and their 
partners only pay 5-7.5% to use their own sales facility. This 
policy has enabled British Screen to claw back half of the funds 
they committed in 1986 through presales and distribution 
guarantees. This in turn has enabled the company to invest more 
money in production in its second year of operations: between 
E4.5 and E5 million in 12 features and a number of short films. 
In terms of investment decisions British Screen operate a set of 
loose criteria. As has been mentioned, projects must have a 
degree of commercial appeal in terms of the relationship between 
the Proposed budget and potential audience. This need not 
discourage innovation in the way 'commercial considerations, are 
normally perceived as doing. For example, as Phelps points out-. 
"British Screen's approach allows it to support projects as 
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experimental as Derek Jarman's 'The Last of England', a riskier 
prospect than anything the NFFC was in a position to 
back, but 
'within the limits of its budget perfectly commerciall". 09) 
British Screen expect submitted projects to be 'quality' films 
and to 'aspire to the highest Standards'. They can be 
in any 
genre as the company is, in Relph's words "trying to support the 
whole spectrum of British film-making. "(40) The current 
production slate seems to support this claim with projects as 
diverse as Jarman's experimental film, a Comic Strip film, a 
horror film and contemporary social drama. The only kind of film 
the, company explicitly rejects is the exploitation production. If 
thedirector and producer are inexperienced British Screen may 
suggest that', the, film be made under the guidance of, an 
experienced executive producer. The length of a film must also be 
carefully considered, as in British Screen's view, too many 
scripts are overlong. Finally, the more cinematic a project is 
considered to be, the more likely it is to receive support. 
once production begins, Relph, 
, 
like his counterparts at Channel 
4, ' has approval of the schedule and budget, the key personnel 
involved and the cast as well as the production cashflow and 
insurance arrangements. Relph pays close attention to the f irst 
few days 'rushes I uttil he is confident that the production team 
can be left to get on with it. He also tries to visit the shoot 
at least once. Relph describes his involvement in the following 
way: 
"I have to keep in touch with the economic progress of the film 
so that they keep within the budget, and if they dorit, that the 
completion guarantors are on top of it and things aren't damaging 
the f ilm... The time I get most involved with f ilms is at the 
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editing stage, which is the most exciting. In nearly every film I 
do there is a Zenith or a David Rose whose interest, if you like, 
is the editorship of the film; to be the studio effectively. I 
doet tend to do that. I tend to be there more or less f or the 
producers to use as a councillor, but I dodt get over involved. 
British Screen was set up not to become a major studio, but to be 
an organisation which exists to help in the fertilizing of the 
film-making spectrum in Britain - to help it and assist it but 
not to tell it what to do. I want to respond to what it wants to 
do. "(41) 
Relph is also busy in his attempts to attract more resources to 
British Screen. This demonstrates his awareness of what changes 
are affecting the industry and what practical possibilities for 
development exist. - He was also only too aware that at the end of 
1988 both Rank and Cannon could withdraw Zrom, the company if they 
wished to do so, which they in fact did. Consequently, Relph put 
a great deal-of effort in attempting to attract new shareholders 
to for the company and in November 1987 it was announced that 
Granada Television had agreed to inject E250,000 a year for three 
years into British Screen, becoming a major shareholder in the 
process. Relph also plans a business expansion scheme at- the 
company. As he explains: I 
"I see that as being a very important part of the job - to try 
and build up the resource we have to invest. in British films and 
I hope that I can succeed in that. I've been waiting to do a 
years work and show them (current shareholders - particularly 
the government, and potential shareholders) how we are going to 
operate. It's much easier to get people to give you money if you 
say 'well, there's the record"'. (42) 
As it stands, Relph's record is impressive and already the 
company are involved in approximately 30% of all low budget 
British Production and this figure is increasing - Af ter. only two 
years of operation it seems safe to argue that British Screen are 
much more finely tuned to the economic realities of British film- 
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making in the eighties than their predecessor and as a result 
they are able to back not only more films but also a wider range 
of films, proving in that the process the company's cultural 
significance goes hand in hand with its commercial prudence. The 
major problem lies in whether or not the Government will continue 
to contribute its annual grant to British Screen. If this funding. 
is withdrawn the company would probably f old as it is not yet in 
a Position to become fully self-supporting. If this were to 
happen a vitally important source of production finance for 
British film-makers would disappear. 
Zenith Productions 
The third of the four major equity financiers currently active in 
the British cinema is Zenith' Productions, until recently a 
wholly-owned subsidiary of Central Television. According to the 
company's production chief Margaret Mathieson, who had previously 
been the production controller at Central, Zenith was set up 
initially as a prof it centre rather than Central being enticed 
into f ilm production by the success of Channel 4. What was seen 
as the growing opportunities for international co-f inancing of 
prestigious drama: along the lines of Central's mini series 
KENNEDY which Mathieson produced and which was financed via a 
major presale to the NBC network in the United States. In 1984 
Central also financed a low budget feature film: THE HIT, which 
was subsequently transferred to the Zenith catalogue. The 
availability of international co-f inance opportunities could not 
be taken up by Central itself because such involvement required 
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operations on a much more flexible basis than the in-house 
production Central tended to concentrate on. So Central decided 
to organize the setting up of what Mathieson describes as: 
"a low overhead, small staffed, fast thinking, flexible outfit 
that could respond to this international opportunity. "(43) 
As has already been pointed out, Zenith have a close interest in 
development (supervised by Scott Meek) as well as production. 
Mathieson explains that the company receive: ý 
"oe. a phenomenal amount of submissions at various stages, from an idea over a drink, through to a treatment, through to af inal 
script... Apart from the fact we are receiving an endless barrage 
of proposals in various forms we also do take up things 
ourselves... "(44) 
The provision of equity finance for a project is- linked to 
specific rights, in particular the right to allow the Sales 
Company to handle the film in the relevant- territories. Mathieson 
claims to be interested in projects with a high profile and 
strong subject matter. Several have been loose 'bioPics' on 
characters like Cynthia Payne, Sid Vicious and Joe Ortoni which 
Mathieson claims, have some sort of contemporary resonance even 
if they are slightly period pieces. The company have made films 
with particularly idiosyncratic'film-makers like Nicolas Roeg and 
Alex Cox along with more obviously 'British' directors like 
Stephen Frears, Alan Clark and David Leland whose films are 
'closer in look and feel to those associated with Channel' 4. 
Perhaps more significantly, projects %must be capable of being 
made on a budget of $5 million or less for Zenith to-be 
interested. This is a reflection of the company's awareness of 
the difficulties associated with recouping funds on large budget 
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productions vis-a-vis low budget films. A film must earn two and 
a half times its negative cost (the cost of production up to the 
printing of the final negative) in order to break even. The 
higher the budget therefore, the more difficult breaking even, 
let alone going into profit, becomes. Although productions are 
closely monitored throughout, in both creativeand financial 
terms, by the company, it is the pre-production stage which 
Mathieson identifies as being the most crucial: 
"I feel strongly that the most important,, creative work is in the 
preparation... of the script, in the casting, in the choice of 
director, and in the director's choices... If you've got something 
wrong once you're turning over there's not a lot you can do about 
it. "(45) 
on the financial side, once a budget and a schedule have been 
prepared, the_, package is sent to a completion, guarantor and The 
Sales Company for a forecast of the project's s ales potential 
throughout the world. The next step is the organization of an 
American distribution' deal which Mathieson would hope to be in 
the region of 60% of the budget. In November 1987 Zenith entered 
into a joint venture with the American company Atlantic, giving a 
limited number of Zenith productions guaranteed North American 
distribution. The sales forecast for these markets must be close 
to the proposed cost of production or Zenith would not go ahead 
with it. This is one of the reasons why the company operate a $5 
million ceiling: it is easier to cover the costs of a low budget 
production in distribution guarantees and the energetic 
exploitation of all available ancillary markets. Mathieson 
herself is acutely aware of the importance of wise investment 
decisions and good marketing. As she puts it, the key to 
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successful operations lies- in "knowing what you've got to sell" 
and "careful consideration of the best form of advertising 
depending on the particular audiunce you think will go for 
it. " (46) 
By and large Zenith's performance has been impressive in the 
production of both theatrical features and TV mini series. The 
features Zenith have been involved in include THE HIT, WETHERBY, 
INSIGNIFICANCE, BILLY THE KID AND THE GREEN BAIZE VAMPIRE (the 
only real disappointment according to Mathieson) , SID & NANCY, 
PERSONAL SERVICES PRICK UP YOUR EARS, WISH YOU WERE HERE, SOUR 
SWEET, FOR QUEEN AND COUNTRY, THE WOLVES OF WILLOUGHBY CHASEt 
PARIS BY NIGHT, SLAM DANCE, THE DEAD and PATTY HEARST. The last 
three being ostensibly American films but similar in style and 
scale to the British projects. As Mathieson explains: 
"... because of the size of the American market it's bound to be 
attractive to make American subjects. But I wouldn't want to make 
any old American subject. I'd like to think that with anything we 
do we bring some unique characteristic, unique point of view... 
So if it's an American subject I'd like to think it's something 
that we would treat differently than an American production 
company might. Better in other words. "(47) 
The solid critical and commercial success represented by, this 
impressive output has earned the company a great deal of praise. 
Graham Wade for example writes: 
"The healthiest of the new breed of company appear to be those 
like Zenith Productions... Zenith is confidently expected to earn 
considerable revenue for its parent company from a number of film 
and television projects which are mostly co-produced. Its 
successes depend on careful selection of property, backed by 
sophisticated marketing techniques which squeeze every penny from 
complicated patterns of release, covering the whole range of 
outlets from cinemas to video cassette. The key to successful 
production in the last part of this century lies in this new, 
complicated mix of media outlets. "(48) 
It 
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On October 1st 1987, Carlton Communications paid Central E6.3 
million f or Zenith and right away merged the company with their 
own production unit The Moving Picture Company, who, under 
producer Nigel Staf f ord-Clark, had been responsible f or f eature 
films such as PARKER, THE ASSAM GARDEN and STORMY MONDAY. 
Staf f ord-Clark moved over to Zenith to work as a producer under 
Mathieson. Carlton Communications are a E600 million listed 
concern. This should make it easier f or Zenith to attract C. Ity 
investors. Zenith's current yearly output (f ilm and television: 
with the latter as important a consideration f or the company - 
perhaps more so if the recent tendency to concentrate on- TV 
series and International Mini-Series is continued) stands around 
E25 million. In April 1989, after a period of concentrating 
production in the field of television; including a major 
commission from the BBC for the series THE PARADISE CLUB, Zenith 
announced three new feature projects, each budgeted between $5-8 
million. This marks a break from their previous $5 million limit. 
These projects are deemed to be more Itransnational' in appeal 
compared to many previous Zenith productions and is an indication 
of a change of policy at the company after a period of 
consolidation and market assessment in the wake of the Carlton 
take over. 
Handmade Films 
The fourth member of this rather exclusive club is Handmade 
Films, set up in 1978 by ex-Beatle George Harrison and his 
business manager Dennis O'Brien to rescue the Monty Python film 
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THE LIFE OF BRIAN, which had been abandoned by EMI. initially the 
company tended to concentrate on comedy subjects like TIME 
BANDITS (which grossed over $45million in North America), 
PRIVATES ON PARADE, THE MISSIONARY and A PRIVATE FUNCTION - all 
involving members of the Monty Python team - and two films from 
the Dick Clement/Ian Le Frenais partnership: BULLSHOT and WATER 
They- have subsequently broadened their field to encompass a whole 
range of projects including Neil Jordan's MONA LISA and Nic 
Roeg's film TRACK 29. As Margot Gavan-Duffy, script editor at 
Handmade explains: 
"It started very much with the ' Pythons I and that was the reason 
George Harrison and Dennis O'Brien moved into film-making. And 
for some years comedy was the guiding factor... slightly off-the- 
wall mainstream comedy, quirky, oddball films. I think probably the f irst one to break the mould was MONA LISA, which was a difficult decision because it was a different sort of territory... Since then we've made a number of f ilms which are 
more serious.... I think people here feel easier with comedy, feel they have a surer touch - MONA LISA was obviously 
successful, some of our other straighter films seem 
, 
less so... I 
guess really the guideline is work quality and anything that's 
unusual or interesting. "(49) 
Other recent productions include WITHNAIL AND 1, THE LONELY 
PASSION OF JUDITH HEARNE and THE RAGGEDY RAWNEY. 
Gareth Jones explains that Handmade tend to f inance their films 
on a debt financing basis by borrowing money from a bank - 
usually an American bank which has a department specialising in 
film finance - against presale guarantees. As Jones puts it: 
"We obtain pledges of advances. Those advances are in turn 
pledged to the bank... We borrow the money against the security 
of the film itself and the sales. "(50) 
Handmade attempt to presell their f ilms 100%, through a network 
of sub-distributors. They operate output agreements with 
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distributors with the latter party agreeing to take a certain 
number of Handmade films over a specified period, thereby 
ensuring a continuity of finance. As Jones explains: 
"We have guaranteed distributors who will take a number of, our 
f ilms and pay you a set level which is based on a' percentage of 
the budget. This might only be between 2-6% ... quite small 
amounts. Obviously the more output deals you have in different 
territories the more it contributes towards your budget. "(51) 
Most Handmade films are budgeted at E2-3 million, which, as Jones 
explains, tends to be the level at which there is a good chance 
of breaking even, even if the film doesn't perform spectacularlY 
at the box office. As Jones argues: 
"There's a certain level of income you can glean with our 
idiosyncratic films in Europe and the UK. In the US you can get a 
certain amount but you can't guarantee it..,.. With a MONA LISA 
you make money, but for certain other movies you might 
not... 11(52) 
Therefore, budgets are kept low whenever possible. As Jones 
explains, the company are not prepared to pay the kind of huge 
fees that mainstrea.,,, directors can command. People have to be 
prepared to work within Handmade's budgets. However, the company 
is prepared to move into bigger budget film-making if the 
material was broad in its appeal and there was a star attached. 
The largest project Handmade have been involved in to date is 
perhaps their most unfortunate experience: SHANGHAI SURPRISE 
starring Madonna and Sean Penn which crashed at the box office. 
Despite the well publicised difficulties on set with Penn and the 
film's commercial failure, Handmade covered their own costs 
through presales, leaving the distributors to bear the loss. 
Potential projects are discussed by a committee within the 
company, but final decisions to proceed are taken by Dennis 
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O'Brien in consultation with George Harrison. As far as 
monitoring production is 
-concerned, 
Handmade appoint a line 
producer to the project to attempt to keep the production on 
budget and on schedule. Jones explains that most of the company's 
British productions tend to be based at Shepperton studios where 
Handmade have an office and a full-time production accountant who 
liases with the line producer on a day to day basis during the 
production process. Over and above this daily supervision, the 
company have weekly production meetings where problems can be 
aired. As Jones explains: 
"It's really a case of: if things start to go astray people are 
alerted very quickly... our main concern is when budgets start 
not to be adhered to and that's something you can see happening 
very quickly - even if you go half a day over. 'It Is something 
that's stepped on and rectified as quickly as we can do it. "(53) 
In terms of issues of creativity and freedom, Handmade have 
lengthy conversations with the director before the project 
commences principal photography. As Jones explains, the shape and 
the feel of the project is discussed and once the script is in a 
form that the company finds acceptable production proper will 
begin. The film-maker is then more or less left to make the film 
on his or her own, providing prior agreements are adhered to 
regarding , script, budget and schedule. However, what 
distinguishes Handmade from the other companies mentioned so far 
is there demand of final cut. Jones explains: '- 
"We are a fairly tough company when it comes to creative 
controls ... We want final cut, it's as simple as that. "(54) 
it is partly because of this that Handmade have seldom ventured 
into the realm of co-production in that they will always demand 
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the final creative say, which, Jones admits, can cause resentment 
at times. 
Like one or two other British production companies, Handmade have 
recently begun to produce f ilms in North America. Margot Gavan- 
Duffy explains that while British film sometimes work 
in America, the frequently don't and producers stand a better 
chance in that market with American films. The US productions to 
date include TRACK 29, FIVE CORNERS and THE*POW WOW HIGHWAY. 
Dennis O'Brien claims these projects to be: 
"very similar in style to the things we do in the UK - So they 
are the kind of projects that would never be done by an American 
Company. "(55) 
By and large, Handmade will attempt to keep the budgets of such 
films low and the same supervisory and creative rules would apply' 
as do in this country. As Jones puts it: 
"The kind of films you would see coming out of. a Handmade stable 
in the United Statei would be films like TRACK 29: unusual films, 
not with an immediately identifiable large audience but hopefully 
which would fit into a niche. "(56) 
This is a trend affecting more and more British film companies 
with Zenith and Palace also making low to medium budget films in 
America. This strategy is significantly different from previous 
attempts on the part of British companies to make films in the 
United States. In the past this involved big budgets and so- 
called 'commercial' subjects. , It invariably resulted in disaster: 
the examples of Lew Grade and E. H. I. previously mentioned. The 
new breed of product is an American based equivalent of the 
typical low budget British model rather than an attempt by a 
British -company to make a big budget American film, and as a 
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result, much less of a gamble for the companies involved. 
The BFI Production Board- 
One final source of equity capital for British film-making which 
deserves a brief mention is the BFI Production Board, which has 
similar interests to Alan Fountain's department at Channel Four 
and is able to invest in two to three very low budget productions 
every year (courtesy of funding received from the Government, a 
subvention from Channel Four and money from the Independent 
Television Companies Association and the British Film Fund 
Agency). It is able to do this by way of the 'Code of Practice' 
and the 'Workshop Agreements', negotiated with the ACTT which 
enables films to be made more cheaply and under more flexible 
conditions than elsewhere in the industry (57) . The origins of 
the Production Board lie in the Experimental Film Fund set up by 
Sir Michael Balcon in 1952. In 1969 the BFI assumed official 
administrative control of the fund. During the seventies the 
board's policy towards film underwent a pronounced transition, 
involving a shift away from supporting rather insular traditions 
of avant-garde film-making towards more accessible cinematic 
forms. The first feature to be produced under this, new policy was 
Chris Petit's RADIO ON and since then several important 
productions have been funded by the Board including Peter 
Greenaway's THE DRAUGHTSMAN'S CONTRACT, Edward Bennett's 
ASCENDANCY, Derek Jarman's CARAVAGGIO and Terence Davis' DISTANT 
VOICES, STILL LIVES. Like Channel 4 the Board is also able to 
fund workshop productions on a one-off basis. 
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Colin MacCabe, until recently the production head at the 
Production Board describes his working practices thus: 
"We made a policy decision which was taken 'as long ago as 1979, 
which I'm fully behind, that our major thrust goes into making 
low budget features ... 1,2 or 3 major productions a year, rather 
than making between 10 and 20 short f ilms ... which would 
be 
possible on my budget. My own idea about a film is that it isn't 
finished until it reaches an audience and the patterns of 
distribution and exhibition in the 'commercial cineiual have 
changed radically and it's now much easier to get our kind of 
stuff shown. There are for example 20 cinemas in London which 
will accept work from outside the mainstream... I certainly don't 
feel a conscious pressure which says'I've got to make commercial 
product... But I also think that I've got to make things which I 
think will reach an audience. I am really not under the tight 
commercial pressure that other people are.. Then there's the 
added advantage that if I succeed in getting an audience I also 
get money back which enables me to make more films. "(58) - 
MacCabe is interested in scripts- 
"which capture, in some original way, some aspect of contemporary 
social experience... Something that suddenly makes you see, or 
makes alive some part of the social and cultural reality of 
today. "(59) 
He is, also, particular13 keen on initiating ideas with writers and 
then being involved in the process to find a suitable director 
for the project. -In terms of, the production process, the film- 
maker is left to make the film he or she wants but that is not to 
say they are free from constraint or pressure from MacCabe who 
attempted to give the director all the laggro and hard input' 
associated with a commercial producer with the difference that 
ultimately the director always has the final say. 
in terms of their financial stability, the BFI Production board 
relies heavily on Channel 4. As MacCabe explains, the Channel 
undertook to provide a subvention to the Board for three years of 
1l 
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approximately E500,000 a year, on the understanding that the 
Government would meet and equal that, which MacCabe is pleased to 
say, they have done. In return Channel 4 get the TV license on 
all BFI product, most of which is broadcast on the 'Eleventh 
Hour' slot with one or two features like THE DRAUGHTSMAN'S 
CONTRACT and CARAVAGGIO included in the more prestigious I Film on 
Four' seasons. Occasionally the Channel will make an equity 
investment in a BFI film. While this is welcomed by MacCabe he is 
not overtly enthusiastic about -Channel 4 as a window for BFI 
productions. As he puts it: 
"My job is to make f ilms f or the cinema, the f act that they have 
a UK television license on them means I get some money for them, 
and the f act that they are going to ý6at a TV audience means they 
are going to get some audience ... But my attention, interest and 
energy is concentrated on getting the f ilms into cinemas. " (60) 
If the innovative and experimental underbelly of British cinema 
is to be maintained, the BF1 Production Board must be allowed to 
continue it's operations as a outlet for particularly off-the- 
wall film-makers and ambitious newcomets who will subsequently 
move into more commercial areas: in some cases like Peter 
Greenaway this is as much to do with the film-maker being 
accepted by the establishment rather than him or her becomin3 
more mainstream as such. 
Production Strategies: Successes and Failures. 
What seems to unite the four companies dealt with in some depth, 
(with the exception of the BFI which is not subject to the same 
conditions as the others) is on one hand, a determination to keep 
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budgets low and to maximise returns by way of skilfLý1, and 
energetic marketing techniques (discussed in chapter six) and on 
the other, hand, by maintaining close involvement with f ilm-makers 
at every stage of the process. In this way, individuals like 
David Rose, Simon Relph, Margaret Mathieson and Ray Cooper 
(Creative Director at Handmade) can be said to have a direct 
contribution to make at almost every stage of the film-making 
process. It is very interesting and informative to compare the 
strategies of these four companies, particularly Zenith and 
Handmade who are totally commercial enterprises with none of the 
protection afforded to Channel 4 or even British Screen, with 
other companies involved in production finance who have 
encountered severe problems in the course of their operations. 
Three companies who immediately spring to mind are Thorn-EMI, 
Goldcrest and Virgin Vision, all active in the equity financing 
of British production during the first half of the decade but now 
no longer so. 
The problems began for Thorn-EMI Screen Entertainment (TESE) and 
Goldcrest in the summer of 1985. At TESE Chief Executive Gary 
Dartnall decided not to renew Verity Lambert's contract as head 
of production. The reason behind this decision was the poor 
showing at the box of f ice of a number of Lambert's productions. 
These included MORONS FROM OUTER SPACE, DREAM CHILD, COMFORT AND 
JOY, SLAYGROUND and RESTLESS NATIVES. Although the performance of 
these films was pretty bad that was by no means the whole story. 
As James Park points out, TESE was a large conglomerate which 
required at least twenty films annually for its distribution 
I 
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machinery. Lambert's department was only one source f or this 
product. Others included the ar-quisitions department, responsible 
for such big budget flops as THE HOLCROFT COVENANT and WILD GEESE 
11, and Dartnall himself , who made deals with US companies f or 
the regular provision of their f ilms. Each department felt it 
should have a key role in approving and determining what got' 
made. Over and above this, the sales department were interested 
in films which were tried and tested and therefore not 
particularly original. This caused problems for Lambert: 
"Almost every single f ilm that I put money into so f ar has come 
back from the distribution people with a very low assessrneAt. " (61) 
Dartnall decided to set up a revolving fund of fl. 5 million for 
the development of projects-with TESE having first option on 
taking any scripts developed under the scheme into full 
production. The finance for this production would come from a 
E160 million revolving credit facility which Dartnall was 
attempting to negotiate with twelve leading merchant banks. This 
fund, it was planned, would provide whole or partial finance for 
15-25 medium budget films a year. Initially, agreements were 
signed with various independent producers including Verity 
lambert, John Bradbourne & Richard Goodwin - responsible for A 
PASSAGE TO INDIA, which TESE had backed, Euan Lloyd of WILD GEESE 
II fame, United British Artists, Jeremy Thomas and Simon Perry. 
However, TESE was subsequently sold in 1986, first to Australian 
tycoon Alan Bond f or E125 million, who one week later passed on 
his a: cquisition to the Cannon Corporation for E175 million. The 
outcome was not a particularly fortunate one for British 
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independent production. As Julian Petley comments: 
"Cannon have honoured the letter of the satellite producer deals, 
paying small development expenses where TESE had been contracted 
to do so, but certainly have not kept to the spirit of the thing. 
Not one project developed under the sateMite scheme has been put 
into production, and all of the deals that have so f ar come up 
for renewal have been terminated on the first possible day - for 
example Euan Lloyd, United British Artists and Simon Perry. " (62) 
In fact Cannon have only really invested in two indigenous 
British productions: Harry Hook's THE KITCHEN TOTO and Lezli-An 
Barrett's BUSINESS AS USUAL, a total investment on Cannon's part 
of E1.8 million, hardly a significant contribution from what was 
at the time the largest film company in Britain. 
While Gary Dartnall was deciding not to renew Verity Lambert's 
contract at TESE, Goldcrest, the flagship of the British film 
'renaissance', were having problems of their own. At Goldcrest 
the problem was not the disastrou. S. performance of a group of 
films (although this was to come) but rather the realization that 
the company, having embarked on an over-ambitious production 
programme, was going broke. The basic precepts of the company's 
founding father Jake Eberts, who had left and been replaced by 
James Lee, seemed to have been forgotten in the pursuit of 
profits and prestige. Eberts had shown a great deal of prudence 
in building the company up from a E100,000 development outfit in 
1977 to a E35 million production and marketing enterprize by 
1984. (63) The films he had been involved with had all been 
covered by minimuL, guarantees and no single production had 
overstepped the $15 million budgetary limit he had set. 
James Lee began with a similar policy - his initial portfolio 
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seemed balanced and at least 60% of investments were covered by 
presales. However, two of the major productions he had initiated: 
Hugh Hudson's REVOLUTION and Julien Temple's ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS 
suffered from substantial cost over-runs. REVOLUTION was a 
particularly expensive film which finally cost around the E20 
million mark. At the same time the company were involved in a 
third feature David Puttnam and Roland Joffe's THE MISSION which 
was budgeted at E17 million. The presale deals had been done on a 
basis of anticipated costs so any over-run bit heavily into the 
profit potential of any film concerned. On top of this Goldcrest 
had put up its own completion guarantees on all three f ilms -a 
policy initiated by Eberts with THE KILLING FIELDS which cost Ell 
million. This put the company in a particularly bad position. In 
the event none of the films did well enough at the box office to 
justify the amount of money spent on them with REVOLUTION in 
particular losing the company E10 million. 
Lee's style of management also upset many people at the company. 
He was both inexperienced and something of an autocrat whose 
reputed ego mania and controversial decision making led to the 
resignation of sales manager Bill Gavin, managing director Donald 
Cruickshank and finally production chief Sandy Lieberson. One of 
Lee's most notorious decisions was to move the Goldcrest offices 
from its inexpensive base in Holland Park to a glass emporium in 
Wardour Street, adding significantly to the co:. pany's already 
high overheads bill. The board were finally forced to remove him 
and call back Eberts in an attempt to rescue the company. 
Production was immediately suspended for an indefinite period. 
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Half the staf f were dismissed and the company moved back to 
smaller and more affordable offices. By late 1986 Goldcrest had 
been forced into little more than a sales and distribution 
company, handling films like A ROOM WITH A VIEW, SID & NANCY and 
THE NAME OF THE ROSE. 
James Park suggests that Goldcrest's problems were partly the 
result of departmental squabl? jAii could 
,3 
which meant that nobody 
take an overall view on what was happening. Park writes: 
"A failure of the institutional structure is the only explanation 
of how a company with some of the most talented executives around 
could make such crucial errors of judgement. The fact that two 
major films were allowed to go over budget, with no provisions 
made for overcosts was an example. "(64) 
park then attempts to draw comparisons between the problems at 
Goldcrest and those at TESE. Both affairs demonstrate for Park 
the problems large companies have in the making of creative 
decisions. He also points to the apparent lack of people equipped 
to run a major production department. Potential candidates like 
Puttnam and Jeremy Thomas prefer to keep a hands-on relation to 
production, or at least Puttnam did until his recent short stay 
at Columbia. 
park subsequently argues that smaller companies like Virgin and 
Zenith have a more integrated and intimate approach to 
productions; wherý. there is little chance of inter-departmental 
wrangling and executives loosing sight of what is going on. Also 
the risks are less in the low budget sector in the sense that 
good marketing can cover the costs of a E1-2 million budget film 
relatively easily. As Carole Myer of the Sales Company remarked a 
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two or three years ago (current figures would be slightly 
higher): 
"Provided you keep your budget f airly low, E2 million or less, 
you can almost always get your money back in the long term. " (65) 
Returns can of ten be slow due to the dif f erential and complex 
distribution and exhibition patterns' around the world and so the 
smaller the investment the less added expenses like interest 
rates are incurred. The company ov; 4rheads of Zenith, British 
Screen and others are also relatively low, thqrVfore cash flow 
does not create the same problems it did'at a larger company like 
Goldcrest which had to keep turning over to pay its bills. - 
However, small companies can also overstretch themselves as 
Virgi n Vision have demonstrated. In October 1986 the company 
announced it was pulling out of the equity financing of feature 
films after only four years of producing films like SECRET 
PLACES, ELECTRIC DREAMS, NINETEEN EIGHTY FOUR, LOOSE CONNECTIONS, 
ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS, CAPTIVE, ARIA and GOTHIC. Their confidence 
had been shaken quite early on by NINETEEN EIGHTY FOUR going well 
over budget, finally 
. 5:, oning 
in at E5.5 million. Despite being 
popular in the North American market the film has not yet 'broken 
even, mainly due to the problem of interest charges. As 
former production chief'Al Clark explains: 
"I'm sure if E5.5 million had just *stayed at, E5.5 million it 
would have been fine. But because we financed the whole thing, as 
you are waiting to get your money back from distributors all over 
the world the money that you borrowed is inflating day by 
day. "(66) 
The events surrounding ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS, 'which Virgin co- 
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financed with Goldcrest, 
-shattered 
what confidence the company 
had left. As Clark puts it: 
_ 
"We were dealing with something that nobody in this country had 
ever attempted, which was a studio musical pitched on the kind of 
scale of a Hollywood musical... We were all taking a rather big 
reckless plunge into the unknown and hoped that we were going to 
pull it off. "(67) 
They did not and Virgin paid the price, shifting focus from 
production toacquisition and distribution. In effect moving from 
being a major player in the financing game to a supporting role, 
like other distributors such as Curzon and occasionally Rank tend 
to play. They are no longer in a position to initiate new 
projects but rather can only provide what is in effect 'top-up' 
money for productions which already have the bulk of their 
budgets in place. 
The importance then of Channel 4, British Screen, Zenith and 
Handmade in terms of the continuation and health of low budget 
British production is paramount. These are the only realistic 
sources of equity finance independent producers can turn to. They 
are augmented by a handful of production houses which, if not 
able them selves to fund a picture, are at least strong enough 
financially to develop a project and bring it to the attention of 
interested financiers. This group includes Palace and Working 
Title. As I have noted, Palace are primarily a distribution 
company, initially set up in 1980 as a video retail business by 
Nic Powell (a former partner of Richard Branson at Virgin) and 
Steve Woolley, who have been able to move into the f ield of 
production with films like COMPANY OF WOLVES, A LETTER TO 
BREHZNEV, MONA LISA, ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS, THE DREAM DEMON and THE 
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COURIER. They, are constantly approached by- pc; ople with new ideas, 
but as Steve Woolley explains, they are more likely to commission 
projects from writers the company know or have worked with in the 
past. 
Woolley claims -he is interested in: 
"Things that have really bad taste ... anything that's likely to 
upset someone - it's going to , subvert their notion of what they 
think they are going to see... For instance COMPANY OF WOLVES was 
not really a horror film, it wasn't really a fantasy, it wasn't a 
film about an adolescent girl's , coming of age - It was all of those things plus more... So anything that's got an element of ... trying to make people think a bit ... to sit up and take 
notice. "(68) 
Like ZenitL and Handmade, Palace have started to make f ilms in 
I 
North America with productions like SIESTA and SHAG. The major 
reason given by Woolley is the desire to crack the American 
market, enabling the company to. make a range of products geared 
to different markets. In late 1988 he announced plans to make one 
low budget film for the British, European and US 'Classics' 
markets - THE BIG MAN, and bigger budget international film with 
an American star but still ostensibly a British film - THE POPE 
MUST DIE, directed by Peter Richardson, and an American project 
RAGE IN HARLEM. This mirrors the production programme for the 
previous year with SCANDAL, HIGH SPIRITS and SHAG roughly 
equivalent in size and projected market to the new slate. As 
Woolley explains: 
"These three films... will cross the board in terms of maý: Icets 
and audiences and if one goes big - THE POPE MUST DIE and RAGr--10 
HARLEM stand a chance of being big in America - if you crack that' 
market, it gives much more security to our company. We can't 
afford to make little low budget British films for a limited 
market because we'll die if we do that. "(69) 
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Working, Title on the other hand have developed from being a 
producer of poplpromos (under_the banner Aldabra) to a major 
production house responsible for films like MY BEAUTIFUL 
LAUNDRETTE, PERSONAL SERVICES, SAMMY & ROSIE GET LAID, WISH YOU 
WERE HERE, A WORLD APART, THE TALL GUY and PAPERHOUSE. Sarah 
Radclyffe claims to be interested in: 
It ... things that are totally original.. and about issues that 
concern people now. As a generalisation I'm not interested in 
anything that's period because I dodt think the issues are 
relevant... After A WORLD APART I'm looking for things that are 
more than just a flippant comedy or something. For.. mQ it's got to 
be somethingthat I'm prepared to spend a minimum of a year of my 
life working on. "(70) 
Radclyf fe seems 'to be true to her word in that -I LAUNDRETTE, SAMMY 
ROSIE and A WORLD APART are probably three 'of the most 
politically oriented non subsidised -features' released in this 
country over the last few years. 
Both Palace and Working title are very astute companies, alert to 
new possibilities and outlets. As a result both have recently set 
up television companies: Working Title have already produced a 
series ECHOES which was screened by Channel 4, while Palace's 
first TV project: LENNY LIVE AND UNLEASHED, featured comedian 
Lenny Henry and was produced with backing from a satellite 
television company BSB. Both Working Title and Palace are also 
successful producers of pop promos. Such a multi-media approach, 
already Practised successfully by Zenith, is a response to the 
rapidly changing media entertainment industry and hopefully will 




It is companies like Channel 4, British Screen, Zenith, Handmade, 
Palace and Working Title, not the North American distributors who 
provide -all-important distribution guarantees, who create the 
space for film-making talent to devclop and for some innovation 
to take place. These companies are run by people who share an 
enthusiasm for film. as well as an astute awareness of the 
economic realities of film-making in Britain in the eighties. By 
and large they have kept budgets to a minimum and while people 
are aware of the need to make a range of product, covering a 
range of markets, they also understand the dangers that over- 
budget productions can bring. David Rose, for one, is 
particularly enthusiastic. about low budget production and he 
invokes the example of MY BEAUTIFUL LAUNDRETTE: I 
"We all felt it was a modest film for television... made on 16mm. 
We all got it wrong, happily, in that respect, but I think the 
atmosphere and the enthusiasm on that shoot derived from the fact 
that it was a small film... Everyone believed in it... There is a 
feeling within a crew you can sense very readily on a shoot, that 
they are beh-ind. it... If it had gone to 35mm, people might have 
started to have greater aspirations and it might not have had 
that real tight team spirit about it... I am in a way constrained 
to low budget films and I'm very glad. if anyone offered me 
another E5 million to top up my budget I would still wish to make 
low budget films. "(71) 
The issue of budgets raises interesting questions with regard to 
ideas of film-making and creative freedom. Tom Priestley, a 
editor who has worked in the industry for many years makes the 
following observations: 
"You think when you've got a bigger budget you can do more, but 
it's just as tight financially, often more so because there's an 
enormous pressure to get a certain something on the screen and 
then all these financiers have their ideas what it should look 
like. So actually I think you are more more of ten with a low 
budget f ilm. There are a lot of other problems but I think you 
are f reer tc, make the f ilm you want to make. " (72) 
in a similar vein, af ilm-maker like Derek, Jarman who has worked 
4 
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in the extremely low budget sector argues that it is not 
financial resources which engender cinematic creativity but 
rather the felt necessity to make the film in the first place. On 
one hand Jarman finds no creativity in a big budget special 
effects film like BLADERUNNER: 
"It's a set designer's job. it's Fortnum and Masons wrapping 
paper around a nothingness in the end. "(73) 
But on the other hand he does f ind a necessity in the work of 
certain film-makers like Peter Wollen, Ken Russell, Nicolas Roeg 
and others: 
"Kenneth Anger created some of the most marvellous cinema on 
absolute peanuts .... SCORPIO RISING is probably better than any 
other American feature in the year it was made... So you don't 
need resources. It's an approach to life really. "(74) 
Other film-makers are more appreciative of what can be achieved 
with a substantial budget. As Julien Temple argues: rl 
"On one level there is an extraordinary freedom... I saw 'ROGER 
RABBIT in America, which is formally a very important film, and I 
said to the guy who showed me some of the stuff 'WOW it's 
amazing', and he said 'well you can do anything with $35 
million', which in a sense is true. But then you do have the 
intense paranoia of the people who have put the money up and 
that's no joke. You feel a very heavy, almost mafia-like, 
pressure that if you fuck with their money your knees may be 
blown away - in a mental sense... I'm sure this would be less on 
a three million thing. I would like to do a small budget film but 
I do have respect f or the freedom money can buy: with the ideas 
you have by making them real. "(75) 
Bigger budgets may give a film-maker greater technical scope in 
the field of special effects but such levels of investment 
necessarily requires a compromise in that the film must be seen 
to have potential mass appeal which can require certain 
modifications at the level of narrative and plot. As Gareth Jones 
of Handmade puts it: 
"The bigger the budget is you've got to be able to say 'this has 
a mass appeal'. Therefore you cannot be so idiosyncratic in your 
taste, you have actually to get out there and say 'will this 
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appeal to the great unwashed American public V and by doing that 
you have to actually make compromises" (76) 
In this sense lower budgets can actually give a film-maker 
greater freedom in terms of making the statements he or she wants 
to make. This is a fundamentally important consideration in terms 
of the issue of the structuring of creativity in the context -of 
current British cinema. 
In addition, these companies have the nerve to take chances with 
'difficult' subject matter and inexperienced film-makers. They 
have been instrumental in the shaping of British cinema in the 
eighties. The close involvement these companies have at every 
stage of the production process has, I would wish to argue, a 
fundamental effect on the structuring of creativity in this 
context. The co-production strategies in which these companies 
have become increasingly involved, is resulting in a mixing of 
house-styles in interesting and c omplex-ways. This question 
requires greater elaboration which is beyond the scope of the 
present discussion, but what this chapter has done is to 
demonstrate the immense collective influence a small number of 
key decision-makers within the industry have in the context of 
low budget indigenous production. Together, David Rose, Simon 
Relph, Margaret Mathieson, Dennis O'Brien, Steve Woolley, Sarah 
Radclyffe and their close associates represent the 'gate- 
keepers' of the industry, pffectively determining what British 
cinema is; what subjects are worth producing and even what the 
the final product will look like. This state of affairs must, in 
turn, have some effect on the film-makers: the writers, directors 
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and producers directly responsible f or the products which make up 
'The British Cinema'. These individuals must initiate and develop 
their ideas in relation to existing patterns of funding and 
production. There is no point in approaching David Rose for 
example, if it is unlikely he will be interested in the idea in 
question. There is, I would contend, an underlying strain towards 
conformity in British film-making. This is probably more or less 
true f or any national cinema at any time but I believe it is 
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CHAPTER SIX 
THE FILM-MAKING PROCESS: SALES, DISTRIBUTION AND MARKETING 
"The Movie Business, f or better or worse, has become primarily a 
marketing business. " (Ned Tannen, ex-president of Universal, 
interviewed in 'Sight'& Sound', Winter 1983/4. ) 
In spite of all its artistic and creative aspirations, 
practically all contemporary film-making, whatever the country or 
cultural climate, is subject to certain 'facts of life' which are 
primarily economic in nature. First of all, film production is an 
extremely expensive process: the average cost of a typical 'low- 
budget' British independent featare with domestic locations, no 
international stars or expensive post production techniques: 
films like WISH YOU WERE HERE, MY BEAUTIFUL LAUNDRETTE or DISTANT 
VOICES, STILL LIVES, currently stands in the region of E1.5 - E2 
million. More ambitious projects featuring special effects, large 
casts or international locations: films like BRAZIL, CRY FREEDOM 
or HIGH SPIRITS, cost substantially more. Therefore, potential 
investors will only consider putting money into f ilms which in 
their judgement stand a reasonable chance of making a prof it at 
the box office - their reasons for investing in film-making are, 
generally speaking, commercial rather than philanthropic. In 
order for a film to break even, let alone make a profit, in what 
is a highly competitive and volatile market place, it must be 
sold, distributed and marketed in a vigorous fashion, making full 
use of the most effective and up-to-date techniques. Considering 
that a feature must earn two and a half times its production 
costs at the box oL. 'Lice before any profit is realised, effective 
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sales and marketing strategies are a crucial part of the f ilm- 
making process. 
At this point it is important to make some distinction between 
sales and marketing. As I have noted elsewhere (1), British 
feature films are generally financed by means of a combination 
of pre-sales and equity investments. Pre-sales are usually to a 
major foreign (i. e. North American) distributor and will, in most 
cases, amount to a substantial percentage of the budget, this 
being a reflection of a film's estimated market worth in a 
particular territory. This gives the distributor the rights to 
exploit that film as they see fit within their given territory 
and to appropriate any profits. Equity investors on the other 
hand will attempt to recoup their investment by way of sales -to 
distributors in other territories (usually the rest of the world) 
which involves a fee for the rights, plus a share in the profits, 
if any. So basically films are sold or presold by the production 
company to various distributors (and broadcasters) around the 
world. It is then the task of these distributors to devise and 
implement marketing strategies. The primary interest distribution 
companies have in films is in their commercial viability: films 
are a commodity which must be commercially exploited to the full 
and brought to the attention of their potential audience in the 
most effective manner possible. The value of a film to its 
distributor lies entirely in its box-office appeal, being only a 
pile of cans of celluloid in material terms. It is therefore not 
unrealistic to argue that, in this context, the marketing 




independent British producer formerly with Umbrella 
Films observes: 
"Nowadays people spend a hell of a lot more on the marketing and 
promotion of af ilm than they do on the actual production which 
is amazing, but, if you think about it, not surprising. There are 
a hell of a lot of products like 'coca 'cola' where the actual 
product costs next to nothing. It's all in the packaging, the 
promotion, the marketing: that's where all the cost is. And films 
to some extent are the same. I think that in the UK the 
distributors don't do enough marketing. It's chicken and egg: 
: the audience doesn't warrant it' they say, but you could say 
the audience would increase if there was more marketing'. When a 
film gets a really good marketing push, like CROCODILE DUNDEE it 
can do fantastically well. "(2) 
Some would dispute Samuelson's criticism of British distributors. 
While it is interesting to c.; onsider how much more is spent on 
marketing in the United States compared to the UK we must be 
careful not to equate the British and American situations: the 
market -places are very different, particularly in terms of size, 
and so too are the emphases of many marketing campaigns with 
American distributors tending to favour a less subtle, more 
overtly exploitative, approach than some of their British 
counterparts. (In some ways this is a reflection of the kind of 
film each industry tends to produce). While I wish to concentrate 
primarily on issues of sales, distribution and marketing as they 
apply to British film-production, most of the better articles 
available on these topics are American. Consequently I shall 
attempt to avoid confusion and distortion whenever possible: the 
basic mechanisms and structures are similar, it is only their 
application in terms of scale and emphasis which differ. 
one other general introductory point which needs to be made is 
that while film is very much a commodity this does not 
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necessarily mean that it can be marketed as one would market any 
other commodity. The marketing of f ilms involves the commercial 
exploitation of an 'expectation of a pleasurable experience,, not 
a tangible object like toothpaste or a motor car. As Richard 
Kahn, the executive vice-president, motion picture distribution 
and marketing for MGM/UA argues: 
"The marketing of movies is a unique phenomenon, as unique as the 
product it sells. It cannot be equated to selling homes, hardware 
or hairspray. Motion picture marketing deals with shadows on a 
screen, the merchandi'sing of emotion. " (3) 
Kahn's point is an important one and must be borne, in mind 
throughout the Cý., llowing discussion. 
Before taking a closer look at the 'questions of selling, 
distributing and marketing feature films, from a' primarily 
British point of view, I- shall f irst of ý all examine the question 
of the relationship between issues of marketing and cultural 
production in a broad context in order to demonstrate that the 
culture/commerce division is a spurious one and that markets are 
actually an insepArable aspect of cultural production no matter 
how highbrow it-may'appear. , 
The Marketing Process and Cultural Production 
Regardless of any commercial imperative, film remains a major 
cultural institution: at its most basic the mass production of 
narratives within narrow pre-set guidelines, at its most 
sophisticated a mature art form comparable to the best of modern 
drama, painting or literature. As such film must be located 
within a wider cultural context. This helps to provide a solid 
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grounding upon which more complex understandings of the nature of 
f ilm production, sales, distribution and marketing can be built. 
In his highly accessible and insightful, book CULTURE, first 
published in 1981, Raymond Williams demonstrates the ways in 
which artists and other cultural producers have historically been 
tied in with wider social institutions. by means of some kind of 
economic criteria. He considers pre-capitalistic issues of 
patronage and sponsorship before moving on to the question of 
cultural production and the development of markets. Given the 
close relationship he identifies between cultural production and 
markets, Williams argues that it is legitimate to view cultural 
production as simultaneously commodity production and cultural 
producers as a particular kind of commodity producer. He 
identifies a series of historically developmental, stages of 
commodity production with respect to, culture: artisanal, post- 
artisanal, market professional, corporate professional. The last 
stage is that which is currently dominant and involves the 
corporate organization of cultural production in institutions 
like Cinema,, Radio and Television, and the rise of the salaried 
professional. As Williams explains: 
"the effective ... origin of cultural production is now centrally 
sited within the corporate market. The scale of capital involved, 
and the dependence on more complex and specialised means of 
production and distribution, have to an important extent bl, ocked 
access to these media in older artisanal, post-artisanal and even 
market professional terms and imposed predominant conditions of 
corporate employment. "(4) 
Not only is access limited, but the dominance of planned 
marketing operations creates a situation where certain types of 
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cultural production are positively promoted. Williams argues that 
this is most relevant to the highly capitalised forms of cultural 
production such as the commercial cinema. The buyers -choice, 
which is the original rationale of the market, is displaced to 
operate within a pre-determined range. (In the case of film this 
would relate to the conception, on the part of big production 
companies, of 'what the public wants' or 'what is currently 
popular', which in turn helps to pre-determine production 
strategies with certain types of film being promoted as 
'commercially viable'. ) This bestows a great deal of importance 
upon the role of the corporate agent with respect to the 
generation of cultural products. Williams describes this state of 
affairs in the following manner: 
"In sophisticated market planning, a certain type of work 'can be 
selected at so early a stage, on- the basis of a few examples or 
of some calculated or- projected demand, that production, from 
that stage, no longer originates with the primary producer but is 
commissioned from him... This new form of innovation is at least 
primarily a marketing function, and this contrasts sharply with 
other kinds of innovation, which, governed by internal cultural 
purposes, often find themselves at the very margin of the market 
or outside it altogether. "(5) 
Williams goes on to suggest that even the contrast which he sets 
up between market originated and, producer originated work is not 
absolute since cultural producers often internalise known or 
possible market- relations in complex ways, involving different 
degrees of conscious and unconscious compromise. In other words 
they internalise market trends, current fashions etc. and tailor 
their work accordingly. 
Williams ideas have a great deal of relevance in the context of 
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the present discussion of film-making. Most national film 
industries are highly capitalised, corporately constituted, 
commercial enterprises which tend to structure their products 
within sets of (in most cases) rather narrow guidelines. issues 
of expectation and recognition " from the audience's or consumers 
point of view, are important whether- the film is a mass-market 
American genre movie or a specialised 'arthouse' production aimed 
at a more minority audience. In this sense it Could be argued 
that the effects of corporate planning referred to Williams are 
an identifiable feature of contemporary film industries'. These 
may be particularly so in the American context but even British 
production, which 'tends to be less mass-market oriented than the 
bulk of US production, is still structured by generic conventions 
and consequently most British films are readily identifiable as 
such. This is a complex issue' and one which I intend to explore 
in greater depth elsewhere, but at the moment it will suf f ice to 
say that British films tend to deal with a particular range of 
subjects and to have a particular visual and narrative style. 
It is important to note at this stage, that the organization of 
film-production in both Britain and the US has undergone certain 
important structural changes over the past forty years. In some 
respects Williams' corporate model would -seem to relate more 
closely to the old Hollywood studio system (and its British 
equivalent) where film production took place literally in 'film 
factories' owned by vertically integrated' companies 'who financed, 
produced, distributed and exhibited their own movies. These 
companies employed all persor%&el: creative, technical and 
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administrative, on a permanent salaried basis. Production 
programmes were decided on an annual basis and the studio heads 
retained the power to hire and fire, sanction projects and even 
to decide the final cut of a film. However, since the break-up of 
the studio system in the late forties/ early fifties, the 
situation has been somewhat different in that film-making now 
tends to be structured more on a one-off individual film basis. 
Rather than an annual studio production programme, of, for the 
sake of argument, twenty five features, projects -are now put 
together and funded as single'packages' . This often involves the 
setting up of a company for the sole purpose of making the f ilm 
with that company being dissolved on the completion. of the 
finished production. The film industry has become effectively 
Icasualised' in terms of employment with most. personna now 
operating on a freelance basis. Also, technical equipment and 
facilities (including studio space and post-production) are 
rented. from hiring companies. This state of affairs has prompted 
some to argue that film-making has assumed the characteristics of 
'craft production' (6). 
it is interesting to note that in recent years television has 
been subjected to a similar process: firstly with the 
introduction of Channel 4, which was set up to operate on 
commissioning programmes from independent producers basis, rather 
than making its own programmes in its own studios with its own 
creative and technical staff. This has proved so successful that 
currently their are plans to force the BBC and the ITV companies 
to commission 25% of their programming from independent 
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producers. 
In spite of these changes, Williams' model still applies in the 
sense that financial control, and with it the power to commission 
work, has remained in a small group of corporate ha , nd's. According 
to Ned Tannen, in the US only 5% of packages offered are actually 
realised as films. (7) More often than not these will be the 
packages which correspond with the financier's conceptions of a 
commercially viable product based on current trends and past 
experience. In Britain the percentage of 'successful 'deals' may be 
higher but there are so few sources of indigenous finance 
available that film-makers may be prepared to c ompromise 
significantly in order. 'to get a project'off the ground. In 
addition, companies like Channel 4, Zenith', Handmade and Palace 
will often commission work from writers in order to get the 
product they want. 
Films Sales in the UK 
As I have argued' above, the major concern on the part of 
production companies is their ability to sell their product- 
particularly to the potentially highly profitable North American 
market. In most cases finance from an American distribution 
company will be in the form of a pre-sale or 'negative pick-up' 
(a pledge guaranteeing the'payment of a specified sum on delivery 
of the final negative which a producer can lodge with a bank). 
Given the relative size and importance of markets the North 
American deal is a fact of life. As Steve Woolley of Palace 
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comments: 
"No British f ilm of almost any budget that I can think of can 
really go forward unless their is either a pre-sale in place or 
incredibly good signs of getting a presale... Your bank would 
have to be totally stupid to go ahead without an American pre- 
sale. "(8) 
Selling af ilm to a foreign distributor effectively gives that 
distributor the right to exploit the film as they see fit. While 
this seems only fair given that the distributor will have paid a 
great deal of money for the film in question, it can also mean 
that that the film-makers. have effectively lost any say over how 
the film is to be distributed and marketed. In addition, certain 
distribution deals can crpate a situation where6jif a film proves 
to be highly profitable, little if any of this profit reaches the 
producers: it is all preamed of by the distributors. While the 
issue of the North American market is rather cut and dried, deals 
covering rights to the rest of the world can be more f avourable 
from the producers point of view if the production company can 
retain the right to sell the picture to foreign territories. 
Steve Woolley for one, argues that his comp'any Palace would 
rather: 
11 ... take a bigger risk on the back end than on the front in terms 
of distribution because I would rather be distributing af ilm at 
the end of the day, that I'm making, in the UK and hopefully the 
world, than taking a big fee up-front. The'future of the company 
is going to depend upon us having a flow of product. (9) 
Gareth Jones of Handmade Films makes a similar point in 
commenting on the problems which may arise on a big budget 
production with an American major involved: 
... the studio for instance might want world-wide distribution in 
exchange for giving you a producers fee and we always want 
territories of our own to exploit because if you have a hit on 
your hands, that's where you are making the money. "(10) 
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This is not always-the case as sometimes American companies will 
totally finance a British production in return for world-wide 
rights. Recent examples include BRAZIL and CRY FREEDOM. In the 
hard-headed world of film-production in the eighties, several 
British companies realised that in order to survive, certain 
alterations to existing business practices needed to be made. 
In 1985, James Park, writing in AIP & Co. magazine, announced 
that: 
"most of Britain's major production finance companies have set up 
their own sales arms. It enables them to establish relationships 
with distributors for feedback about market conditions and 
discussions about future co-production deals. Self distribution 
also ensures that the production company has direct access to 
revenues occurrin3 from distribution and can charge a commission 
on sales. "(11) 
At present there are three major sales agents -handling British 
product: Film Four International, who sell much of the work 
funded by the channel, Gavin Film, headed by ex-Goldcrest sales 
manager Bill Gavin and The Sales Company, which was set up in 
1986 by Zenith, British Screen and Palace and is arguably the 
most important sales agency currently in 'operation in the UK, 
handling all the product of the founding partners and since 1987, 
Working Title productions. The other major British company: 
Handmade Films, have always sold and distributed their product 
'in-house', although recently they have used the services of 
Recorded Releasing to distribute their product in the UK. This is 
due to the fact that at present, Handmade's premises are too 
small and their is not enough room for a major distribution 
office. But the relationship between Handmade and Recorded 
Releasing is somewhat different from the normal 
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producer/distributor one as Gareth Jones, Head of Business 
Affairs at Handmade, explains: 
"We are putting up the distribution monies ourselves to cover 
costs. So it's not a true arms-length distribution deal. We 
obviously do deals with sub-distributors throughout the world but 
those deals are done by our own people. We don't use sales agents 
so distribution is something we very much want to keep under our 
own control. In the US we'd like to put together a distribution 
deal wher6ý3 we have control over distribution using the offices 
and some of the personnel of a studio distribution company. We 
would actually put our own f ilms out and cover the P&A costs 
ourselves and get a bigger share of returns at the end of the 
day. Because distribution is where the money is made. "(12) 
. 
The Sales Company, which is headed by Carole Myer, formerly of 
Film Four International, was set. up in order, to give the 
companies inv, qýlved a more direct say over the question of how 
their products were to be sold, distributed and marketed iný 
foreign territories. They also make a substantial saving on sales 
commission, paying in the region of 5-7.5% to the Sales Company 
as opposed to the usual 15-20%: effectively reducing the cost Of 
recovering investments. (13) As John Durie, Myer's associate at 
the Sales Company puts it: 
"There's very little point in making a picture ... if you cannot really try to control the eventual audience, i. e. who is actually 
going to have an opportunity to see your film. (14) 
The partners themselves know only too well the benefits setting 
up The Sales Company has brought. Steve Woolley of Palace for 
example is very enthusiastic: 
"Its been really important because its enabled us to keep the 
rights on pictures, raise money, hit targets in terms of foreign 
sales: which the banks are impressed by ther6%3 forging a closer 
relationship for future productions ... And it's also meant a good cementing of our on-going relationship with Zenith and British Screen which is very important. "(15) 
Production companies in Britain are acutely aware of the 
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importance of selling their product to distributors who will 
handle the distribution and marketing of a film intelligently and 
carefully. Given the importance of the American market place it 
is crucial that British producers are able to secure deals with 
American companies who can do this as it will give the f ilms a 
greater chance of success and the production company a track 
record which will enable them to raise money for subsequent 
productions. The situation appears to be optimistic at present as 
Sarah Radclyffe of Working Title and producer of- such films as MY 
BEAUTIFUL LAUNDRETTE, SAMMY AND ROSIE GET LAID, WISH YOU WERE 
HERE and A WORLD APART explains: 
"There has grown up in the States a whole collection of smaller 
distribution companies, or 'Mini-Majors' as they are known, like 
Cinecom, Atlantic, Orion Classics ... who know how to handle and 
place our sorts of films and know how to distribute them. Whereas 
if we'd just been left dealing with the majors there is a very 
large risk that if they don't angle it right, if they open it too 
wide ... they will pull it after a couple of weeks. Just like that ! Where as if they get more personal attention... Atlantic did a 
great job with WISH YOU WERE HERE and so far they are doing a 
great job with A WORLD APART which is very political.. They 
could have easily said 'this is too political' and opened it in 
one cinema in Detroit or whatever ... If you are in with the big companies you don't have the personal relationship with people 
who are handling the the project and I can't think of anything 
worse than spending a couple of years of my life doing something 
for some business executive in a major studio to say 'that's not 
going to work, it's too political P It would be awful. I daýn't 
think of anything worse. "(16) 
The importance of The Sales Company to production houses like 
Working Title, Zenith or Palace lies not only in terms of selling 
or placing films, but also in the context of sensible budgeting 
practices: setting budgetary levels on the basis of the film's 
estimated market value provided by Sales Company forecasts rather 
than making a film for whatever it costs and then attempting to 
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sell it as widely as possible. As Radclyffe explains: 
"It's great having them as a sounding board when you are raising 
finance. Carole Myer's very good at being able to read a script 
and assess what it's worth, just in terms of foreign sales, which 
is quite a specialised job. We can work it out roughly: the 
problems of a first time director, unknown stars, the rest of 
it.. But she can work it out to a finite figure which is a great 
help. "(17) 
The Sales Company base forecasts on past 
-selling 
experiences of 
similar. features but, as John Durie explains, the most important 
elements in the process of forecasting are the script and the 
elements attached to the project: stars, director, 
writer, producer. rzom. this information a calculated estimate* of 
what the film is worth in foreign markets is made. Once a film 
has been sold to a particular territory the Sales Company offer 
the distributor advice regarding marketing by showing them 
examples of successful campaigns in other territories. But the 
final say lies with the distributor. As Durie puts it: 
"You have to sell to distributors who actually want your picture 
and are going to be enthusiastic about it. And if they say 
'that's a great campaign in Britain but it's just not going to 
work in Germany or Australia', then you have to trust what they 
are going to do. Also, they have paid a lot of money f or the 
picture and they should have the right to mar'ket the picture as 
they see fit in their territory. That's why we independent sales 
agents are much different from the majors because what the majors 
do is ... from Hammersmith UIP (United international Pictures, the 
'largest film distributor registered in this country which 
handles, among other things, films made by Paramount, Universal 
and MGM/UA) say what the postering in South America or the Far 
East is going to be. It's a very different approach. "(18) 
Film sales agents tend to conduct their business -at a series of 
annual international film markets. The three major 'must attend' 
markets, as Durie puts it, are the American Film Market, held in 
Los Angeles at the end of February, the Cannes Film Festival, 
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which takes place in May and MIFED, which is based in Milan 
during the last week of October/ first week in November. Durie 
explains that these t hree events are the main commercial forums 
for assisting and selling a film. The major difference between 
them is that the Cannes Film Festival tends to cross both the 
cultural and commercial sides of the industry: i. e. minority 
audience 'art house' films and mass-market commercial 
productions, while both the AFM and MIFED are purely commercial 
markets with very little cultural glamour attached. In addition 
to the 'big three' there are a handful of other important 
festivals: most notably Berlin and Venice which, like Cannes, are 
both guided by a cultural and critical imperative and again like 
Cannes are used to launch particular films: ' giving them a certain 
profile which will hopefully generate a favourable critical 
response. At MIFED and the AFM business is described by Durie as 
Istraight selling' with films being advertised, distributors 
discussing projects with agents, viewing the film and then 
deciding whether to buy it or not. 
One consequence of the commerce/ culture distinction drawn by 
Durie is that particular films are targeted at particular markets 
depending on their form and coatent. As Durie puts it, an 'avant 
garde' film like Derek Jarman's THE LAST OF ENGLAND, which the 
Sales Company handled, would play well at Berlin but would 
definitely not go down well at MIFED or the AFM which are only 
interested in mass-market commercial films. Cannes on the other 
hand, has the ability to span the whole spectrum. Durie explains 
that the, appropriate placing of a film is vitally important. To 
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present an 'art' film at Milan would be to do it a disservice as 
the buyers who would be interested in it would not be in 
attend; B, nce and its all important 'profile' would be lost. 
The idea of the 'profile' means that The Sales Company treats 
every film it handles as a discrete entity and is sold as such, 
within the parameters of the selling procesi.;: festivals, markets, 
trade publications etc. The company attempt to stress the 
particular individuality of a film by way of an artwork image' 
used in the form of a promotional poster or. incorporated in a 
glossy sales brochure which includes a plot synopsis and 
biographical information on those involved with the project 
director, producer, stars etc. More often than not, this work 
will be done at the pre-sale stage of the process. As Durie 
explains: 
"Creating an image for the film before it is even made, or even 
the first frame is shot, is a very important ingredient because 
what it does is it plants in the mind of potential buyers some image about the picture ... what we call 'track' in the industry. If they see an ad in January and with the AFM in February, if 
they see that, they see who's starring in it, they see who's 
directing it, or who's selling it, and they think 'we must keep 
an eye on that P. Because although there is an eighteen month 
lead time from when a picture is actually given the go-ahead to 
when it's actually finished, everything happens in those eighteen 
months in terms of marketing it and selling it, getting it 
contracts and actually creating a marketing campaign. So when it 
goes out, people are very well aware of it. It's a very important 
ingredient in the whole film business because if you don't sell 
it, you don't get the money, and if you don't get the money, 
producers can't make their next picture. "(19) 
So far The Sales Company have been successfal in their task. Their 
business acumen and enthusiasm for the products they are handling 
has ensured this and is a reflection of the will to survive on 
the part of the indigenous British film industry. These 
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attributes are shared by the more successý, -t: L independent 
production and distribution companies current-ly a. -tive in'the'UK: 
the four companies I have mentioned as being associated with The 
Sales Company being prime examples. 
Distribution 'and Marketing 
In the UK the key marketing agents are the distribution 
companies. As Archie Tait points out in his article on 
distribution included in BRITISH CINEMA 'NOW published in 1985, 
there were 110 registered film distributors in Britain in 
1983. (20) Of this figure 3 large companies, handled the*films made 
by the American majors: ' the staple-product of, the two-major 
cinema circuits in this country- Rank's Odeon chain and Cannon 
cinemas. These 'big three' are UIP, Twentieth Century Fox and 
Columbia-Cannon-Warners (formerly Columbia-EMI-Warner; s). These 
companies have handled the distribution df the quite a few 
British productions in recent years including THE KILLING FIELDS, 
A PASSAGE TO INDIAf REVOLUTION, ' HIGHLANDER, THE' MISSION, 
CASTAWAY, ' A MONTH IN THE COUNTRY (C-C-W, who handle less product 
than they formerly did when Thorn-EMI were a major producer), 
BRAZIL, DANCE WITH' A STRANGER, (Fox) 'and PERSONAL SERVICES, CRY 
FREEDOM, A FISH CALLED WANDA and the JAMES BOND series (UIP). 
Below the 'big three' there, are Rank Distributors who have 
handled some British product like DEFENCE OF THE REALM, and a 
group of small independent British 'companies who have 
successfully handled much of the independently produced features 
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in the UK. Examples include Palace Pictures, who have distributed 
COMPANY OF WOLVESF MONA LISA, NO SURRENDER, THE HIT, 
INSIGNIFICANCE, SID & NANCY, ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS, WISH YOU WERE 
HERE, SA1411Y AND ROSIE GET LAID and A WORLD APART; Recorded 
Releasing, an offshoot of producer Jeremy Thomas' Recorded 
Picture Company (HEAVENLY PURSUITS, EAT THE RICH, WITHNAIL AND 1, 
TRACK 29 and DROWNING BY NUMBERS); Curzon (A ROOM WITH A VIEW, 
NANOU, COMRADES, LITTLE DORRIT, PRICK UP YOUR EARS); Virgin 
(GOTHIC, EMPIRE STATE, ARIA) and a few others like BFI 
distribution, Blue Dolphin, Mainline and Enterprise Pictures. 
Some of these companies rely on their own independent cinemas for 
releasing films and most of the British product handled by them 
tends to be exhibited in either in dependent cinemas or the BFI 
subsidised Regional Film Theatres. 
The value of these companies is recognised by producers. Patrick 
Cassavetti, the producer of BRAZIL, MONA LISA and PARIS BY NIGHT 
argues that: 
"Palace are brilliant because they will take a film and they will 
push it. They will invest a tremendous amount of enthusiasm into 
the marketing and selling. Sometimes it works, sometimes it 
doesn't. But I think, on the whole, the thing about Palace and 
others is that they are great film enthusiasts so they-will enjoy 
the whole business of promoting a film. They believe in film in 
general and they will spend a lot of time encouraging people, 
encouraging exhibitors. And I think that's what you need to do. 
For so long people have just churned films out. "(21) 
The issue of marketing movies is a relatively recent phenomenon, 
catching on in the US, as B. J. Franklin suggests, in the 
sixties. (22) In the days of the studio system, the Hollywood 
majors tended to rely on their publicity'departments to generate 
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interest in film Productions. However', once, the industry had 
undergone major structural change', competition became much 
fiercer in what was a shrinking market place. Finding the most 
effective way to, sell your film to the public became a vital 
consideration. As Al Clark, former head of production at Virgin, 
puts it: 
"Good marketing is absolutely indispensable ... I would defy 
anyone to name a film that was a success without good marketing. 
Word of mouth has some effect obviously, once a film has opened, 
but the opening of a film is linked directly to the effectiveness 
of its marketing... To distinguish the film from anything else 
that's opening in that week,, to give it an aura of 'must see', to 
create a sense of occasion around it without lapsing into empty 
hyperbole. "(23) 
Other producers currently active in British cinema agree with 
Clark. Margaret Mathieson of Zenith makes the following comments 
regarding the issue of marketing: 
"I think it's very important, and I think it's something you need 
to learn 
, coming out of 
television where you just make it and 
bang it on the box with promotion which follows very similar 
patterns. Learning how to promote cinema has been interesting. 
Kn6wing what you've got to sell ... And then careful consideration 
of the best form of advertising depending on a particular 
audience you think will go for it. "(24) 
The unique nature of each film means that each must be marketed 
as a discrete commodity in much the same way as The Sales Company 
creates a 'profile' for film to attract potential buyers. This 
involves the creation of a 'narrative image' (again similar to 
the selling process) capturing the essence of the film which must 
be communicated to the cinema-going public. The idea of the 
'narrative image' can be applied both in a literal sense: a 
poster design or logo, or in a broader sense encompassing the key 
marketable features of a project which will be concentrated on 
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during the campaign and hopefully implanted in the mind of the 
potential audience. In terms of the literal definition the basic 
idea is to, in the words of Richard Kahn: 
"... seize upon the factors (or preferably a single all-powerful 
one) that stand out as the dominant reasons people have for 
wanting to see the movie and to communicate the resulting theme 
via the words and images in the ad. "(25) 
Paul Webster, the Managing director of Palace Pictures is 
unequivocal about the importance of the poster design to those 
who made the film and those who will release it: 
"It becomes for the movie the single image that attempts the 
impossible: to capture the essence of the film and transform it 
into an image of seduction. " (26) 
Palace made their name as a film distributor on the back of their 
phenomenal success with f ilms like DIVA, THE EVIL DEAD and MERRY 
CHRISTMAS MR LAWRENCE. Steve Woolley, who along with Nic Powell 
is the driving force behind the company explains how he came up 
with the 'narrative image' for DIVA: 
"I sat in front of a video screen and just kept watching images 
of the film thinking 'what can you take V and eventually came up 
with that helmet, which was a beautiful blue image and 
represented to me ... the kid and the woman, the blue light behind. But then it didn't have everything so we thought 'lets rip the 
corner off and put that guy with the earphone , c9ming through that'. So you get the murder/romance line that we came up with... 
And Jean Jaques Beineix (the director) thinks that is the best 
image he's seen for the film.... It takes a lot of work and a lot 
of time to get a campaign right ... I think its really a case of not asking a director what he thinks of an image, but asking him 
why he made the f ilm or understanding the notion of why it was 
worth doing it in the f irst place ... getting under the skin of the person... and making that your campaign. "(27) 
The creation of a poster design can be a hit or miss situation 
and sometimes f ilm-makers are not at all happy with the pos-ter 
design created for their film by the distributors concerned. An 
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interesting example of this is EMPIRE STATE, whose director Ron 
Peck was far from happy about the poster produced by Virgin for 
the f ilm: 
"I don't think it was very interesting. It wasn't very arresting. 
It didn't give you any information. There were no credits on it. 
It just looked to me like something that was thrown out 
quickly. "(28) 
Peck contrasts this with the design created by stills 
photographer Mike Laye which was subsequently used by the sales 
agents Overview in selling the film overseas. 
"They sold the film widely on the strength of it, which was 
interesting... it drew people's attention. "(29) 
As a consequence of his experiences with EMPIRE STATE, Peck is 
determined to have more control over the marketing of his 
subsequent films. This may prove a difficult thing to achieve 
given the rights of companies who have paid a lot of money f or 
the f ilm to market it as they see f it. 
Turning now to the broader application of the idea of the 
'narrative image', this can include information presented in the 
poster in the form of credits or a photograph of the leading 
actors etc. but it goes beyond the poster design in that the idea 
behind it is to create an impression in the audiences mind as to 
why the film is worth paying money to see. The naming of stars is 
a popular device and dates back to the earliest days of the 
Hollywood studio system. The importance of stars may have 
diminished slightly from the days of Humphrey Bogart, James 
Cagney, Bette Davis and Joan Crawford but the inclusion of a big 
star like Clint Eastwood, Sylvester Stallone or Meryl Streep in a 
film can give it quite a boost at the box office. The British 
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cinema boasts few international stars so production companies 
will often hire an American actor or actress to give them a 
better chance of attracting US finance. Recent examples include 
the casting of Barbara Hershey in A WORLD APART, Denzil 
Washington and Kevin Kline in CRY FREEDOM and Steve Guttenberg 
and Daryl Hannah in HIGH SPIRITS. 
A film can also be marketed on the basis of its subject matter or 
genre. In this way it can be identified with the success of other 
productions which are similar in some way: ' the phenomenon of 
spin-offs and sequels, or simply being categorised as belonging 
to a genre which is currently fashionable, be it horror, action 
adventure,. comedy or whatever. While spin-offs and sequels tend 
to be more a feature of American cinema: ROCKY, POLICE ACADEMY, 
NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET have all generated several sequels, 
British cinema in the past has also relied on series such as the 
BOND films, Hammer Horrors and the CARRY ON films, although, with 
the exception of the James Bond series, this is unusual in the 
current context. However, the question of genre is still 
important on both sides of the Atlantic. In the US several sub- 
genres have been created, reflecting the youthful composition of 
the audience: gung-ho adventure films, adolescent sex comedies, 
the 'Brat Pack' movies etc. British cinema, while by and large 
tending not to use genre as a major marketing device, is broadly 
structured on generic lines. The major popular British genres 
include 'quirky, comedies (often with serious social themes like 
LETTER TO BREHZNEV, MY BEAUTIFUL LAUNDRETTE and others), 
thrillers (DEFENCE OF THE REALM, MONA LISA) , biopics (SID & 
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NANCY, PERSONAL SERVICES, PRICK UP YOUR EARS) and the odd big 
budget 'liberal epic' like A PASSAGE TO INDIA, THE KILLING FIELDS 
or CRY FREEDOM. The question of genre in current British cinema 
will be explored in some depth in chapter eight which deals with 
the question of aesthetics and British cinema. 
Staying with the question of subject matter, a film can also be 
marketed on the basis of its association with other popular 
forms; the classic example being an adaptation of a best selling 
novel or a popular play. Such literary adaptations have been 
particularly significant in terms of British cinema which has 
constantly looked to this country's strong literary tradition for 
ideas, often to the detriment of cinematic innovation and 
experiment. Recent examples include A ROOM WITH A VIEW, MAURICE, 
LITTLE DORRIT, A MONTH IN THE COUNTRY and A HANDFUL OF DUST. 
A third category which can be manipulated as a marketing device 
is the the reputation of the dieector of the f ilm, or in af ew 
cases its producer: e. g. David Puttnam. Directors are arguably 
more marketable than they once were given the general rise in 
interest in directors as 'authors' of the films they make. This 
idea originated with the critics writing for the French journal 
CAHIERS DU CINEMA in the fifties and is reflected in the bulk of 
film reviews in the 'quality', press and on television. In the US 
the latest film by Stephen Spielberg, George Lucas, Martin 
Scorcese or Francis Coppola are marketed on the strength of their 
directors reputation, while in Britain productions by John 
Boorman, Richard Attenborough, Bill Forsyth, Nicolas Roeg, and 
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one or two others can be given a similar push. 
However, as John Ellis notes, (30) the utilization of the idea of 
an individual creative genius as a major marketing device has its 
pitfalls for those concerned. The set of expectations which the 
marketing campaign utilizes can serve to constrain a film-maker 
by locking him or her in a particular image which they may be 
unable to break. Like actors and actresses they can become 
'typecast' as a maker of comedies or action adventure movies and 
investors will only back projects which relate closely to their 
previous successes. The creativity to which they owe their 
reputations can become progressively stifled in the drive to 
retain their Popularity with audiences and backers alike. 
In this way we can begin to see how the categories explored above 
can inter-relate: particular directors and stars can become 
strongly associated with particular kinds of film. The task of 
the executives assigned to devise and implement a marketing 
campaign for a film must attempt to combine these elements in the 
most effective way possible, highlighting the strengths and 
downplaying any weaknesses: e. g. concentrating on star performers 
to cover up what may be a mediocre plot. In addition while there 
is a tendency to standardise, to cash in on past successes by 
employing similar techniques, some innovation is required if 
formulas are not to become too overworked and repetitive, leading 
to a drop in box office popularity. In addition, there is no such 
thing as a dead certainty in the film business: the inclusion of 
stars, a name director, or a popular subject may give a 
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production a greater chance of commercial success but this 
success will certainly not be ensured. The marketable elements of 
a project must be combined and' packaged in particular ways using 
a range of marketing techniques 'which are sensitive to the 
complexities and characteristics of what is a volatile and highly 
illusive market. 
The Marketina, Stratecy 
As I have indicated above, marketing campaigns are as individual 
and idiosyncratic as the films they are designed to promote. 
However, there are a common set of parameters and techniques 
within which campaigns must operate and make use of in the most 
effective manner Possible. Richard Kahn identifies four distinct 
categories within the concept of 'movie marketing': market 
research, advertising, publicity and. promotion. He describes the 
first of these - 'market research' in terms of a currently 
evolving phenomenon which is designed to increase the 
effectiveness of decision-making with regard, not only to 
questions of sales and advertising, but also to: 
"the very judgements that det-ermine what movies will be 
made. "(31) 
This appears to bear out the observations made by Raymond 
Williams regarding market originated cultural production. 
However, Kahn preaches some caution on the issue in that market 
research does not, in his opinion, provide some set of objective 
guidelines for commercial success, however important it may be: 
"Trained judgements, intuitive leaps, good guesses and common 
sense must remain the hallmarks of motion picture marketing; if 
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we veer away from these criteria, we're going to be in a great 
deal of trouble. "(32) 
Market research has three different applications in terms of the 
film-making process. Firstly, it can be used to target an 
audience: who will be interested in your film and is this market 
substantial enough to justify the amount of money you intend to 
spend on the production. In Britain decisions regarding target 
audience tends to be based on past experience; knowing what it is 
you've got to sell and looking at how similar products have sold 
in the past. This is something that The Sales Conpany are 
particularl%jgood at according to clients like Sarah Radclyffe and 
Margaret Mathieson. 
Secondly, market research can be used to test a finished film by 
way of organising previews screened to an invited audience whose 
reactions are observed throughout the screening and who are 
subsequently asked to comment and make suggestions as to how the 
film could be improved. This can result in changes to the final 
cut of the f ilm; sequences which played well can be highlighted, 
those which didn't can be shortened, the whole film can be 
tightened up. Decisions can also be made regarding target 
audience at this stage, on the basis of who the film seemed to 
appeal to the most on a basis of age, sex and social class. Fron., 
this information the most effective ways of marketing the film to 
its target audience can be worked out. 
A third and final application of market research is to use it to 
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construct a 'formula picture': bringing together certain elements 
which research has shown to be popular with the public. This 
would seem to be an application of market research which ignores 
Kahn's warning in that it sets out to make the ultimate audience 
oriented picture regardless of other issues of form and content. 
As a result it has never been used in Britain and only 
occasionally in America. However, as John Durie points out, a 
company called Pacific International which made the Sun Classic 
films like THE WILDERNESS FAMILY in the seventies used this form 
of market research: 
"It was almost like making a picture out of multiple choice 
elements: taking on the right elements and making the picture. 
And they were actually very good at that. "(33) 
Widespread use of such techniques could only lead to creative 
paralysis in the long run as it gives up the whole question of 
initiation in favour of some vague and dubious notion of 'what 
the public want'. 
Kahn describes advertising as the marketing tool with the highest 
profile. It is also the most expensive: in 1978 $500,000,000 was 
spent on movie advertising in North America. (34) Advertising is 
conducted through the channels of newspapers ('the bulwark of 
the motion picture ad campaign'), magazines, radio, television 
and outdoor posting. The all important print ad 'image' 
represents the major foundation of a successful advertising 
campaign for all the reasons discussed above. In addition, the 
placing of ads in appropriate (in relation to target audience) 
publications and at appropriate times in broadcast schedules is 
vital. The advertising campaign carried out by Palace, through 
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their publicists, PSA for Nicolas Roeg's film INSIGNIFICANCE is 
described by Shelly Bancroft in an issue of AIP & Co. 
3 10's), fashion magazine. (35) The film was aimed at a young (mid 
conscious, educated audience and consequently particular 
attention was paid to coverage in magazines identified as having 
-a this kind of readership: THE FACE, BLITZ and I. D. These ads put 
strong emphasis on Roeg's directorial style (a reflection of his 
popularity among 'hip' cineastes) and also stressed the strong 
50's glamour image of the film (reflecting the current vogue for 
fifties icons and fashions). A more mainstream release would have 
been advertised rather differently, probably making more use of 
popular newspapers and prime time television advertising. 
Relating it back to the idea of market research, an advertising 
campaign may he subject to testing in much the same way as the 
completed film is at a preview. The is justified by John Durie on 
grcunds of cost: 
"The film industry is terribly expensive. It's Very Costly to 
make prints and take advertising and to sustain a campaign, let 
alone just the =aking of the picture. So it's an investment of ... 
are you actually doing the right campaign for the right picture 
?, releasing it at the right time to the right audiences in the 
right cities ? ''(36) 
,6 The -,. zsue of publicity in Kahn's model refers to all direct. 
public attention brought to a product by means of the same media 
used by advertising but in this instance using time and space 
that has not been directly purchased. This is the crucial 
difference -between the two. On-going public---%'. -y is an imporltant 
aspect of a marketing strategy from the 4moment the project is 
approved to when it reaches the cinemas. It embraces things 1'ke 
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news and feature stories concerning the project and those 
involved in it, interviews with such i nClUviduallz and 
4- U docummentaries on the making of the film. Continuing ý. 4 
a: tample of 171,701S. 1,11IF11". ICE, publicity for t-his projecit included a 
UT 
TIME OUT feature on actor Tony Curtis, chat-show appearances by 
1-414-46 c4-& ". 10gan' and 'Breakfast- Tim.. -', and a fashion spread in a 
major woman's -.. --ga= 
4A. 
- featuring Theresa Russell who also starz 
4 
&. n the Ail=t. In addition, a documentary on the making of 
I'VISIGNIFICANCE was shot by Nicolas Roeg's son Luke. 
Kahn points out that a qualified unit publicl-s1t: is usuallY 
ass'gned to a production at very early stage and it is his, Or 
her, job %to generate a flow of press material that w4i . 0. tinue 1' ccnt 
to call attention to 1: 1he film throughout the c urse Of It 0 
production. The u-1,1 4 soz &. _ý is responsible for 0-ganising and 
supervising visits to the set '. by media representatives and also 
has the task of assembling the final 'press-kit' which will be 
handed cut at press screenings for review purposes and at 
festivals. The Mit is made up of notes on the productIc. ri and 
P"OdUC4 On S4.411s. those involved with it, feature st th ories a... 
Glinwc, cd, ltllaan sales age". ts NS' IFIC',,:. CE prcl., Ucc or 1. . c" n 
q electronic press kilt -a video consIsIt"Ing of clips 
from IN Z. 
IIM 
and zoundltrackc and : 3ections of Luke Roeg's docu. mantary - which 
was handed ouit at the Cannes film festival. Kahbn also inc! udas 
tI 
4a majltLng of a trailar two ba, shown at the clnezna where the film 
is due to be exhibittad at- the promotional stage. 
C, 
Ahe final z4ý age of the marketing process according to Kahn is 
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p. romotion. This involves the use of a variety of subsidiary 
devices to call attention to the film. These devices include 
paperback novalisationz of the screenplay or, i-I 4.1he film 4.3 an 
2aptat, t1he original novel f aturing artwork a 6on, a re-edition of a 
,tf iln, on the cover - usually the post design. Sound r o. - the 
track records are also common pro. -noltional devices. Steve Woolley 
of Palace is part-cularly emphatic about -4 - the importance of a 
scun%ditrack. -album as a promotional device: 
"Or. SCANDAL we have an original score by Carl Davis, we have 20 
diff. fEerenit. zongoz from Peter Sellars to the Shadowz to Nat King 
Cole and' Frank Sinatra ... An, "' T, 'he Pet Shop Boys have done a track 
w t1h Dusty Springfield which tM February an" I -hey are releasing 4A ýA 
t hat will be at least a top ten hit. We release our film in 
March... People say you are bastardising the film because you've 
got the Pet Shop Boys on the credits at It'he end. '60 Me if I can 
get the Pett Shop Boys audience - especially the older ones, to 
take the picture semi-seriously then I've got an anormous =a--]I: et 
t 1ýk ar a. " (30 7) 
T 4- 4 
A.. 6 lt is 
intaresting to "note that stars from 
cf ten app =_ ar in _4 
ilzis : IM. - ck Jagger , 
David 
s. Nampllc, and tthiz in itself is a markating ý: O 
a -ant. In the case of big Idlockbus' . 941-S ., t ýý44& 
-1-1 ro the promaotlcna.,. not is t1hrown nmuch wide t 
mugs, T shirts and other novelties. 
tha. pop Inusic 'O. -Orld 
Bowie and Sting for 
Eunctic. n. to a certain 
like STAR WARS or ET 
include toys, games, 
fizal pronnotional device which is not mnenltioned by Kahn but 
wl!, 6-4ch B. J. Franklin picks up on, is 'word of mouth'. This can be 
a very ef 'cctiva, and -. -, aap, way of drawing at I: en -ion to a fill. n. i
As Frankl--n suggest 
"If a ffil= catches on by word of n&outh the only thing that people 
need to kno-. -i is where it Is playing. " (36) 
th; e 1-4ard work dcno at the marketing stage can '--a th. -cwn away 
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if, a is botclhod. In fact., in some cases C 
;U-:, 4 4- .- on I-3vh, f.,. ='s ultA.,,, a%. c succeas or failure can rest how and -&i. iz 
Fr--I 14- -. "4-5 0ýý ra" vA- Vr--4-U 'A 
J. eased intocn em az ý4ý4 ý44 j, 16 9%. 0 - W. A. "A-4.7" C 
therc are two pcalk releasing periods d -L ir. ighayaaS tz ara nt! 
Christmas. While these are popular periods this also means that 
c o= petition is a. its highest and selling a particular film to 
ý&. 6e public W4 
1-11 U 4- 
ý11 be all %. he more dia. 64 
ic u'-j- It. j he onus is on 
d3 
6*. 4U4 -- '41 ' 










al. 1 I Cl. g=tly In j %A4.6 ý &. %, V. A. ý %. 4. & 
order to ensure the most favourable outconme. There are two 
typical release patterns - fast, where the -. arlta't 63 satu--ated 
quickly and a 14411m. is screened simultaneously in cinemas all ove-- 
t In aco untry, and slow, w, -,, -re a fil M1 :3 opened :. n one or two 
C,. -e, -Ias in selected areas and interest. in the form of reviows and 
word of . -. ou4. -, ', -, Jis allowed to build up before it is re'leazed'anY 
wider. Frank. lin gives a detailed account of I: he releasing 
stratogy employed A,. -Oy colu, -, -. ... 4a on Robart IIIanton's film., KIRA! "IS2. VS, 
lk MVI) r 
I- ' (. n, e an n 1-ho M071C III as origina'ý, ly ta -ý-,, etecl at an 'a dul 
ftc 
aaswaz 114, oc -- cl. aasc 
4N", lhc ahris ý: ras period and there f cre would bz in dir a c,,,. ' 
Pat- --4-C -On w,, 6*1- a 4- 0 4: : arz. d bloc. %bU34ý 
it came round to I actual release K. 161 AME 'R. VS KRAINER was giver. 
li-T, itc; d as OPP-ozed '%-, o blanalcelt exposure: a slow rather than a fast 
release. This -,; as A. o. .6 the f 
i1r. being to give impress of 
41 al-1 a av al I d .6 but. no. ' too available and was probably a self- 
conscious '.! ecis-_cr. by to avoid anx cver 
to feeling of 
baizg inc on, pCt 4- -0m, A. 
"41- 
.6%. J. 
t 1,4,1, -mCra". g In p-0fJ, Ia 
4.01ockbuste6 A 
46 
proved to be bot. & -a! -s. 
In any case the a co. -.. =crc4 
a nd, acr. "Ltic-al, zuccazs. 
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While good placing can help a film's success, a releasing 
ly thoughLIC out, can ; reck strategy which is inappropr ate, or 'boad. 
a film. T. -&iz is exactly what Ron Pack claims happened to his 
I-Ove, was di %. rJ EAMAPIRE STATE whicM., as is poý - a" nted Out 
tl, is CCU-4-: -Y b- V, -g4-. AZ pp _Cl pUtS it. 
"Virgin ended up doing a deal with Cannon, therefore it went into 
Cannon c-Anemas and it seems to me it shouldn't have played in 
those cinemas. it was the wrong place. I went up to Newcastle Ito 
see it. It opened there and played for one. week, which was 
interesting because even the cinema manager said the film would 
o . -. 4u chba It tarat t- 16-4 e .1oca1reg iona"11. ffil-, tthaal,: re ... 
Vi -A gin 
opened the film in something like thirty cinemas on the first day 
which again was a big mistake. It should have opened in one 
cinema and allowed to hopefully generate interest, 'whic'n is a 
tried and lested ,,; -y of opening films like MOTIA LISA and-MY 
BAE"AAUTIFUL LAUNMRETTE. These films opened in a place where there 
was a focuz. "(39) 
In 4 Cn +* 0 addl,.. the L, '-se', Izitive 4- release pattern, thirky -1 Mri- ts of 
4-UC 
%-6.6 .9 film must have been struck. E1,000 a print thi see:, ", s an 
uRr. 0c eS z;. '. -Ye -N-. Par. 3ef0ra . 1. i1Ln. u., h J. c1h, cou1-. 1,, havcaa zrna, d 4m o ram a -It 1.1-1 e 
bOX OfflCe with a slower releasing pattern using 6-10 prints. The 
larger companies, %. who are used to dealing with mass--market 
American product, seem to be unable at tý imes to treal' 
oe 
SvY 'diff'---ultt' Products with the care they 
ra qU. 
6re. As te e le 
observes: 
T see all t-i-mie ccmnpanies like Rank and Cannon, who have so 
1., 6* C .. 6 %. 0 A. r 
.1 - 1, on thc*r plate they don' 46. know what their doing; they dorit 
knoi; ag ^V od ff i l. n. crabad fil. m, so they throw J go t 
-IC-1hon, all out. . And they throw the baby out with the bath water 
av ary It im c. 0 
11, Ahare is occasiona. L. 1y a proble. -m of access to particular cinemaz 
Which can hinder the distribution process. sj=z, -, p. elps,, ey. plai, -'s 
that i--, thz cazs cf the Pla, -, Was tc re'lease the fillm 
Itc the 'Curzon cina: na as i-Its pre genera]. release shov-case 
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(Curzon being the f il. m 1s UK distributors) . However, the 
f ilm was 
delayed slightly due to problems with the editing process and as 
a result it rssed its turn in the queue at the Curzon, 
losing 
out to PRICE UP YOUR EARS. 
-soft 14-L e rm aa It. A. n. p ý- oc-s--'0 These then are the major component aa 
'A' 
-1 -he conclude Ith is discussion, I shall describe in some 
depth t 
marklati. ng ca. mpaigns which were designed for the release of two 
British films into UK cinemas in the"-mid eighties. 
r" 1, " A11, A,, a "I'ark. ating of THE 1rIL. L"1r', 1jG FIELDS and CCI-. "& Y OF TiT_0__LVE! j 
. 6, ý ý. W ýA ýý--ý..! %W L: by Bril"t"-s! ". Most "-, -, c -Wrod"ced f" 'Ins are marke"ted in this country 
A. - A- - -; I.. _a, - r, --mpan- as .ý There are so-a wl,, cn 
1-ave ba n 
sull-oz Itanti ally "'rded fro: -, North JA -4 as a cCns1-;, que-Cz . -nerica an. 4. 
-h buta *1 h e, -,, a, n- i ig&bl%l Co 
diztri.. 
-. jess ffilms, even 
in t= I. o., &e mar'bat, .6j. J 
with the American distributor. This is the case with Roland Joffe 
and David 'Pulttnana' s fil*m THE KILLING FIELDS which was marketed in 
t1his country by lUarner Brothers European 'ndvertis"Lng an'd 
Publicity department and distributed through Columnbia-EMI- 
Warner. (411) The film was initially previewed at selected venues, 
ena. 1-031. ing t-he makers to assess feedback and make any alterationz 
if necessary. The response at these previews was generally 
-, icularly from femnales and young males. The posit Ave , part 
advertising strategy was to 'play-safe' by aligning the film with 
both f CHARIOTS OF FIREE (I. -dy virtue of D avid Pult 4. - nam be ing the 
Producer of 1-doth) a. -.:! GAIUTD417.1" (by virtue ot khe production co. n., pany 
G0 "A. d Cz 1 -;: 1.2 Oscar w-nnarz, ser-: jng to I-ocat "ITTZ -azt), !:: ýth 
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KILL114IG FIELDS by association and give it a part-4-cular profils as 
a 'quality' fil. -.,. 
The decision was made to open the 
This was. the pre-christmas period 
a general release at this stage 
direct competition with American 
and GREMLILIS and probably would 
strategy generated much inter 
film exclusively in one cinema. 
and if the film had been given 
it would have found -itself 
in 
blockbusters like GHOSTBUSTERS 
have suffered accordingly. The 
est: both word of mouth, and 
critical in the form of published reviews. Favourable quotes from 
critics were used in subsequent poster and ad campaigns. T'HE 
KILLING FIELDS was then released into three otlter London cins. -as 
in order to build up the mo. -,, entu, -,, gradually. Finally, a general 
release was plar.: -. ed 'Eor February 1985.17.1his w-as good tti-'Ming as 
runs anQ` 'he Christ-. as f--lIms had come to the end of 
'KILLING FIZELDS was tipped to clean uip at the BAFTA ceremonLas 
(the Briltish Oscars) . 'Around 60 prints were made. for maxi=u. m 
nationwide e. Xhibition. (In the US an equivalent general release 
would involve over 1,000 prints: a stark indication of %'. he 
difference in market size. ) 
THE KILLING TS enjoyed the banefits. of having a powerful and 
establ-LsIza, di marketing organisation. COMPANY OF WOLVES, on the 
otiler hamd, was the J first film produced by Palace, only two years 
after they had begun to distribute f ilms. (421) COMPAINY OF ITCALVES 
was an .6 P ar caJ. v ed' as 'art! film and consequently posed certain 
proble, ms as to the naost ef f ective way 46-. o market it. 
I'%,. had no 
di.:: ect strucIture and did not fit into any generic 
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ca'Cegory, there were no big stars appearing in the film, and the 
director Neil Jord'an was, at "that point, virtually unknown. 
Therefore, the decision was made to market the film as an 
'enigma', as Paul Webster, the man responsible for the campaign, 
puts it-. The marketing campaign was to be limi. ted by -financial 
considerations: only E200,000 was 'available (minus the cost of 
prints) , which is extremely modest compared to the average 
$5-6 
million spent on an American film at home. So the initial steps 
were to make selective placements of ads in certain- 'quality' 
publications including THE GUARDIA, 11, THE SUNDAY T11.1161ES and TIME 
OUT and on local London radio. Palace found that the 'tabloid' 
Press Were 0-5 little help given the lack of popular personalit"Les 
attached to the project. 
The advertising campaign u-,. -iliz ad ai, each .L 7a 
j; ey sentences 
These were desig. - * and begin-ni_9 I once upon a tin, a' .6 ad to puzzle 
fascinate, but not to inform as such: to give the impression of 
'something stirring in the undergrowth' as Paul Webster Puts it- 
The Festival, to a &. Um, was previewed at the 1934 Edinburgh Fil 
, 7ery confused audience", as Nail Jordan remembers (43) an, "' 
I -1y w! ý-z given its London premier at the prestigious 
Odeon Leicesl, -. er Square. A Is Webster points out, the Rank circuit 
had a great deal of faith in the film, naking wide distribution 
relatively painless. The premier was followed by a party held in 
a marquee by the Thames, which was appropriate given that the 
film, features a grotesque banquet in a naarquee where all the 
guests are turned into wolves ! The film was then giver. a general 
release a. -. d 4j. -% proved to be popular, Particularly wi. -%Ih. 
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, metropolitan audiences. 
Palace expressed some disappointment at the f ilm being designated 
4 Film Censors as t an '18' certificate by the British Board o.. %. 
had been particularly enjoyed by children at a special showing 
in 
Dublin. A A. merican distribution deal was arranged with Cannon who 
marketed the film in a similar fashion stateside, although tha 
delicate balance between exploitation/intelligent film which had 
been achieved in the UK campaign tended to be upset w J. tha 
gravilk: ation towards the exploitative elements. Steve Woolley 
wasn"t particularly happy with the job done by Cannon, feeling 
the film had beer. 'thrown away'. (44) 
Iy Both COMPANY OF WOLVES and THE KILLING FIEILDS were subsequent., 
A that a video released or. video cassette. Paul Webster argues 7 A. 
release is absoluttaly vital to a fil. m of 
11.41mited 
appeal a 
C0MP; a-IY OF TVIOL17ES. The theat-h-cal release is used to set %. he tone 
A. 6". Z. and vAdeo is a primary follow up. 17,000 video cassetItes 04 th- 
film were released by Palace compared to 60 prinits for theatrical 
distribution. This is very much a reflection of the pattern of 
film c onsu:, -ýp 1C. -A. on in the UK today and it mnalxes simple econo"m .c 
sense to treat Ithe film in such a way. The same jusitificalCion 
is 
0 
given for the higlh concentration on the London area as lar as the 
--ising campaign for COMPANY OF WOLVES was concerned. C. adverl in en, a- 
going baizg much higher in the capital compared to the provinces , 
all part of jus tif y. -A. ngI he considerably higher profile. This is 
-argetjjý3 and u4-ilzation of -asources within tAle effective I 
marketi. ng ca: -,, pai-, n. V 
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These are only two examples of thoughtful and successful 
marketing campaigns, demonstrating an awareness of product, of 
potential audience, and of the mosIt effective means to bring the 
film to the attention of that audience. At the and of the day 
this is vital, for the simple reason that unless films can reach 
an audience of a sufficient size to justify the amount of money 
spent on then , production companies would go out of business and 
film makers would be unable to work. Therefore in pr acl, -, 
4,. c ally 
all cases Potential projects will only secure funding if the 
investors are convinced the film can perforhm in the market place. 
These are the economic 4 A. mperatives informing the industrial 
structures within which the creative process of film production 
necessarily t-altes place. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
IMUSTRIAL REELATIONS JUM TRAINING INI T 16ATIVES TN BRITISH CINEMA 
As I have attempted to show elsewhere, film-making is essentially 
constituted as a capital intensive industrial process geared 
towards a particular kind of market-oriented cultural production. 
Like all industries, the British film industry is stratified 
along employer/employee lines, albeit in a somewhat different way 
than in a t7Piaal' factory situaltion. This is because the direct 
employer iz often an indcpendent producer (rather t1han a large 
production company) who belongs to the same Trade Union as his or 
her employees. In any case, the issue of induzt. -, ial relations is 
an extremely important question in any cons ideralCion of the 
structure of the British film industry, especially so given the 
preser. 1-- nature of employment patterns in that industry. 
Unlike the days of the Hollywcod studio system, and its Brit"Loh 
e qU4 h 4on operations at A. valent which embraced permanent product. 
Pi, newcoccc. 14 ORank) , Elsth . ated : ree (Assoc, British) Ealing and Bray 
(Hammer Fi]. ms) studios among others, the film-indust-ly iz 
currently structured on a -freelance basis. That iz to say film 
projects are funded on a one-off principle with the hiring cla'. 
labour, or 'cýewing-up' as it is called, conducted along similar 
lines. Contracts are temporary, for most employees probably in 
the region of six months or less. In addition, when one considers 
that only 40-50 feature films are produced in this cou-ntry in any 
one year, the question of employment protection becomes a very 
pertinent one. By virtue of the particularly unstable nature of 
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the production industry, film workers require effective 
representation in order to protect their livelihood against the 
taint4 an employment situation creates. The body unce. -I. ies such 
which has evolved to meet .9 this need is the Association of 
Cinematograph, Television and Allied Technicians (ACTT) : the 
major trade union in the film and television industries. (There 
are other unions involved such as Equity and the Musicians Union 
but the ACTT is the single most important organisation and it is 
on issues relating to this union that 1 wish to examine. ) 
IlLs VincartC. Po-L-'%-. ar ;: oin+---z out (11) , unionisation in t1ne British 
film studios began in the 1930's. The immpetus was 
gasnerated at Gaumont British studioz in WSI. -&apherds Bush, West 
London, where the head of production at the time was Michael 
A. Oalcon. BalcCn operated a policy of recruiting university 
educated people to the major creative and administrative posts a%., 
the stud. 6o. Many of these individuk-AlIz were politically 
progressive (Balcon himself was to be a supporter of Atlee's 
pos"%-. -war Labour Ad=Jnistration unlike other prominent producarr. 
.. n the industry like the arc. ', ' &- cons ervattive J. Arltlhur Rank. ) and 
were appallecd aic. the working condiltions ltlhey f ound in tlic 
Industry at the t--e, with studio workers being e"pected to put 
. 6. A. A. . 6. in up to ri: -. I: aen hours a day, seven days a week, churning out 
'quota quickies I. 
This stata of af f airs led to the f Ormnation of the Association of 
cine Tach-n-li-cians UA&ICT) in 1933, which6 subsequ uan"%,. 'Al. y bacamme the 
ACTT in the =, lid-fiftics aftar the development of television. T', '-, c 
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basic strategy of the ACT was to organise all grades f rom the 
director down to the clapper loader. Signifigantly, as Porter 
points out, it also decided to organise the laboratory workers 
who essentially represented the working class base of what was 
largely a middle class union. I say significantly because all the 
studios, with the honow-able exception of Gaumont British, refused 
to negotiate with the new union and it took the threat of strike 
action by the laboratory workers to bring them to the negotiating 
table. 
Since then the union has attempted to maintain rates of pay and 
conditions for members plus actively lobbying in relation to 
certain issues and in favour of certain reforms. These include, 
as George Perry notes (2), the setting up of the Naticnal Film 
Finance Corporation in the immediate post-war period, the calls 
for a nationalised third exhibition circuit in both- the late 
forties and early sixt-*. es, the demands to nationalise the film 
industry during the financial crisis of the early seventies, and 
a 'strong -. 1obby against -the 1985 films bill which included the 
drafting of detailed alternative proposals. 
The ACTT has also had to come to terms with the casual. 4hsation of 
film production, both in relation to cinema and television. Film 
productions are usually made under the terms of agreements 
reached with the British Film and Television Producers 
Association (BFTPA) and the Independent Programme Producers 
Association (IPPA). In terms of television production, as Manuel 
Alvarado and John Stewart point out in their study of' Euston 
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Films (3) the BFTPA agreements are dif f erent f rom the 
Independent Television Companies Association . 
(ITCA) agreement 
which covers work generated on video tape, in that they allow for 
more flexible working practices as befits the nature of film 
production, as opposed to studio based-TV work. Some television 
films such as THE NAKED CIVIL SERVANT and SAIGON: YEAR OF THE CAT 
were made under the ITCA agreement but the production company 
involved - Thames Television - found the conditions a problem 
with less flexible rosters and huge overtime costs. In ordor to 
keep costs down the BFTPA agreement is much more viable for such 
produc4%-. -. --on practices which -inc"'Lude location shooting and variable 
wor, king ! -, ourz. 
Alvarado and Stewart also point out that in 1973 Euston FilM:; 
were blacked by the ACTT who were anxious about the casualisation 
of working practices and the slump in film production. TALis 
dispute was resolved quick. 16. y and lead to a major upheaval in the 




61m production wI 'he fi branch, and an acceptance of 
-a: 3ual-, s, -d amploynnant structures and Ifour-waller' type studio 
production (studios as a rentable facility not a permanent 
-1 production base) as being the only ways to :: iaintain an%A e. -, Fpand 
British fkilnm production. 
In the last few years the union has been subject to a series of 
t4i. V a --acks from. the Conservative Governmient, and their supportars in 
the pý .4 4A -ass. 
The major charge levelled against the ACTT is that it 
represents 'the last bastion of restrictive practices, in a 
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society where the power of the unions has been ef f ectively 
restricted. The immediate context in which these criticisms have 
arisen is the dispute at TV-AM where the Breakfast television 
company locked ouli. 6.9 ACTT members who had staged, a one-day ,*22 
stoppage in protest at the company's attempts to f orce through 
changes in working practices. After three months the 229 were 
summarily dismissed. During the dispute the ACTT were attacked in 
the press, led by Rupert Murdoch's News International titles, and 
by the Prime Minister. These attacks were very much related to 
Govern. -ment plans to deregulate the broadcast industry where a 
strong union committed to the closed-shop would be intolerable. 
T- 
In an art 
iclO in thc Spring 1988 edition of PRODUCEEII. magazinC', 
Roy Lockett, the depute secretary of the ACTT defends his union 
against such attacllpiz, arguing that an examinattion of the union's 
track record would not reveal an organisation "dedicated to brute 
force and a confrontation theory of industrial relations". 
Lockett himself sees the antagonism as part of: wider plans for 
the broadcast industry. As he puts it: 
"Unions are --u. -, ren4. --Iy unfashionable. In the drive massively to 6.6 ý16. " V 
enhanca 11-2he power of private capital which is the central 
traject 'ory of Government policy, those who earn their living in 
our indt, astry will come und2ar increasing p&-assure. There has 
always been a fight for economic survival, oft-en savage, in the 
ft-celance sector where the cyclical unaMploymanIC. which has 
characterised its history has resulted directly from the 
operation of the same market forces now being lauded as 
beneficial in the broadcasting industry. "(4) 
Lockett concludes by arguing that the need for a strong union and 
the justification for the use of its collective strength to 
protect and enhance the interests of those who work in the 
industry will increase in relation to those new developments. 
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But criticisms of the ACTT have not just come from individuals 
and political parties ideologically committed to destroying what 
socialism in the new enterprise they see as the last vestiges of 
culture of the nineteen eighties. S omeone'as radically anti- 
establi3hmant as Derelt Jarman, who himself has suffered at the 
hands of the same forces of reaction which are pýresently 
attacking the ACIT. "Irl, is rather scathing about the union and its 
po. " i 2ic. -es. Jar-man describes the ACTT as: 
"... a sort of boys club which is run by extreme conservatives who 
consider themselves to be socialists. " (5) 
Jarzzian's complaints about the union are largely in relation to 
the the issue of the introduction of new technology in the 
industry. As he argues: 
"... the patterns under which we work in the ACTT are incredibly 
geriatric because al: l forms of new technology, which are 
inevitabla, are fough-It. So it's always a fight against changa 
instead of people with vision realising we are going to move into 
the video aga and preparing for it and working it out. it's as if 
they are always surprised and they are always on the defensive. 
They represent the element of large areas of tho Left in this 
country. "(6) 
Jarman Inaz. baen working at the forefront of new 
technology: in particular, the possibilities of making visually 
sophisticatead generated on Super 81 mada pos: 31b-'Le by 
g, advances in the area of telecine transfer. systems -an,, 4.. d,,. , tal 
video po;, t-p: roduction facilities. 
It is interesting that producer James Mackay, the person who has 
worked most closely with Jarman on his Super 8 films: IMAGINING 
OCTOBEP., THE ANGELIC CONVERSATION and THE LAST OF ENGLAND, should 
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strongly disagree on the question of unions. According to Mackay 
the ACTT: 
11 ... are there to stop you exploiting 
labour. Now obviously, some 
people in the f ilm business are only paid f or what they do and 
they use the rule book as a wedge to achieve this. Quite simply 
you don't employ these people. On the other hand, I've seen 
people working on productions, on a cash in hand basis, for wages 
I wouldn't even consider working for in a shop. I find the 
exploitation that goes on is really terrible - producers who do 
deals for 10% on people's wages for unlimited overtime. I 
wouldn't abide that on one of my productions. "(7) 
On THE LAST OF ENGLAND, which was unusual in that it was shot 
before any budget came through, Mackay went to the unions very 
early on and told them openly about the nature of the f ilm. The 
policy appeared to work as Mackay did notervrcunter any 
from the ACTT: 
"I think that if you are open and honest and you are obviously 
not hiding anylt. -hing. They are only there to, as well as Protect 
their Ame. mbe=-1, p. -. oA-. ote a film industry in this country. And, as 
they often say, 4"' the industry is going to go forward-it has to J A. J- %. I A. emb racz new tacb&nologpy. 11 (8) 
We now have to resolve whether the ACTT are more of a progressive 
4, or a reactionary forco in the British film indus,.,,, y. As far as 
creati. vity an, "' filra-making are concerned it is in the interests 
of film--maher3 for the union to be flexible and not to impose 
co: I %--mPro, m':; e In the shape of confrontation or intransigence. 
Therefore, I shall now consider the policies and strategies of 
the union, particularly in relation to low budget anct 
experimental production - the area in which both Jarman and 
Mackay work. 
As I have already indicated, the British film industry is 
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characterised by the lack of a stable on-going financial base and 
consequently employment can be very erratic, with the cyclical 
booms and slumps in production. Consequently, the ACTT must try 
to ensure the best possible working conditions and rates of 
remuneration f or thhýeir members when work is available. In order 
to achieve these objectives the union has organised f ilm workers 
into various grades or job titles which, in the case of f eature 
f ilm production, are in turn organised into ten salary groupings 
which range f rom group one - which includes assistant grades and 
clapper loaders, up to group ten - including production 
supervisors, supervis3. ng editors and* lighting cameramen/women. 
Rates of pay are specified for each group, broken down into 
freelance and permanently employed weekly and daily rates. There 
are slightly d-.,. f Iferent arrangements for shorts, documentary and 
music prorao production with generally lower rates specified by 
the union. (9) 
Rates are not specified for directors, producers and 
screenwr-l. ters as in most cases their f ees are negotiated on a 
fiNlad basis, with perhaps a possibility of participation in any 
sub:; cq, 6, &en4. proffits, regardless of how many weeks the production 
talkcz. These fcoz ara included in the 'above the line' costs in 
the budget, while the salaries for the crew are 'below the line' 
items along with studio, equipment and facility hire. In addition 
to rates of pay, the ACTT also insists on certain minimum crewing 
levels to further protect their members from possible 
exploitattion, and p. -evcnl, -. producers f rom hiring non-union labour. 
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While such policies seem fair in the context of normal commercial 
film production, in terms of the low budget #dependent sector 
such strong regulations would appear to create certain pr'oblems. 
Given the general lack of resources available to independent 
film-makers, some may find it incre. dibly difficult to set up 
productions and meet the requirements of the union in terms of 
wages and crewing levels. In addition, there is the question of 
non-union labour - independents may not be able to hire 
established technicians or they may want to do the job 
themselves. In any case a chicken and egg situation is created: 
in order to work one requires a union ticket but in order to 
zrquire such a ticket one must have some experience and have 
z, cquired certain skills. 
With regard to the question of non-union labour, James Mackay had 
to deal with this problem on the production of THE LASIV OF 
ENGLAINID. Once again he found the ACTT attentive and helPful: 
"You have to ask for exemptions if you have somebody who you want 
to work with who hasn't got a ticket. Now, if you are doing a 
project like T11E LAST OF ENGLAND then to some extent you are 
dealing wit', -& people who are experienced in that area of film- 
-- k4a - :0&. 44 , ma ng or who are young. Given that I wouldn't employ anyone who 
wasn't technically competent on principle, then obviously one day 
these people are going to belong to the union. so it's not a 
problem, getting them exemptions on the technical side. It's easy 
to show the union their work if they are doubtFul - you can see 
they are up and coming members of the film industry. On the 
Production side it's more difficult because they obviously get a 
lot oil. requests for production assistant tickets, researcher 
tickets, things like that. But on the technical side they are 
very understanding if they see people's work is good. "(10) 
On the more general level of the problems associated with low 
budget production, the ACTT has acknowledged these problems and 
their response is formalised in two documents: the 'Code of 
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Practice f or Grant Aided Production' drawn up in 1979, and the 
'Grant Aided Workshops Production DeclaratiLofil which appeared 
three years later. These initiatives reflect a recognition on the 
part of the ACTT of the importance, in cultural terms, of a 
particular sector of production: a sector which experienced an 
upsurge during the period of implementation of both the Code of 
Practice and the Workshop Agreement. This upsurge was due to, an 
one hand, the shift in policy at the BFI Production Board towards 
a concentration on feature films and, on the other, the 
I appearance of Channel 4 and with it a commitment to fund 
innovative and experimental low budget f ilm-raking. TIne ACTT is 
particularly proud of these agreements, arguing that I togethOr 
they represent a far-sighted and crucial intervention into 
cultural production'. (11) 
The Code of Pý %. -ac4--ice was drawn up in. -, t-,. ally in consultation with 
the Regional Arts Associations, the Welsh Arts Council and the 
Film Institute and Diztr6ibu4I&. on Division of the British 
recognises three types of independent film production: 
experiAmental productions involving one or two people, non- 
commercial short documentary fil. -as and 'grant-aided feature fil-nis 
where on". 'Ly non-com: nnercial distribution is intended'. For such 
productions the ACTT state that they are prepared to consider the 
use of some non-union labour, to negotiate over crewing levels 
and to impose mininum rates of pay on a lower basis than would 
apply to a normal commercial production. Such productions are 
subsequently monitored by the union and top-up payments to crews 
may be required should the film be commarcially exploited at some 
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future point. 
f feature film which has most benefiltr-cl from the Code 71h a t, x p-o -A 
of Practice have been those funded by the BFI Production 
Board 
and certain independent productions commissioned by Channel 
4. In 
fact the Code of Practice, in its revised form, states that 
'all 
films made under the Code of Practice shall be eligible 
for 
purchase by Channel 4 under the appropriate quota arrangement. 
' 
This is a recognition of the cultural, as opposed to commercial, 
importance of the channel as a 'window' for independent and 
experL. mental producit.. 
Colin MacCabe, f ornmer Head of Production at the BFI Production 
Board, is very enthusiastic about the Code of Pract-ce which has 
enabled the B. Ffil to fund at a level they can aff ord whilst 
guaranteeing certain technical standards. As MacCabe explains: 
"It a conziderable d"ff3rP-ncc. CARAVAGGIO "or exampla, Cost - 1, 
about E2.1170,000. My 
, 4- it ae 
.y guess 
is if' we'd had to make At. Co-, Pl t 1Y 
'Ily it would have cost between eight and n-ne hundred c omizi ara al %. 6161- .6 
'-housand. 11 (" " f .6d.. 
Without the Code it is conceivable that certain BFI backed 
prod,,., ctions such as Derek Jarman's CARAVAGGIO and Peter 
Greenaway's THE DRATUG111TSMANIS COINITIRACT may not ""lave baen realised, 
or at least n6t as successfully as they were. 
Tho second of the two agreements - the Workshop Declaration - was 
drawn up in conjunction with the same bodies as the -Code of 
Im and Video P. ractice, plus Channel 4 and the Independent Fi. 
Assoc. iation and it basically 'ensures ACT79 approval for properly 
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funded and staffed production units who want to engage in non- 
commercA. al and granIC. -aided film and tape work. ' Workshops which 
qualify are enfranchised -by the union. All surpluses generated .1 4A. 
must be rainvezt: ed -An the workshop and its activities and all 
rights in workshop productions should be held collectively by all 
members of the workshop. While the co-operative and non- 
commercial aspects of the arrangements are expressed in the 
declaration, workshop productions are eligible for scrýen-Lng by 
Channel 4 subject to a quota agreement which sets out the number 
of hours of workishopid material which car, be screened annually. 
-1 In terzis of pay and conditions, the 
Declaration sets out 
aftnually revized salary scale and the terAms and conditions 0" 
eMPlOT-an"C, of w0frksbiop members covering itemms such as sick pay, 
holidays and matern-ity leave. WorIMAops cu., ..,. y operating under - 'I- - r; z -, -I t" 
the Dec"Laraticn include Frontromm, Amnber and Black AudJo Video 444 . 4. 
-ie BF, and C013-P-C Ve. to the Wor'-sho- r1ec"'aration, t, .6 41ý 
,-1, -, the ACTT whergýKj 6.4.4annal 4 have alsc nagotialted agree. ments witt'n 
: 'ad on a o&- f bas"I. 3 for a part"icular work. shops can !: a n CA Aa-ofA 
project: over and above the usual revenue f6unding they receive 
each year. 
Sozle comnient'a"t-orz &"Aave however expressed certain reservations as 
to the long imapact of ACTT involvement. in the workshop 
sector. While praising the initiative, Sheila Whitaker f or one 
urges caut. J. on : 
''The ACTT is a highly structured organisation, geared to 
Protectionism, in a media industry whose film section is 
di, -,, inishing in i. -,, portan, --, -. Independent fil, -,, -makers may be 
forgiven for sometimes wondering to what extent the ideological 
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and cultural implications of the Declaration have permeated the 
union as a whole. "(13) 
fiable fear- on the part of While this may well be a justi, 
independent film-makers, the major funding bodies responsible for 
most of the 'independent' and workshop production which takes 
place in Britain are very positive about the ACTT and its 
initiatz. ves in this particular sector of film-making. Colin 
MacCabe describes his relationship with the union as 'excellent', 
while Alan Fountain, the Commissioning Editor for Independent 
Film and Video at Channel 4, recognises the input of the ACTT 
early on in the life of the Channel. As he explains: 
"I've known a lot of people like Roy Lockett and Jenny Wood in 
the ACTT for years and they've sort of identified themselves over 
the years as personally .4%. committed to the cultural /polit 
ic al 
projecl,. of CIZannel 4. So they have always understood and been 
syn, palthatic to most of the work that we've been doing. And we've 
alwa*Yz been very straight with them whenever we've been going to 
do something unusual. We have always gone to them and said: 'this 
.. z what we want to do. Are you happy about it V Bef ore 
the 
beginning of the Channel we spent a lot of time together with the 
A A. %. 0 - ACT", ' working out the Workshop Declaration. We also negotiated 
0 ýA with tt. em, alt the same tinae, an agreemment whereby we c ul. 4 do 
coA-&", 1, u:14-tt7 t'zpe productions and avant garde work where one person 
was basically doing it all themselves in a bedroom or whatever* 
I can't" think of any occasion on which the ACTT has said 'You 
can't do it'. They've been incredibly helpful. "(14) 
Fountain contrastts the flexibility of the ACTT with his 
e. - .1- -1 -, -he -&-- a .,. er ances 6. other un. -Lons he has had to negotiat- with, 
-'-y and the zmusicians Union. He argues that in such a3 Equi., 
dealings witth these bodies there has been no identification on 
their part of Channel 4 having a particular cultural project 
warraniting special cons -iderat-Lons or flexibility. As Fountain 
puts it: 
"In my experience dealing with the ACTT has been one thing, while 
dealing with the other unions is just a conventional 
relationship. "(15) 
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So in this instance, far f rom being the 'last. bastion of 
restrictive practices, thd ACTT have actually shown themselves to 
be more willing to negotiate than their counterparts in the 
audio-visual industries. This would conf irm the union's own claim, 
that they have been willing to listen and work with employers, 
wi itlh the well-being of the whole industry in mind, rather than 
displaying intransigence'and pursuing confrontational policies. 
Trainina 
Formal training structures are an important aspect of any 
Ii g ven A. - 444 6. industry and the 
f-'l- industry is no ex. cep-. 'C'n. However, 
the major changes which have occurxed. in the employment structure 
since the break-up of permanent, studio-based production, formal 
training patterns have been radically altered to replace the old 
studio apprentice system. I have already discussed the 
significance of the development of film schools as an attempt to 
create now structures of formal training. Training is obvzOuslY 444 . 4. &. 
of critical innportance within the f ield of industrial relations. 
Colin Young the director of the National Film School argues that 
th tte ACTT have been enthusiastic supporters of the school, 
enabling school films to be made very cheaply (as indeed they 
must be given the resources available) *and to ensure that 
graduates have little difficulty in obtaining ACTT membership. 
While film schools like the NFS and the London International Film 
School are the major channel for the training of the major 
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creative personnel within the f ilm industry (16) , there is also a 
organised training structure - encompassing need for some kind of 
lower technical grades. This need provided the context , for the 
introduction of.: the Joint Board f or Film Industry Training 
(JOBF111") in 1985 by the ACTT, the BFTPA and the IPPA. The 
Adverl-ising Film and Video Producers Association (AFVPA) and 
Channel 4 subsequently became co-sponsors of'the scheme in 1986.. 
As the ACTT's press release on the scheme puts it, JOBFIT is 
f 
A' . eC4----aly 6. &. V 
th af "A. rs 't systematic indu3try wide training scheme in the 
freelance film-mtaking sector and trains new entrants up to junior fi1 
A&& ý.. echnician 
gA. I: rades The style is like that of an 
appren-It--., &. cesl, -, -, -p where trainees are attached to various f&. 11M, productions over a two week per! , od. Support for technical I train is also prova,. ded in the f orm, of 1,21 weeks college based 
courses a year. "(17) 
Twelve JOBFIT trainees are taken on at a time at int: arva1s 
Aft, er two colmtpat. ible wit&A Uion cycles J product .n the 
industry.. 
years, if trainees have satisfactoril-I cc. -,, plated the programnia, 
they will be eligible for ACIT membership in a junior grade of 
their chosen specialist area. (Trainees specialize in their 
0-9 second year after having gained somme exper-Lance in a range 
dapart=entz - simnilar to their counterparts at the NFS-) 
These are bas*,.. cally the major training structures within the 
Br!. tish ftllma industry. They have evolved to meet new deamands 
created by the various structural changes which have effected the 
industry over the past twenty years. It is highly significant 
that the ACTT should be actively involved in, or at least highly 
supportive of, these dove lopments . This above all apparently 
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demonstrates a willingness to seek practical solutions to the 
very concrete issues of change in an industry where resources are 
often scarce. By all accounts we must therefore conclude that the 
ACTT represents a progressive rather than a reactionary f orce 
within the industry, at least on af ornaal level, and should be 
, a*nowledged as such. 
ficant is the ACTT's apparent What is particularly signiA 
willingness to face the realities of change wilthin what is a very 
volatile industry. In the past the union could afford to be 
aggressive in the sense that cinema audiences were large 
603refore wor, ',, was plentiful and studios were very profitable. It 
was could to vv the union's duty in such a situation to do all it 
en3ure it3 members were in some way beneficiaries of that 
profitability. However, when permanent production ended and the 
em"ployment structure of film-, mailcing began to change in the 
direction of freelance working, the union had to modi: ffy its 
approach to acco: -,, mýAxte such change. Despite some conflict and 
confroint. ation - the Euston FiInts dispute of the early seventies 
and its outcome being one example, and the prickly issue of 
damarca -t- Ji. on within the industry where a member who has a ticket 
it can be tor one job cannoz do another without Union approval, 
argued that '4%-.. he ACIE"A" has adapted to the casualisation of 
em, ploy. ment within the industry. They have also responded 
positively to the emergence of workshop production and the 
ostensibly non-comomercial low budget cultural project of the BFI 
Production board and Channel Four. This response has been crucial 
fOA- the continuation of such production strategies and practices. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
ISSIMEAS OF CREATIVITY AND CONSTRAINT. IN BRITISH CINEMA: 
GMPRE, A"hfSTHETICS AIM CRITIACISH 
In order to d3velop an adequate understanding of the nature of 
f ilm-making as a creative process, it ts vitally important- 
that 
the ways in c--aativit-- is effect-VelY st-uc4-,, -ad - with I 
- to respecl the particular cultural and his"t-orical cont :: 4- im 
question - be ca-refully consid. ered. It can be argued that every 
creatt-ive process, be it a. -, tist. -. c, scian'tiffic, technological or 
whatever , occurs in the material wor'lld and is consequent! *, 
subjec 4- to the malterial and struatur-l canstra, * ý- 11, - ntz wl-cl are -- &&. 1. . 6. 
A. -nzic to tl. ý. at world. Creative acl t r, it Occuý-s alays 
relation ---c practica-31. problems, and the availabilitY cf 
rasou--c3s, utilised in the solut4-, -l of such problems, ý ýwA. 43 
I 
ccnstra. ned Aboy -aterial cir-u-stances. .1 446 6. ý.. At& 
As I have arg, ", 3d, 'Creativity' as a conc3pt 4-3 treated in a 
rat' a reflection of v ac and a-mbiquous way by many .. r,,. ters 
the I :,. ql! ý J- n2 lu a, -. -ý 3o 4ý con -- apRo rr. cI . -. tic 
th the au4-c. -. c, -,. ouz creative indivildual, des%cribed by Ptaymond .1 to ýý 
4" rrj VT rNtyc -a r -t r^T-T --m 
c. 4L t 4k% -- aut%-Pncmouz 
1ý" I p- zv Icz 
bas-ýs 
A. -. popular anc! Icc. -, =on s ens e' 
%11,64 %ý - b, --4.4 ,-C %I L. 6 ý. * N. 0 && . 6. - A&& C. ý --zativity - and conseq-ently Jlt almost always 
retains a sense of -,, iystery: an inaccessible coMbponent which 
insulates it agaanst anything other than partial e. -c-planation. I 
would Wish to argue that a more productive insight -- into the 
natura o,, ': creati-wrilty can be gained by lcolting in th3 direction off .1A. ý4 4.6 %. &. -. 4 A.. 




occurs. The material constitution of this context is amenable to 
explanation and consequently it is from such a starting point 
that one can begin to invýstigate the nature of creative activity 
which occurs within, and is therefore constrained by, the 
structures of that context. These str; actures suggest creative 
possibility, generate problems and provide resources. They also 
impose li Amits which determine the range of choices individuals 
are able to make with respect to practical problems and creative 
solutions. Through the identification and examination of the 
material context we can begin to shed some light on the problem 
of c-reativity, dispelling some of the mystique associated with 
'ideal st' o roAmantic acc oun t-A fi -z of creative procesz. 
In the conte. -. 1t of my own subs tantive area of study, it is the 
mataria. structurer. and resources of cine: na, both n the general 
Sense a&-& 
di 
M& tJ the Ar parti cul ar c onf'.,. g, k, *r, ation 
in Ithe 
cn%., a% 0A of Cine. -na in the nineteen eighties. whic&lb b-9 
consideration. In this chapter I shall concentrate on the 
aesthetic and criltical factoroo which help to datermine the nature 
n. a -1 direction of cinematic creativity in contemporary British 
The and cultural factors which contribute to th3 
structuring of creativity are perhaps less tangible than issues 
of finance and technology but they are just as important in terms 
of the present discussion. The aesthetic domain embraces these 
resources conzit". Jituted by the language of cinema - modes of 
narration, mise en scene, montage etc. - which any film-maker can 
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draw upon in the course of their work. These aesthetic resources 
are related to technological resources such as cameras, lenses, 
obing facilitie . Consequently, film stock, lighting, editing & dub .4%. 
s 
the individual fil=-vra1kber is afforded a wide range of aesthetic 
and technical possibilities from which t, o draw upon. 
While subjective elemLents do play a part in this process: 
personal aesthetic preferences and techniques betraying 
particular influences, choices are always made in accordance with 
external considerations and determinants ranging from the readil'i 
identifiable - size of budget, demands of investors, to the less 
tangible - the social and cultural context within which creative 
activity occurs. Factors such as normative and value systems, 
social stratification, history and politics also contribute to 
the social context within which film-making, as well as writing, 
theatre and pain'ta-L-r. - (a'Ll of which in turn I-a-re i-Oluenced thc 1ý0 . 4.44 V 41.6 A. . 6. 
develop, ment of cine. -na), take place. Con"trary to the claiA-., s of 
idealist philosophy, aesthetics cannot transcend the material and 
social world of which they are a part. With these remarks in mind 
I shall now turn towards a consideration of the cultural context 
of British cinema, in both an historical and a contamporar, 
sense, in the attenmpt to identify the naturce and parameter. -, of 
t '-' 'aesthetic' space' within which OCC= . A. 1 .0AA. 
-ish C4 Genre and Brit . ne. -.. a 
All national cinemas can be described as more or less 
heterogeneous with regard to the range of films they produce. The 
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British cinema is no exception to this in that each film 
possesses its own unique characteristics and narrative. In 
addition, unlike in American cinema, there are very few sequels - 
which often contain all the elements of the original plot in a 
slightly different order- or combinatio. n - produced in British 
cinema. However, such a conception render. s -the task of saying 
anything meaningful about 'the British cinema', as opposed to the 
particular film, extremely difficult. For this reason we must 
i, -,, ipose some system of classif ication, however inadequate, on to 
the heterogeneity of product in order to identify underlying 
patterns and possible categories into which individual f ilms can 
be placed. 
The most commonly utilized system of film classification is that 
of genre, developed in relation to American cinema from the 
earliest days of Hollywood and persisting in a modiffied 
the present day. The usefulness of the concept of genre with 
regard to film-makers and audiences alike is described by 
Christine Gledhill in the following manner: 
"in cinama ... goner. 46c forms were one of the earl iesý :, -a ans' used 
by 
the industry to organise the product-ion and marketing Of fil'IMS, 
and by reviewers and the popular audience to guide their viewing. 
In this respect genres ... emerged from the studio system's 
dual 
need for -; tandard-4sation and product d-4.1-foren'tiaticn. Tb4a go&-&--oz' 
each with its recognisable repertoire c-11: conventions runnir. c; 
across visual imagery, plot, character, setting, modes of 
narrative development, music and stars, enabled the industry to 
predict audience expectation. Differences between genres meant 
different audiences could be catered to. All this made it easier 
to standard_4Se and stabilise production. "(2) 
Generic forms therefore developed in relation to the commercial 
p4 imperative which has under &. nned Hollywood f ilm -making since the 
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days of the pioneers. The major Hollywood genres are comedy, 
westerns, crime & gangster f ilms, horror f ilms, musicals, war 
films, epics, science fiction and disaster films. In addition, 
certain genres were the construction of critics as opposed to 
being consciously developed marketing Oevices by studios. Film 
noir is perhaps the classic example, the term being coined by 
French critics to refer to a range of Private Detective films and 
other thrillers made in Hollywood during the forties and fifties 
characterised by their innovative use of particular thematic and 
stylistic devices. (3) Genres tend to possess a distinctive 
iconography and stock characterisations and narratives which are 
readily recognisable to an audience. 
But genre is also subject to historical deter=ination and change. 
. 6.1 A. "'he original generic forms adopted by Hollywood often originated 
in popu-alar literature: the hard-boiled detect", ve, the western, 
th the horror film are all examples. Other genres have emerged 
subsequently as responses to particular social and political 
events - war movies and science fiction which, although 
baring some relaition to sci-fi literature, e=erged in Hollywood 
as a to t. ',. e e. xistence of nuclear weapons and the 
possibility of space travel (, -n conjunction w4 th the develop. ment 
of sophisticaied special ef f ects techniques) - Other genres have 
been popularised by certain technological developments within the 
institution of cinema itself. For example the epic, despite 
several early examples, really came into its own with the 
introduction of cinemascope, the first film to be shot in this 
wide screen format being THE ROBE in the early fifties. In recent 
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years we have witnessed the emergence of certain sub genres aimed 
at the youth market which forms a substantial part of the current 
cinema audience. Examples include 'slasher' horror films: the 
NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET, HALLOWEEN and FRIDAY THE THIRTEENTH 
series, and the BRAT PACK movies (numer. ous sequels and spin-offs 
being a particularly strong feature of this kind of film-making). 
Generic for. -ris have provided film-makers with an aesthetic 
'context' within which they could develop their own cinematic 
vision by self consciously relating it to ma rketable conventions 
and iconography. Led Braudy describes genre film-making as: 
I 
"... the equivalent of conscious reference to tradition in the 
other arts - the invocation of past works that has been so important a part of the history of literature, drama and 
painting. "(4) 
However, working within a set of generic constraints need not be 
at the expense of self-expression: a fil. m-maker can use the 
conventions in a creative manner to explore particular social, 
political or psychological issues within an ostensibly commercial 
and recognisable format. 
Edward Buscombe, in an article which attemptS to demonstrate that 
genre and auteur analysis are not necessary mutually exclusive 
frameworks, argues that. working within the convention of genre 
can allow good f ilm makers to be better in. that it equips them 
better to deal with popular art and forms of expression, and what 
is film if not a popular art ? As Buscombe explains: 
"The artist brings to the genre his own concerns, techniques and 
capacities - in the widest sense, his style - but receives from 
the genre a formal pattern which directs and disciplines his 
work. In a sense this imposes limitations ... certain themes and treatments are, if not ruled out, unlikely to be successful if 
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they work too hard against the genre. But the benefits are 
considerable. Constant exposure to a previous succession of films 
has led the audience to recognise certain formal'elements as 
charged with an accretion. of meaning"(5) 
These formal elements comprise the iconography of the genre. 
Familiarity with such elements enables an individual film-maker 
to make personal films by working within the structures of the 
genre in original ways. An example given by Buscombe is Sam 
Peckinpah's western GUNS IN THE AFTERNOON which constantly works 
against the conventions of the genre. Such originality is also 
detectable by audiences who are similarly aware of generic 
conventions and construct their expectations of films in 
accordance with this awareness. The internal subversion of 
conventions can be argued to constitute a process of generic 
transformation. 
In recent years generic transformation has also embraced a 
combination of genre in one f ilm, the classic example being 
burlesque or parody - the introduction of self -reflexive Comic 
elements into an established 'serious' genre. Exai, 7, ples include 
f"A-l--: is of Mel Brooks including BLAZIING SADDLES, YOUNG 
FRANKENSTEIN and HIGH ANXIETY. Muclh of the f ilm and television 
work associated with THE COMIC STRIP, and to a lesser extent 
MONTY PYTHON, is structured in terms of generic parody. Other 
examples of genre combination include two films directed by 
Ridley Scott: the combination of the suspense thriller and 
science fiction in ALIEN and the futuristic film noir format of 
BLADE RUNNER. Genre film-making need not therefore be 
characterised by bland repetition and formula. It can allow film- 
makers to be creative and to self -consciously relate their own 
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cinematic concerns to convention and established forms. 
The British cinema, like its American counterpart has 
traditionally. relied on generic forms throughout its history 
although generally these have not beeýn ýo strorigly defined. There 
is no ideological British equivalent of the myth of the -American 
dream which in different ways informed the classic -American 
genres including the Western*. Britain does not have such a 
pervasive cultural myth to build upon and British cinema has 
tended to fall back on a cultivation of nostalgia, which I shall 
explore below. Torzi Ryall argues that while the prevailing 
industrial conditions in the twenties and thirties (size of the 
industry, quality and popularity of output, competition with 
ILmerican product in home and international markets etc. ) tended 
to work against the development of a sharply defined and varied 
generic profile of the kind that developed in Hollywood during 
the same period the British film industry did produce: 
11 ... a small number of broadly defined genres with a certain degree of internal diversity"(6). 
Ryall points out that the three major genres which emerged during 
the thirties were the crime film, the comedy and the musical. In 
addition to these big three there were minor genres such as 
romantic dramas, adventure films and the historical costume 
picture, as exemplified by the productions of Alexander Korda. 
Generic forms have been historically specific in the sense that 
certain genres have emerged at certain periods, have enjoyed 
commercial appeal and then have declined only to be replaced by 
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others. For example films about the Second World War were popular 
from the war years through to the sixties and in some cases 
beyond. However there are very few War films made in'Britain 
today. In addition, certain studios or production companies 
became identified with particular genrep in much the same way as 
some of the Hollywood studios did during the thirties and 
forties: Warners with gangster films, Universal with Horror, MG14 
with musicals. In Britain the major examples are Ealing studios 
with comedy, Hammer Films with horror, Gainsborough with 
historical romance and Woodfall films with naturalistic social 
drama: the 'kitchen sink' or new wave films of the early sixties. 
Such close correlations between companies and genre is not so 
significant in the present context due partly to the different 
organisation of production on a one-off rather than a continual 
basis. However until recently, Handmade films tended to 
concentrate on comedy, partly because of their close connection 
with the various members of the MONTY PYTHON teara. Goldcrest 
films, until their severe financial problems in the mid-eighties, 
produced a series of low budget 'rites of passage' films under 
the FIRST LOVE banner, which was made primarily for television 
alithough some did have theatrical releases. This particular genre 
remains popular in British television as the SCREEN TWO season 
broadcast in 1988 on BBC2 demonstrates. 
The major genres which have contributed to the structuring of the 
British film industry's output in recent years include the ever 
popular comedy, which is actually more encompassing and flexible 
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than a genre and is not tied to iconography in the same way. 
Comedy can more usefully be thought of as a mode, which in 
British cinema permeates a broad range of films and embraces a 
range of attendant categories such as the grotesque and the 
eccentric. I shall consider the signifigance of the comic mode in 
British cine, -ra in some depth below. 
Concentrating on the identification of more definable genres in 
British cinema, the thriller has been the prominent generic form 
with regard to recent production. British thrillers often revolve 
around the criminal activities of an urban underworld (often 
based in the East End of London). But some have attempted to be 
more cosmopolitan in location and current political issues, such 
as Northern Ireland, the abuse of state power and corruption, are 
often integrated into the narrative. Manipulation and revenge are 
often key themes in British thrillers. Recent examples of the 
thriller betray a diversity of subject matter and stylistic 
influence with some productions such as THE LONG GOOD FRIDAY, THE 
HIT, PARKER, SOUR SWEET and BELLMAN AND TRUE coming out of the 
naturalist TV drama tradition of Z CARS and THE SWEENEY, some 
betraying European roots: ANGEL, CAPTIVE, and MELANCHOLIA, and 
others being more American in style: DEFENCE OF THE REALM, EMPIRE 
STATE, MONA LIZA, A PRAYER FOR THE DYING and STORMY MONDAY. 
The thriller can be seen as a highly structured (in line with 
genre conventions) variant of the social drama which dominates 
British cinema and which can be traced from the 'social problem' 
films of the fifties ( which were concerned with issues such as 
/ 
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juvenile delinquency, prostitution, homosexuality and race), the 
'Kitchen Sink' dramas of the early sixties (7), and *subsequently 
the PLAY FOR TODAY tradition in television drama. The backdrop to 
the thriller is foregrounded in the social drama. In both cases 
it is the nature of British society and problems this creates for 
individuals living in the nineteen eighties. In this way 
important issues such as unemployment, racial and gender 
inequality, and questions of state repression can be examined. 
The social drama, like the thriller is marked by a heterogeneity 
of style and subject matter. The following examples exaAmine a 
broad range of social issues and problems: GIRO CITY, LOOKS AND 
SMILES, THE PLOUGHMAN'S LUNCH, WETHERBY, MY BEAUTIFUL LAUNDRETTE, 
THE GOOD FATHER, BLOOD RED ROSES, BOY SOLDIER, BUSINESS AS USUAL, 
HIDDEN CITY, DISTANT VOICES STILL LIVES, FOR QUEEN AND COUNTRY, 
SAMMY AND ROSIE GET LAID and HIGH HOPES. 
Significantly, many of these films were backed by David Rose at 
Channel 4. Rose had previously been Head of Drama at BBC Pebble 
Mill where he commissioned several notable TV plays during the 
seventies. This is exactly the tradition of sm all screen social 
drama which f eaed3 directly into much of the current output of 
British cinema. Ilt: is also interesti: rig to consider that in 
general these*fil, -,,, s are less cinematic than some of the thrillers 
mentioned which draw more heavily on particular stylistic 
conventions such as DEFENCE OF THE REALM, EMPIRE STATE and STORMY 
MONDAY. 
The historical costume drama is still a popular genre with a 
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current emphasis on the late Victorian and Edwardian 
periods. Unlike earlier examples of British costume drama, in 
particular Gainsborough melodrama, recent films have s-tressed 
social issues (in line with the contemporary social drama) and in 
stylistic terms have placed a great emphasis on accuracy of 
naturalistic detail. Current costume dramas are frequently 
adaptations of writers such as E. M. Forster and Evelyn Waugh and 
tend to deal with upper and middle class subjects, occasionally 
critically. The Merchant/Ivory production company have been 
responsible for several of these films. The cycle was sparked off 
in part by the hugg- success of television's BRIDESHEAD REVISITED. 
Exarmples include THE SHOOTING PARTY, HEAT AND DUST, A ROOM WITH A 
VIEW, MAURICE, A MONTH IN THE COUNTRY, A HANDFUL OF DUST and THE 
R. '-&INBOW. 
such as Despi'16. e the attempt to explore important issues 
M can colonialism and repressed homosexuality, this cycle of fills 
ultimately be related to an evocation of nostalgia which has been 
a feature of much British cinema in the eighties. This nostalgia 
is very class specific, it could be described in terms of a 
'country house' nostalg. -La, which deals only with the upper 
classes and is ulti. mately a version of 'the good life'. For all 
its c-aitique 'of the aristocracy af ilm like A HANDFUL OF DUST 
appears to lament the passing of an older order when the upper 
class were more secure and less prone to deceit and pathetic 
gesture. 
'The evocation of nostalgia is important in relation ýto the idea 
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of renaissance which was espoused in the early part of the decade 
following the Oscar success of CHARIOTS OF FIRE and GANDHI in 
successive years. These particular films can be seen as' part of 
the International (both in locations and commercial appeal) 
liberal epic tradition in British cinema which dates back to the 
f ilms of David Lean from BRIDGE ON THE RIVER KWAI through 
LAWRENCE OF ARABIA and DR ZHIVAGO to the recent PASSAGE TO INDIA, 
adapted from the novel by EM Forster. The two film-makers most 
associated with this kind of f ilm-making in the current context 
I are producer David Puttnam (CHARIOTS OF FIRE, I THE KILLING FIELDS# 
THE MISSION) and Richard Attenborough (GANDHI, CRY FREEDOM). 
Politically, these films tend to demonstrate broadly liberal 
sentiments, some are concerned with a reassessriwtk_of Britain and 
the Empire while others deal with international issues both 
historical and contemporary. While some films - Attenborough's 
CRY FREEDOM can be seen as mildly progressive, others such as 
CHARIOTS OF FIRE are open to question for their uncritical 
patriotic sentiment. Lean's A PASSAGE TO INDIA at#6, tempts to 
criticise the Rai but cannot resist portraying India in terms of 
an lexotic other' which at times borders on the patronising. 
Lean's adaptation does not have the ambiguity of Forster's novel 
regarding the relationships between the Indians and the 
Colonials. The casting of Alec Guinness as an Indian is also 
extremely clumsy given the ideological intentions of the film. 
In any case the terms of such film-making - big budget, usually 
provided by an American backer keen to see a return - dictate 
that commercial viability must not be compromised by political 
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sentiments. Even with the best intentions these f ilms will never 
be too challenging or radical in approach. These kind of f ilms 
are also trumpeted as the standard bearers of the British f ilm 
industry and are the most likely to receive American Academy 
Award nominations. 
One new genre which has enjoyed a high profile in recent years is 
the 'biopic' an examination of rather more controversial 
episodes of recent British history by focusing on the lives of 
particular 'deviant' characters who represent a challenge to 
prevailing social mores and standards, often still with some 
resonance today. These films all contains some, often rather 
mild, social critique worked out through the relationship of the 
central characters to the wider society. The 'deviance' of the 
characters is often rather eccentric, giving many of the films a 
comic twist in that the exploits and actions of the major 
protagonists are often highly amusing. The commercial potential 
of such films is apparently great as they can be marketed in 
relation to newspaper gossip columns and the British obsession 
with sexual scandal. Examples of this kind of film include WISH 
YOU WERE HERE and PERSONAL SERVICES, both based on the life of 
Streat. ham madam Cynthia Payne, DANCE WITH A STRANGER, the story .1 
of Ruth Ellis, the last woman to be hanged for murder in Britain, 
SID & NANCY, the tale of Sex Pistol, Sid Vicious and Nancy 
Spungen, PRICK UP YOUR EARS, the story of Joe Orton, BUSTER, the 
life of Great Train Robber Buster Edwards, WHITE MISCHIEF, 
concentrating on the mystery surrounding the the murder of 
Josslyn Hay the Earl of Errol, the leader of the Happy Valley set 
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in Kenya during the Second World War, and SCANDAL, an examination 
of the Profumo affair of 1963 which focusQS on the relationship 
between Stephen Ward and. Christine Keeler. 
The fantasy/horror film, particularly prevalent in the sixties 
and early seventies, is still strongly represented in British 
cinema although in style and content these f ilms are very 
different from the rather narrow tradition of Hammer Horror. Once 
again we are dealing with a rather diverse bunch of f ilms, some 
of which are essentially comic book f antasy relying heavily on 
special effects technology and substantial budgets: BRAZIL, HIGH 
SPIRITS and BAROIN MUNCHHAUSEN, others betraying various 
influences including the gothic literary tradition, modern horror 
writers such as Stephen King and cult films such as NIGHTMARE 0111 
ELM STREET. E. -^-. amples of recent British fantasy/horror films 
include COMPAINY OF WOLVES, GOTHIC, HELLRAISER, THE MAGIC TOYSHOP, 
THE LAIR OF THE WHITE WORM, DREAM DE140N and PAPERHOUSE. 
Basically, these are the major broad generic categories which 
operate in re. "Lation to contemporary British cinema. ( There has 
been thm oca; aSional musical - ABSOLUrr'E- BEGURNIERSS, BILLY THE KID 
AND THE GREEINT B. A. IZE VAM. PIRE and IT CAN'T HAPPEN HERE featuring The 
Pet Shop Boys buit these films were all box office flops and 
unlikely to instigate a revival in this g9nre. ) While unable to 
accor, im4ate-the work of such individualistic film-makers as Derek 
Jar-man and Peter Greenaway, never, the less these identifiable 
patterns help one to impose some sort of structure on British 
film-making all., least with regard to subject matter. I shall now 
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extend this discussion to consider broader aesthetic and critical 
concepts which help to make up the cultural context within which 
British cinema is produced. 
The Wider Aesthetic and C ultural Conte. --ct 
Within the current British context I wish to identify certain 
factors which have contributed to the determinatioh of the 
particular cultural and aesthetic configuration which has shaped 
the development of British cinema in aesthetic terris and which 
exerts a strong influence op current production. These factors, 
which can be seen in terms of 'modes' or aesthetic tendencies, 
transcend the barriers of . genre and contribute 
to the 
determination of a cinema which can be appropriately, if rather 
tentatively, identified as 'British' as opposed to 'German' 
'French' or 'American'. 
Obviously any 'national cinema' is open to influence from abroad: 
Annerican cinema was influenced by German Expressionism and 
4- Br. -6 %.. ish ci-nema has always borne the mark of its close 
relationship with Hollywood. But at the same time, internal 
traditions are very robust and strongly determine the ways in 
which external influences are absorbed to conventional practices. 
For e. -cample, Hollywood absorbed expressionist techniques, which 
were developed in relation to modernist narrative forms in Weimar 
Ger. many, to its dominant melodramatic tradition. In Britain's 
case there was, during and immediately af ter the second world 
war, an appropriation of t1he strong tradition of documentary 
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realism by feature film-makers, instigating a dominant aesthetic 
trend which can be traced through the history of British cinema 
to the present day. This. was lauded by critics who called f or 
determined effort to build a national cinema distinct from that 
of Hollywood in terms of style and ethos. 
In addition to a consideration of the realist mode in British 
cinema, I shall also examine two other aesthetic developments 
which have contributed to the structuring of formal tendencies in 
British cinema from the days of the pioneers to the present. 
Firstly, there is predominance of the comic mode in British 
cinema, noted above, which can be related to a tradition rooted 
in British popular culture and identifiable in other forms - in 
particular the novels of Dickens and the music hall tradition 
which, as Andy Med'hurst points out, was as much of an influence 
on the development of cinema in Britain as the rich literary and 
theatrical tradiltions (3) . This tendency is still e"r,. 
tremely 
relevant in the current context. Secondly, the influence of these 
other forms (and later on of television) contributed to the 
development of a cinema noted for its verbal primacy: the over- 
reliance on words, as opposed to images, to convey information 
and narrative development. This aest-hetic tendency has been the 
focus of much criticism of British cinema in general over the 
years and I shall consider its implications in relation to 
. current f ilm-maaking. 
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Realism/Quality 
British Cinema has been historically domina. ted, in critical 
terms, by a 'realis t' ethic favouring the depiction of 'real' or 
recognisable people in 'real' or recognisable situations. The 
dominance of realism as the f avoured mode of cinematic 
representation can be traced back to the prestigious documentary 
tradition, referred to by one commentator as 'Britain's 
outstanding contribution to the film'(9), and associated with the 
work produced by John Grierson, the GPO, Crown and Group 3 
documentary units during the thirties and forties. It was during 
the war years that documentary and fiction began to fuse. on one 
hand , documentaries, such as Humphrey Jennings' FIRES WERE 
STARTED, began to appropriate narrative techniques, while on the 
other, feature film-&-makers strove to make films as realistic as 
possible by uti'lising the aesthetics of documentary and shooting 
on location if Poszible (early examples include Powell and 
Pressburger's 49th PKRALLEL, which was financed by the Ministry 
of Informat-Lor. and shot on location in Canada. ) - In addition, 
several notable docummentarists - including. Harry Watt and ; %lberto 
Cavalcant. i - began to'move into feature production. 
The fusion of docu-mentary realism, and fictional narrative, which 
was derived both Afrom the British theatre and Hollywood cinema, . 
was extremely important -in the formation and development of a 
national cinema distinct from the Hollywood product which 
continued to dominate the British exhibition circuits. As Andrew 
Higson points out, the documentary idea involved a cinematic- 
political discourse which made a powerful differentiation between 
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'realism' and 'escapism' (or 'tinsel' as Michael Balcon put it), 
the latter being particularly associated with Hollywood cinema 
and particular traits within British cinema. Realism was' seen as 
the true vocation of a socially responsible national cinema and 
was the guiding ethos behind, among others, the output of Ealing 
studios, under the guidance of Michael Balcon, in the post war 
period. (10) 
fa national cinema The moral desirability of the develop. ment oA 
guided by the realist imperative was reinforced by the 
construction of a c. ritical discourse which posited realist cinema 
as essentially quality cinema. John Ellis demonstrates the 
pervasiveness of the ethos of realism, /quality by way of a close 
and detailed exam. 4ination of the writings of film critics 
published in the 'quality' press and film journals of the period: 
the work of C. A. Lejeune, Richard Wi nnington, Roger Manvell and 
others. (11) He su, mnarises the principles of the cormlon discourse 
which informed such criticism. With regard to the desirability of 
a realist aesthetic, the critics tended to regard good film- 
making technique as synonymous with unobtrusive service: i. e. the 
use of narrative devices which did not draw attention to 
themselves such as invisible editing and relatively static 
camera-work.. 
once these criteria were established films tended to be judged in 
terms of how closely they matched up to the inter-related ideals 
of realism and quality. There are numerous instances of sustained 
critical attacks directed at films and film-makers who somehow 
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defied the categories of realism and consequently those of 
'quality' and 'good taste'. Ian Christie examines the critical 
savaging of Michael Powell's f ilm PEEPING TOM in the context of 
the tension between, what he refers to as: 
"Powell's 'deviant' cinema and the prevailing nor-ms of British 
'quality' cinema.. "(12) 
The result of this almost unanimous condemnation was the 
effective demise of Powell's British career. Which is interesting 
in that earlier critical attacks did not affect production 
strategies, Powell is something of an exception. For example, the 
output of Ga:. nsborough during the f orties and Hammer Films from 
the late fifties to the early seventies attracted similar 
critical -41: 1-ak, or were simply ignored. Alexander Walker for 
example, makes no reference to Hammer Films in his survey of 
British cinema in the sixties (13). Never the less they remained 
immensely popular with domestic audiences. Care must be taken not 
to equate Brizish cinema in terms of actual production wizh the 
critical construction 'British cinema'. 
Running alongs-Lde the development of documentary realism which 
tended to concern itself with contemporary subjects, is a 
tradition of historical cinema which has adopted a broadly 
realist approach to its subject matter. This tradition includes 
big budget 'prestige' productions, praised by the critics as 
lqualiity' Briltish cinema aimed at the international market. Thi s 
tradition includes historical epics like BRIDGE ON THE RIVER 
KWAI, LAWREIIICE OF ARABIA, THE BATTLE OF BRITAIIN, and n4ore 
recen't-ly, GANDHI and A PrILSSAGE TO INDIA, and, the Edwardian 
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- costu-,,, e dramas discussed above. The realist emphasis is generally 
placed on accurate recreation of period detail: a broadly 
realistic portrayal of time and place. 
" weaknesses of the realist But what exactly were the strengths an'd 
project- in British cinema ? Andrew Higsdh. sun. s up the social 
project of the realist tradition in the following way: 
"each successive realist movement in British cine, -, a and 
television has beer, celebrated both f or its commitment to the 
exploration of contemporary social problems and for its working 
out of these pro'. 1olems in relation to 'realist' landscapes and 
charac-6ers. In particular, since the 1930's, these films and 
televi3ion programmes have consistently been proclaimed as 
pol i tic ally. progressive because they extend the conventional 
social discourse, - because they deal with working people. "(14) 
The thrust of this process of cinematic enfranchisement first Of 
.9 all embraced a broadly realistic, albeit whi=sical portrayal 0j  
the lower middle class community in the films produced by Michael 
Balcon at Ealing studios. A more significant development was the 
S111 ft Of focus to the lives of ordinary workJng class People by 
'free cinema' documentary movement of the fifties and the 
subsequent 'kitchen sink' dramas of the early si.: Cties: films like 
SATURD. %Y NIGITHT AND SUNDAY MORNI11G. - -A KIND OF LOVING and THIS 
SP0R TI 11 part'icular L. IFE. The question of class generated 
h the f-critties Proble:, -, s i -LA, 
the B ri t sA, , cine, -: ia, particularly during 
and fifti=-S with -,. -Addle class actors unconvincing in their 
efforts to portraY working class characters. 'This began to change 
with the arrival an the scene of actors from lower class 
environments like Albert Finney and Tom, Courtenay. A comparison 
between Finney in SATURD, "ý. Y NIGHT AND SUNDAY MORNING and a more 
classical actor like Richard Burton in LOOK BACK IN ANGER 
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effectively illustrates the point I am trying to make. Alexander 
Walker writes: 
"Had it been f ilmed eighteen months later, much about LOOK BACK 
IN ANGER might have been different and probably better. The new 
wave of work-ing-class or lower-middle-class actors might have 
conferred a more class conscious sharpness -on Jimmy 
Porter... 11(15) - 
In comparison, Walker describes Albert Finney's success in the 
part of Arthur Seaton in SATURDAY NIGHT AND SUNDAY MORNING as 
'total'. It certainly represented a move towards a greater 
realism, of character portrayal in British cinema at the time. 
These developments continued in the television and cinema work of 
f ilra-, makers such as Ken Loach and Tony Garnett (CATHY COME HOME, 
KES, THE BIG FLAME, LOOKS AND SMILES) Barney Platts Mills 
(BRONCO BULLFROG, PRIVATE ROAD) and Peter Watkins (THE WAR GAME), 
and the PLAY FOR TODAY tradition of TV drama which has embraced 
Lve playwrights such as Trevor t1he woris of pol. *. tic ally 1ýýroý7ress' 
Grif f it'hs, Jim Allen, Denni3 Potter, John McGrath, GF Newman and 
David Leland. Raymond Williams praises British TV drama Afor its 
portrayal of working class in that it represented: 
to - .. a cc-nscious a:, -. tension of dramatic material to areas of 
life 
which had evidently been e. %cluded even from majority drama. "(16) 
In ot. her words, a logical e:,: tansion of the process begun by 
Ealing in the forties. 
This tradition feeds directly into the kind of TV/cinema hybrid 
associated particularly with Channel 4 and which forms the 
back'Adone of current British production. MartriAuty explains that 
television drama has an ability to specifically address domestic 
social and political issues because a TV producer does not have 
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to have one eye on the international market place and can, afford 
to tackle subjects which might, be criticised as-too parochial for 
an international audience. (17) Given the close relationship 
between large and small screen producl- since the emergence of 
3 Channel 4 this is a criticism which is frequent. Ay directed at 
British cinema. Tony Lawson for one suggests that British cinema 
is 'fairly inward looking': 
"Parochial is perhaps not the -right word. It explores things of 
an intellectual and national nature that certainly AM&erican 
films, although they do concern themselves with national issues, 
- it take over the they're not quite so concerned that they let 
entire film. They tend to take a wider view. "(18) 
Lawson's criticisms are specifically addressed to the vision and 
ambition oA. -P a type of film-making which is closely related to 
television - the typical cinema/TV hybrid. But the general thrust 
of British realist cinema has also been criticised as limited, 
unadvent-urous and conservat. 4ive. 
John E"Llis describes in detail the elements of the realist 
aesthettic utilized by Ealing studios: the use of locatio ns an d 
realistic set-ting-s, flat natural lighting, depiction of" lower 
middle class characters and social environments, which was 
innovatory to a certain particularly with regard to the 
use o. I locations and t1he alt-Itenapt, to show social groups as opposed 
to heroic and exceptional -individuals. (19) However, p the Ealing 
approach to film. -making was ultimately compromised partly due to 
ideological reasons - the quaint 'little England' view of the 
world adopted by the majority of the Ealing film-makers (Sandy 
Macke-ndrick and Robert Hamer being the exceptions) , and partly to 
economic reasons - low budgets and tight schedules which worked 
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against aesthetic innovation. Ellis explains that film-makers at 
Ealing never used expressionistic lighting, -camera effects or 
subjective inserts such as dream sequences. Editing tended to be 
strictly functional and music was used to heighten the linear 
progress of images by denoting discontinuities of time and place. 
While such aesthetic techniques are not directly translatable to 
all instances of realist film making in British cinema, they do 
provide the basic elements of what is effectively the general 
orthodoxy to which most realist film-mcakers have complied. 
Theref ore it can be argued that Britis1h. cinema has f ailed to be 
in the vanguard of more lobjecitivel developments in realism, 
particularly during the post war years, in spite of the strength 
of the docu. "entary tradition. As Roy Armes explains, films which 
were praised for the realistic approach to contemporary social 
problems: for ax-amp"Le Robert Hamer's 1T ALWAYS RAI, -IS-oll SUNDAY 
and Carol Read's ODD MAN OUT: 
it Ca *.. re Late ar nm%core closely to the prewar French cinemna 
of. r6le 
and Duvivier than to contemaporary develop-ments in 14taly or the 
U. S. A. It ('920) 
There is there-fore, no BritizIn equivalent of Italian '14yeo 
.; 
"Poland, Orson Realism. ' deep focus e%periments of Gregc 
-1 Welles and Wyler, or even, in a -more recent conte:: "C., 
oA 
the kind of low bud%-!. 4et iniprovised cinanna associated with fil,,,, 
makers like Eric Rohmer. In comparison the British cinema seems 
formally and styl,. JsticallY unadventurous, caught between an 
essentially neo-realist impulse on one hand and the pervasive 
influence of theatricality on the other. In many British films - 
Ealing, some of the 'Kitchen Sink' films - there is noticzaY, 11z 
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stylistic discontinuity between the naturalistic treat, -, I'ent of 
exterior locations and rather stagy interior studio sets. 
The heart of the problem revolves around the question of realism 
and what it actually means. Realis-m is not an unproblemalCic 
h reflection of an unproblemLatic 'reality' but ratA. Ler a mode of 
constructing reality. There have been several Irealisms' in the 
history of cinema, and indeed other forms, including Italian neo- 
realism, the 'deep-focu, s' realism of Wyler and Welles, 
documentary realism, psycli. -Lic realism, epic realism, magic realism 
etc. John Hill explains that the plurality of uses of realis. W 
relates to the problem of defining 'reality' itself. As he puts 
it: 
"What has counted as a valid or satisfactory approxi4mat"Lon to 
which has j eal-:,. t,, has depended on the epistemology 04 the real 
, beemn assumed in the first place. "(21) 
H-6121. t-1han refers Ito Ray-mond Williamns' assertion that there are 
4, -, 4o types of 'revolt' agairtst previous convent&. constituting a I ons 
. 6104 
"break towards realis. -ml in the arts. On one hand there is an 
"ems, new ideas. injec-Ition of new content: new people, new pro. '11: 1 Ah& 
'While on the other there is the invention of new for-. &4s wIL-ch 
undermine habiltuail versions of drammat. 41c reality and thus 
con. 4-6.4uni. ca-te new an%-A4 nnore flunda. mental underlying realities. 
Hill arg, %A, es that the realist project in British cinema, with 
particular reference to the social problem and kitchen sink 
1m as, was of the f irst type identif ied by Williamms. These f ilms 
did inject new content in the shape of new characters (the 
working class, juvenile delinquenIts), new settings (the factory, 
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the housing estate) and new proble-Las (race, homosexuality). As he 
explains: 
"Alth4ough this was accompanied by a certain degree of stylistic 
novelty (location shooting for example), it did not, in any major 
sense, entail the 'invention of new dramatic f orms (220 
In this way it can be argued that the. B., zlitish cinema was informed 
by a 'naturalist' rather than a 'realist' aesthetic. Williams 
makes a rather tentative distinction between the two arguing that 
in a twentieth century context 'naturalismn' has come to be 
regarded in terms of a representation of surface, while Irealism' 
is concerned with depth and the hidden dynamics of reality. (23) 
Consequently, British cinema never really produced any modernist 
e, d-,. periments in the manner of the French, Italian or German 
cinemas in the sixties and seventies. In -,,, any ways modernisn', 
f questions of realism an'" represented a vigorous examination o. L 
cinema. Some modernist film, -maker3 can be said to have ax-itended 
objective world to the subjective the domain of realism from the .6 
domain: the psychic realism oil. Antonioni and Bergman. others such 
as Godard profoundily called into question the idea of realisn"by 
drawina attention to the arltif ice of the medium of cinema and its 
codes of representation. This contrasts strongly with Brit-Isba 
I-- naturalism' which tended to remain broadly funct-6onal in 
approach with an emphasis on the objective and rather one- 
dimensional 'reality' of characters, -, motivations, situations and 
locations. There were no attempts to question reality or to view 
it as ambiguous and shifting. In this way both contemporary and 
historical realism, in British cinema can be seen as limiting 
forms of realism, concerned with the versilimitude of surfac'e 
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detail rather than with the' complex and of ten contradictory 
realities of the world. 
British cinema has also relied heavily on melodrama (largely 
derived from, the theatrical tradition) as a narrative form. 
Robert Philip Kolker contrasts melodra. ma and modernism describing 
the former in the following manner: 
"Melodrama demands a great emotional response from its audience, 
an identi fi cation with the central characters of a film (whose 
personal problems are foregrounded without being linked to a 
defined social context that may determine them), and insists that 
conve ntional attitudes and gestures be accepted as unique 
components of a character's psychology. Melodrama is a form of 
assurance and security;... it all but guarantees Ithat what is 
experienced in one f ilmm will not be very different from what has 
been e-xparienced in most others. Just* such forms of repetition, 
emotional safety and reinforcement, are what the modernists OPP056 
(2A with forras 04 question and surprise. " 2) 
Kolker discusses -melodra-44. a as the do. --inant narrative form 
in 
An. erica-n cine. ma but given the close relationship between 
t Hollywood and Bri-14--sh cinema i,, -, i_t-- that that. the 
latter should' adopt. a simila-r mmode. Even the films of the British 
new wave, which represented a deternined effort to construct- a 
new c-; r. er,. a dealina, with, the realities of contemporary working 
class en. 44.3tence, are ulti. mately, in Kolker Is view, undermined by 
exceptional' anelodrama-Itic element_z: the foregrounding of 
characters w-Ith whom the audience is ex. pected to idenitify and 
resistance and defiance conventional narrative patterns of 
ultimately culminating in resignation and defeat. 
But the of melodrama and its relationship to Brit. -Ash 
cine-ma is rather more complex and ambiguous than Kolker suggests. 
Chri. stine G31. edlhill notes t1hat melodrama was generally a 
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pejorative evaluation until the sixties when it was , revalued in 
a more positive light: f or example, the. Hollywood melodramas of 
Douglas Sirk being re-read as a critique of the American 
bourgeoi! 5ie. (25) Most of the cinema attacked by the champions of 
realism and quality was extremely melodramatic: the f ilms of 
Powell and Pressburger, Gainsborough costume melodramas, Hammer 
horror etc. This 'repressed underlife' of British cinema has 
similarly undergone something-of a reappraisal in recent years 
and recast in a positive light. Julian Petley argues that the 
melodramatic mode worked against the 'stiff upper lip' conception 
of the British character and explored taboo areas such ad 
sexuality and exoticism. Many of these films are also 
distinguished by their stylistic flamboyance (in strong contrast 
to the flat naturalism of Ealing and Woodfall). In this way such 
films have come to be seen as a subversive, and therefore 
progressive, tendency within British cinema. 
The obsession with authenticity and accuracy has also been 
stylistically detrimental to historical projects. This can be 
demonstrated by way of an example which stands out as an 
exception to the rule. Derek Jarman's CARAVAGGIO is deliberately 
non-realist in design, being shot entirely in a warehouse and 
featuring anachronistic 'modern' props like a typewriter and a 
pocket calculator. The effect is initially quite shocking: an 
indication of how strong realist expectations are. Christopher 
Hobbs, Jarman's production designer on CARAVAGGIO, is 
particularly critical of the naturalistic tradition he is 
deliberately attempting to avoid: 
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"There's a great fashion at the moment for what I call 
archaeological designing. It can be very good like A ROOM WITH A 
VIEW where the design wa's immaculate, it was done with such a 
light touch that you were actually not aware of it being a period 
movie in many ways. But then you get other movies like LITTLE 
DORRITT, it was such a bore, everything was right. You could see 
they had reams of researchers checking up on how to roll up 
cigars in the 19th century. And it's- urffiec. -e-ssary 
because in the 
first place such little details are only what we know from 
records and you can be pretty certain that there are dozens 
of other ways of rolling cigars which we don't happen to know 
about because no one's remembered or nobody's made a no-te of it. 
So when I'm doing a period f ilm I invent the past half the time 
because nobody knows what it is really. "(26) 
The approach Hobbs is criticising necessarily works against 
stylisation which is often what makes cinema interesting. It also 
mitigates against experiment in the area of design which mirrors 
the disinclination of British cinema in general to experiment 
with formal strategies. 
Despite the continuing dominance of the realist tradition in 
British cinema through much of 'Film on Four', it is interesting 
to consider that film-makers currently working within the British 
industry tend to be aware of the strengths, ' and more importantly 
the weaknesses of that tradition. James Park tends to overstate 
the case when he argues that 'British film-makers have finally 
learned to dream' (27), but it is interesting that directors in 
this country are frequently alluding to film-making traditions 
other than social realism. Related to this is the current 
critical re-appraisal of British cinema history by writers such 
as Ellis, Barr, Gledhill, Ian Christie, David Pirie and Julian 
Petley (28) . This represents an attempt to -xesurrea certain 
anti-naturalistic traditions such as the work of Michael Powell 
(who has referred to as an important influence by Julien Temple, 
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Neil Jordan and Derek Jarman) and the output of Gainsborough and 
Hammer films. To a certain extent these writers. have successfully 
displaced the dominant discourse of realism/quality in favour of 
new interpretations and critical concepts. 
It is interesting to consider that there are there are several 
film-makers currently active in British cinema who defy the 
narrowness of the realist tradition and demonstrate the breac i aý 
and possibilities of the cinema medium. This is partly because 
the current generation of film-makers have benefitecL from the 
international is ation of modernist techniques, beginninc3 with the 
appropriation of such techniques by American film-makers like 
Arthur Penn in the late sixties, which have broken down old forms 
of cinema narration. The influence of the Italian modernists and 
French New Wave is now extremely widespread. This aesthetic shift 
is related to more general cultural trends: 
- 
the growth of 
consumer capitalism , the relaxation of censorship and moral 
constraints, amounting to a general process of liberaliSation. 
Expansion in- educational opportunities helped to create a more 
sophisticated audience which could cope with the modernist 
infringement on traditional cinema narrative. 
Amongst the beneficiaries of this general process of cultural and 
aesthetic liberalisation are experienced film-makers such as 
Nicolas Roeg and Ken Russell (who both made their debut features 
in the sixties) and a variety of 'newcomers' including Neil 
Jordan, Derek Jarman, Terry Gilliam, Peter Greenaway and Terence 
Davies. This is not to construct a new auteurist 'pantheon' - the 
I 
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above mentioned are just as open to criticism as those who are 
more traditionally 'British' in approach. What is important is 
that their work demonstrates, in different ways, that British 
cinema can be something more than naturalistic in intent and 
execution and can draw upon diverse. traditions and aesthetic 
influences. I would argue that a healthy national cinema is 
nourished by and thrives on stylistic and formal diversity and 
experimentation. 
The question of quality is still pertinent to any discussion of 
British cinema although its meaning has shifted somewhat. Current 
definitions of quality cinema utilize the concept not as a 
critical evaluation but rather as appraisal of technical skill 
and standards of practical competence, particularly within low to 
medium budget film-making. Film-makers are expected to aspire to 
the highest Possible standards in their work: to produce the best 
results possible with the resources available. Producer Patrick 
Cassavetti argues that creativity in film-making: 
"lies in making the best of what you've got. * That is the art. 
It's about having a small amount of money or a large amount of 
money and doing the best you can while wasting as little as 
possible. "(29) 
Quality becomes related to issues of resource utilization in an 
industry characterised by its relative lack of resources. As Marc 
Samuelson puts it: 
"the thing to try and do is to make a film that looks and feels 
like it's a much bigger budget than it actually is. WHITE 
MISCHIEF looks and feels like a $25 million picture when it 
actually cost $7 million. "(30) 
There is a strong sense of a self-conscious promotion of British 
cinema as aspiring to particularly high standards of technique 
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and performance and 'value for money', and this is where the idea 
of quality has been relocated. 
British technicians have become accustomed to working with very 
tight budgets and have consequently* become very resourceful as 
Christopher Hobbs points out with specific reference to 
production design: 
"I think we have an advantage over the Americans for two reasons. 
One, we are used to working with very small budgets and therefore 
have learned to make things look good without having to spend 
vast amounts of money. The other thing is the theatrical 
background of a lot of designers. If you've had a theatrical 
background where there is usually no budget at all, then you have 
to be able to make anything out of anything, with no money and in 
no time. It's a very good training and it's certainly the 
training I had. On something like CARAVJ'LGGIO, where there really 
was no money, we just had to invent and be crafty. "(31) 
The resourcefulness of Hobbs and the rest of the production team, 
a demonstration of the importance of creative collaboration in 
British cinema, on CARAVAGGIO combined to produce a visually 
imaginative quality (in the new sense) film. This notion of 
quality as high production value is a characteristic of current 
British cinema in general and something which the industry has 
attempted to build a reputation on both 'to sell British films 
abroad and to encourage American producers to continue making 
films in British studios with British technicians. 
The Comic Mode 
Another identifiable aesthetic tradition or tendency in British 
cinema is the predominance of a comic mode which embraces 
straight forward comedy - films whose project is primarily to 
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make audiences laugh - to the rich assortment of oddball, 
grotesque, eccentric and quirky elements which crop up in 
predominantly serious*films. This phenomenon is partly a 
reflection of the considerable influence the music hall tradition 
has had on British cinema, but it is also an aspect of a 
tradition identifiable in other 'popular' forms: a classic 
example being the novels of Charles Dickens. 
George Orwell argues that Dickens developed the notion of- 
eccentricity, with regard to the development of character in his 
work, which he took from earlier novelists. Eccentric 
characterisation also looms large in British cinema history. 
Eccentricities also help to foreground and 'individualise' 
characters, rendering predicaments personal rather than social 
and conforming to the requirements of melodrama. However, what 
makes Dickens unique, according to Orwell, is his fertility Of 
invention with regard to turns of phrase and details. As Orwell 
puts it: 
"The outstanding, unmistakable mark of Dickens' writing is the 
unnecessarZ detail. "(32) 
In other words, . touches which do not advance the story but which 
create that special Dickens atmosphere and the idiosyncrasies of 
his characters. 
A variant of the unnecessary detail is identifiable in British 
cinema. Screen comedy is often heavily dialogue based: the 
exchanges between the characters, superfluous 'gags' and 
catchphrases, which were also trademarks of music hall comedy, 
give many British films, and comic actors, their eccentric 
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character. But occasionally the ef f ect can also be visual. Much 
of the humour generated in the MONTY PYTHON films f or example 
comes from the incongruous juxtaposition of ridiculous characters 
and situations within 'realistic' historical landscapes such as 
the *filth and squaloi, of medieval England in MONTY PYTHON AND 
THE HOLY GRAIL and JABBERWOCKY. 
Orwell also argued that Dickens' popularitý stemmed from his 
ability: 
of .. to express in a comic, simplified and therefore memorable form the native decency of the common man". (33) 
This informs much of the British comic traditions discussed below 
including the music hall and slapstick strain, Ealing comedy and 
much current British comedy including the work of Bill Forsyth. 
Eccentricity is also a method of. dealing with the tension between 
naturalism and theatricality. In British cinema it can. be argued 
that the cult of the eccentric is what makes naturalism 
acceptable and popular, by foregrounding character and humour 
against a naturalistic, often highly depressing, background. The 
same could be said of Dickens' novels which on one level dealt 
with the horrors of urban squalor. in Victorian London. 
Turning to a -brief historical sketch of British cinema comedy, 
the thirties was a major comic period in tritish cinema with 
several stars of the Music Hall including Gracie Fields, George 
Zormby and Will Hay moving into feature films. The late forties 
saw the development of theý Ealing comedy which began with 
PASSPORT TO PIMLICO, WHISKEY GALORE and KIND HEARTS AND CORONETS 
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all released in 1949. In general terms Ealing comedy concerned 
itself with the idea of community, a nostalgia for the war years 
in a period of austerity. This quickly solidified into a''little 
England' obsession with oldness, a reaction to post war change 
and progress, although there are some exceptions including the 
rather black humour of THE LADYKILLERS. Ealing spawned many 
imitators both and its influence can still be detected today in 
films such as LOCAL HERO. 
The fifties witnessed a series of cycles ranging from the big 
budget prestige post Ealing humour of the DOCTOR films to the 
slapstick of Norman Wisdom and the anarchy of the ST TRINIANS 
films. Then came the inauguration of the CARRY ON cycle (27 films 
in all) with CARRY ON SERGEj',, NT, released in 1958. In the case of 
each of these series the first film was the most interesting with 
very little development taking place in subsequent productions, 
merely repetition of successftil elements. 
The 'swinging sixties' gave rise to the zzaniness of TOM JONES and 
the increasingly surreal films of Richard Lester including A HARD 
DAYS NIGHT, HELP (both featuring the Beatles) , THE KNACK, 
HOW I 
WON THE WAR and THE BED SITTING ROOM, while the seventies 
witnessed the' production of various features based on popular 
television comedy series such as ON THE BUSES, THE ALF GARNETT 
SAGA and STEPTOE AND SON. Television comedy was a major influence 
on British cinema from the sixties onwards, as Andy Medhurst 
points out. (34) TV comedians such as Tony Hancock relied heavily 
on language, rich characterisation and the humour of the 
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unnecessary detail (relating back to my points about Dickens) and 
this has fed directly into cinema comedy. The seventies also saw 
the emergence of the grotesque humour of MONTY PYTHON which is 
still very much part of present day British cinema comedy as I 
shall demonstrate below. 
Examples of ostensibly 'straight' films with quirky elements 
include the numerous adaptations of Dickens which, like the 
Hammer Horror films, constantly feature a range of lower class 
I grotesques' and eccentrics. This type of caricatured portrayal 
of working class people by middle class film-makers can also be 
found in films like IT ALWAYS RAINS ON SUND. A&Y (an example of a 
tserious' Ealing production) with its slightly ridiculous petty 
East End criminals. It is interesting to note that the most 
ridiculous characters in many British films, particularly in the 
thirties and forties, tended to be either working clasp or upper 
class - ie. social strata other than that from which most of the 
creative personnel working in the industry were drawn from. This 
began to change as class boundaries became less rigid in British 
society in the fifties and sixties. The humour of lower class 
characters was subsequently generated in relation to their 
fantas. 6 J es to escape their humdrum existence in f jims like BILLY 
LIAR, which a*voided being patronising, or in terms of their 
'sharp' talk and sexual conquests in ALFIE. 
There are numerous other examples of comic and off-beat film- 
making in the present context, including some of the most 
commercially successful British films of recent years. One reason 
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for the persistent high profile of comedies is that humour is 
international and as consequently it may be easier *to sell such 
films around the world. ýhis was as true in the past as it is 
today. As director Ken Annakin noted in 1958: 
"... it is safer to make comedies, beqause they are the only 
pictures which, in Britain bring badk any profit at all to the 
people who put up the money. "(35) 
Recent examples of commercially succesSS-LLI British comedies 
include GREGORY'S GIRL, TIME BANDITS, EDUCATING RITA, A LETTER TO 
BREHZNEV, BRAZIL, PERSONAL SERVICES, WISH YOU WERE HERE, A FISH 
CALLED WANDA, THE TALL GUY and WITHIIAIL AND I. Two of these"films 
- TIME BANDITS and WITHNAIL AND I were financed by Handmade 
Films, a company closely associated with comedy since becoming 
involved in film-making with Monty Python's THE LIFE OF* BRIAN. 
They subsequently made a series of films involving various 
members of Python in a range of capacities from directing and 
writing to acting. These include TIME BANDITS, THE MISSIONARY, 
PRIVATES ON PARADE and A PRIVATE FUNCTION. The Pythons have since 
set up their own production company 'Prominent Features' but 
Handmade continue to make comedies, although not exclusively so, 
believing they have a 'surer touch' (and an all-important track 
record) in this area of film-making. 
If Handmade are the company most associated with comedy in the 
context of current British cinema then the film-maker who has 
achieved a similar association is Bill Forsyth. Forsyth has been 
responsible for five features to date: THAT SINKING FEELING, 
GREGORY'S GIRL, LOCAL HERO, COMFORT AND JOY and HOUSEKEEPING, all 
of which use humour as a way of exploring the predicaments in 
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which the protagonists find themselves. Forsyth's films are a 
celebration of the human spirit with all its foibles and are 
therefore very much in the British tradition of gentle comedy 
although his wry wit and attention to detail, both visual and 
verbal, gives his work an edge lacking in much British cinema 
comedy. The last film mentioned, HOUSEKEEPING, represents 
Forsyth's least comic production but it retains elements of his 
very characteristic style nevertheless. 
Forsyth explains that the reason why he chose comedy as his 
medium of expression in the f irst place had to do with a severe 
lack of financial resources (both THAT SINKING FEELING and 
GREGORY'S GIRL were made on shoestring budgets). Comedy was 
considered to be the most appropriate approach in the 
circumstances, particularly in the case of THAT SINKING FEELING 
which relied on actors giving their services for no payment. To 
ensure their interest Forsyth had to make the process as much fun 
as possible: he regarded comedy as the most appropriate approach. 
Forsyth's former partner Charlie Gormley, who has written and 
directed two, broadly ccric, films to date: LIVING APART TOGETHER 
and HE, ',. VENLY PURSUITS, e:: plains the philosophy: 
"Bill and I decided an comedy for a very simple reason - because 
it was cheap, People always say 'don't do comedy, its too 
dangerous, you can't make them laugh, it's too hard. ' But"it's a 
cheaper way of getting production value than any other. Also if 
you can think up a good gag then the audience will forgive you a 
multitude of sins. And I think you can always make them laugh in 
any circumstance. "(36) 
It this way comedy is perhaps an apt mode for a cinema 
characterised by low budget production and a general lack of 
production finance. 
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Particular comic element: q - the eccentric and the grotesque - 
continue to be found in a broad range of British films. The 
eccentric mannerisms of the various characters in A ROOM WITH A 
VIEW, the bizarre and unlikely circýums-tances in which the 
protagonists of MY BEAUTIFUL LAUNDRETTE find themselves, the 
range of social c-, aricatures in HIGH HOPES etc. In the work of a 
film-maker like Peter Greenaway we find the marks of an English 
eccentric with his interest in intellectual game playing, the 
ridiculous obsessions of his characters and the situations they 
create for themselves. Yet no one would refer to Greenaway as a 
director of comedies. Agood example of the eruption of 
quirkiness into a non-comic form is provided by the appearance of 
actor Robbie Coltrane in a range of character roles which has 
served to lighten many a serious film by virtue of his physical 
appearance: Derek Jarman's CARAVAGGIO, Neil Jordan's 14011A LIS" 
and Chris Petit's CHINESE BOXES are three such examples. Coltrane 
is closely associated with the 'Conic Strip' team, whose 
anarchic and satirical approach to humour is very much in the 
Monty Python tradition and who have recently ventured into the 
world of feature films with THE SUPERGR. ',,, SS and EAT THE RICH. 
Subsequently his appearance in more serious films is experienced 
as a disruption or parody even when his portray of a, character is 
more or less straight. In this way prior association can generate 
particular expectations and condition audience response. 
Verbal PrimacY in British Cinema 
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The f actor I wish to consider can be seen more in terms of an 
aesthetic tendency than a. mode, a largely uninýended consequence 
of the particular cultural influences on British cinema rather 
than the conscious appropriation of a highly valued or popular 
aesthetic tradition. What I want to turn my attention to is the 
issue of the relationship between words and images in the context 
of British cinema. Several arguments have been made to the effect 
that throughout the history of British cinema the strength of the 
writing has tended to be detrimental to visual experimentation. 
Film-makers have often solved narrative problems with the use of 
dialogue rather than images. Some arguments have been made which 
relate this to aspects of Britain's cultural heritage. Tom 
Priestly for example argues that "traditionally we are not a very 
visual country. "(37) Derek Jarman contrasts this with the 
Italians who he regards as a supremely visual culture. on the 
production of CARAVAGGIO he noted the difference between Italian 
and British extras in terms of their body language: 
"When the extras who were Italian relaxed they relaxed into 
classic poses. They never relax into the formlessness of the 
British, The vistial languaýe is abs-olutely in the body of the 
Italians so it is natural for it to come out in the film. "(38) 
Roger Deakins recalls the. condescending attitude he experienced 
at art college when he expressed an interest in photography as a 
form of expression. The prevailing attitude was one which 
regarded photography as primarily a recording medium. Charlie 
Gormley also comments on the'prevailing attitude to cinema in 
British society, with an emphasis on education: 
"This is a country which is by and large literate and almost 
supremely proud that it's not cine-literate. You just couldn't 
say to your English teacher - 'I went to the movies -last night. ' You could say - 'I read a bad book', that would be fine. But if 
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you went to the cinema it was regarded as too easy or silly. "(39) 
This state of affairs is directly related to the literary and 
theatrical influences on British cinema. Tony Lawson explains 
that a British film-. --. iaker would handle ý dialogue scene in a very 
different way to an American French or Italian director would and 
this, he explains, is partly because: "the English love language 
and they like to use it". (40)* It is therefore not surprising 
that film-makers have consistently turned to this country's 
literary and theatrical heritage for ideas and inspiration. This 
tendency also places special emphasis on the role of the writer 
in the film-making process. As Julian Petley explains: 
"... the British Cinema, even in its early 'days, became increasingly dominated by literary and theatrical conceptions. 
The writer, though badly paid by Hollywood standards, tended to be regarded as the major creative force in film-making and most 
screenplay writers tended to be men of theatre or literature. "(41) 
This created particular problems: as Petley explains, original 
screenplays and adaptations alike tended to be conceived not in 
specifically cinematic terms but rather as translations from 
theatrical and literary conventions. 
on the question of the literary influence the problem isn't so 
much one of adaptation per se - the American cinema has been 
similarly indebted to the novel in particular as Brian McFarlane 
points out. (42) It is the manner of adaptation particular to 
British cinema which is the issue. McFarlane explains that while 
there is no a priori reason why adaptations should not be 
original and innovative as cinema, this has tended to be the 
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exception in the case of British cinema: 
"More often, British adaptations have exhibited 'a decorous, 
dogged fidelity to their sources, content tb render through 
careful attention to their mise en scýne the social values and 
emotional insight of those sources rather than subjecting them to 
critical scrutiny or, indeed, to robust exploitation. "(43) 
Petley argues that most British adaptations fail to reworking the 
material from within; 'to create cinema', as Hitchcock's put it. 
In other words nothing is added to the original source resulting 
more often than not in a pale imitation. The desire to adapt 
dense literary texts is questioned by Roger Deakins, one of the 
top cinematographers currently working in Britain and a supporter 
of visually -oriented cinema. As Deakins puts it: 
"The independent producers in this country slave away fc-& years 
to make the film they always wanted to make. In America that 
would be the Coen brothers making BLOOD SIMPLE. But in this 
country when that sort of thing happens it's LITTLE DORRITT. I'm 
sure it's wonderful but it's not cinema, whereas BLOOD SIMPLE is. "(44) 
Deakins' argu. ment rests on the f act that BLOOD SIMPLE is a genre 
piece -a modern 'B' Movie which relies totally on visual style 
and narrative tension associated with Hitchcockian thrillers, 
while LITTLE DORRITT's reference is the literary world of Charles 
Dickens. 
Even the British 'New Wave' films of the early sixties which were 
highly innovative in some respects were almost exclusively 
adaptations and many failed to transcend their original source 
material. Roy Armes regards the 'New Wave' as representing a 
slight improvement within the literary tradition in British 
cinema in that these adaptations were contemporary rather than 
historical and the original authors including John Osborne, Alan 
Sillitoe, Shelagh Delaney, David Storey, Keith Waterhouse and 
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Willis Hall were involved in translating their own material into 
screenplays. However, it Is significant, Armes'argues, that only 
one of these writers: Shelagh Delaney, ever made the transition 
to writing an original screenplay with CHARLIE BUBBLES, directed 
in 1966 by Albert Finney. (45) 
As I suggested, the theatrical influence on British c*inema has 
also contributed to the talkiness of British cinema because much 
British theatre has similarly relied on dialogue rather than 
physical action. This point was made as early as 1931 by Norman, 
Marshall in a article examining contemporary British cinema. 
Marshall writes: 
"The weakness of English directors for the pedestrian 
reproduction of stage plays on the screen is a symptom Of their inability to realise that the film, even with the addition of 
sound, is essentially a visual art and must express itself in 
movement. Here again there is the temperamental handicap, 
reflected in the methods of the English theatre. English stage 
producers, players and playwrights are at their happiest when they can settle down for the whole three acts in the same set (a typical English drawing room for preference), confining movement to a few steps from one piece of furniture to another. English 
actors, devoting themselves to the faithful reproduction of 
English character, rely almost entirely on the voice, using the 
bare minimum of movement and gesture as a means of 
expression. "(46) 
As Julian Petley points out, in the formative years of the 
British cinema many producers and directors came out of the 
theatre with the result that many films were little more than 
'celluloid records, of very varying adequacy, of whole stage 
productions, with stage directions very little changed by the 
director. 1(47) 
The British cinema continued to look to the theatre for both 
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source material (adaptations of Shakespeare, Coward, Osborne, 
Pinter and others) , actors and directors. 
(48) And * while it is 
true to say that contemporary British theatre has improved since 
the days of Norman Marshall, adaptations such as LOOK BACK IN 
ANGER and more recently THE DRESSER, certainly owe more to the 
theatre than the cinema in terms of f ormal construction, still 
relying predominantly on dialogue and characterisation, to the 
detriment of purely cinematic devices such as mise-en-scene and 
montage. 
The influence of television on cinema in Britain has also played 
its part, and this is tied in many ways to the theatrical 
tradition with early TV drama being staged as plays, performed as 
such without breaks and covered by several cameras. Television 
drama has always been informed by words rather than images as 
John Ellis explains: 
"Broadcast TV offers a small image of low definitiont to which 
sound is crucial in holding the spectators attention. (While 
Cinema on the other hand) ... ofA fers a large-scale highly detailed and photographic image to a spectator who is engaged in an 
activity of intense and relatively sustained attention. "(49) 
As a result, the words are more important in the case of 
television drama, with the images tending to add little in 
them. selves to narrative development. The close ties which have 
developed bet-.; *een television and cinema in Britain - Television 
companies like Channel 4 financing films, film-makers moving over 
to cinema from mostly television work - has helped to reinforce 
the problem of the importance of the word in British cinema. 
Charles Barr comments: 
"the average up-market British film/TV hybrid comes across as 
straight forwardly functional in style, serving the script, which 
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is both its strength and its weakness ... There are sources of 
cinematic and cultural energy which the standard TV/movie hybrid 
does not tap, partly because of the tendency of its production 
strategies to put it 'in. the script'. "(50) 
Barr's argument is supported by indi. viduals active in f ilm 
production. Al Clark contends'that British television has enjoyed 
great international distinction while there has been 
little in British cinema to attain that accolade. In television 
the writer became the dominant figure (following on from the 
theatrical tradition) and the emphasis was placed on f ilming a 
good script rather than having a great idea and writing a script 
around that. This in turn influenced cinema with similar 
priorities being adopted. Writer/director Mike Radford, whose 
debut feature ANOTHER TIME, ANOTHER PLACE ranks among the most 
scine-matic' of the early Channel 4 backed films, argues that the 
strong influence of Television and its attendant techniques has 
resulted in the Production of films which amount to little more 
than the "photographing of dialogue". Cinema, he argues, should 
rely on 'mise-en-scene', as opposed to 'close ups of people 
talking', in order to communicate to an audience. This in turn 
can affect the commercial viability of a film in the world 
market. As producer Sarah Radclyffe puts it: 
"If you solve ýhings entirely by words they tend to be smaller in 
a way". (51) 
Many of the films made for Channel 4 are criticised for being too 
small in Radclyf f e's sense. Even f il. m-makers involved in such 
productions will acknowledge the problem.. Cinematographer Michael 
Coulter for example ref ers to THE GOOD FATHER, directed by Mike 
Newell as: 
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a modern story, an important story. But yet it was also a bit 
wordy in that it was what the characters we: ýe saying to each 
other which told the story. It wasn't really the images. "(52) 
This then is the detrimental side of television's considerable 
influence on British cinema over the. last two decades. However, 
as Ron Peck argues, it needn't have taken the form it did. 
Television drama needn't have clung to the naturalistic aesthetic 
I have described in this chapter. As he puts it: 
"I don't think television has to be that way. It, S just got stuck 
in certain conventions which should be challenged, especially in 
terms of drama. "(53) 
These conventions have been challenged recently by productions 
like Dennis Potter's THE SINGING DETECTIVE which was extremely 
innovatory for a television drama serial adapting editing and 
narrative techniques from cinema, creating a non naturalistic 
narrative which examined memory, sexuality and the inter-mingling 
of fact and fiction. Something very different from the usual 
linear social drama. 
British cinema is usually contrasted, rather unfavourably with 
, ierican f il. n. i-making N for A 'r - Ron Peck argues that what is e citing 
him about American cinema is that the script is of no more 
importance than the lighting, the soundtrack, the camera and the 
movements of the characters within the frame. This is something 
he rarely sees in British cinema: 
"I'm not interested in a film in which it's all in the script, 
then it becomes pointless going to the cinema for me. I found 
SAMMY AND ROSIE a very unrewarding film as I found MY BEAUTIFUL 
LAUNDRETTE to be. Whereas I will see a Njonelli film - THE COBWEB hundreds of times because I think it's astonishing visually. "(54) 
Like Peck, Julien Temple is a great enthusiast of American 
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cinema, particularly musicals which for him: 
11 ... get closer to the 
idea of total cinema, w. ith the music and 
the movement and the colour, which are, in an almost abstract 
sense, as important as the dialogue. "(55) 
Peck's argument is further supported by producer Patrick 
Cassavetti who suggests that a lot of British films are 
characterised by scenzS in which people sit around tbLlking to 
each other while American film-makers tend to rely far more on 
visual innuendo. However, it must be pointed out that classic 
Hollywood was also very talky. The kinds of films Cassavetti is 
alluding to are probably those made in the late sixties and early 
seventies. Cassavetti has also received several scripts which are 
very literate and articulate in ter. -as of words but rather lacking 
in terms of visual ideas: the very predicament I have been 
describing. 
Bill Forsyth makes some very interesting comments regarding the 
dominance of the writing in British cinema. He regards this state 
o*f aff4irs as having bred a certain kind of 'lazzy'film director', 
as he puts it: 
"someone who came upon af ilm when it was f inished. .- when the 
script was written. Because in large measure, it is the most 
creative perio 
,d 
when you are script writing: it's then you are 
actually making the film. You're not just putting words on a 
page, you are actually creating the feelings, the pace, the 
images almost. All you are doing is transcribing these onto paper 
so you don't forget them... And I think that just by getting the 
proce-dure wrong the British cinema got the whole thing wrong: by 
having this compartmentalised thing where someone wrote or 
adapted something or created a script and then handed it on to 
another technician called a director. The actual creative process 
was lost somewhere in the middle. I don't think writers actually 
knew they were supposed to be filM-makers. I think * 
they thought 
they were just writers. So no one thought they were a film-maker: 
there was no such thing as a film-maker in the whole 
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organisation. I think that's why British cinema suffered. "(56) 
Obviously Forsyth believes strongly in the importance of an 
integrated sense of purpose - with regard to writing and 
directing - and this is consequently identifiable in his own 
work. 
The predominance of the word over the image in British cinema 
which I have been describing primarily in an aesthetic context 
also relates to the industrial and economic structures of the 
British film-industry. Part of the problem is the lack of finance 
available. As Julien Temple explains, when budgets are meagre, 
words are easier to film than spectacular images. James Mackay, 
who has worked for many years in the ultra-low budget sector, 
making films with directors such as Derek Jarman and Ron Peck on 
Super 8 and video explains the rationale behind this kind of 
Jon and sheds some light on the of the product. predicament 
industry in genera!: 
191rhe alternative to working in Super a or video seems to be 
writing a script and spending an awful long time peddling it 
around trying to get money. I've seen this happen to a few people 
who haven't made films before and have spent a lot of time trying 
to get those scripts produced but have rarely got beyond the 
development - stage. I think it's important to make films 
continually, other,,. iise you never develop as a film-maker, you 
just become a writer. "(57) 
This is an extpemely important point and may help to explain the 
apparent lack of visual imagination or ambition on the part of 
many film-makers working in this dountry. 
However, not everyone working in the British film industry takes 
a pessimistic viewpoint. Neil Jordan believes that in the past 
five Years things have began to change with the emergence of 
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'visual' film-makers like Peter Greenaway. Tom Priestley and 
Julien Temple argue that, exposure to television and pop. promos, 
respectively, have helped create a generation who are extremely 
visually literate. There has also been a reappraisal of British 
cinema history (noted above) which has attempted to identify a 
vibrant 'submerged' tradition of non-naturalistic and primarily 
visually oriented British cinema on which contemporary film- 
makers can draw. Julien Temple describes Michael Powell as 'one 
of the most visually oriented directors there ever was'. Such 
developments may help to change the situation and provide f il, ", I- 
makers with more fruitful indigenous aesthetic reference points 
which can benefit their own work. 
Taken together, the various fact -ors I have been discussing: the 
various trans-generic modes of realism, melodrama and comedy, and 
the aesthetic tendency characterised by verbal primacy, serve to 
constitute the dominant aesthetic context within which most 
British film-, making has, and still does take place. A film like 
WISH YOU WERE HERE incorporates aspects'of all of these 
tendencies being 'realistic' in surface detail, melodramatic, 
humorous and talky. Rarely does a film avoid all of the dominant 
tendencies - an argument could be made for a profoundly visual, 
non-realist film like THE COMPANY OF WOLVES, *but such exceptions 
are rare. obviously the dominant aesthetic/cultural context 
contributes significantly to the structuring of creativity in 
British cinema. It provides guidance to film-makers in the form 
of a 'tradition'. The 'recognition' this implies is particularly 
important to a creative process in which issues of commercial 
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viability and expense are vital considerations. Consequently, any 
innovation within this context tends to assume the form of 
Ivariation on a theme' and generic transformation rather than 
radical breaks as these may represent too much of a risk in 
commercial terms. The most vulgar form of this process is the 
phenomenon of the 'sequel', which, as I explained above, is more 
a characteristic of American film-making than British ci'nema. 
The strain towards tradition is not simply bound by economic 
considerations however: f ilm-makers being f orced to comply with 
the wishes of their financial backers in terms of 'playing saf e' 
with form, and content. Writers and directors themselves often 
look to the substance of tradition for ideas and possible 
solutions to problems. They effectively absorb elements of that 
tradition and their work can consequently be located in relation 
to the general constitution of the cultural tradition in which 
they operate. This process may be largely unconscious or 
alternatively, film-makers may be very self-conscious of the ways 
in which their work relates to that which has gone before. All 
are subject to the context in which they work and that context 
can be seen in terms of of the cultural space generated by the 
aesthetic concepts I have been discussing. This Itural space cu. A. 
provides certain aesthetic resources - as important as financial 
and technological resources - which film. -makers draw upon in the 
process of their work. The creative activity implied in this 
process is therefore fundamentally structured in terms of the 
availability of these resources: they effectively set the 
parameters within which the activity can take place and creative 
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decisions can be made. 
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CHAPTER NINE 
THE PRODUCTION PROCESS: 
CREATIVE COLLABORATION IN BRITISH CINEMA 
In addition to the financial and technological contexts already 
discussed, the structuring of creativity is also affected by the 
nature of interpersonal relationships within the process of. film- 
making itself. As I have already pointed out, Paul Coa: tes makes 
some interesting remarks regar ding what he sees as the necessary 
conflict between a film director's individuality on one hand and 
'opposing material', including key collaborators, on the other. 
(1) This raises the question of whether film-making should be 
considered in terms of an essentially collaborative undertaking. 
Certainly the logistics of making a film requires the involvement 
of a considerable number of people from start to finish and these 
people must be able to work together towards the same end - the 
production of the best possible film given the resources 
available. As producer Steve Woolley remarks: 
fir . il. -.. s are an absolute collaboration right from the word go. You 
are collaborating all the time: with writers, with agents, with 
financiers. "(2) 
Collaborative relationships are crucial in such a context and are 
therefore not entered into lightly. 
While the general question of the organisation and co-ordination 
o, f the contributions of the various . people who are involved with 
ýLny particular project at different stages in the process is an 
interesting one, the primary focus of this chapter will be 
collaboration in relation to creativity. Therefore the 
relationships between film-makers and their key 'creative 
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collaborators' shall be explored in some depth in the attempt to 
shed some light on the c. reative dynamic which* lies at the heart 
of the f ilm-making process. This shall be done with an emphasis 
on three specific' areas of collaboration: the working 
relationship between directors afid screenwriters, between 
directors and producers and a consideration of the contributions 
of the key technical personral - cinematographers, editors and 
designers - and actors to the* creative process. This discussion 
will be supplemented by a subsequent chapter where I shall also 
consider to what extent the notion of the lauteurl persists with' 
regard to current British cinema and how meaningful the idea of 
the individual film artist is given the fundamentally 
collaborative nature of film production. 
Creative Collaboration 
All film-making, beyond the most basic 'home movie' production, 
is essentially a highly collaborative process, regardless of 
peri. od or cultural climate. The production of feature films 
involves the integration of various specialised skills: 
screenwriting, acting, design, cinematography, editing, direction 
etc., and this necessarily involves a group of such 'specialists' 
working closely together. It is theref ore sn. all wonder that the 
history of 'cinema is marked by enduring workng relationships 
between teams of creative personnel collaborating over a range of 
different projects. 
The British cinema is no exception. Several of the most 
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outstanding films made in this country have been produced in 
circumstances where creative collaboration ha's been explicitly 
acknowledged. Examples include the f ilms of Michael Powell and 
Emeric Pressburger ('The Archers') with both men sharing the 
writer, director and producer crbdit on more than fifteen 
features during the forties and fifties. These included such 
f ilms as THE LIFE AND DEATH OF COLONEL BLIMP, A MATTER OF LIFE 
AND DEATH, BLACK NARCISSUS and THE RED SHOES. Powell and 
Pressburger also tended to work with the same creative 
collaborators whenever possible. Obviously there were a few 
changes in Archers 'regulars' over the years but at their 
critical height Powell and Pressburger benefited enormously from 
the contributions of key individuals including cinematographer 
Jack Cardif ff o, desig. ner Hein Heckroth, editor Reginald mills and 
composer Brian Easdale. It is also worth noting that working 
alongside The Archers as an independent production unit under the 
umbrella of the Rank Organisation were the Cineguild team of 
David Lean, Ronald Neame and Anthony Havelock-Allan and the 
enduring partnership of Frank Launder and Sidney Gilliat. 
Moving into t1he 1960's, the films made by the Woodfall Company 
including THE LONELINESS OF THE LONG DISTANCE RUNNER, A I TAS7E OF 
HONEY (classic examples of the British INe. w Wave' or 'Kitchen 
Sink' drama) and TOM JONES, involved the same creative 'core' of 
director Tony Richardson, writer John Osborne (both partners in 
the company) and cinematographer Walter Lassally. This team 
developed an innovative realist aesthetic borrowing the 
techniques of the French Inouvelle vague' and applying them to 
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contemporary working class subjects. 
But perhaps the most critically acclaimed creative collaboration 
in the history of British cinema is that between director Joseph 
Losey and the dramatist Harold Pinter which resulted in three 
features produced between 1963 and 1970: THE SERVANT, ACCIDENT 
and THE GO-BETWEEN. The collaboration proved to be a fruitful one 
for both, especially Losey. As Alexander Walker explains, with 
particular reference to THE SERVANT: 
"Losey had never before had to work so tightly within the 
disciplining limits of another man's 'frame'. Yet instead of 
confinement THE SERVANT signals hi s breakthrough to a freedom of 
expression that, just because it is controlled by underlying 
rhythms, as a sea is by its tides, never lets the unity of vision 
sliP out of focus. "(3) 
Walker suggests that Pinter curbed Losey's tendencies to baroque 
Romanticism while Losey amplified Pinter's economy with visual 
suggestiveness. Certainly it is arguable that neither man was 
able to match the quality of the collaborations in their other 
productions. Pinter and Losey provide a classic example of a 
working relationship where the constraints placed on one by the 
other serve to focus and direct their creative energies 
(particularly Losey's) in a more productive fashion than may have 
otherwise been the case. 
These then are some of the more significant examples of 
collaborative film-making in British cinema history embracing 
film-makers and films which have been subject to much critical 
acclaim. Collaboration is therefore as important a concept in the 
.I 
context of the highly personal cinema of Powell & Pressburger and 
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Losey & Pinter as it is with reference to the commercially 
oriented permanent operations at Ealing and Ham. mer f ilms which 
involved small. groups of creative teams making one f 11m then 
moving immediately on to the next - the cine. -aa equivalent of the 
production line. 
Creative Collaboration and Current British Cinema 
Part I: Writers and Directors 
Perhaps the most obvious place to begin in a consideration of the 
issue of creative collaboration in the context of f ilm-making is 
the relationship between writers and directors. As I pointed out 
in the previous chapter, British cinema has traditionally been 
characterised by the strength of its writing vis-a-vis visual 
realisation. While cinema is usually regarded by critics and 
theorists (in the wake of the 'auteur theory') as a director's 
medium, the British cinema, due largely to its close relationship 
since the late sixties with television drama, has frequently 
privileged writers over directors. Hence it is Alan Bennett's A. 
PRIVATE FUNCTION rather than Malcolm Mowbray's which we here- 
about. Similarly films such as NO SURRENDER and LETTER TO 
BREZHNEV are more offten attributed to Alan Bleasedale and Frank 
Clark respectively than directors Peter Smith and Chris Bernard. 
In each case the writer is popularly held to be the creative 
force behind the film, as is the norm in television. This serves 
to neglect an appreciation of what is often notable directing. 
.I 
The tendency to privilege writers in British cinema and 
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television drama is partly justified. The screenplay-always 
constrains film-makers to the telling of a particular story with 
particular characters, locations and events, and unfortunately 
many British film-makers do little to build upon the concepts and 
ideas contained in the screenplay. They tend to translate words 
into in, ages in a broadly f unctional manner, relying on dialogue 
to convey much of the narrative information in the process, 
rather than reworking the basic structures of the script in 
fundamentally cinematic ways, as a film-maker like Hitchcock was 
able to do. The issue of the predominance of the word over the 
image in British cinema will be discussed in some length 
elsewhere as it is a fundamental one which has contributed 
greatly to current debates about the strengths and weaknesses of 
film-making in this country. 
There is however, a great awareness of this problem within the 
film-making community at large and consequently, many film-makers 
have attempted to combine the arts of writing and directing in 
the effort to create screenplays which are a mere blueprint for 
profoundly visual ideas rather than great literate works full of 
dialogue. The strain has been towards a more integrated process 
rather than what Bill Forsyth desc--ibes as t he 
compartMentalisation of scriptwr-4ting and directing. (4) Mike 
Radford for example, argues that film, in the sense of writing 
and directing, "is an unseparated out totality". (5) Ron Peck is 
enthusiastic about the benefits of a director writing his or her 
own scripts, from a cinematic point of view: 
"I think that as you are writing the dialogue you are to some 
extent imagining the camera movements, and movement may replace a 
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line of dialogue, or a shock of colour may indicate something you 
are aiming at - all the dramaturgy of the f ilm is related to how 
you're orchestrating everything. "(6) 
Bill Forsyth on the other hand has a different point ofý view of 
the process: 
"What really happens when you are writing is the movie unwinds in 
your head. If you had to stop and see ever 
,y 
shot you would forget 
what you are feeling or what the sense of it was. it's the spirit 
of the film that unwinds in your head as you are writing and 
that's the most important thing. How that's realised visually 
either in one shot or how the design works or whatever, is part 
of the conversations that come afterwards. "(7) 
one major transition in British cinema from the seventies to the. 
eighties has been the en. ergence of the writer/director. This 
phenomenon is partlLy the result of the training programmes 
carried out at the major British film schools, in particular the 
National Film School at Beaconsfield and the London International 
Film School. These establishments teach students a broad range of 
skills and most of these who train ulti. mately to be directors are 
also interested in writing their own screenplays. As Tom 
Priestley, an experlenced editor who has worked in the British 
f- film industry for more than thirty years, co=ents: 
"I think we now have a new generation of F-. -', -,. -. -,, ake--s rather on 'he European 1-4ne: people who want to make fi-l:. -, s to e. -, press' their 
ideas and feelings about life today. "(8) 
Consequently Br4. týA- sh cinema currently abounds 17 -- th 
writer/directors, soA-,, e primarily interested in original material, 
others favouring adaptations. Their numbers include Forsyth, 
Radford, Peck, Neil Jordan, Bill Douglas, Derek Jarman, Terry 
Gill1a. m, David Hare, Terence Davie-! j Peter Greenaway, Karl 
Francis, Ken McMullen, Alex Cox, Lezli-An Barrett, Harry Hook, 
Connie Templeman, Mike Leigh, Charley Gormley. Mike Figgis and 
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Peter Wollen. There are also recent examples of screen-writers 
directing their own scripts: Paul Mayersberg,. Martin Stellman, 
David Leland, Stephen Poliakoff and Bruce Robinson. Whether this 
signifies an integration of the creative elements of writing and 
directing or whether it is an affirmation of the ascendancy of 
the writer in Briti sh cinema: an 'if the strength of a film lies 
in the writing why not direct it yourself' type of attitude, 
remains to be seen. In any case it would appear to provide the 
justification for taking an essentially auteurist approach to 
British cinema. This is something I wish to avoid for reasons 
shall attempt to elaborate below. 
Not everyone in the Film industry however, necessarily believes 
in the idea that combining writing and direction is a recipe for 
success. Colin MacCabe, the former head of the B. F. I. Production 
Board, whic. 1,4 has funded the wo. -,. '-, of several of the 
,i writer/directors referred to above, makes the following cor, =ents: 
flas a result, largely I think, of the auteur theory... there has 
been a great enphasis on the writer/director. And without in any 
way trying to suggest that there should be no such beasts, many 
good directors can't write. And I am concerned with trying to got 
more writers involved who are not directors". 01) 
James Brabazon, in an article published in A. I. P. & Co. magazine, 
chanapions the cause of the wr, -te-- in British c4nema. He argues 
I that without a: script you cant make a schedule or a budget and 
without a good script you can't attract finance in the first 
place. Brabazon makes the case for the importance of good story- 
telling, citing MY BEAUTIFUL LAUNDRETTE as a perfect example of a 
film whose popularity lies in the story rather than production 
values Or visual imagery. However, he does accept that there is a 
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problem with British screenwriting which he attributes to an 
apparent disinclination on the part of writers who have been 
trained in television (or the theatre) to learn the discipline of 
film. Brabazon writes: 
"unfortunately many writers in Britain are not keen to admit that 
they have anything much to learn. A vague impression has grown up 
amongst them (fostered originally at the Royal Court Theatre) 
that their lightest word is good enough for production and should 
never be altered. This is the writers' counterpart to the 
directors' auteur theory, and is equally fallacious and*damaging. 
But this attitude is often re 
* 
inforced by the crass way writers 
are treated by producers, directors and story editors - people 
who ought to know how to get the best out of them. What should be 
fertile cc-operation becomes a dog-fight. (10) 
Although many would argue that f ilm is, in the last analysis, a 
director's medium, there is a general consensus which admits to 
the crucial importance of scripts , and by extension 
screenwriters. As Brabazon points out it is scripts which attract 
finance. A good sc-ript is also often an important incentive for 
collaborators to get involved - particularly such important 
figures as the director of photography, the production designer, 
the editor and the actors. Sometimes an experienced technic'lan 
will be attracted to a new-comers project on the basis of the 
sc-ript, an example being cinematographer Roger Deakins' decision 
to work on Harry Hook's debut film THE K11111CHEIT TOTO. 
Brabazon's idea of af ertile co-operation is an important one. 
However, as he indicates, conflict and tension may arise between 
the writer, who *is the originator of ideas in a sense, and others 
who's task it is to translate these ideas into images. Writer 
Hanif Kureishi makes some interesting comments in his diary of 
the making of the f jim SAMMY AND ROSIE GET LAID. He displays a 
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certain ambivalence towards the necessity of collaboration. At 
first he felt a great sense of relief when director Stephen 
Frears and producer Tim Bevan became involved with the project. 
As Kureishi puts it: 
"Getting af ilm going is' like pushing a huge rock up the side of 
a mountain and, until now, writing the script I've been doing 
this alone. Now other people can take the weight. "(11) 
However, Kureishi f ound the moment he had to relinquislý control: 
to let go of the script and allow Frears to make the f il-m, a 
particularly dif ficult one. This is hardly surprising given that 
a writer may have worked on a script f or a long time only to 
watch it being changed beyond recogniti on by the d rector. This 
may be the reason why more and more screenwriters are starting to 
direct their own scripts. As Kureishi puts it: 
it ... the fil=-writer always has to give way to the director, who 
is the controlling intelligence of the film, the invisible tyrant 
behind everything. The only way for a writer- to influence a filr i. -- through his relationship with the director. if thi's is good 
then the will be a successf-l collaboration; if no', the 
Ji writer has had it. And most writers are lucky if directors even 
allow then, or. the set. 19(12) 
Kureishi, who had collaborated successfully with Frears on MY 
BEAUTIFUL LAUNDRETTE prior to the production of SAMMY AND ROSIE, 
was fortunate in that he was able to make a considerable 
tl. -. --cughout the prcduction. 
There arree numerous other examples of fruitful collaborations 
between directors and screenwriters in British cinema. Neil 
Jordan, who has written his own scripts, enjoyed the benefits of 
such a collaboration with novelist Angela Carter on THE COMPANY 
OF WOLVES. As Jordan explains: 
"Angela's got a vision all of her own. It's wonderful to work 
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with her because I want to share her vision and I want to explore 
it. She's got so much to contribute because she's created such a 
unique world. There's a certain normal level of what people call 
a scriptwriter; in other. words somebody who moulds material for 
the screen, who makes it suitable f or the screen. I wouldn't be 
interested in working with somebody like that at all. "(13) 
Jordan is much more interested in imagination that technique when 
it comes to scriptwriting. He found Carter's approach to writing 
particularly cinematic: 
"There were very strong visual metaphors running through the 
whole thing. It wasn't only that she'd described it in visual 
terms, it was that things like the colour red, the wolf wit'. 1,4 the 
silver bullet in its foot and all that sort of stuff, which 
propels the story from beginrti(ýq to end. " (14) 
The end result was an imaginative and visually inventive f ilm, 
something rare in a cinema not of ten noted f or its visual 
qualities. Jordan shared the writing credit on THE COMPANY OF 
WOLVES with Carter and his ne. -. t project MONA LISA was a'-so co- 
sc--, -,, ted, this time with David Leland. 
, I. M"%e Radf ard is another fil=-maker who has written his own scipts 
alone: 'adaptations of Jessie Resson's novels THE WHITE BIRD 
PASSES for the BBC, and ANOTHER TIME, ANIOTHER PLACE which was his 
first theatrical feature film, and with others such as Jonathan 
Gems who contributed to the 1111TETEEII EIGHTY rOUR and WHITE 
-1 MISCHIEF screenplays. on adapting Kesscn for 4he screen Radford 
found t1hat she tended to write in a very visual way that he was 
and subsequently able to imagine how he would shoot the fil.... 
found the writing process -rather easy. With regard to his worl-,. --ng 
relationship with Gems, Radford comments: 
"He is a theatre writer and he's very used to solving his 
problems in dialogue. But he writes wonderful dialogue and he's 
influenced me in the way I think about dialogue. He is also very 
good at the basic structure of human motivations. In terms of 
actually refining how the filma could use the language of cinema, 
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that I do almost entirely. But he's probably much better than I 
am at constructing a dramatic scene, he has that training. "(15) 
Other directors who obviously are heavily involved with the 
project at the scripting stage are less inclined to take a 
credit. Julien Te. mple makes some interesting comments in this 
context. He explains that he was quite heavily involved in the 
writing of ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS but wasn't credited as such in this 
department. The reason for this according to Temple is that 
directors are closely involved at every stage of the process fro-za 
the writing through photography to editing and no director would 
ask for an editing credit for example. Therefore, he concludes, 
unless a director has actually written the screenplay he or she 
should not take a credit for it. 
the There is apparently no single formula which is de-monstrablY 
.,., ost producltive approach to wri ting and directing feature fillms. 
What is im. portant is that writers, directors = wr. - iter/directors 
understand cinema as a mediun distinct from television, theatre 
and literature and consequently make greater use of the unique 
language of c. V&. - -ema rather than _-elyin- on narrative techniques 
borrowed other 
rr $-, .. 
la wr--t--, -, g stage is also in many respects the least constrained 
part of the process where a writer is free from the various 
problems of budgets, schedules, technology and working 
relationships and can let his or her imagination take over. 
However, even the screenwriting stage is highly structured in 
certain ways. Most screenplays tend to conf orm to the received 
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idea of what a screenplay should be: in terms of narrative 
development featuring an* identifiable beginning, middle, and end 
and incorporating an initial rupture of a pre existing state of 
affairs and an ultimate resolution. The screenplay will also 
feature parti-cular 'a small group of well draw. n. characters - the 
leading roles - and a host of rather two dimensional 
supplementary characters. Finally it will tend to be a particular 
length: between one hundred and one hundred and twenty pages, 
with one page roughly corresponding to one minute of screen time. 
This is in turn related tothe expectations of financiers who are 
notoriously conservative given the high-risk nature of the film 
business. It is interesting to consider that Ron Peck had 
problems raising the finance for EMPIRE STATE partly because of" .1 
the multi-character nature of the script which did not conform to 
the - two or three major characters - norm. UnsurprisinglY, the 
vast majority of sc, structural norm. The reenplays conform to the 
major exceptions to the rule in British cinema are a handful of, 
maverick film-makers such as Derek Jarman, who didn't write a 
screenplay for his experimental feature T. H. E. " LAST OF ENGLAINTD, 
Peter Greenaway and Terence Davies. E .6 
Par4- II: P. -oducers and pirecýors 
Colin MacCabe's comments above were part of an account of his 
developing role as an initiator of projects. Initiation is 
obviously a very important part of any creative process and in 
terms of current British cinema it has been argued that producers 
have become more and more involved in the creative aspects of 
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film-making in general and during the pre-production stage in 
particular. As James Park argues: 
"Most of the producers associated with the new directors do' much 
more than just raise money for projects. To a greater or less 
degree they all play a role in steering films through the 
development and production process. tor. their marketable form. 
Throughout they both represent the interests of- financiers and 
assist the director to ensure that the best film is made with the 
resources available. "(16) 
The latter part of Park's argument is supported by producer 
Patrick Cassavetti, who suggests that: 
"the role of the producer is really to create a financial 
structure that 'allows the director as much freedom as possible 
with as little interf erence as possible, provided they abide by 
the rules as well. There is a moral obligation to try to bring 
the film in as close to budget as possible. "(17) 
Cassavetti himself had a difficult job keeping director Terri, 
Gilliam within budget on the production of BRAZIL. Many of 
Gilliam's ideas simply had to be rejected on the grounds of cost 
and Cassavetti had to be on hand to keep him in check. It is in 
such a way that the relationship between producer and director 
serves to constrain creativity: the operation at an inter- 
personal level of the constraints imposed upon a fil, =-maker by 
the financial structure of the production. 
The importance of the producer in British cinema is reflected in 
Alexander Walker's book NATIONAL HEROES: BRITISH CINEMA IN THE 
SEVENTIES AND EIGHTIES. Walker dedicates two'entire chapters (ou+. -. 
of a' total of ten) to one man: David Puttnam, perhaps the one 
name synonymous wit'. ',, 'British cinema' , at least in the popular 
mind, in the eight-. 1es. (18) Puttnam is cited by James Park as a 
classic example of a 'creative producer': being active at every 
stage of t1hd film-making pro6ess from initiating projects, 
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developing screenplays, and casting, through the production stage 
to the editing, dubbing -and final distribution of the -finished 
film. (19) In fact Puttnam is so involved with -the creative 
aspects of the process that there are strong thematic and 
aesthetic continuities running through his work regardless of the 
different directors and writers involved. In this sense a case 
could be made for Puttnam as a producer-auteur, given the 
classical formulation of the auteur theory. 
There are other producers currently active in British cinema who 
like to get creatively involved in every stage of the projeclt but 
who do not seem to dominate the proceedings in the manner of 
David Puttnam. As Sarah Radclyffe of Working Title, and producer 
of CARAVAGGIO, MY BEAUTIFUL LAUNDRETTE, WISH YOU WERE HERE, SAMMY 
AND ROSIE GET LAID and A WORLD APART, puts it: 
"I'm more interested in the creative side than the financial 
side ... I can only work on one film at a time and get totally involved in it. I get involved from the script, all the way 
through pre-production. I'm there every single day at the shoot 
and all the way through post production. "(20) 
Steve Woolley of Palace, whose production credits include THE 
COMPANY OF WOLVESt "  ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS, MONA LISA, SHAG, HIGH 
I I% SPIRITS and SCANDAL talks lucidly about his creative involvement 
in these projects at some length. Regarding- SCANDA14 the project 
was initially conceived as a mini series for television but no TV 
company was interested in commissioning the project so Woolley 
and director Michael Caton-Jones together stripped down the 
script to make it into a feature film. As Woolley explains: 
"I always find I have a very strong creative influence over the 
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screenplay. I also have a very strong hand on casting and I feel 
I need to have a strong hand f or me to be there and f ollow it 
through to the end. It's really on the shooting that there's very 
little a producer can actually do and I think that's really when 
you've got to get your director straight, or be straight with 
him, and have a relationship that allows a lot of trust to pass 
between you. Because on the shooting of a film you can't walk off 
the set. You can on the script or casting: you can go of f and 
have a screaming match.. But on the. day, the shoot, if you've 
scheduled the film properly then the direct -or should simply go 
out there and direct the film. All you can say is 'you are going 
too slow' or 'you've gone so slow you've lost a day so you've got 
to cut this'. "(21) 
Woolley explains that he also tends to get heavily involved a the 
post production stage, helping to choose the soundtrack music and 
spending a lot of time with the editor, particularly during the 
shooting period when the rushes are being assembled but the 
director's concentration is still on the actual filming. However, 
Woolley points out that he would never recut a film without a 
director as it is up to the director, in conjunction with the 
editor, to make the final decisions regarding all aspects of Post 
production. That, for Woolley, is very much the director's job 
however close the involvement of a producer has been. 
Mark Shivas, presently the Head of Drama at the BBC and a 
producer of great experience both in televis. 4 on and cinema where 
his credits include MOONLIGHTING, A PRIVATE FUNCTION and THE 
WITCHES, explains that producers working in television don't have 
the same hassles regarding money in the sense that the finance is 
either there or it isn't. So the producer automatically is 
involved in choosing the director, as generally the script is 
completed before a director is appointed to a project, casting 
shooting and post production. When such a producer moves into 
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theatrical f ilm-making he or she expects to have the same level 
of involvement. 
Obviously the working relationship between director and producer 
is a crucial one, as Steve Woolley's remarks above suggest. The 
producer must be able to assist the director without imposing 
upon him or her in such a way as to restrict their vision. As 
Woolley acknowledges, the director is ultimately the person 
standing behind the project: it is the director's film f irst and 
foremost. James Mackay, who has produced several of Derek 
Jarman's projects, explains the relationship between producer and 
director in the following manner: 
"The director looks after the inner content of the films, the direction in fact. So they are aptly named. The producer looks 
after the production, looks after the contributors, making sure they are all in time with each other and they are all doing it 
right. And having an overview to the production: to see it's 
ending up where it's supposed to end up and it's not getting 
side-tracked. When directors are very close to a production they 
can get - side-tracked very easily, so you have to have someone who isn't there looking at it every minute of the day but who can 
step in for a short time and say 'well you know that wasn't quite 
where it was going. Why has it gone that way V, and that usually 
works alright. I think the producer is more distant from the 
minutiae of the production while the director deals specifically 
in that. "(22) 
This view is supported by Steve Woolley. He suggests that it is a 
producer's job to have an overview of the production, to have 
some clear sense of what the overall effect should be, and not to 
be swamped by every minute detail: 
"... You've got to help him or her with what you can see that they 
can't. You can see behind the kerbs, they can't do that because 
they are on the bend all the time. "(23) 
This idea of closeness and distance from a project, either being 
totally involved in the minute details of a project or having an 
overview, is a crucially important aspect of successful 
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collaboration as a good film must have both an attention to 
detail and strong directibn. 
it is not surprising that some f ilm-makers, having f ound a 
producer they can work well with, prefer to maintain that 
relationship on subsequent projects. A good example of this is 
the Mike Radford/Simon Perry team responsible for ANOTHER TIME 
ANOTHER PLACE, NINETEEN EIGHTY FOUR and WHITE MISCHIEF. They 
also have plans to make at least another two films together. Marc 
Samuelson, Perry's former assistant at Umbrella Films, argues 
that the collaboration between Perry and Radford goes 'right 
across the board' with Perry involved heavily at every stage: 
"Ultimately Mike's the director, so he's in charge, but he 
consults and works very closely with Simon. "('24) 
Radford himself describes Perry's contribution in terms of much 
needed 'support': 
"... he can stand back and take a critical eye at what I'm doing. 
He's not a 'director manque': he's already directed a feature 
f ilm so he hasn't got that urge and desire to take you over. So 
he stands back very much, trusts me, and keeps the f lak of my 
shoulders. But he also acts as a critic. "(25) 
Si"milarly, Steve Woolley has produced all of Neil Jordan's films 
to date with the exception of his debut feature ANGEL. Woolley is 
very positive about their working relationship describing it as 
the strongest collaboration he has experienced as a producer: 
"We've always developed things from a story, an idea (usually 
Neil's) found in a newspaper - like MONA LISA. I tend to be able 
to get in quite closely with him on that early stage. "(26) 
In each case the films produced reflect very much the vision of 
the director in question rather than the producer as is arguably 
the case with David Puttnam. 
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Al Clark, who agrees ver7 much with the argument that producers 
have taken a very active roll on productions, is also cautious 
with regard to the possibility of over-involvement. He describes 
his own involvement in projects as: 
"considerable, but not smothering in the sense that I know 
there's a point at which films do not benefit from interference. 
You have to be able to judge when what you are contributing is 
really a contribution and when its just an attempt to impose 
yourself on circumstances that just don't need you. "(27) 
This is apparently something that producers such as Perry and 
Woolley understand and put into practice with regard to their 
collaborations with film-makers like Radford and Jordan. 
The term 'producer' is rather ambiguous in that it covers a range 
of very different tasks and responsibilities. The three most 
common formulations of the title 'producer' which appear in film 
credits are Producer, Associate Producer and Executive Producer. 
In general terms, the Producer is the person who has been 
responsible for developing a project and approaching potential 
investors for a financial commitment. This is the kind of person 
we have been discussiag so f ar. An Associate Producer (or Line 
Producer) is essentially, a glorified production manager, hired 
to supervise the day to day running of the production. Finally 
the Executive Producer is usually someone 'connected with the 
company which has put up the money - for example most films 
backed by Handmade Films give George Harrison and Denis O'Brien 
Executive Producer credit, Colin MacCabe enjoys a similar 
accreditation with regard to B. F. I. backed films. Some Executive 
Producers do little more than keep tabs on the production f rom 
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af ar. Others are much more involved, of ten in creative decision 
making. Sometimes production credits can be misleading. On Terry 
Gilliam's BRAZIL Arnon Milchan and Patrick Cassavetti were both 
credited as producers. Cassavetti explains that Milchan was 
actually the executive 'prodticer, having been ins'trumental in 
setting up the deal with Universal and Twentieth Century Fox but 
subsequently spending very little time on the project. Cassavetti 
on the other hand was involved in the day to day running of the 
production, communicating with Milchan by phone (the latter 
remained in America while the film was shot in London) every 
couple of days. 
Al Clark, former Head of Production at Virgin Vision, encountered 
a broad range of experiences in his (usual) capacity as Executive 
Producer. In the case of SECRET PLACES, the only one of. the films 
not distributed by Virgin, Clark was involved in setting the film 
up from a financial point of view by raising money from the 
National Film Finance Corporation, Rediffusion and Rank. With 
SECRET PLACES Clark also went through each draft of the script 
and suggested ways of re-doing particular scenes. On NINETEEN 
EIGHTY FOUR, because Virgin were bankrolling the whole thing, it 
was much more-intense and on the spot. Regarding CAPTIVE, Paul 
Mayersberg approached Clark with an idea and the two discussed 
ways in which it could be turned into a screenplay. In addition, 
Clark monitored the project and made suggestions at every stage 
of the process. ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS involved a process of keeping 
the projectbLtoyant for a, year until it could be financed and 
produced. Finally on GOTHIC, the project arrived as a final 
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screenplay and Clark appointed director Ken Russell, helped with 
casting and supervised the project from Virgin's side. As Clark 
puts it: 
"Really, the term 'Executive Producer' covers everything from, in 
America, sometimes an honorary title just for staying with 
something during a long period of time ... to a very active involvement which is sometimes more considerable than that of 
producer. "(28) 
It has been suggested by one writer that the role of producer has 
always been particularly significant in the context of a national 
cinema which has never enjoyed th e luxury of a stable, 
financially secure environment within which film-making, and 
perhaps more importantly, film-making careers, could flourish. 
John Caughie suggests that the idea of independence has been 
central to British film-making since the days of John Grierson. 
(29) The desire for independence should be seen in the context of 
the British cinema's relationship with Hollywood and it is also 
related to the notions of realism and quality discussed earlier. 
What film-makers wanted was to develop a ciner. a distinct from the 
American product which dominated British screens. The aesthetic 
and critical standards to which an indigenous British cinema 
could aspire were those of realism and quality. But such a cine. ma 
required its own fu. -LAding structure distinct from the Hollywood 
model which informed the British duopoly of Rank and the 
Associated British Picture Corporation. The result was the 
Pitifully inadequate National Film Finance Corporation. 
Caughie writes: 
"The desire for independence seems to have been formative for 
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British cinema in the same way that public service has been f or 
television. Grierson's insistence that if that if the art of the 
cinema is to survive 'it will be wise f or the -artist to organise 
his independence' points to a relationship between -art and 
organisation which may be one of the characteristics of British 
film production. The need for the artist to organise an 
independence which was never given to him or her as a stable 
institutional form may explain why, if we were to f ollow Andrew 
. Sarris and claim that the history -of' American cinema is the history of directors, we woul(I also have to say that the history 
of British cinema is one of producers. Grierson himself, Balcon, - Dean, Korda, Powell and Pressburger, Lean, Richardson, Reisz, 
Anderson, Attenborough, Puttnam: none of them ar-e purely 
directors, many of them are not directors at all. Outside of a 
studio system or a national corporation, art is too precious a 
business to be left to artists: it needs organisers. The 
importance of the producer-artist seems to be a specific feature 
of British cinema, an effect of the need continually to start 
again in the organisation of independence. " (30) 
In terms of current British cinema, the extreme difficulties 
associated with raising production finance places a great deal of 
importance on the contribution of producers whose role in most 
cases includes getting the project off the ground in the first 
place. It is little wonder that many subsequently wi'sh to get 
involved in creative decision making. As Mark Shivas, the 
producer of A PRIVATE FUNCTION and MOONLIGHTING, puts it: 
"the least interesting part for the producer is the deal and 
.9" finding the money. Making the film is much more fun". (31) 
SI. m. on Relph, a producer whose experience of film-making has been 
vital in the realisation of projects by first time directors, in 
particular R-_c1hard Eyre and David Hare with regard to. - the 
productA. on of THE PLOUGHMAN'S LUNCH and WETHERBY respectively, 
argues that he wouldn't do the job if it wasn't a creative roll. 
There must be some kind of compensation for doing what is often a 
rather thankless task. 
British cinema is arguably still dominated by the producer in the 
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sense that both David Puttnam, since returning from his ill-fated 
spell at Columbia, and Jeremy Thomas (producer of EUREKA, MERRY 
CHRISTMAS MR LAWRENCE, INSIGNIFICANCE, THE HIT and THE LAST 
EMPEROR) have recently each secured substantial deals to f inance 
a portf olio of f ilms to be directed by major international film- 
makers. These films will be produced under the banner of each 
producers company: Puttnam's Enigma company and Thomas' The 
Recorded Picture Company. Given the difficulties of raising 
finance for even a low budget production, this is a major 
achievement f or both men. Although it must be stressed that the 
films will be very much ' international' rather than indigenous 
productions, perhaps based in British studios using British 
technical expertise in very much the same way as many American 
productions, including the recent 'Blockbusters' INDIANA JONES: 
THE LAST CRUSADE and BATMAN, continue to do. 
Part III: The Contributions of Key Technicians 
The relationship between a director and his or her key technical 
collaborators - director of photography, editor, production 
designer and so on - is extremely important. it is only through 
discussion and the mutual suggestion of ideas, within the 
parameters set by budget, schedule, location*etc., that creative 
decisions can be made. In terms of pre-production planning, a 
director will often get together with his or her cinematographer 
and perhaps the production designer to hammer out a shooting plan 
or storyboard from the information contained in the screenplay. 
For example, during the pre-production of CARAVAGGIO Derek Jarman 
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along with cinematographer Gabriel Beristain and designer 
Christopher Hobbs spent three months prior to the shoot 
constructing a shooting plan f or every sequence of the f ilm. The 
sets had already been designed so they knew the dimensions of the 
spaces they would be working in. As J arman explains: 
"There was a lot of f reedom within this tight structure. By the 
time we actually got onto the set we really had a clear knowledge 
of it, we'd worked it out so precisely it was actually possible 
to jettison it. "(32) 
The time spent on constructing the shooting plan helped to cement 
the relationships between the key creative collaborators ensuring 
that all were working towards the same objective. 
Shooting plans are vitally important in heavily art directed or 
special effects films. Neil Jordan for' example used storyboards 
extensively on his two studio-based films COMPANY OF WOLVES and 
HIGH SPIRITS in order to work out the action in relation to the 
sets and special effects. Bill Forsyth encountered a similar 
necessity with his film HOUSEKEE "PING: 
"Storyboarding for. me is a technical tool. For instance when we 
were doing the floods, I would have pref erred it if we had been 
able to flood the whole town and then wander 'round with a camera filming things. But we couldn't flood any of it so we had to 
create flooded images one by one and I was forced into 
storyboarding that because we only had money for say six flood 
shots. I was forced into actually trying to imagine each single 
shot. "(33) 
Storyboarding or shooting plans also give af ilm-maker an anchor 
which, as Julien Temiple points out, allows him. or her to take 
risks that they otherwise wouldn't be able, or have the 
confidence, to do: 
*fit f orces You to think things through. If you end up with one 
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scene from the storyboards you've done, you've also thought 
through five or six others and the storyboards refresh your 
memory of those other ways so when you shoo. t you have other 
options. " (34) 
Ron Peck agrees entirely with Temple: 
"I think storyboarding is a very good way of evaluating the 
entire film and trying to foresee problems. I've storyboarded 
everything. It's a kind of security as well to go into your first 
day's filming knowing that you have, thought through the entire 
thing - every moment of the f ilm as an image or possible camera 
movement. And then possibly to jettison it when you are actually 
doing it for something better. "(35) 
The major benefits of this thorough planning to the collaborative 
relationships on set is that the director has a clear view of his 
or her objectives enabling the collaborators to direct their 
energies into f inding ýhe m ost suitable and ef f ective ways ' of 
realising these objectives. 
Not all directors work with storyboards however. Mike Radford for 
one argues that he works out of the atmosphere and f eel of the 
locations in which he is working. He likes to have the freedom to 
change things on the day. However this is not to suggest he 
walks onto a set not knowing what he will do, but as he explains 
it is only within very broad parameters that he knows what he 
wants to do. The conpensation, from a planning point of view, is 
that Radford spend a long time on his scripts so he is confident 
t1hat they wi"I'll. work and it is the confidence of knowing he has. a 
good script behind him, of 'feeling the structure of the 
screenplay' as he puts it, that enables him to improvise on the 
set. 
The specialised technical- knowledge of key collaborators is a 
vital resource for many film-makers. Derek Jarman, for example, 
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relies heavily on the knowledge of his directors of photography 
during the production of his films: 
"I doA know anything about lenses, I wouldn't even know how they 
are calibrated... It never seemed to me to be the main concern 
because there's always people like Chris Hughes or Gabriel 
Beristain who are absolute experts . 
in, this field. If you can 
describe to them more or less the sort of atmosphere you want to 
generate they are really good at doing it. What it does, if you 
work that way, is it gives these people confidence to join in: so 
they are not simply being dictated to. "(36) 
Experienced technicians can also prove invaluable to neophyte 
directors either beginrtifL5 their career or moving into larger 
scale production as was the case with Ron Peck on EMPIRE STATE, 
his Previous experience having been in the workshop sector. The 
lighting cameraman on the film was replaced, at the insistence of 
the investors, after shooting had co=enced because he was too 
slow and the production was falling behind schedule. He was 
replaced by Tony I-mi, a cinematographer whom Peck did not know: 
"Our frst day together was pretty tough because it was-a certain 
He was a Jng out of each other and each otl- test. Wers authority. much more experienced industry cameraman and he came in with a 
problem because the crew had to respond to him too. But in the 
end he worked very fast so we were able to do a lot'of things we 
wouldn't othe--wise have been able to do. And I think that-had the 
investors not i., posed the change the film* right well have run 
into incredible trouble. "(37) 
Cinematographers are particularly important collaborators as they 
can do much to deter. -Ane the 'look' of af ilm. It has been 
suggested by some that the visual style of a particular director 
of photography can be traced through a body of work involving 
several different directors. The distinguished cinematographer 
Nestor Almendros argues that the house-styles of the Hollywood 
studios owed =uch to their resident caneramen and gives nu, -aerous 
exa. -nples of a consist. ency, of visual style attributable to 
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cinematographers like Gregg Toland, William Daniels and Rudolph 
Mate, regardless of direcýtors involved. (38) 
The role of the cinematographer is defined in some length by 
Dennis Schaefer and Larry Salvato iii the introduction to their 
series of interviews with contemporary cameramen: 
"A successýul cinematographer ... is just as familiar*with 
the 
history of the visual arts as he is with the light sensitivity Of 
film emulsion or the electrical intricacies of rigging a huge 
sound stage for a big production number. He takes orders from the 
director but he is also his collaborator and confidant; he must 
help and support the director in getting exactly what he wants 
even when the director is not fully able to articulate it 
himself. He must deal on a daily basis with art, set property and 
costume departments to ensure that their contributions are 
consistent with the overall tone and style of the film. In 
addition he is the personnel manager and chief motivational force 
of the film production crew. Their response to his direction can 
determine whether the film stays on schedule and on budget; more 
importantly, it determines the quality of what finally ends up on 
screen.... outside of the director he is normally the single most 
important force on the set. "(39) 
A tall order indeed. But how do working cinematographers de ine 
their role 
Michael Coulter, whose credits include NO SURRENDER,, THE GOOD 
FATHER, HEAVENLY PURSUITS, HOUSEKEEPING, THE DRESSMAKER and 
DIAMOND SKULLS, describes the role of the director of photography 
in the following -, nanner: 
"People say yoU are the head technician. One of the most, if not 
the most, important technician because you are responsible for 
the 'look' of the film. But basically it's to interpret what the 
director wants and try to give him: get out of him what's in his 
head and between you put that on the screen. "(40) 
Coulter makes a distinction between 'the role' and 'the job' done 
by a cinematographer, the job being the technical side of things 
and involving collaboration with a series of technicians: 
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"Your job is working between the director and the operator, who 
also works very closely with the director. Hopefully what you get 
is a little triangle. You are also working with the rest of your 
camera crew - you also have a pretty important relationship with 
your focus puller because if the image is soft it's useless. On 
the other side you've got your sparks and gaffer, if you have a 
good understanding with a gaffer then you're on to a- winner and 
you'll find that most guys work with one gaffer if they can, 
because you are already up and running -if you are working with a 
guy you already know and understands your style - you don't have 
to explain everything. Then you can go on to start talking about 
working with the art department and all that stuff. Then you are 
getting back to talking about the 'look' of the film. "(41) 
A cinematographer must be able to work with his crew as well as 
collaborate with the director. He had so. -, e problems on the 
production of Bill Forsyth's HOUSEKEEPING shot on location in 
Canada. Coulter used incredibly low lighting in some of the 
sequences while his crew on the production were used to working 
in American television where everything is very brightly lit- 
Roger Deak. ins, one of the top cinematographers working in the 
industry with cred-4-s such as ATIOTHE"R T::! -! E, ANOTHER PLACE, 6- 
NINETEEN EIGHTY FOUR, SID AND NANCY, DEFENCE OF THE REALM, WHITE 
MISCHIEF and STORMY MONDAY to his name, concentrates on the 
actual construction of the film and his contribution to this 
process. 
"On one picture it could be totally how a filM, is Shot: 
everything fro. -,. the lighting to the angles, the way you break 
down a sequence. You car. find yourself doing all of that. On 
so. -44ething else it can be very much jus-6 the li; ht, and discussing 
the shots with the director, but less the breakdown of scenes. An 
experienced director will know exactly how he wants a scene 
covered. I always operate so I like to have considerable control 
and involvement in the way a scene is shot, not only the framing 
and the lighting but also in the way something is broken down - the overall style of the picture. Whether you play scenes in 
fairly static compositions - shots that take long sections - or in lots of little cuts with lots of little cuts. I like to be 
involved as much as possible on that whole side of things. "(42) 
However, despite this desire for a high level of involvement in a 
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production, Deakins likes to have direction, a solid set of 
guidelines Within which to work, claiming that there is nothing 
more frustrating when a director just leaves the cinematographer 
to 'carry on': 
"Hopefully the ideal relationship is where you know what the 
director wants, you've discussed it 'en; ugh, you know the style, 
you know what he wants and it's also what you want, and you don't 
really have to communicate much while you're shooting. Discussion 
then comes down on the set to quite often performance or how to 
cover a scene, depending on what the actors want to do. "(43) 
This relates back to the previous discussion of storyboarding and 
shooting plans and the need for a director to have a strong idea 
of his or her objectives. 
of all the f Deakins has woriked on he is particularly pleased 
with his co. -itribution to SID AND NANCY which was directed bY Alex 
Cox. Deakins -explains that he did not always get along with Cox 
during the produc-Ition but this tension ended up being fruitful* 
rather than Cd-=struct-ve: -4 
"I find confl--ct is a good thing. I have strong ideas and 
hopefully they have and you kind of rub up against each 
o4C. her. " (44) 
Thiz sounds very nuch like a specific practical e. xannple of the 
process 1--heor--sed by Coates when he talks about authorship being 
a clash, betweer. a director's individuality and counteracting 
forces including the contributions of the key collaborators. 
The cine. -matographer is also the link between the creative 'core' 
of a production (director and i=ediate collaborators) and the 
laboratory which is an important stage of the process although a 
rather ignored one. The final 'look' of the film depends on the 
skill of the laboratory technicians and carefully planned and 
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executed lighting designs can be totally destroyed if the lab 
is 
not fully in tune with -the production. Roger Deakins explains 
that he will visit the labs frequently to ensure that they are 
developing and printing the f ilm in accordance with his and the 
director' s wishes. For Deakins the lab work is crucial and it 
is 
his responsibility to oversee this particular contribution to the 
overall process. 
There are several notable cinematographers working in the British 
film industry at the present time. Among the best are Deakins and 
Coulter, Chris Menges, who is arguably the top cinenzatographer in 
Britain today with over twenty years experience and credits such 
as ANGEL, LOCAL HERO, COMFORT AND JOY, THE KILLING FIELDS, THE 
MISSION and F. '%THERL. "%IID to his name, Oliver Stapleton Peter 
Hannan, Ga!., rial Barlstainand Roger Pratt. Stapleton was 1t "'.. ng 
car. era-. an on ! LBSOLUTE BEGINNERS, -MY BEAUTIFUL LAUNDRETTE, SAMMY 
'%ND ROSIE GET LAID, and PRICK UP YOUR EARS, Hannan was 
responz'ble for DANCE WITH A STRANGER, 111SIG111FIC. "UTCE, WITHITAIL 
AND I, '"' Hz'A"411)FUL OF DUST and HOW TO GET AHE. ',. D IN ADVE117": SING0 
Ber., s"%-.. aiq shot Cz"&R. %VAGGIO, THE COURIEER, JOYP. ', r.: )E., %, S and VENUS PETER, 
w *1 -s credits include BRAZIL, MONA LISA, PARIS BY NIGHT ha:? --at".. '- 
and BATUCILIT. 
Next to the director of photography the production designer is 
also a key figure with regard to the 'look' of a film. This role 
is described by Rita McGurn, who designed Charlie Gorziley's two 
feature fil ms to date: LIVING APART TOGETHER and HEAVENLY 
PURSUITS, in the following way: 
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"The role of the production designer is to design and be 
responsible for everythiný; that appears visually in front of the 
camera. In theory you should have design decisions about the 
lighting but in actual fact that's pretty much the lighting 
cameraman's problem. But very often you decide on the practical 
. 
li-ghts to be used on a set. They certainly oversee the wardrobe, 
make sure that the colours they ha, (7e 'chosen for the sets are 
going to be seen in conjunction with the costumes the actors are 
wearing. "(45) 
McGurn's area of design has been largely naturali. stic and 
contemporary. On the other hand there are production designers 
who ha, %re specialised in projects where imagination coupled with a 
strong sense of period detail is called for. One such designer is 
Christopher Hobbs who has worked on THE CoMpANy OF WOLVES, 
C. A. R. A_VJ't%GGIO, GOTHIC, THE WOLVES OF WILLOUGHBY cH.; %csE, and LOSER 
TAKES 2%LL. Hobbs likes to get involved on a project at an early 
stage and to spend a lot of time talking to the director in order 
to decide what - approach to design would best suit the script. The 
14 film he is most proud of is CARAVAGGIO which he worked on for a 
tonomy by very long time and was given a considerable degree of auý' 
the direc"t-or Derek Jarman. The film was also made in a studio 
setting which Hobbs, like most production-des4gners, prefers: 
"it was a studio but as a studio it was a scruffy old warehouse. 
It meant that there were no studio constraints either because a 
Proper big studio has all sorts of built-in constraints, partly 
I to do wilth unit set-ups and the way studios wor% in rather quite I -gid ways. Literally in that empty warehouse we cculd'have done 
ny t. i. &ng. a -" - There was almost not...,,. ng to stop us apart from money 
and timne ." (46) 
Like everyone else involved on af ilm the production designer 
must be able to work with a range of people, part.. cularly the 
director and the cinematographer. With regard to the latter, Rita 
McGurn explains that you have to work closely with him because -a 
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cinematographer can make a designer's work look terrible if he 
can't tell what the designer is getting at or if things have not 
been planned properly. Christopher Hobbs has had a range of 
different experiences working with cinematographers as he 
explains with reference to three specific productions: 
"On CARAVAGGIO -it was wonderful because Gabriel Beristain was 
there reasonably early and in any case was someone who wanted to 
talk a lot about designs and how they should work with the 
lighting. Because you can't separate them really. On GOTHIC it 
wasn't so easy because Mike Southon and Ken Russell didn't agree 
on the way it should be lit, and also, because of the lenses, all 
of the lightIng had to be behind the ca-mera because there was 
nowhere to hide lights. It made it very difficult for Mike. And 
so I hardly spoke to him at all throughout the film. On THE 
WOLVES OF WILLOUGHBY CHASE we had Paul Beeson who's old and very 
experienced. I was, a little worried. I didn"t know how he was 
going to light- it. There certainly wasn"t. much t. "Lme to talk about 
itt because he arrived the day before we started shooting. 
However, after I saw the first rushes I realised he knew 
precisely what he was doing and wherever poss'ble I talked to him 
about it. He gave it a sort of big classical look, it was good 
quality, solid, well founded lighting with lots of atmosphere, 
rather gloomy and dark, which I liked. I was very worried we'd 
get some briglait. young spark who would light it up like a 
,t big television set. He didnlt do that, and he understood abou 
sets -" (47) 
Ri4ta McGurn =alcas some interesting observat--cns regarding the 
relationship between a designer and actcrs: 
"In a location I always think it's imporitant to speak to the 
person who's going to be living in it. A friend of mine did 
WET-HERBY and on the first day of shooting Vanessa Redgrave came 
onto the set and said - 'I couldn't poss 4bly '-*ve here, this is 
,a house of a 90 years old blind perscn'. Slae just didn't feel 
her character-But I think it's crazy s, '-, -- had. -. 't gone to tl,,. e set 
or been asked to visit the set, because she has got to f eel 
comf orllable in those surroundings. This is where she's supposed 
to be living. " (48) 
Finally there is the collaboration between the production 
designer and the art director. Christopher Flobbs explains that 
the latter is the designers assistant.. While the production 
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designer does the actual designs and concentrates on the visual 
aspects in relation to the budget available, the art director's 
job is to organise the construction managers and such people to 
make sure that what is on paper actually ends up on -the set in 
the manner intended. In otherwords the art director takes care of 
the nuts and bolts and helps with working out the details of the 
financing. Hobbs' regular art director is Mike Buchanan who he 
describes as: "incredibly practical which I'm not always". 
Included within the design concept of a fil. m is costunme design. 
ion design to While this is generally not as important as product. d. 
the overall effect of the fil-m, occasionally costu. mes can be 
crucial: such as in period pieces or in the case of af jj. -- like 
HOU5EXEEpING where the costurnes, designed by Mary Jane Reyner, a 
Bi 11 Forsyth regular, helped to signify aspects of the characters 
in the ffilm and ultimately Ito chart the growing differences 
between , -.; o girls in the film and their relationship to 
the 
wider society of Fingerbone, the town in which the drama is set. 
Another key tac=-Ical collaborator in the process is the editor. 
IgwJ. _-, - essence AIC., p1. -.: t-ograp., -, y, editing represents the creative 
of in sanse thaIC. cinema relies on two processes: 
the construct on and recording of i4mages and the assembly of 
t'hese images. It is through editing that narrative tension can be 
built and paced. Bad editing can ruin a film no matter how well 
the production is directed, photographed, designed and acted. 
Tony Lawson, an e. --. perienced, British edit -or whose credits include 
BAD T. 11MING, 11,11SIGNIFICANCE., CASTAIRAY and TRACK 29, 
1 
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explains the editor's role in the following manner: 
"He should bring what the piece demands in a*sense. If it's a 
slow-paced, lyrical subject then you have to think in those 
terms. Baring in mind that you can alter things drastically and 
change story lines and everything, you really have to try to 
understand what the director's after or what the director's style 
is and work within that and hopefully 1ýuild upon it to increase 
the particulars of the script. "(49) 
Lawson stresses the importance of an editor having a sense of the 
rhythm of the piece, whether to extend the tension or su-spense of 
a sequence by drawing things out, or whether to f orce the pace 
along to generate excitement. He explains that more subtle things 
such as dialogue scenes are less obvious and he tends to rely on 
intuition in such circumstances in working the sequence up to 
some dramatic point. 
Tom Priestley, a vastly experienced editor, concentrates on the 
relationship between the editor and the director in his 
elucidation of the editor's role. First of all he stresses that: 
"in order for an editor to work creatively, the material has to be shot in a way that allows him a certain flexibilitY. "(50) 
Priestley goes on to explain how the film, 'emerges' from the 
collaborative efforts of editor and director: 
"All work in films is a kind of experiment because you are never 
remaking the same film, so ýW 'hat you are having to guass - going to work. What people don't really understand about ed"-*ng is that it is very much a process so, just as af1 . 11 6. "m 
doesn't 
emerge fully -. tLde out of the camera, neither is it thef4 rst cut 
that the editor makes. The first cut is a Very strange sort of 
personal moment between the editor and the director because in 
fact it's neither of their versions of the film . It isn't the d. -Irector's version because the director, up to that time, has 
merely looked at the rushes and made some choices if he's had 
room to do so. But how it goes together f or the first cut is 
really totally up to the editor. Bult equally, because he's 
dealing with a mass of material, the editor is nott saying 'this is how the finished film should look'. Because it isn't the 
finished film, it's a stage in the process. The equivalent would be a painting where you block in where the shapes are going to be 
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and maybe indicate a bit of colour. But it's not a finished 
picture. "(51) 
The crucial difference between this first cut (or rough but) and- 
the finished film is explained by Priestley in terms of the 
distinction he makes between 'cutting' and 'editing': 
"Cutting to me is putting it all. together, and editing is then 
the process of refinement. It's where the editor is the first 
member of the public because generally speaking he's not party to 
the shooting of it. And equally then he and the director have to 
be the first two critics. " (52. ). 
Staying with the rough cut for a moment, sometimes editors may be 
faced with a tr*emendous amount of material, given that some 
directors have a tendency to shoot as much footage as they can, 
covering scenes from a multitude of angles. Cinema tographer 
Nestor Almendros, in his interview with Schaefer and Salvato 
argues that IA. Amerl. cans tend to shoot far =&ore material, and 
consequently rely on fragn. ented edilting teclaniques, than their 
European counterparits and often this is because they lack a 
clarity o-&E vision and purpose with the end result being a film 
which is devoid of personality and style. Tony Lawson suggests 
that this may not a'-ways be the case: 
"I think that if there's a lot of film because the director likes 
f a scene or likes what is going on then it's easy to handle. 1. 
there's a lot of fillm because he didn".. k. now what to do so he 
just shot a lot. of fillma _44n order to sort it out later then 
it's 
not so easy. "(503) 
Lawson has worked on several films with director Nicolas Roeg and 
he explains that sometimes Roeg has shot a lot of footage while 
other times he has been more sparing but in each case he had a 
clear vision of what he was trying to do. 
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The relationship between editor and director has some affinities 
With that between producer and director as explored above. This 
is particularly true with regard to the sense of closenes's to and 
distance from the minutiae of a film and how this relates to the 
general. sense of 'direction' In thq case of director and 
producer it was the latter's roie to be able to 'stand back'. 
With regard to director and editor the process is reversed as Tom 
P. riestley explains: 
"In shooting the director is obv. 4ously very close to his 
material. The editor starts at a distance and as he gets closer 
ideally the director moves further away. So that is why I don't 
like directors who insist on sitting in the cutting room day 
after day. looking over your, shoulder. Because the. -, I think You become totally obsessed wilt il and no-one has 'a proper over- --h detal view. "(54) 
He cites an example of this with reference to NINETEEN EIGHTY 
FOUR directed by Mike Radford: 
. 11E"L 
"What was int-eresting about 11, ', EIGHTy FOUR was because of the circumstances it had to be done in a rush. We really had a 
ight sc., edu. f we In "a and we tried to cull. corners. One 01. the -0--ers tried to cut was to start ed--ting - to actually start moving things about - before we'd got the whole EIt at . -m ogether. And wh Mike (Radford) wasn't able to do was to stand back, so that for the first few weeks of post-production * we were =arkinw- tim e because we soon real-Ised that until he could get some objectivity 
we couldn't advance with the editing. "(55) 
The situation was eventually remedied and Radford did get some 
d4 of how the ýstance from the fi. 1m, but it is a good example 
pýrccess of closeness and distance is crucial if a is to 
develop and g. -bw. 
A film-maker must also be able to work successfully with actors. 
Some directors are particularly dictatorial in their relationship 
with actors, as Hitchcock was, or they may attempt to use then. as 
ciphers or plot devices rather than people as such. The obvious 
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example in the current British context being Peter Greenaway. 
While others, such as Mike Ledý,, may take the opposite approach 
and allow characters , to emerge through a process of 
improvisation, giving the actors a very substantial input. 
However, in most cases the relationship will be more one of 
mutual co-operation but with the director ultimately in the 
driving seat, in other words supplying 'direc'Aon'. 
Current British cinema does not have a 'star systen' as such, 
there are no British equivalents of big Anaerican stars such as 
Redford, * Newnan, Eastwood, Streep or Stallone. British films are 
seldom sold on the strength of who the leading performers are. As 
John Ellis points out, the star system was essentially developed 
in Hollywood as a Marketing strategy with stars performing a 
similar function as the creation of a 'narrative i. mage'' that is 
the an %. o say they 'Provide a forek&-&owledge of 
invitation to cz. "nazza'. (56) There ara some pe--for. -.. e- such as rs 
IIJI. chael Caine and Sean Connery who co. -,. e close to serving this 
f unction in the British conte. -. 1. but bolt. are Co. -., 4- to te end 





British cinema are borrowed from the world of rock. . --usý : 
tin , 
David Bowie, Phill Collins and Bob Geldoff I.,,. ave a-! '- appeared in 
Briti. sh f-&. I, -rs over the past few years. 
British cinema is much more character-ised by solid perf ormners 
rather than stars. Individuals such as Ray M. -Anally, John Hurt, 
Vanessa Redgrave, Gary Oldman, Miranda Richardson, Daniel Day 
Lewis, Tilda Swinton and others. These actors, some of whom are 
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extremely experienqed and could arguably be regarded as minor 
stars (eg. Redgrave) are also heavily involved in television 
and theatre which tends tb work against star-status in the sense 
that neither form has the 'larger than life' status, and effect, 
of cinema. In the theatre stars are demystfied to an extent, 
they are witness . ed 'in. . the flesh' as living, breathing, sweating 
individuals rather than screen 'idols'. Television on the other 
4- hand, as John Ellis points out, tends to foster 'personal ties 
rather than stars. Television does not produce the same M-4netic 
effects as cine. ma and consequently ones emotional attach=ent 
which includes the recognition and idolisation of star personas 
within the fiction) is generally less intense. The lack of home 
grown stars has helped create a situation where, in order to make 
a project cc. -. =er c, -' ally viable in Norlt. 1h. A, -,. er--ca, British Afilr. - 
, makers are importing Amer. 41can stars (usually minor as =ajor 
I 4 &&Or. league Performers de. mand huge fees whic! h effectively prýces t- 
out of a typicall low budgelt Bri-t-ish f--*'. =) such as Xev1'*-& 
(CIRLY FREE"DMI, A FISH CALLED WAND2%) , Denziel Washington 
(CRZ 
FREEDOM, From QUEEN AND COUNTRY), Jeff Goldblum (THE T, '1, LL. G'UY), 
Darryl Hannah (HIIGH SPI'11. -ITS) , Melanie Daniels (STORMY MONDAY) and 
Brigit Fonda (SCM11DAL) among others. 
But as I pointed out, despite the absence of stars, much British 
cinema is charracterised by strong acting. 'There are numerous 
examples of recent British films which, -in spita of any technical 
mer'Its they -". -.. ght have, are carried by the performances of the 
leading players. This often relates to the rather limited scope 
of the such films. A classic example is WITHNAIL AND 1, the 
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directorial debut of screenwriter Bruce Robinson. This f ilm is 
basically a chamber piece set in two locations and'although the 
cinematography is excellent (courtesy of Peter Hannan) it is the 
performances of the three major actors: Richard E. Grant, Paul 
McGann and Richard Grif f iths which givep the f 
ilm. it. 
-s character. 
Similarly WISH YOU WERE HERE is driven along almost single 
handedly by actress Emilly Lloyd The strong theatrical influence 
on Br-, - sh cinema probably accounts to some extent f or such a 
state oA 10 affairs. 
1- Actors are often cast according to type so that their physical 
characteristics determine what kind of roles they will be asked 
to play. In this respect the casting director iz; an important 
member of the production team. Steve Woolley has worked on 
severall occasions with casting director su-, y Falggis and is full 
praise for her ability to help a producer and a director with 
precise advice over cas4#--,,. ng. Char"Lie Gormley also acknow. Aedger. 
the benefits of a good casting director. Being secure in the 
knowledge that casting is done by someone wit'n effective 
expert se gives the d,.. rec4%-.. o-& conloldence in mucli the sa. me way as a 
good script represents a solid foundation on which a director can 
build. 
The casting of Bill Douglas' f il. m COMRADES was interesting in 
that he deliberately chose relatively unknown actors to play the 
roles of the Tolpuddle Martyrs and their families, while the 
actors chosen to play the establish-ment f igures were by and large 
more fa=iliar faces. As Douglas explains: 
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"I chose unknowns f or the Tolpuddle men because I was interested 
in George Lovelace and his men and I didn't want anything to 
interfere too much with that. So I didn't want a Robert Redford 
standing for George Lovelace because the audieiice will see Robert 
Redf ord and they wont see the glory of this man, and II think he 
is worth remembering. When I came to the aristocrats it wasn't a 
terribly difficult decision because I decided it didn't really 
matter too much if the audience f elt a kind of division between 
the character and tIhe actor. " (57) 
However, sometimes in the process of casting particular actors 
who do not correspond to the director's original conceptions of 
the part can make such an impression that the character is 
subsequently modified to fit the particular actor. Mike Radford 
explains that this happened on both ANOTHER TIME, ANOTHER PLACE - 
with one of the three Italia. -r. POW's, and or, "UHITE MISCHIEF when 
seventy-five year old Trevor Howard was cast in a part originally 
created for a fifty year old -man. In each case the actor cast was 
able to bring something fres'n to the part. 
h C. or is tA&e Another pro, &. Olen, that can arise in relation to acl S 
dif"ferent approach of British and American actors to their craft 
in a film industry where, as I pointed out, Americans are often 
cast to help the project's 'conmmerc. -Ial pote,, ia, -. -. *al in the Un!. ted 
States. Patrick Cassavett". recalls t'aat on the production of 
.. ere,, ces be%. wGe,. the 
Rb"4Ba Brazill there were great way o eý 
Niro and Jonathan Pryce would approach a scene. De Niro, being a 
method actor, required several 'takes' to war. m up and get into 
the part while Pryce requires only two or three attempts. Such a 
state-of-affairs could create problems in that the actor who is 
used to a minimal amount of takes could possibly burn out if the 
4 n. scene had to be played over and over aga. 
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There are other creative collaborators who qeserve a mention, 
particularly in the of 
ien neglect-ed sound departme'nt. The 
soundtrack composer is important and the British cinema has 
relied heavily on the input of two composers: George Fenton and 
Michael Kamen, along with a variety of rock musicians, over the 
past few years. The sound editor is also an important 
contributor, particularly on. an experimental film like Derek 
Jarman's THE LAST OF ENGLAND which was shot silently with the 
sound, including a full footzteps track, added later. Ron Peck is 
one film-maker who is particularly aware of the importance of a 
stýrong soundtrack to supplement the inbages and bottla his features 
NIGHTHAWKS and EMPIRE STATE are dis4- .r use of -inguished by t', ', 'e- 
strong driving dance music. 
crucial c 0&- .- %&ý- 
In these ways then, the r u4., 4. o. -. of such axpe s 
to the fll. -a-mak-Lng process. At. the end of the day however, the 
director is usually s4 -. on of t -*L 11 in lt!,. apos .- It , 'nal ar bi It r. aIor. 
As Bill -rorsyt'. -. suggests: 
of the everyone is free to make suggestions but the director is in 1 
lul-Mrious pcs. -. on of be-- 'ng able to say yes or no. " (58) 
Siziilarly, Bill Douglas argues: 
"Iff I have a strong idea that so. mething is going to work there' %. &, b ýs 
no poa., -. tt th"'nk-*ng. I've in diverting me over to another way of &4ý - 
really worked it out and convinced mysell. "(.. 9) 
It is the director who must preserve some overall sense of 
purpose and vision or the result will probably be chaos. In this 
way there is a two way process in operation: the director can 
crystallise his or her ideas by drawing upon the technical 
knowledge and suggestons made by the cinematographer, the 
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editor, production designer or actors, but on the other hand, 
such ideas and suggestions must be considered in relation to the 
requirements of the production in hand. 
The importance of good working relationýhips is reflected in the 
many instances where one finds film-makers collaborating with the 
same people on several projects. Bill Forsy-th with 
, chael Ellis and cinematographer Michael Coulte--, editor M. 
production designer Adrienne Atkinson, Mike Radford with 
cameraman Roger Deakins, editor Ton, Priestley and assistan. t 
director Chris Rose and Derek Jarman with production designer 
Christopher Hobbs and composer Simon Turner, to give. just three 
examples. Filzi-making is a team efA fort and a good team spirit is 
extremely important. 
Forsyth believes he has f. ou nd a very sa4k*. is factory way 
with his collaborators on a product-Lon. He describes the process 
in the following manner: 
"Whan you crew up - when you're in pre-produclCiOn f Or two or 
three months bef ore you start f il. ming - that period is just one 
long conversation bet -ween the director and the f ive or Sý 
ve peop., Ie he creal. &. s working with,. That conversation goes on 
fo" 
the whole of 16. he pre-product ion and right through the movia an d 
fCe ""s very I've tended to work w-' 4-1 the sane 
people maybe because f ind I. I., easier to have that conversation 
witht. -. e. -.. ". (60) 
Michael Coulter has worked on all of Forsyth's films as lighting 
cameraman *on THA. T S. r. "; KING FEELING and GREGORY' S GIRL (which were 
so low budget that there weren't many lights available) as 
operator to Chris Menges on LOCAL HERO and COMFORT AND JOY, an 
experience which was to prove invaluable to Coulter given Menges 
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own experience and skill as a lighting cameraman, before 
moving up the latter to fully fledged director of photography 
(with a relatively subitantial budget and a sophisticated 
lighting design) on HOUSEKEEPING. Coulter explains his 
relationship with Forsyth in the following manner: 
"Bill is a guy who knows what he wants and doesn't make af uss 
about it until he's not getting what he wants. Bill and I have 
quite a good understanding and one idea out of ten gets accepted 
because I'm happy to suggest things all the time. HOUSEKEEPING 
was important to me. That film was very much a teaAM effort. I'm 
not discounting Bill's l-eadership, without himb nothing would have 
been done. But it was very much a collaboration. "(61) 
Mike Radford enjoys collaborating with the samme people on 
different product4. ons because il. makes th-. *-,,, -s easier 
"You use short-hand in the way you talk about things to one 
another. ''(62) 
He makes the f ollowing remarks regarding his collaboration with 
cinematographer Roger Deakins and edi, - tor Tom Priestley: 
"Roger I have a close creative col. "aborat-Lon with because hats 
such ar. amazing cameraman. He operates as well. as lights and you 
always have a craat4ve connection. your camera operator. 
Because he shoots more films than I do he's just got technically 
bettar and better. Although 1'. -. qu4te capable of shooting a 
picture myself -I know how to operate and light a picture 
wouldn't even dream of approaching Roger in that. What it means 
is that, m ore and mmore, iA I need an angle or sozaething like 
that, he car, actually improve on it ... He can also Jl&magina things, like what a louma crane will do for this shot, w1lic'-" I 
find rather hard to imagine .... 
I have absolute faith in To. -., when '&-&a cuts a dramatic scene. "I've 
c 1. .. osen the takes which I think are best, but I've yet to catch him out: selecting an angle or making a cut which doesn't utilize 
the best and most subtle of what the actors are giving. And so I 
leave that to him... We shot the trial scene in WHITE MISCHIEF, 
which lastp about tan minutes. I had to sit down and cut it... so 
what happens is that Tom makes an assembly - you come to t&. e end 
of a picture and the editor makes an assembly which is just every 
shot you have put end to end and cut about a bit. I looked at the 
way Tom had assembled the trial and I couldn't better it, I just 
couldn't better it. I obviously make suggestions, and the final 
thing is mine, but it's like having two directo, rs: one who is 
actually manipulating the film and the other is standing back 
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slightly who's got all the rest under him. "(63) 
Priestley is also very comfortable with the relationship because 
Radford allows him the fl*exibility to work with the material and 
to have a considerable creative input into the process. 
The 
necessary trust between director and editor has also 
been built 
up over the three f Ums the pair have collaborated on. Radford 
has also been the beneficiary of Priestley's vast experience. 
On 
ANOTHER TIME, ANOTHER PLACE, for example, as Priestley explains: 
"I f elt that my role was to st. ructure the narrative a bit more. 
Mike wrote a lot of unnec-, essary material. The case in point was 
when the Italians fIrst arrive at the f arm. There was a whole 
scene in which all the f arm people were standing around and the 
Italians arrive, get of f the truck, the f a-. = manager makes a 
speech, you see everybody and it's a general introduction. And 
it 
, h. iost stodgy and not particu"Larly well set. 
So was very slow and al 4 
in the and we used one shot of the Italians standing and the 
truck driving off. Then you fade out. It's just saying - 'they ve 
arrived at the farm,, which is all you need to say. "(64) 
Tony Lawson has also worked closely with Nicolas Roeg, editing 
6 
all his f i".. ms since B" I 
'A AD T "' II NGG La -S 
2a do 0 1: d 
Lawson enjoys considerable fl,. e. -. --bility and freedon., in his working 
'Ith Roeg. As Lawson explains: relat'ans'. 1hip w,.. A. 
It - vor a start he doesn't like to dictate anythinc. He wants 
somebody to do something so t-hat lie can, malk-e cc, -, --. &ents. 
Then he'll 
respond. So far as working with Nic -., s concerned, I more or less 
work on my own to begin with and produce a version of the film. I 
t'4, &en s1how it to him and, depending upon how 
he Afeels about 
various parlts of the fil, -, either it beco. mes a ciose working 
relat-lonship or a fai rly loose one. Fle's ver, j unco. nmunicative 
in 
that he doesn't explai - he wants. He relies on the fact: that An wha 
he knows bas cally we are sympal. Ac towards , 
each other and 
4 lm , relies entirely upon at least my initial con6ept of how the fi 
or a sequence, should go, and then, based 'on how successful he 
feels that is, he will Amake co-mments. But basically 
he really 
doesn't want to know about it until he's finished shooting, 
that's when he starts to take an interest. "(65) 
Roeg is a director noted for the dramatic editing in his fillms so 
the contribution of Lawson to Roeg's cinema is considerable. 
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However, Roeg has worked with other editors and his style has 
remained consistent and as Lawson acknowledges, he' does have a 
good understanding of the power of editing and tends' to get 
highly involved in the more comp"Lex sequences which are part of 
his stylistic trademark. 
Lawson's remarks support many of Priestley's comments regarding 
the editors role. It also den, ons It rates how, by suggesting what 
the f ilm should look like, the editor can help the director to 
direc-'. -- his creative energies by provid. 4,. ng something tangible on 
which to work. 
There are numerous other examples of collaborations which have 
been sustained over several films. Julien Temple has collaborated 
with cinematographer Oliver Stapleton on several pop pro=os and 
the feat 
Lp which goes 
back to 'ure ABSOLUTE BEGIAN"NERS, a relat--onsh' 4.6 
film school. Temple has also worked for a long t-Ime with edill-or 
Richard Bedford. Oliver Stapleton has also collaborated with 
T-F 0 '"E, PR: - Stephen Frears on three f Ums: MY BE. -. u'I". r.. FUL L; XNDRE"&ý I-K UP 
YOUR EARS and S, -. VI-IY AND ROSIEE GET, L. A. 114j. Editor m-6. c1c Auds"Ley has 
worked on all of Frears' f ilms since THE HIT, including the 
fill. -bts =, entioned abcve and tlhe -,,, o:: e . ece. -. -,. 
D. -IMIGEROUS LIASCITES. 
Most directors look for a cinematographer with whom they ca. 6 work 
clos-ely on the visual design o. Iaf ilzi. As we have seen in 
British cinema, there are numerous examples: Radford and Deakins, 
Forsyth and Coulter, Frears and Stapleton, Peter Greenaway and 
Sacha Vierny. one notable omission from this group is Neil 
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Jordan. For someone who has demonstrated a strong coherent. visual 
sense in his films it is surprising to find that' on his four 
features to date Jordan lias never worked with the same 'director 
of photography. As he explains: 
"It's difficult when you change cinematographers all the time 
because you have to have the same c*on4ersation again, and it's 
always a very inarticulate conversation, about lighting and 
things. But I've worked with the same camera crew. I happen to 
have worked with the same operator on the last three films. "(66) 
Given Mike Radford's evaluation of the importance of the 
director/operator relationship perhaps this continuity has 
proved beneficial for Jordan. 
Where Jordan has enjoyed continuity is on the design front, 
working with production designer Anton Furst on THE COMPANY OF 
WOLVES and HIGH SPIRITS his two studio based films: 
"I've had a great relationship with Anton Furst. He's the guy who 
I find is adventurous enough, and he's got enough reference, to 
push things to their extreme. So I find with Anton I can talk 
about the whole visual con4taxt of the f ilm .I love to 
do that: 
talk about the thing as a whole and create something that is new 
and resonant. All the films I've done have been heavily 
designed, even ANGEL because even when we were shooting on locat.. ons we changed the . ocat. J J*ons quite radically. -In ANGEL I didn't want any emerald green in the f il. m at all.. Everywhere 
the-ra was green we killed 1, t, throwing sand over large stretches 
of f`elds. So it was a designed film as well: the whole thing 
with the fairy lights, the colour of the suits, and all that sort 
of stuff. I think to me these are the most importanl,: aspects of 
-F . -V t'na -_I=,. "(67) 
Creative collaboration can be equally impor. 4tant in e, %amples of 
lower-budget, more personal film-making. A classic example being 
Derek Jarman's THE LAST OF ENGLAND: an intensely p ersonal firzi 
shot mainly in Super 8- the gauge of most home movies and 
therefore relatively inexpensive. Despite the highly 
autobiographical nature of the film, THE LAST OF ENGLAND is 
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described by Jarman as: 
"more collaborative than a film done in the notmal way. "(68) 
The creative contributions of cast and crew are almriost as 
important in this case as the film-makers overall vision and 
objectives. The lack of a formal script and the 'open 
documentary' philosophy of the film meant that the collection of 
material was often freer than is usually the case on a production 
tightly control" ed by the strictures of scl, -, edul,, e and budget. F= 
example, some of the footage was shot was shot in Liverpool by 
cameraman Chris Hughes under the direction of actor Spencer 
Leigh. As Jarman explains: 
"I wanted to f ilm Liverpool but I've only been UP there three 
times in my 146. f a. Spencer comes f rom Liverpool, so the best thing 
-ually direct the camera on what he is for him to go up and to act 
wants to show us of Liverpool. So it doesn't matter who takes the 
things other footage. Some of the other footage jr, the fillm was 
. 6. people were doing i, -4 and around the week we were 'A"ý11.1 Ing in tl&, &e 
house. Chr-s came to me one morning and sa4d: I: an. 9041--9 tO wa. el, ý A, &- - 
set up a time-lapse shot on the dock here' , so I shouted at 
everyone: 'keep out of the way, Chr. Jls -. s doing a time 
lapse'". (69) 
A. Q%&A6 4j"It The absence of a 'Eor-mal sc-. -, p, - on THE W ST 07' EIIGI " ID placed 
--*cula- de-ands on the cast, m.. an I whon., were non- a . -4,.. - .. & .. ý& && %. yo& 
professional act... -ors. 11o one was g-. ve. -. a to play the 
conventional sense and directions were, by and large, minimal. 
As Jarman e. -. plains: 
"In a way it's qui4, -. e 
difficult for the actors if they are 
formally trained. They are not going to be given directions 
beyond the context: 'you are at a wedding. That 1, s it. Go I.,. 
They've not even got a rehearsal. It's difficult when an actor 
just has to be theriself". (70) 
This stress on improvisation meant that in certain sequences the 
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onus was placed not only on the actors but also the crew to 
'seize the moment'. The nature of filming iýn Super 8, which 
enabled Jar. -"an to use multi-camera set ups to record the same 
action from different angles, was particularly appropr. -ate in 
this context. 
Not all experiences of collaboration are necessarily productive. 
There can be a clash of ideas between film-maker and chief 
collaborators which cannot be eff ectively resolved. This may 
result when a director who has become accustomed to a particular 
set of working practices and production methods encounters a 
different working situation. This was partly Ron Peck's 
exper*ence wA*. I%: 17, EMPIRE STA"TE (although ultimately his . -ajo-A 
collaborative relationships were satisfactory and, in the case of 
cinemat-a-grap1her Tony Imi e. xtremely fru-J. "t-fu-11). Peck had prev"LouslY 
made his filnns, such as MIGHTHA. WKS in a workshop situation 
involving an approach to f-Llm-making which was both more 
'ecl---* He atl6empted coll --,., ve and more self-consci-ously referential. 
in-LItia'"y was to to bring the sa, -.. a t1hings to 
EIIP=, 
d. ý 
have been a lower budget more e. --. per--*. -.. ental 'workslhop type' of 
4F, "I , 4-- %. 4ght A. -Im than it eventually ended up, with less success t1han he 
have wished. Peck had problems in att-em, pllting to get certain ýdeas 
across by way of references to paintings and. other fil. -, Is: 
"I asked most of the Art Department to watch 20 minutes of 
WRITTEN ON THE WIND, the Douglas Sirk film, to try to get 
something across about not cluttering up the decor with detail. 
And I juxtaposed it with as film called NUMBER ONE, an archetypal 
sort of British realist film, full of detail and nothing 
highlighted. And I had quite a struggle. They didn't know what on 
earth I was talking about, why on earth I was making them watch 
this old Hollywood Movie that none of them had seen or was very 
interested in. "(72) 
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Peck argues that this tends to be less of a problem in America 
where directors will of ten use ref erences to other f ilms when 
planning a production and crews will understand and appreciate 
such a strategy. Julien Temple agrees to the extent that working 
in America he found that American crews from the grips and the 
sparks upwards were more involved in the idea of making a movie 
than their British counterparts. Consequently they are much more 
willing to make suggestions and enter into a dialogue with the 
director. 
Part of Peck's problem was his unfamiliarity with working 
practices in the commercial, as opposed to workshop, production 
sector. There were also problems in that he was working closely 
in conjunction with Mark Ayres, his partner at Team pictures and 
credited Executive Producer on EMP"IREE STATIZE, and Carl Ross Who 
was credited as Crealtive Consultan't on The crew 
"or and resented the however, would only take order from the direc. 
others, particularly Ross, suggesting to the-- what, they should 
do. Peck concedes that the the intensely co"11-2-aborat-ive 
relationship between the three of them, should have ended sooner 
than it did in recognition of the different work-Ing pract-A'. cas 
entailing at this higher level of production. 
But in general the process of collaboration is a fruitful and 
productive experience. Given the nature and scale of, even low 
budget, film-production collaboration is a necessity in both 
logistic al ter, -, s and also with regard to the practicalities of 
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day-to-day production. A succesý; fQl production requires a range of 
specialist skills be brought to bear under the juidan ce and 
leadership of the direcfor. But directors rely heavily on the 
contributions of their collaborators. On a purely technical level 
most technicians have much more experi. ence than a director who 
has been working for an equivalent time. A cinematographer can 
perhaps work on two films a year while, on average a director is 
involved with a single project f or a period of between one to 
two years. But collaborators, by talking to directors and 
suggesting things, help a director to clarify his or her 
intentions, to assess options and make choices in line with 
practical possibility. ' This is part. of the essence of the 
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THE AUTEUR IS DEAD, LONG LIVE THE AUTEUR: 
THE CONTINUING IMPORTANCE OF THE INDIVIDUAL IN THE FILM-MAKING 
PROCESS I 
Despite being a fundamentally collaborative process film-making 
is still regarded by many commentators in terms of the auteurist 
perspective. British cinema is no exception to this general 
trend. Of the three major publications addressing themselves to 
the British film revival of the early eighties two adopt an 
auteurist approach to the subject: James Park's LEARNING TO 
DREAM: THE NEW ýRITISH'CINEMIN. (1) and Nick Roddick's essay 'The 
British Revival' which forms a major part of the' British Film 
Year publication A NIGHT AT THE, PICTURES (2). Only BRITISH CINEMA 
NOW (3), a series of essays on various aspects of British cinema 
including finance, distribution, criticism and acting, edited by 
Roddick and Martyn Auty, refused to treat the 'New Briti, sh 
Cinema' as synonymous with its directors. It is also worth noting 
that Alexander Walker's survey of the British Cinema during the 
seventies and first half of the eighties should also concentrate 
on the activities of individual directors (and producers), hence 
the title of his book NATIONAL HEROES (4). His previous 
examination of the sixties HOLLYWOOD ENGLIMID (5), while similar 
in many respects tended to focus more on the activities of 
production companies and the investment st . rategies in British 
production by the American majors during the period. 
In a more academic sense it can be argued, as indeed Paul Coates 
does in THE STORY OF THE LOST REFLECTION (6) , that despite the 
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numerous claims by Structuralist and Post- structuralist writers 
to have successfully de-centred the subject, *the idea of 
individuality remains a justifiable, indeed necessary, construct 
in film theory. Indeed the acknowledgement of the unique 
contribution made by a range of individuals to the film-making 
process underpins this study. t4hile the stress has been placed on 
the processes of interaction and collaboration, the director 
maintains a position of creative dominance within this process. 
However, this is always in relation to the contributions of 
collaborators and does not exclude them as classical auteur 
theory arguably does. 
What is important to consider is that the director is involved in 
the process at every stage while the various contributions f rom 
'experts' considered in the previous chapter are much more 
specific in nature. Indeed only the producer has A similar 
relationship to the project as the director, following it through 
and having some sort of input at every stage of the process. But 
this tends to be more of a supervisory than a creative role. The 
director has the privileged position of being able to accept or 
reject the advice of the various collaborators on a project. A 
director therefore can be said to have ultimate creative control 
over every stage of the process, although in practice this may be 
mitigated by certain factors including the controversial issue of 
the 'final cut' of the film. As I pointed out in a previous 
chapter, financiers, who ultimately own the film by virtue of 
their investment, occasionally demand the right to f inal cut and 
this can bring them into conflict with the director - eg. the 
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dispute between Mike Hodges and the Goldwyn company over the 
final cut of A PRAYER FOR THE DYING. 
What is interesting, with regard to a consideration of f ilm- 
makers currently working within the British film industry, is the 
number of directors who write their own scripts, as I pointed out 
in the previous chapter. This obviously produces a degree of 
thematic and stylistic consistency in the work of film-makers 
like Bill Forsyth, Neil Jordan, Mike Radford, Derek Jarman, Peter 
Greenaway and others which is not so readily recognisable in the 
work of directors. who have worked with different writers. The 
Stephen Frears of MY BEAUTIFUL LAUNDRETTE and SAMMY AND ROSIE GET 
LAID, both written by Hanif Kureishi, is arguably very different 
to the Stephen Frears of DANGEROUS LIASONS or even THE HIT. 
Obviously there are exceptions, some directors have particularly 
strong styles which are evident regardless of the writer involved 
- Nicolas Roeg being a classic example. But generally the younger 
British film-makers with a distinctive 'signature', to use an 
auteurist term, do tend to be writer/directors who apparently 
have a desire to make distinctive cinematic statements and who, 
as a result, stand out from the general mass of efficient and 
functional contract directors most of whom have (unsurprisingly) 
learned their trade in television. 
What then can we say about the creativity of individual film- 
makers ? Basically, what a film-maker brings to a project is 
ideas (often including the basic original idea from which the 
treatment and screenplay grew), influences and experience. ideas 
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relate to the desire to make f ilms in the first place which in 
turn may be the desire to communicate particular ideas to an 
audience through the popular medium of film, or on the other hand 
it may be a case of film for film's sake prompted by a 
. 
fascination for the medium and its workings. As I have argued, 
there are several film-makers working in Britain today who 
possess a strong personal identity in terms of a cont. inuity of 
thematic preoccupation and stylistic treatment in their work. 
Therefore, the cinema of Jordan, Radford, Forsyth, Jarman, 
Greenaway, Terence Davies and Bill Douglas can, by and large, be 
described in terms of an auteurist cinema distinct from the work 
of Stephen Frears, Pat O'Connor and David Drury. This is not to 
argue that the work of the first group of directors is 
necessarily better than that of the second because to argue that 
the work of a film-maker with an identifiable style is more 
accomplished than that of a more impersonal director' is to be 
guilty of the worst excesses of auteurism. However it is 
interesting to note that both Jordan and Radford have both made 
films, HIGH SPIRITS and WHITE MISCHIEF respectively, which 
appeared to be less committed and more processed affairs compared 
to their previous ef forts. In the case of Jordan the move was to 
a big budget special effects comedy which lacked the thematic 
preoccupations and stylistic approach which made his first three 
films so interesting. 
Ideas are formed within a context which is both personal and 
social at the same time. Work can be inspired by events in an 
individual's life (the films of Terence Davi'Z4 the Bill Do'uglas 
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by philosophical and academic ideas, by current or 
past political struggle, by aspects of contemporary social lif e 
etc. This brings us to the question of influences: the context 
within which ideas and strategies are f ormed, helping to place 
the cinematic preoccupations of inaividual film-makers within 
some sort of cultural and intellectual context. As well as 
drawing inspiration f rom various personal, intellectua. 1, social 
and political sources, a film-maker can also be influenced by 
other art f orms such as the novel ( which has provided readily 
adaptable source material for f ilm-makers since the invention of 
cinema) , painting, poetry or music, or by the history and nature 
of film-making itself. 
While film-makers may have particular cultural influences and 
reference points, all work in relation to the institution of 
cinema and consequently all must have some knowledge and 
understanding of cinematic technique. Given the current 
organisation of feature film production in this country most 
film-makers have to develop their technique by learning from 
others rather than serving an apprenti ce ship within the industry 
and learning by way of 'on the job'experience. most of the 
directors mentioned in this study have only made a handful of 
films, and what is striking when one surveys British production 
over the last few years is the number of film-makers who seem to 
make af ilm and then disappear: a testimony to the problems not 
so much of making a debut feature but following it up. Therefore 
film-makers have to rely both on the experience of their 
collaborators and by studying the work of others. As 
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writer/director Charlie Gormley explains: 
"You can't learn your trade unless you steal from other people, 
by going to the cinema- and thinking: 'that's a nice. elegant 
solution to the clumsy business of getting someone out of a car 
etc. " (7) 
It is important that a budding film-maker learns the language of 
cinema by analysing how others perform their craft and having a 
sound knowledge of different techniques and approaches to the 
medium. The advent of film school has helped to produce graduates 
who possess a degree of cine-literacy and who are consciously 
aware of their own dispositions and stylistic preferences. Some 
of the film-makers I interviewed for this study are heavily 
influenced by the American cinema, particularly of the fifties. 
Ron Peck and Julien Temple share an admiration of the visual 
language, the colour and the design displayed in the work of 
Sirk, 11innelli, Ray and others. Peck in particular is fascinated 
by American culture. His first feature NIGHTHAWKS was inspired 
(in a visual sense) by the Edward Hopper painting of the same 
name. Similarly his intention behind Empire State was to give the 
American thriller despite its f Um the look and feel oil. an 
thoroughly British subject matter. Temple is particularly 
influenced by the studio-based American musical, the model on 
which he based. his feature ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS. 
Charlie Gormley is another film-maker who professes an admiration 
for classical American cinema. Indeed he used an American model 
f or the design of his second f eature HEAVENLY PURSUITS. Much of 
the action takes place in a Scottish comprehensive school and the 
desire was to get away f rom the modern comprehensive design of 
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GRANGE HILL with its multitude of corridors and instead to use a 
classical double volume *pace with an open f loor and galleries: 
much like the layout of the insurance office in Billy Wilder's 
classic film noir DOUBLE INDEMNITY. Gormley argues that both he 
and Bill Forsyth, who were partners in the late seventies, 
continually looked to the American cinema for references. As he 
puts it: 
"I think in Scotland people are much more predisposed towards an 
American cinema, or even, in Bill's case an American cinema 
through a French filter. "(8) 
Forsyth is more reticent than Gormley, denying any strong 
influences although GREGORY'S GIRL would appear to have more than 
a passing reference in tone and style to Olmi's IL POSTO and 
LOCAL HERO to Sandy Mackendrick's WHISKEY GALORE. 
Other film-makers I talked to acknowledged various European 
points of reference. Mike Radf ord for example is very conscious 
of his Italian and French influences, particularly Italian Neo- 
realism. As cinematographer Roger Deakins, who has shot all 
Radford's features to date, explains, Radford's debut film 
ANOTHER TIME, ANOTHER PLACE was made with a conscious reference 
to Ermanno 01, mils THE TREE OF THE WOODEN CLOGS. In general, 
Radford's European sensibility is demonstrated in the way in 
which he relates his characters to their environment which is 
very different to the stylistic panache and pace of American 
cinema. As Radford himself puts it: 
"In each of my films the environment is a player in the 
drama. "(9) 
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Bill Douglas is also very much a European oriented director in 
terms of his visual styleL and approach to nariative. Among his 
influences he cites Dovzhenko, Visconti, De Sica, Truffaut and 
British Free Cinema. His visual approach involves a notion Of 
dwelling: holding the camera on a subýject foiý an extended, period 
of time. This, Douglas explains, is an expression of the desire 
to show the nobility of ordinary people, a Bazinian belief in the 
transparent nature of the film medium in its relation to reality 
- the notion that the camera can reveal the complexities and 
ambiguities of reality. This philosophical approach to film-making 
was developed by Douglas during the making of his 
autobiographical Trilogy: MY CHILDHOOD, 14Y AIN FOLK, my Wt,, Y HOME 
and was a major factor in his approach to the production of 
COMR. t'%DES, the story of the Tolpuddle Martyrs. 
Derek Jarman and Neil Jordan also cite European influences in 
their cinema. Jarman claims a spiritual affinity with other gay 
film artists such as Passolini and Murnau, although he denies 
that he is a cinephile as such. Jordan on the other hand has a 
great admiration for Bunuel, which may e"--plain his own 
preoccupation with the ambiguous nature of : reality and what he 
refers to as. 'the breakdown of realistic explanations of 
behaviour' (10) , and the expressionism of Fritz Lang. Both Jarman 
and Jordan have strong external cultural referents: both claim to 
be heavily influeAced by painting (Jarman was an artist before 
becoming involved in film and he continues to paint). Jarman also 
has a particular interest in poetry which tends to be a greater 
structuring influence on his sense of narrative than prose. 
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The third factor contributing to the 'individuality' of 
particular f ilm-makers is that of relevant experience*. Given the 
major changes which have occurreAin the'structure of the industry 
since the break up of permanent, studio-based production, formal 
training patterns have been radically altered to replace the old 
studio apprentice system. Rather than following the classic 
career structure from clapper loader to director, most budding 
film-makers receive their formal training at film school. Indeed,, 
the development of film schools such as the National Film School 
at Beaconsfield and the London Internat. 'onal Film School 
represents the contemporary equivalent of institutionalised 
training. 
The NFS at Beaconsfield, the school with the highest profile in 
Britain, was set up in the early seventies as a direct response 
to the changes which had taken place in the industary and the 
disruption of previous routes into career structures. The 
director of the NFS is Colin Young who had previously been 
director at highly successfal, UCLA film school in Los Angeles. 
Examples of graduates from the NFS since the first intake of 
students in 1971 include directors Mike Radford, Julien Temple, 
Nic Broomfield, Terence Davies, Malcolm Mowbray, Jim O'Brien, 
Michael Caton-Jones, Connie Templeman, Gillies Mackinnon and 
cinematographers Roger Deakins, Oliver Stapleton and Gabriel 
Beristain. Graduates of the London International Film School 
include Bill Douglas, Mike Leigh, Ron Peck, all writer directors, 
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and cinematographers Gale Tattersall and Curtis Clark. 
Most of these individuals began to establish themselves in the 
f ilm industry in the late seventies and early eighties. It took 
the best part of a decade for the first intake of NFS students to 
complete their training and garner some experience in related 
f ields: documentary, TV drama, before being given the chance to 
make their f irst f eature f ilm. The emergence of this 'educated' 
generation of film-makers co-incided with the birth of Channel 4 
and the emer*gence of various production companies in the early 
eighties, affording them opportunities to make theatrical 
features which they would not otherwise have had. 
The yearly intake of the NFS is in the region of twenty five 
students, of an average age of around 27. This is so they 'have 
had some life experience' (11) as Colin Young puts it* The course 
lasts f or three years, although this period may be extended as 
students have to complete a graduation film which may delay their 
date of completion. In the first year students are taught a range 
of skills before moving onto their chosen specialist area, be it 
direction, screenwriting, cinematography, editing or whatever. 
These skills are taught by people with industry experience, f or 
example the camera department is currently being run by the 
veteran cinematographer Walter Lasally. Young agrees that the 
school is there to teach basic craf t but the basic philosophy 
behind the programme is to encourage a learning-based, as opposed 
to a teaching-based, curriculum with students encouraged to learn 
from their own initiatives by posing and solving their own 
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problems. Film school also give students the opportunity to learn 
from closely studying the, work of other directors. 
In addition to film school, some film-makers enjoyed an 
institution-based training at art school which eventually led 
them to film as a medium of expression every bit as effective and 
relevant as painting or sculpture. Many f ilm-makers with an art 
school background have tended to remain in the experimental or 
avant garde sector but some command bigger budgets and audiences 
and can be said to operate on the margins of the mainstream. The 
classic examples in this category are Peter Greenaway and Derek 
Jarman, both of who have very unique approaches to their art 
which in different ways betrays their origins: Greenaway in terms 
of his formal plots and rather classical static compositions, 
Jarman with regard to his visual and aural collages. An other 
notable film-maker with an art college background is James Scott 
who, like Jarman, trained at the Slade before moving into cinema. 
But it must also be said that very few film students will 
graduate straight to feature films, they will usually have to 
broaden their experience by working in some related f ield. Even 
once they have made their first feature it is highly unlikely 
that this is the only work they will do. * Given the limited 
resources available for film production each year in Britain most 
film-makers must find some alternative sources of employment 
while they are waiting to begin work on their next major project. 
The major areas other than features within which film-makers work 
are television drama, documentaries, advertising and pop-promos. 
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I shall briefly consider each area and the implications each may 
have for the development -of an individual film-makers approach to 
the medium. 
The relationship between TV drama and cinema has been the topic 
of countless debates over the past decade, particularly in 
relation to Channel 4 and much of the work commissioned for the 
'Film on Four' slot. The general argument has been that many of 
these films are essentially televisual rather than cinematic in 
nature, relying on the script and the actors to force the 
narrative along rather than by means of images and imaginative 
editing. This in turn feeds into a more fundamental debate about 
the verbal primacy of British cinema in general which is 
considered in chapter eight. Traditionally television drama takes 
the theatre as its model and early TV plays were often shot 
'live': continuous action covered by several cameras in much the 
same way as an outside broadcast is constructed. Technique 
therefore tended to be functional and to serve the script. The. 
implications of all of this is that film-makers whose background 
is ostensibly TV drama tend to make television when they are 
supposed to be making cinema. It is argued by some that they are 
unable to use ýthe full range of possibilities offered by cinema. 
Consequently the development of a personal style is subordinated 
to the sensitive handling of content. Indeed it is this 
sensitivity which constitutes one of the strengths of much 
television drama and 'Film on Four' productions, despite the 
criticisms of stylistic impersonality and lack of visual 
imagination. Examples of film-makers who moved into feature films 
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from television drama include Stephen Frears, Ken Loach, kichael 
Apted, Richard Eyre and Roland Joffe. Some continue to work in TV 
and some, Eyre and Loach for example, are also involved in 
theatre. 
The mirror image of this state of affairs is provided by the 
world of co=ercials. Unlike drama which is usually made on a 
tight budget, many commercials are rather lucrative assignments 
with substantial resources and relaxed schedules: film-makers are 
afforded opportunities to experiment with technique and only have 
to produce approximately 15-30 seconds of usable f ootage a day as 
opposed to 4 or 5 minutes in the case of f ii. m. Film-makers also 
have the opportunity to work with 'the best technicians in the 
business on commercials and f ees are very high. The problems such 
conditions can create are that when a film-makers who has either 
been trained in, or whose experience of f ilm-making is almost 
exclusively in the the world of , commercials comes to make a 
feature film style can occasionally overshadow narrative 
development, rendering their work visually interesting but 
ultimately rather unsatisfying. 
James Park points out that given the nature of commercials 
production in terms of resources and schedules, many f ilm-makers 
find it difficult to adapt to the budgets and pressures of 
f eature production, particularly in Britain where resources are 
often minimal and efficiency held at a prime. Consequently, as 
Park puts it: 
19.. commercials directors tend to gravitate towards Hollywood 
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where they can apply their visual virtuosity to a high , budget- 
chintzy work rather than chance their arm on a gritty piece of 
contemporary drama. "(12) 
The classic examples of such individuals are Alan Parker (THE 
WALL, BIRDY, ANGEL HEART, MISSISSIPPI BURNING) , Adrian Lyne 
(FOXES, FLASHDANCE, ' NINE AND A HALF WEEKS, FATAL ATTRACTIONý, and 
brothers Ridley (ALIEN, BLADERUNNER, LEGEND, S014EONE TO WATCH 
OVER ME) and Tony Scott (THE HUNGER, TOP GUIT) . The worý of each 
of these f ilm-makers is di s tingu-*&. shed by visual and technical 
virtuosity but this is often at the expense of intelligent 
narrative development. Each of the above mentioned film-makers 
has gravitated towards American melodrama which tends to rely 
heavily on rather clich64 plot devices and narrative resolutions. 
Such constraints are occasionally imposed by studio heads in the 
interests of commercial appeal, one recent example being the 
resolution of Adrian Lynne's F. InT. 1%Ij ATTRdACTIOII which was different 
in the original script. 
However, as Alan Rusbridger points out in an article on TV 
commercials published in THE GUARDIAN (13) , the standard 
progression from ads to cinema has been reversed somewhat with 
agencies queuing up to hire directors from cinema and television. 
Many of these film-makers have little in common wit -h the Anglo- 
Americans noted above and include Mike Radfotd, -John Amiel, Peter 
Greenaway, Charlie Gormley and- Ken Loach. Given the lack of 
opportunity to make features many directors are prepared to work 
for agencies during periods of inactivity. Rusbridger also points 
out that commercials are 'relying more and more on cinema 
techniques and many are designed and directed to have the look 
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and feel of certain feature films. Particular directors are often 
hired to recreate previous work in cinema or TV f or the, purpose 
of selling cars, a'lcohol or whatever. 
The same problems which can affect th e cinema work of film-makers 
'used to working in commercials can also sometimes apply to 
directors trained in pop-promos, although budgets for piomos have 
fallen in recent years from the rather extravagant levels of the 
early eighties creating working situations s. 4 -milar, in terms of 
resources, to low budget f ilm production . The criticism s levelIQA 
at the top commercials directors would equally apply to someone 
like Russell Mulcahy, responsible for some of the most glitzy and 
expensive pop promos of the decade and the director of RA", 9, ORBJ"%CK 
and HIGHLANDER. The later feature in particular is characterised 
by gratuitous camera movement and visual pyrotechnics which are 
frequently unrelated to the narrative development as such. 
Julian Temple is arguably another f ilm-ma'ker whose work in 
features has been adversely affected by his background in promos. 
Certainly ABSOLUTE BEGIiIIIIERS tended to be structured along the 
lines of a series of pop promo set pieces. However, to be fair, 
Temple was attemptIng to make a film. in the tradition of the 
Hollywood musical. Temple is unrepentant about the techniques 
which have influenced his cinema: 
"I dorlt think the influence of pop promos is totally negative. I think obviously you've got to be aware of the strengths of that form and the weaknesses over 90 minutes of film. When I did 
videos I always had something to say. I wasn't just trying to flatter pop stars. "(14) 
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What promos do af f ord f ilm-makers which commercials do not - 
is the 
opportunity to work on the script of the promo along with 
the 
band or artist in question. Commercials projects on the other 
hand come complete with script written by the advertising agency. 
Budgets in promos are also of ten limited, f orcing f ilm-makers to 
be inventive. For example Derek Jarman was able to develop his 
Super 8 technique by way of pop promos contracted for The Smiths. 
These were effectively a dry-run for his innovative Super 8 
feature THE LAST OF ENGLAND. On the other hand many promos are 
rather messy unfocussed affairs and often highly derivative. 
Jarman's Super 8 work has been widely imitated with film-makers 
even denigrating other formats to achieve a grainy Super 8 
'look', but arguably it has not been equaled in terms of visual 
imagination or technique. 
An interesting British f eature project inspired by the promo is 
ARIA, a series of 10 operatic arias interpreted in particularly 
idiosyncratic ways by various cinema directors including Nicolas 
Roeg, Ken RU-ssell, Jean Luc Godard, Julien Temple, Charles 
Sturridge, Robert Altman, Bruce Beresford, Franc Roddam, Derek 
Jarman and Bill Bryden. The project was co-ordinated and produced 
by Don Boyd. What was interesting was the range of dif f erent 
approaches taken by each film maker ranging from the glossy 
location work of Roddam and Roeg to the super 8 technique f avoAmX. 
by Derek Jarman. 
Another training ground worth considering is that of 
documentaries. The documentary tradition is very strong in 
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British cinema history, with John Grierson and Humphrey Jennings 
standing out as two of the major f igures in British f ilm-making 
during the thirties and the war years. Several notable features 
directors originally worked in this area including Alberto 
Cavalcanti and Harry Watt, who both worked under Grierson at the 
GPO film unit, and Lindsay Anderson and Karel Reisz, who both 
made rather poetic documentary films inspired by Jennings, under 
the Free Cinema banner before -moving into feature production in 
the early sixties. 
One of the current batch of film-makers who trained in 
documentaries is Mike Radford, whose work in this are includes 
THE LAST STRONGHOLD OF THE PURE GOSPEL and THE MADONNA AND THE 
VOLCANO. Radford explains that this experience taught him the 
ability to think on his f eet and react to the moment. This in 
turn helps to explain Radf ord's approach to cinem a; that is, his 
disinclination to make use of storyboards and his preference for 
working 'out of the feel and atmosphere that's actually in the 
place'. A fellow NFS graduate and a contemporary of Radford is 
Nick Broomfield who made his reputation primarily as a 
documentarist with the films CHICKEN RANCH, SOLDIER GIRLS and 
DRIVING ME CRA. ZZY has recently moved into features with DIMOND 
SKULLS. Other film-makers who trained in documentaries include 
David Drury, Pat O'Connor and Bill Forsyth. 
These then are some of the ways in which the concept of the 
individual film-maker can be said to be meaningful despite the 
general collaborative nature of the film-making process. Clearly 
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many films are still attributable to certain directors, - albeit 
directors who are often working in conjuncti. on with the same 
creative 'team' over a range of projects. But such' a team 
requires an overall sense of direction and purpose. and this, 
appropriately enough, should be provýded by the director who, as 
I pointed out, is the one person who makes a creative input at 
every stage of the process and who is in a position to choose 
between possible solutions to particular problems and can accept 
or reject the advice of the various 'experts' as he or she sees 
fit. For this reason individual film-makers do stand out and 
deserve some consideration with regard to their ideas, influences 
and experience, all of which help to contextualise what we refer 
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CONCLUSION 
In the general overview of theories of creativity which 
constitutes the first chapter of this study I arrived at two 
fundamental tensions , ýwhich exist at the heart of an explanation 
of the creative process. The first of these is the tension 
between innovation and repetition - is the product of the 
creative process genuinely innovative or is it merely a novel 
combination of existing and recognisable elements ? Secondly, 
there is the tension between the operation of subjective factors 
such as individuality and intentionality as components of the 
created 'worklo and the objective structuring of the creative 
process resulting in an object, which for analytical purposes is 
distinct from its creator. 
With regard to my substantive consideration of current British 
cinema and issues of creativity, the first of these tensions can 
be dealt with in a brief and relatively straightforward manner. 
The commercial imperative informing practically all film-making 
tends to operate against genuine innovation whichl as I arguedt 
always involves a moment of non-recognition and consequently runs 
the risk of alienating an audience. This outcome is implied in 
Adorno's conception of Modernism which is for him trully 
innovative and unsettling. At the very least there will be a 
resulting breakdown in communication to borrow Williams' use of 
the term. 
The general thrust in film-making therefore is towards the 
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creation of cinematic fictions which may be novel at the level of 
storyline but which never the less conform to general expectation 
with regard to formal construction and narrative development. 
This pressure towards repetition is compounded in the case of 
British cinema by the fact that, historicallyg the funding of 
film-making in this country has been extremely unstable, 
effectively preventing the development of a cultural 'space' in 
which experimentation can take place. Britain has neither the 
financial muscle of Hollywood nor the benefits of generous public 
subsidy enjoyed by many European industries. It is also 
significant that the last bastion of non-commercial film 
production in the U. K. - the BFI Production Board# has tended in 
recent years to concentrate on relatively orthodox feature 
production which is similar in form and content to mainstream 
commercial film-making. 
Turning to the second consideration - the tension between 
subjective and objective elements of the creative process, there 
are several interesting issues which are raised in relation to my 
concentration on Cinema. Taking the subjective side firstj I 
attempted to demonstrate in the last chapter why I believe the 
notion of individuality is still a meaningfulýone despite the 
overwhelmingly collaborative nature of film-making and the 
general concentration on the external structuring of the creative 
process in hand. Some film-makers do have an individual style 
which is readily identifiable in their work - Derek Jarmant Peter 
Greenaway, Bill Forsyth, Neil Jordan, Nicolas Roeg and Hen 
Russell are a handful of examples from recent British cinema. 
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Closely related to individuality is the question of 
intentionality. Given the general inclination in cinema towards 
attracting rather than alienating the audience, towards achieving 
unproblematic communication, the intention to create a 
recognisable and comprehensible fiction is generally realised to 
a greater or lesser degree. Film-makers may wish at times to 
enable their audience to see the world in new ways but this will 
usually be within an orthodox format or mode of cinematic 
storytelling. This is not to argue that there is a direct 
correlation between intentionality and outcome, that audiences 
perceive a film in exactly the way the film-maker intended, or 
indeed that a film-maker is totally clear in his or her own mind 
what is being communicated. Butp by and large, I would argue that 
a successful and unproblematic communication is reached between 
film-maker and audience. 
The issue of intentionality is also raised in my consideration of 
recent theoretical writings concerned with the process of 
enunciation and the positioning of the spectator within the textt 
applied to the work of John Ford and Alfred Hitchcock by Browne 
and Flitterman respectively. I argued that these writings 
revealed, although this remains unacknowledged, the skilful 
manipulation of audience-response by the film-makers concerned. 
The manipulation of audience-response may be unambiguous - an 
audience laughs, experiences fear or tension when it is directed 
to do so. On the other hand a film-maker may intentionally leave 
meanings open or ambiguous. This usually occurs in more formally 
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inventive cinemap a recent rare example from British cinema being 
Derek Jarman's THE LAST OF ENGLAND. 
44.. 
There are other intentionalities to consider other than the film- 
makers. The intentionality of the financiers is significant in 
that they invest in a particular idea which they have judged to 
be a commercial proposition with a certain box-office appeal and 
which a film-maker subsequently realises as a film. The film- 
maker is therefore usually obliged to adhere to the original idea 
with any deviations being at the level of minor surface detail. 
In this way commercial pressures preserve original 
intentionality and work against deviation in the process of 
production. Finally, there is the intentionality of the various 
collaborators. Cinematographers, editors, designersýetc. all have 
ideas regarding the nature of their contribution and, to an 
extent the final outcome. The question becomes one of 
reconciling intentionalities in the process of collaboration and 
directing them towards a common goal. The various contributors 
are not merely extensions of the film-maker's will, but 
contributions must be directed towards a coherent end product or 
the collaboration will be unsuccessful. Hence the need for an 
overall creative co-ordinator - the role usually occupied by the 
director. 
Howevert as I have attempted to demonstrate throughout this 
study, subjective considerations are constantly subject to 
external structuring. Creative activity always occurs in a 
material context which provides the necessary resources, imposes 
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constraintst poses questions, suggests solutions and constitutes 
the finite 'space' within which the subjective input is made. 
Such activity never occurs in a vacuum as the Romantic. ideal 
would imply. In such a way creativity depends upon context, 
without such a context creative activity cannot occur. 
While I criticised Adorno for neglecting the subjective input in 
the creative process, his insistence that design is almost always 
subject to change in the process of realisation in film-making is 
interesting at a formal level when we consider Cinema. Although I 
have just argued that the intentionality embodied in the original 
idea is largely realised in the final work due to a variety of 
factors including commercial pressurel it is interesting to 
consider that the idea undergoes a process of transformation from 
a set of words on a page: the pre-filmic embodiment of the idea, 
to the audio/visual product which is the outcome of the process. 
This involves a fundamental transformation of medium from words 
to images. Now while it is true to say that some film-makers 
Btoryboard an entire script - transforming the pre-filmic idea 
into images, many use storyboarding only selectively, to solve 
certain technical problemss and some do not use storyboardB at 
all. Consequently it can be argued that the actual process of 
production determines the outcome in such a way which goes beyond 
intentionality, vindicating Adorno's argument to a certain 
extent. In addition, original filmic ideas can be transformed 
through the process of editing - emphases can be altered, the 
chronology of events disrupted, the whole meaning of the film 
changed. A film-maker may find that elements which appeared to 
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work on paper do not quite hold together in the same way on 
screen. Occasionally financiers will demand the right to final 
cut, effectively giving them, rather than the film-maker, the 
final creative say with regard to the product. 
To concludet it is obvious that creativity is dependent on the 
interrelation of subjective and objective factors. With regard to 
cinematic creativity, Paul Coates correctly streBseB the 
importance of constructing a theory which considers queBtions of 
individuality, in the shape Of style or mise-en-scene, in 
relation to 'other factors' which form the material context of 
film production. In addition to Coates' observations, I would 
argue that the subjective input into the creative process can be 
rescued further from Romantic individualism by regarding it in 
terms of a practical rather than a transcendental concept. 
Regarding subjectivity largely in terms of effort (albeit in line 
with queBtions of intentionality), rather than inspiration or 
imagination, is useful in that it renders creative activity 
practical activity, which in turn places a stress on the material 
context which gives rise to the activity and structures its 
outcome. This is what I have attempted to do in this study with 
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